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ARITHMETIC

SECTION I.

Article 1. By a Unit is meant a single object or thing, considered

as one and undivided.

2. Number is the name by which we signify how many objects or

things are considered, whether one or more. When, for instance, we
speak of one horse, two apples, three ^ards, or fonr hours, the num-

ber of the things referred to will be one, two, three, or four, according

to the case; and so one, two, three, four, and the rest, are called

numbers.

3. Numbers are considered either as Abstract or Concrete.

Abstract numbers are those which have no reference to any par-

ticular kind of unit ; thus, five, as an abstract number, signifies five

units only, without any regard to particular objects.

Concrete numbers are those which have reference to some par-

ticular kind of unit ; thus, when we speak of five hours, six yards,

seven horses, the numbers five, six, seven, are said to be concrete

numbers, having reference to the particular units one hour, one yard,

one horse, respectively.

4. Arithmetic is the science of Numbers.

5. All numbers in common Arithmetic are expressed by means of

the figure 0, commonly called zero or a cypher, which has no value in

itself, and nine significant figures, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, which denote

respectively the numbers one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight,

nine. These ten figures are sometimes called Digits.

1



10 ARITHMETIC.

The number one, whioh is represented by the figure I, is called

UNITY.

6. When any of tkese figures stands by itself, it expresses its simple

Of intrinsic. value; thus, 9 expresses nine abstract units, or nine par-

ticular things : but when it is followed by another figure, it then ex-

presses ten times its simple value ; thus, 94 expresses ten times nine

units, together with four units more: when it is followed by two

figures, it then expresses one hundred times its simple value ; thus,

943 expresses one hundred times nine units, together with ten times

four units, and also three units more ; and so on by a tenfold increase

for each additional figure that follows it.

The value, which thus belongs to a figure in consequence of its

position or place, is called its local value.

Therefore all numbers have a simple or intrinsic value, and also a

local value.

7. It appears then, that in common Arithmetic we proceed towards

the left from units to tens of units ; from tens of units to tens of tens

of units, or hundreds of units ; from hundreds of units to tens of

hundreds of units, or thousands of units ; from thousands of units to

tens of thousands of units ; from tens of thousands oi units to tens of

tens of thousands of units, that is, to hundreds of thousands of units

;

thence to tens of hundreds of thousands of units, or millions of units

;

thence to tens of millions of units, hundreds of millions of units, &c.,

till we come to billions, trillions, quadrillions, &c.

Thus, 10 represents one ten of units, together with no units ; or, as

it is briefly read, ten. 11 represents one ten of units, together with

one unit ; or as it is briefly read eleven. Similarly 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

17, 18, 19, respectively represent one ten of units together with two,

three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine units ; they are respectively

read twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen,

nineteen.

The next ten numbers are expressed by 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,

27, 28, 29, which respectively represent two tens of units together

with no, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine units ; they

are briefly read twenty, twenty-one, twenty-two, twenty-three,

twenty-four, twenty-five, twenty-six, twenty-seven, twenty-eight,

twenty-nine.
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The next ten numbers are expressed by 30, 81, 32, 83, 34, 35, 36,

37, 38, 39, which are respectively read thirty, thirty-one, thirty-two,

thirty-three, thirty-four, thirty-five, thirty-six, thirty-seven, thirty-

eight, thirty-nine ; we thus arrive at 40 (forty), 50 (fifty), 60 (sixty),

70 (seventy), 80 (eighty), 90 (ninety).

99 is the largest number which can be expressed by two figures,

since it represents nine tens of units together with nine units ; the

next number to this is 100, which represents ten tens of units, or one

hundred of units, together with no tens of units, together with no

units ; or, as it is briefly read, one hundred.

By pursuing the same system in higher numbers, the figure occupy-

ing the fourth place from the right hand will represent so many tens

of hundreds of units, or thousands of units ; the figure in the fifth place

will represent so many tens of thousands of units ; and so on.

205 represents two hundreds of units, together with no tens of

units, together with five units ; or, as it is briefly read, two hundred

and five.

5473 represents five thousands of units, together with four hundreds

of units, together with seven tens of units, together with three units

;

or, as it is briefly read, five thousand, four hundred and seventy-three.

7040730 represents seven millions of units, together with no
hundreds of thousands of units, together with four tens of thousands

of units, together with no thousands of units, together with seven

hundreds of units, together with three tens of units, together with no
units

;
or, as it is briefly read, seven millions, forty thousand, seven

hundred and thirty.

8. Notation is the art of expressing any number by figures or

letters which is already given in words. There are two methods of

Notation : l8t Arabic ; 2nd Koman.

9. Numeration is the converse of Notation, being the art of ex-

pressing any number in words which is already given in figures.

10. The method above explained of denoting numbers by means of

the symbols 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and combinations of them, was
brought into Europe by the Arabs, and it therefore is often called the
Arabic Notation. It was derived by the Arabs from the Hindoos.
This method of notation is now in common use, not only in the British
Empire, but throughout Europe.



12 ARITHMETIC.

Ex. I.

Exercises in Notation and Numeration*

Express the following numbers in figures :

(1) Sixty-three; eighty-one ; ninety-nine; forty; thirteen.

(2) Two hundred ; three hundred and three ; soven hundred and

sixty-four : eight hundred and eighty-eight.

(3) Four thousand; one thousand, four hundred and seventy-one;

six thousand, nine hundred and thirty ; nine thousand and nine.

(4) Twenty-seven thousand, five hundred and four: thirty-three

thousand ; nine thousand and sixteen.

(5) One hundred thousand ; six hundred and seventy-six thousand

and fifty ; two hundred and two thousand, five hundred and ninety-

three.

(6) Seven millions, three thousand ; eleven millions, one hundred

and eight thousand, one hundred and six ; fifty-four millions, fifty-

four thousand and eighty-eight ; six hundred aud thirteen millions,

twenty thousand, three hundred and three.

(7) Two billions ; nine billions ; three hundred thousand and

twnity-one; ninety-four billions, ninety millions,, ninety-four thou-

sand, nine hundred and lour.

Write down in words at full length the following numbers

:

(1) 43; 60; 88; 97; 59; 12; 21; 19.

(2) 256 ; 401 ; 500 ; 999 ; 365 ; 578 ; 837.

(3) 2000 ; 1724 ; 3003 ; 7684 ; 1075 ; 4541.

(4) 37003 ; 47049 ; 03090 ; 80008 ; 341323.

(5) 6850406 ; 8080808; 7849630; 418251.

(6) 10000001 ; 20220022 ; 92568987 ; 30180070.

(7) 2560530200 ; 800309560 ; 9738413208.

(8) 7070000423; 987654321; 5707068080.

(9) 100198700010090 ; 48726870634103264.

ADDITION.

11. Addition iR the method of finding a number, which is equal to

two or more numbers taken together.
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The numbers to be added together are called Addends.

The number found by adding two or more numbers together is

called the sum or amount of the several numbers so added.

12. There are two kinds of Addition, Simple and Compound.

It is Simple Addition, when the numbers to be taken together are

all abstract numbers ; or when they are all concrete numbers of the

same denomination, as all pence, all days, all pints.

It is Compound Addition, when the numbers to be taken together

are concrete numbers of the same kind, but of different denominations

of that kind ; as pounds, shillings, and pence ; or years, months, and

days ; or gallons, quarts, and pints.

13. The sign + , plus, placed between two or more numbers, signifies

that the numbers are to be added together : thus 2+5+7 signifies that

2, 5, and 7 are to be added together, and denotes then sum.

The sign =, equal, placed between two numbers, signifies that the

numbers are equal to one another.

The , Vinculum, placed over numbers, and the sign
( ) or

{ }, called a bracket, enclosing numbers within it, are used to denote

that all numbers under the vinculum, or within the bracket, are equally

affected by all numbers not under the vinculum or within the bracket

:

thus 2+3 or (2+3) or {2+3}, each signify, that whatsoever is outside

the vinculum or bracket which affects 2 in any way, must also affect 3

in the same way, and conversely.

The sign .-. signifies 'therefore.'

SIMPLE ADDITION.

14. Rule. Write down the given numbers under each other, so

that units may come under units, tens under tens, hundreds under
hundreds, and so on ; then draw a straight line under the lowest line.

Find the sum of the column of units ; if it be under ten, write \t

down under the column of units, below the line just drawn ; if it ex-

ceed ten, then write down the last figure of the sum under the column
of units, and carry to the next column the remaining figure or figures

;

treat each succeeding column in the same way, and write down the

full sum of the extreme left-hand column. The entire sum so marked
down will be the sum or amount of the separate numbers.
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Ex. I.

Exercises in Notation and Nwneration*

Express the following numbers in figures :

(1) Sixty-three; eighty-one ; ninety-nine; forty; thirteen.

(2) Two hundred ; three hundred and three ; seven hundred and

sixty-four : eight hundred and eighty-eight.

(3) Four thousand ; one thousand, four hundred and seventy-one

;

six thousand, nine hundred and thirty ; nine thousand and nine.

(4) Twenty-seven thousand, five hundred and four: thirty-three

thousand ; nine thousand and sixteen.

(5) One hundred thousand ; six hundred and seventy-six thousand

and fifty ; two hundred and two thousand, five hundred and ninety-

three.

(6) Seven millions, three thousand ; eleven millions, one hundred

and eight thousand, one hundred and six; fifty-four millions, fifty-

four thousand and eighty-eight ; six hundred aud thirteen millions,

twenty thousand, three hundred and three.

(7) Two billions ; nine billions ; three hundred thousand and

twenty-one; ninety-four billions, ninety millions,, ninety-four thou-

sand, nine hundred and lour.

Write down in words at full length the following numbers

:

(1) 43; 60; 88; 97; 59; 12; 21; 19.

(2) 256 ; 401 ; 500 ; 999 ; 365 ; 578 ; 837.

(3) 2000 ; 1724 ; 3003 ; 7684 ; 1075 ; 4541.

(4) 37003 ; 47049 ; 63090 ; 80008 ; 341323.

(5) 6850406; 8080808; 7849630; 418264.

(6) 10000001 ; 20220022 ; 92568987 ; 30180070.

(7) 2560530200 ; 800309560 ; 9738413208.

(8) 7070000423; 987654321; 5707068080.

(9) 100198700010090 ; 48726870634103204.

ADDITION.

11. Addition is the method of finding a number, which is equal to

two or more numbers taken together.
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The numbers to be added together are called Addends.

The number found by adding two or more numbers together is

called the sum or amount of the several numbers so added.

12. There are two kinds of Addition, Simple and Compound.

It is Simple Addition, when the number's to be taken together are

all abstract numbers ; or when they are all concrete numbers of the

same denomination, as all pence, all days, all pints.

It is Compound Addition, when the numbers to be taken together

are concrete numbers of the same kind, but of different denominations

of that kind ; as pounds, shillings, and pence ; or years, months, and

days ; or gallons, quarts, and pints.

13. The sign -f-, plus, placed between two or more numbers, signifies

that the numbers are to be added together : thus 2+5+7 signifies that

2, 5, and 7 are to be added together, and denotes then* sum.

The sign =, equal, placed between two numbers, signifies that the

numbers are equal to one another.

The , Vinculum, placed over numbers, and the sign
(

) or

{ }, called a bracket, enclosing numbers within it, are used to denote

that all numbers under the vinculum, or within the bracket, are equally

affected by all numbers not under the vinculum or within the bracket

:

thus 2+3 or (2+3) or {2+3}, each signify, that whatsoever is outside

the vinculum or bracket which affects 2 in any way, must also affect 3

in the same way, and conversely.

The sign .*. signifies ' therefore.'

SIMPLE ADDITION.

14. Rule. Write down the given numbers under each other, so

that units may come under units, tens under tens, hundreds under
hundreds, and so on ; then draw a straight line under the lowest line.

Find the sum of the column of units ; if it be under ten, write ;t

down under the column of units, below the line just drawn ; if it ex-

ceed ten, then write down the last figure of the sum under the column
of units, and carry to the next column the remaining figure or figures

;

treat each succeeding column in the same way, and write down the

full sum of the extreme left-hand column. The entire sum so marked
down will be the sum or amount of the separate numbers.
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Ex. Add together 5469, 743, and 27.

Proceeding by the Rule given above, we obtain

5469
» 743

27

6239

The reasonfor the Bulezoill appearfrom thefollowing considerations.

When we take the smn of 7 units and 3 units and 9 units, we get

19 units ; we therefore place the 9 units under the column of units, and

carry on the 1 ten units to the next column, viz., the column of tens.

Now the sum of 1 ten, 2 tens, 4 tens, and 6 Jens, is 13 tens ; we
therefore place the 3 tens under the column of tens, and carry on the

1 hundred units to the next column, viz., the column of hundreds.

Again, the sum of one hundred, 7 hundreds, and four hundreds, is

12 hundreds ; we therefore place the 2 hundreds under the column of

hundreds, and carry on the 1 thousand units to the next column, viz.,

the column of thousands. .

Again, the sum of 1 thousand and 5 thousand, is six thousands ; we
therefore place the 6 under the column of thousands, and the entire

sum is 6239.

The above example might have been worked thus, putting down at

full length the local value of all the figures.

Thus 5469=5000+400+60+9
+743= +700+40+3
+27= +20+7

Now adding the columns, we get the sum
=5000+1100+120+19

=5000+1000+100+100+20+10+9,
(since 1100=1000+100, 120=100+20, and 19=10+9)

=6000+200+30+9.
(collecting the thousands together, the hundreds together, and bo on)

=6239.

Note. The truth of all results in Addition may be proved by add

ing the columns first upwards as in the above example, and then add-

ing them downwards ; if the results be the same, the operation in each

case will in all probability have been performed correctly.
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(20) The exports of Canada for the years 1855, 1856, 1857,

were respectively as follows: Products of Agriculture, $14625580,

$17536332, $10990064; Products of the Forest, $7947920, $10019880,

$11730064; other products, $2249944, $2251916, $2729968. Find

the total amount of the exports of the country for those three years.

(21) The value of Exports of Canada for the years 1865, 1866,

1867, were respectively as follows, viz. : Products of Agricul-

ture, $14283207, $16651074, $16765981; Products of the Forest,

$10451509, $13846986, $13948648; other products, $13176012,

$17361201, $9761473. Find the total value of the exports for those

years.

SUBTRACTION.

15. Subtraction is the method of finding what number remains

when a smaller number is taken from a greater number.

The number to be substracted is called the subtrahend ; the num-
ber subtracted from, the minuend.

The number found by subtracting the smaller of two numbers from

the greater is called the Remainder.

16. There are two kinds of Subtraction, Simple and Compound,

which differ from each other in precisely the same way, in which

Simple and Compound Addition differ from each other.

17. The sign - , minus, placed between two numbers, signifies that

the second number is to be subtracted from the first number.

SIMPLE SUBTRACTION.

18. Rule. Place the less number under the greater number, so

that units may come under units, tens under tens, hundreds under

hundreds, and so on ; then draw a straight line under the lower

line.

Take, if possible, the number of units in each figure of the lower
line from the number of units in each figure of the upper line which
stands immediately ever it, and put the remainder below the line just

drawn, units under units, tens under tens, and so on ; but if the units

2



18 ARITHMETIC.

in any figure in the lower line exceed the number of units in the figure

.above it, add ten to Uie upper figure, and then take the number of

units in the lower figure from the number in the upper figure thus

increased
;
put the remainder down as before, and then carry one to

the next figure of the lower line. The entire difference or remainder,

so marked down, will be the difference or remainder of the given

numbers.

Ex. Subtract 4938 from 5123.

Proceeding by the Rule given above, we obtain

6123

4938

185

so that the remainder is one hundred and eighty-five (185).

The reasonfor the Rule will appearfrom thefollowing consideration*.

We cannot take 8 units from 3 units ; we therefore add 10 units to

the 3 units, which are thus increased to 13 units ; and taking 8 units

from 13 units we have 5 units left ; we therefore place 5 under the

column of units ; but having added 1 ten units to the upper number,

we must add the same number of units (1 ten units) to the lower

number, so that the difference between the two numbers may not be

altered ; and adding 1 ten units to the 3 ten units in the lower number,

we obtain 4 tens or forty instead of 3 tens or 30.

Again, we cannot take 4 tens from 2 tens ; we therefore add 10

tens or 1 hundred to the 2 tens, which thus becomes 12 tens or 120

;

and then taking 4 tens or 40 from 12 tens or 120, we have 8 tens or 80

remaining ; we therefore place 8 under the columns of tens ; but Laving

added 1 hundred to the upper number, we must add 1 hundred to the

lower number for the reason given above ; and adding 1 hundred to

the 9 hundreds in the lower number, we obtain 10 hundreds or 1000

instead of 900.

Again, we cannot take 10 hundreds from 1 hundred, and we there-

fore add 10 hundreds or 1 thousand to the 1 hundred, which thus

becomes 11 hundreds or 1100 ; and taking 10 hundreds or 1000 from
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11 hundreds or 1100, we have 1 hundred or 100 left; we therefore

place 1 under the column of hundreds ; but having added 10 hundreds

or 1 thousand to the upper number, we must add 1 thousand to the

lower number for the reason given above ; and adding 1 thousand to

the 4 thousands in the lower number, we obtain 5 thousands or 5000

;

5000 taken from 5000 leaves ;

therefore the whole difference or remainder is 185.

The above Example might have been worked thus, putting down at

full length' the local values of the figures

:

5123= 5000 +100+ 20 +3
=4000+1000+100+ 20 +3
=4000+1000+100+10+10+3
=4000+1000+110+13

(collecting the first 10 with the 100, and the second 10 with the 3),

4938=4000+900+30+8.

Therefore subtracting the columns, thousands from thousands, &c.,

we get the remainder or difference

=100+80+6
=185

Note. The truth of all results in Subtraction may be proved by

adding the less number to the difference or remainder ; if this sum
equals the larger number, the result obtained by subtraction may be

presumed to be correct.

Ex. III.

Example* in Simple Subtraction*

(1) 1000000 (2) 400357261 |8) 89437182

100101 . 99988877 15790293

(4) Find the difference between 6543756 and 412848 ; 7863927 and

826957; 303233334 and 192001222.
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(5) How much greater is 164326289 than 48476798 ?

10000001000 than 7077070077?

7559030640021 than 6990040005679?

(6) Take two thousand and nine, from ten thousand and ninety-

six ; three thousand and eight, from seven thousand, nine hundred and

forty-four.

(7) Required the difference between four and four millions ; also

between one hundred millions and three hundred thousand.

(8) Subtract five hundred and eighty-four thousand and seventy-

six, from fifteen millions, one hundred thousand and three.

(9) The revenue of Newfoundland for the year 1866 was

$716287.97; the Expenditure, $662763.15. How much did the

Revenue exceed the Expenditure ?

(10) For the year 1866 the Imports into New Brunswick were

$10000794 ; the Exports, $8186185. How much more was imported

than exported.

(11) The imports into Nova Scotia for the years 1865, 1866 were

respectively; $14381662, $14381095. How much less was imported

during the latter than the former year.

19. The following method of expressing numbers was used by the

Romans, and it is still in occasional, though not in common use among
ourselves. They represented the number one by the character I ; five

by V ; ten by X ; fifty by L ; one hundred by O ; five hundred by D
or Iq ; one thousand by M or CIq.

All other numbers were formed by a combination of the above

characters, subject to the following Rules :

1st. When a character was followed by one of equal or less value,

the whole expression denoted the sum of the values of the single

characters; for instance, II stood for 2; III for 3; VI for 6 ; VIII

for eight ; LV for 55 ; LXXVII for 77 ; CCXI for 211.

2d. When a character was preceded by one of less value, the

whole expression denoted the difference of the values of the single

characters ; for instance IV stood for 5—1, or 4; IX for 10—1, or 9 ;

XIX for 10+10^1, or 19; XL for 50-10, or 40 ; XC for 100—10,

or 90.
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8d. Every q annexed to Iq increased the value of the latter

tenfold ; for instance, Iqq stood for 5000 ; Iooq for 50000 ; and so

forth. And every C prefixed and q annexed to CIq increased the

value of the latter tenfold ; for instance, CCIq^ stood for 10000

;

CCCIooq for 100000 ; and so forth.

4th. A line drawn over a character or characters increased the

value of the latter a thousandfold ; for instance, V stood for 5000

;

C for 100000 ; IX for 9000 ; and so forth.

It follows then that either XXXXVI or XLVI willrepresent 46

;

and that either M.DCCC.LIV, or CIq.IqCCCLIV, r I.DCCCLIIII
will represent 1854.

Ex. IV.

(1) Express in Roman characters, thirty, forty-eight, fifty-nine;

222; 600; 1843.

(2) Express in words, and also in Arabic figures, the values of XXIII

;

LXIX; CCXVIII; VI; CLDCIII; MM C.

MULTIPLICATION.

20. Multiplication is a short method of finding the sum of any
given number repeated as often as there are units in another given

number ; thus, when 3 is multiplied by 4, the number produced by

the multiplication is the sum of 3 repeated four times, which sum is equal

to 3+3+3+3 or 12.

The number to be repeated or added to itself, is called the Mul-
tiplicand.

The number which shows how often the multiplicand is to be

repeated, is called the Multiplier.

The number found by multiplication is called the Product.

The multiplicand and multiplier are sometimes called " Factors,"

because they are factors or makers of the product.

21. Multiplication is of two kinds, Simple and Compound. It is

termed Simple Multiplication, when the multiplicand is either an
abstract number, or a concrete number of one denomination.

It is termed Compound Multiplication, when the multiplicand con-

tains numbers of more than one denomination, but all of the same
kind
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22. The sign x, placed between two numbers, signifies that the

numbers are to be multiplied together.

23. . The following table ought to be learned correotly :

1



SIMPLE MULTIPLICATION.

SIMPLE MULTIPLICATION.

24. Rule. Place the multiplier under the multiplicand, units under

units, tens under tens, and so on. Multiply each figure of the mul-

tiplicand, beginning with the units, by the figure in the units' place of

the multiplier (by means of the table given for Multiplication) ; set

down and carry as in Addition. Then multiply each figure of the

multiplicand, beginning with the units, by the figure in the tens' place

of the multiplier, placing the first figure so obtained under the tens of

the line above, the next figure under the hundreds, and so on. Pro-

ceed in the same way with each succeeding figure of the multiplier.

Then add up all the results thus obtained, and the sum will be the

required product.

25. A number which cannot be separated into factors, which are

respectively greater than unity, is called a prime number. Thus 3, 5,

7, 11, 13 are prime numbers.

26. A number which can be separated into factors respectively

greater than unity, or which, in other words, is produced by multiply-

ing together two or more numbers- respectively greater than unity, is

called a composite number. Thus 4 which =2x2, 6 which =2x3,
8 which =2 x 2 x 2, are composite numbers ; because they are com-

posed or consist of the product of two or more numbers, each of which

is greater than unity.

27. If more than two factors have to be multiplied together, as

2 x 4 x 9, it is termed continued multiplication, and since 2x4=8,
and 8X9=72, and .-.2x4x9=72, we shall of course obtain the

same result, whether we multiply any number by 72, or by its

factors 2, 4, and 9, by continued multiplication ; and so of any other

number.

28. Numbers which have no common factor greater than unity,

are said to be prime to one another. Thus the numbers 3, 5, 8, 11,

are prime to each other.

Note. If the multiplier does not exceed 12, the multiplication can

be effected easily in one line, by means of the Table given above.
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Ex. Multiply 7654 by 897.

Proceeding by the Rule given above, we obtain.

7654

397

53578

68886

22962

8038638

The reasonfor the Rule will appearfrom, thefollowing consideration*.

When 7654 is to be multiplied by 7, we first take 4 seven times,

which by the Table gives 28, i. e. t 8 units and 2 tens ; we therefore

place down 8 in the units' place and carry on the 2 tens ; again, 5 tens

taken 7 times gives 35 tens, to which add 2 tens, and we obtain 37 tens,

or 7 tens and 3 hundreds ; we put down 7 in the tens' place, and carry

on 3 hundreds : again, 6 hundreds taken 7 times give 42 hundreds, to

which add 3 hundreds, and we obtain 45 hundreds, or 4 thousands

and 5 hundreds ; we put down 5 in the hundreds' place, and carry on

the 4 thousands : again, 7 thousands taken 7 times give 49 thousands,

to which we add the 4 thousands, thus obtaining 53 thousands, which

we write down.

Next, when we multiply 7654 by the 9, we in fact multiply it by 90

;

and 4 units taken 90 times give 360 units, or 3 hundreds, 6 tens, and

units ; therefore, omitting the cypher, we place the 6 under the tens'

place, and carry on the 3 to the next figure, and proceed with the

operation as in the line above.

When we multiply 7654 by the 3, we in fact multiply it by 300 ; and

4 multiplied by 300 gives 1200, or 1 thousand, 2 hundreds, tens, and

units ; therefore, omitting the cyphers, we place the first figure 2

under the hundreds' place, and proceed as before. Then adding up the

three lines of figures which we have just obtained, we obtain the

product of 7654 by 397.
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The above Example might have been worked thus, putting down

t full length the local values of the figures

:

7654- 7x1000+ 6x100+ 5x10+ 4

397= 3x100+ 9x10+ 7

49x1000+42x100+35x10+28

63x10000+ 54x1000+45x100+36x10

21x100000+18x10000+ 15x1000+12x100

which=

21x100000+81x10000+118x1000+99x100+71x10+28

20x10000+ 1x100000

+ 8x100000+1x10000

+ 1x100000+1x10000+8x1000

+9x1000+ 9x100

+ 7x100+1x10
+2x10+8

2000000+10x100000+2x10000+17x1000+-16x100+3x10+8

=2000000+1000000+2x10000 + 10x1000+7x1000+10x100+6x100+3x10

+8

-3000000+2x10000+1x10000+7x1000+1x1000+6x100 +3x10+8
=3000000+3x10000+8x1000+600x30+8

=3000000+30000 + 8000+ 600+30+8

=3038638

29. If the multiplier or multiplicand, or both, end with cyphers,

we may omit them in the working ; taking care to affix to the pro-

duct as many cyphers as we have omitted from the end of the mul-

tiplier or multiplicand, or both. Thus, if 263 be multiplied by 6200,

and 570 be multiplied by 3200, we have

263 5Z0

6200 3200

526 114

1578 171

1630600 1824000

The reason is clear ; for in the first case, when we multiply by
2
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the 2, in fact we multiply Dy 200 ; and 3 multiplied by 200 gives 600 ;

in the second case, the 7 multiplied by the 2 is the same as 70 mul-

tiplied by 200 ; and 70 multiplied by 200 gives 14000.

30. If the Multiplier contain any cypher in any other place, then,

in multiplying by the different figures of the multiplier we may pass

over the cypher ; taking care, however, when we multiply by the next

figure, to place the first figure arising from that multiplication under

the third figure of the line above instead of the second figure. The

reason of this is clear : for, if we were multiplying by 206, when wo
multiply by the 6 we take the multiplicand 6 times, when we mul-

tiply by the 2, we really take the multiplicand, not 20 times, but 200

times.

31. When two numbers are to be multiplied together, it is a matter

of indifference, so far as the product is concerned, which of them be

taken as the multiplicand or multiplier ; in other words, the product

of the first multiplied by the second, will be the same as the product;

of the second multiplied by the first.

Thus, 2 x 4=2+2+2+2=8,
4x2=4+4 =8;

therefore the results are the same, that is, 2 x 4=4 x 2.

That the product of one number multiplied by another, will be

equal to the product of the latter multiplied by the former, may
perhaps appear more clearly from the following mode of showing this

equality in the case of the numbers 3 and 5.

8=1+1+1;

.•.3x5=(l+l+l)+ (l+l+l)+ (l+l+l)+ (l+l+l)+(l+l+l)

=i+i+n
+1+1+1
+1+1+1
+1+1+1

=15.

Now, if we regard the ones from left to right, there are 3 ones

taken 5 times ; if we regard them taken from top to bottom, we have 5

enes repeated 3 times : and the number of ones in each case is the
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game, i. c, 3 x 5=5 x 3 : and so in the case of any two other numbers

multiplied together.

32. The accuracy of results in Multiplication is often tested by the

following method, which is termed "casting out the nines": add

together ab the figures in the multiplicand, divide their sum by 9,

and set iown the remainder, then divide the sum of the figures in

the multiplier by 9, and set down the remainder ; multiply these

remainders together, and divide their product by 9, and set down the

remainder : if this remainder, be the same as the remainder which

results after dividing the product, or the sum of the digits in the

product, of the multiplicand and multiplier by 9, the operation is very

probably right ; but if different, it is sure to be wrong.

This test depends upon the fact that " if any number and the smn
of its digits be each divided by 9, the remainders will be the same"

;

tha proof of which may be shown thus :

100=99+1,

where the remainder must be one, whether 100, or the sum of the

digits in 100, viz., 1, be divided by 9, since 99 is divisible by 9 without

a remainder.

Similarly, 200=2 x 99+2,

300=3x99+3,
400=4x99+4,
500=5x99+5,

&c, &c.

Hence it appears that if 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, &c, be each divided

by 9, and the sum of the digits making up the respective numbers be
also divided by 9, the two remainders in each case will be the same.

Also the number 532=500+30+2
=5x100+3x10+2
=5x99+5+3x9+3+2

;

whence it appears that if the parts 5x100, 3x10, and 2, which
make np the entire number, be each divided by 9, the remainders

will be 5, 3, 2 respectively ; and therefore the remainder, when 532 is

divided by 9, will clearly be the same, as when 5+3+2 is divided

by 9.
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(9)95607 (10)78847 (12 679084664

0004. H8< lit 7or»

(12) Find tlm pjodttot Of 964678 by IH, by 99, mid alio by 08 ,

of 094840 by 67, by 95, and ilfo by 480; 9846067 by 206, by 1008,

midair by 807 j 8409681 by 11711, by 700i>, by H4U5, and ahio by

7980.

(18) Bind thi product of MM and 6808; of 17606 fed 4600; of

140370 »nd 16790; of 664768 and 89814; of 816065 and 90048; <»f

128466789 and 987664891 !
and of 57998499699 and 70060906M1.

(14) If uli-ipiy 9487862 by 4781946 ; 484^760 by 599996; I7JV70H72

by 7899078; 88016789 by 400700005 ; 6745850 mhoa by 2887I54H00.

(15) Multiply r.ix hundred and fifty tbcmimd tod ointty, by fcbrot

1 1 1 <> 1 1
:
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and 6788; and of 6666, 0786, and \)H'.)H.

(17) Multiply 20170 by 1080, and 2058 by 470, oxplmimiK the
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Thi following ahhrcoialionn in Multiplication may bo noticed.

IV.',. To multiply <t niini.hrr hy 5

Itm.i;. Multiply tb(! number by 10, and divido by 2.

Kx. Multiply 8768 by 5.
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,

InonHO (9), by IOOO, ;.,nd divido by H.

Ex. Multiply
(1 ) 889 by 96, (9) 7868 by 195.

(1,M,
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4 4 4
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H H H
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,

(i)hyl,:,.
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Rule. Multiply the number in case (1) by 30; in case (2) by 70
in case (3) by 90: in case (4) by 110, and divide the pr uct in each
case by 2.

Ex. Multiply (1) 728 by 15
; (2) 837 by 35 ; (3) 678 by 45.

(1) lfe*>; ... 728x15=728x^=^=109^

(2) 35=^? ; .-. 837 X 35=837 x ^=^°=29295
Jj 2 2

(3) 45=2,°; ,.678x45=678X?° 6_I<™ 80510
w 2 2

36. To multiply a number (1) by 75; (2) by 175; (3) by 225;

(4) by 275.

Rule. Multiply the number in case (1) by 300 ; in case (2) by 700

;

in case (3) by 900 ; in case (4) by 1100, and divide in each case by 4.

Ex. Multiply (1) 973 by 75 ; (2) 687 by 175 ; (3) 978 by 225

;

(1) 1314 by 275.

(1) 75=?52;... 973X75 - 973 x
3™ ~=72975

4 - 4 4

(2, 175=™; ,.687X175= 687 x
70^,90^120225

4 4 4

(3) 225=
9A°

. ... 978X 225= 978 X
9J«=~=220050

4 4 4

(4) 275=!£.-. 1314X 275=1314x^J^^mU
4 4 4

87. To multiply a number by any number of nines.

Rule. Multiply the number by the same power of 10, as is in-

dicated by the number of nines ; subtract the multiplicand from the

product, and the remainder is the required result.

Ex. 1. Multiply 789786 by 999.

999=10
3

-1; .-. 789786x999=789786 (10* -1)

=789786000 - 789786=788996214
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Ex. 2. Multiply 2686734 by 99999.

99999—105 -1 ; /. 2686734 x 99999=268673 (10* - 1)

=268673400000 - 2686734=268670713266

Similarly in any other case.

DIVISION.

38. Division is the method of finding how often one number, called

the Divisor, is contained in another number, called the Dividend.

The result is called the Quotient.

39. Division is of two kinds, Simple and Compound. It is called

Simple Division, when the dividend and divisor are, both of them,

either abstract numbers, or concrete numbers of one aud the same

denomination.

It is called Compound Division, when the dividend, or when both

divisor and dividend contain numbers of different denominations, but

of one and the same kind.

40. The sign -*-, placed between two numbers, signifies that the

first is to be divided by the second.

41. In Division, if the dividend be a concrete number, the divisor

may be either a concrete number or an abstract number, and the

quotient will be an abstract number or a concrete number, according as

the divisor is concrete or abstract. For instance, 5 shillings taken 6

times give 30 shillings, therefore 30 shillings divided by 5 shillings give

the abstract number 6 as quotient ; and 30 shillings divided by 6 give

the concrete number 5 shillings as quotient

SIMPLE DIVISION.

42. Rule. Place the divisor and dividend thus:

divisor ) dividend
( quotient.

Take off from the left-hand of the dividend the least number of figures

which make a number not less than the divisor ; then find by the Mul-

tiplication Table, how often the first figure on the left-hand side of the

divisor is contained in the first figure, or the first two figures, on the

left-hand side of the dividend, and place the figure which denotes this
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number of times in the quotient ; multiply the divisor by this figure,

and bring down the product, and subtract it from the number which

was taken off at the left of the dividend ; then bring down the next

figure of the dividend, and place it to the right of the remainder, and
proceed as before ; if the divisor be greater than any of these re-

mainders, affix a cypher to the quotient, and bring down the next figure

from the dividend to the right of the remainder, and proceed as before.

Carry on this operation till all the figures of the dividend have been

thus brought down, and the quotient, if there be no remainder, will be

thus determined, or if there be a remainder, the quotient and the

remainder will be thus determined.

Note 1. If any product be greater than the number which stands

above it, the last figure in the quotient must be changed for one of

smaller value : but if any remainder be greater than the divisor, or

equal to it, the last figure of the quotient must be changed for a

greater.

Note 2. If the divisor does not exceed 12, the division can easily

be effected by means of the Multiplication Table.

Ex. Divide 2338268 by 6758.

Proceeding by the Rule given above, we obtain

6758)2338268(346

20274

31086

27032

40548

40548

Therefore the quotient is 346.

Therea8onfor the Rule will appearfrom the following considerations.

The divisor represents six thousand, seven hundred and fifty-eight

;

the first five figures on the left-hand side of the dividend represent

two millions, three hundred and thirty-eight thousand, and two

hundred.

Now the divisor is contained in this 300 times ; and 6758 x 300

=2027400, or omitting the two cyphers at the end for convenience in
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working, we properly place the 4 under the 2 in the line above ; we

subtract the product thus found, and we obtain a remainder of 3108,

which represents three hundred and ten thousand, and eight hundred.

Bring down the 6 by the Rule ; this 6 denotes 6 tens or CO, but tho

cypher is omitted for the reason above stated ; the number now re-

presents three hundred and ten thousand, eight hundred and sixty

;

6758 is contained 40 times in this, and 6758 x 40=270320 ; we omit the

cypher at the end as before, and subtract the 27032 from the. 31086
;

and after subtraction the remainder is 4054, which represents forty

thousand five hundred and forty. Bring down the 8 by the Rule, and

the number now represents forty thousand, five hundred and forty-

eight ; 6758 is contained 6 times exactly in this number.

Therefore 346 is the quotient of 2338268 by 6758.

The above example worked without omitting the cyphers would

have stood thus

;

6758)2338268(300 + 40 + 6

2027400

310868

270320

40548

40548

hence it appears that the divisor is subtracted from the dividend 300
times, and then 40 times from what remains, and then 6 times from
what then remains, and there being now no remainder, 6758 is con-
tained exactly 346 times in 2338268.

The truth of the above method might have been shown as follows

:

2338268=2027400 + 270320 + 40548
6758 ) 2027400 + 270320 + 40548 ( 300 + 40 + 6,

2027400

+ 270320

+ 270320

+ 40548

+ 40548

3
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Ex. 2. Divide 56438971 by 4064.

4064)56438971(13887

4064

15798

12192

36069

32512

35577

32512

30651

28448

2203

therefore 4064 ia contained in 66438971, 13887 times, with the re-

mainder 2203.

43. If the divisor terminatewith cyphers, theprocess can be abridged

by the following Eule.

Rule. Cnt off the cyphers from the divisor, and as many figures

from the right-hand of the dividend, as there are cyphers so cut off at

the right-hand end of the divisor; then proceed with the remain-

ing figures according to the Rule, Art. (42); and to the last re-

mainder annex the figures cut off from the dividend for the total

remainder.

Ex. Divide 537523 by 34

Proceeding by the Rule,

84,00)5375,23(158

34

197 ^
170

~275

272

therefore 3400 in contained in 537523, 158 timos with romauirtor

3'2&
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The Reason for the Rule will appearfrom thefollowing considerations.

537523 is 5375 hundreds and 23, of winch 537500 contains 3400,

158 times with a remainder 300 over ; and as 23 does not contain 3400

at all, the quotient will evidently be 158, with remainder 300 + 23,

or 323.

.Note. The same rule applies when the divisor and dividend both

terminate with cyphers.

44. When the divisor is a composite* number, and made up of two

factors, neither of which exceeds 12, the dividend may be divided

by one of the factors in the way of Short Division, and 'then the re-

sult by the other factor ; if there be a remainder after each of these

divisions, the true remainder will be found by multiplying the second

remainder by the first divisor, and adding to the product the first

remainder.

Ex. Divide 56732 by 45.

45 '

9
56782

6303-5

1260-3

the total remainder is 9 x 8 + 5, or 27 + 5=32.

Therefore the quotient arising from the division of 56732 by 45 in

1260, with a remainder 32.

The reasonfor the above Rule is manifest from thefollowing con-

siderations.

6303 is 5 times 1260 together with 3,

and 56732 is 9 times 6303 together with 5,

or is 9 times (5 times 1260 + 3) together with 5,

or is 45 times 1260+28+5,

oris 45 times 1260+32.

45. The truth of all results in Division may be proved by multiply-

ing the divisor and quotient together, adding to the product the

remainder, if there bo any ; the result (if the work is correct) will be

the dividend.
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for uuilding and equipping, 124,777,430. Find, 1st, sost of each pe;

mile; 2d difierence of cost per mile,

Note. In the above exercise, whenever the Divisor is a composite

number, divide, 1st, by Long Division and then by its factors, and

1 ow that the results in both cases coincide.

The following abbreviations in Division may be noticed.

To Divide a number by 5.

Rule. Multiply the number by 2, and divide the product by 10.

Ex Divide 637 by 5.

.10 637_637_637x2 1274 1or_.5~ 2" ; •'•T™—io-^TcT-127^
2

48. To divide a number (1) by 25 ; by 125.

Rule. Multiply the number in case (1) by 4, and divide the pro-

ductby 100 ; in (2) by 8, and divide the product by 1000.

Ex Divide (1) 541 by 25, and (2) 5600741 by 125.

ft, 95- 100
- •

541_541_541x4_2164

4

(
«> 10 , 1000, 5600741 5600741 5600741x8
(3) 125—q-, . .

-Sg---g-=
-I000~~

=4^59i=448{)5_
T

49. To divide a number (1) by 15; (2) by 35 ; (3) by 45; (4) % 55.

Rule. Multiply the number in each case by 2, and divide the pro-

duct, in case (1) by 30, in (2) by 70, in (3) by 90, in (4) by 110.

Ex. Divide (1) 683 by 45 ; (2) 5603 by 35.

m a*-90 683_683_683x2J_l366_ 1K ,W 2'-'* 45—90 9O~"""90
15**

2

70
. t

5603 560* 5(503 x_2 _U206
2 '

•"'

35 70 ~ 70 ~~~W
2

(2) 35=—; .:-—-smmgXB=—z7i = ~?^—= 160A
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50. To divide a number (1) by 75; (2) by 175; (3) by 225;
(4) by 275.

Rule. Multiply the number in each case 6y 4, and divide the pro-
duct in (1) by 300, in (2) by 700, in (3) by 900, in (4) by 1100.

Ex. Divide (1) 2697 by 75 ; (2) 23647 Sy 275.

m 7 r 300
. .

2697 ~S97 2697x4 10788 "

d) 7'-
4 >

•
"
75 -- 7Jo<r= ~300~ =-300 =35^

4

1100.
,
23647 23647 23647x4 94588 _ 272

4

To divide a number by any number of nines.

Rule. Divide the given number by the same power of 10 as is in-

dicated by the number of nines ; repeat the same operation as often

as necessary with each successive quotient obtained; add all these

quotients together ; their sum is the quotient required.

Ex. Divide 2897637 by 9999.

289-7637

•02897637

•000002897637

289-792679267637

Note 1. If the sum of the partial remainders should be the same

as the divisor in any example (i. e. a number of nines), it is plain that

there is no remainder, but that one should be added to the integral

part.

Note 2. By carrying on the operation, as in the given example,

the digits which recur very soon appear ; for instance, as in the example,

9267, so that the answer above might be written 289*79267.

Ex. VII.

Miscellaneous Questions and Examples on the foregoing Articles.

I.

(1) Explain the principle of the common system of numerical

notation./Multiply 603 by 48, and give the reasons for the several steps.
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(2) Write at length the meaning of 9090909, and of 90909.

Find their sum and different, and. explain fully the processes

employed.

(8) A person, whose age is 73, was 37 years old at the birth of his

eldest son ; what is the son's age ?

va (4) Explain the -meaning of the terms " vinculum ", " bracket ";

and of the signs +, -, =, .*., x.

Find the value of the following expression :

(15x37153-73474-67152-4+40734x2.
^ > ^ ^ ^ ^ J . j?j

(5) By the census of 1861, the population of Ontario was found

to be 1396091 ; of Quebec, 1111566 ; of New Brunswick, 252017 ,

of Nova Scotia, 330857 ; of Prince Edward Island, 80857 ; of New-

foundland (1857), 124288 ; British Columbia and Vancouver's Island,

84816 ; Rupert's Land, 101000. Find the whole population of the

above named provinces.

IL

(1) Define "a Unit", "Number", "Arithmetic". What is the

difference between Abstract and Concrete numbers ?

(2) The annual deaths in a town being 1 in 45, and in the country

1 in 50, in how many years will the number of deaths out of 18675

persons living in the town, and 79250 persons living in the country

amount together to 10000 ?

(8) Define " Notation " " Numeration "; express in numbers seven

hundred quadrillions four hundred and nine trillions.

(4) Find the value of

494871-94853+(45079- 3177)- (54312-3987) -( 1763+231) +379 x 379.

(5) What number divided by 528 will give 36 for the quotient,

and leave 44 as a remainder.

III.

(1) Define Multiplication and Division. Shew that the product

of two numbers is the same in whatever order the operation is

performed.

(2) The Iliad contains 15683 lines, and the iEneid contains 9892
lines ; how many days will it take a boy to read through both of them,
it the rate of eighty-five lines a day ?
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(3) The dividend is 813215640, the quotient 62513, the remainder
46536; what is the divisor ?

(4) Explain the meaning of the sign -j-, and find the value of

(7854-4913)x3-(20374-12530)h-53-6+(395456-2364)-=-556.

(5) At a game of cricket A, B, and O together score 108 runs

,

B and C together score 90 runs, and A and C together score 51 runs i

find the number of runs scored by each of them.

IV.

(1) Define Addition and Subtraction. What is meant by a prime
number ? When are numbers said to be prime to each other ?

Give examples.

Explain the rule of carrying in the addition of numbers ; exemplify

it in the addition of 3864, 4768, and 15938.

(2) A father was 21 years old when his eldest son was born ; how
old will his son be when he is 50 years old, and what will be the

father's age when the son is 50 years old.

(3) Write in figures one hundred millions, one hundred thousand,

one hundred and one ; and in words* 1010101010. Express in figures

M.DCCC.XL.

(4) Explain the short method of multiplying and dividing a

given number by any number of nines ; exemplify by the number
8795678 being separately multiplied and divided by 9999.

(5) The estimated population of the British American Provinces

for the year 1870, is as follows : Ontario, 2047334; Quebec, 1387884;

New Brunswick, 319398 ; Nova Scotia, 389343 ; Prince Edward Island,

97246; Newfoundland, 133000; British Columbia, 60000; Rupert's

Land, 115000. Find the total estimated population of the above

provinces for the year 1870.

V.

(1) Multiply 478 by 146, and test the result by casting out the

nines. In what cases does this method of proof fail ? Divide 4843

by 99, and prove the correctness of the operation by any test you please.

(2) What number multiplied by 86 will give the same product as

163 by 430 ?
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(3) In the city of Montreal, for every two persons who speak

English only, three speak French only, and seven both English and

French ; and the whole population is 120000. How many speak

English only, French only, and both English and French ?

(4) A gentleman dies, and leaves his property thus : 10000

dollars to his widow; 15000 dollars to his eldest son, on the con-

dition of his giving to a school-library 350 dollars ; 5500 dollars to

each of his four younger sons ; 3750 dollars to each of his three

daughters ; 4563 dollars to different societies ; and 599 dollars in

legacies to his servants. What amount of property did he die

possessed of? *

(5) ^he quotient arising from the division of 9281 by a certain

number is 17, and the remainder is 373. Find the divisor.

VI.

(1) Explain briefly the Roman method of Notation. Express 1563

and 9000 in Roman characters.

(2) Explain the terms "factor", "product", " quotient"; show by

an example how the process of Division can be abridged, if the divisor

terminate with cyphers.

(3) The remainder of a division is 97, the quotient 665, and the

divisor 91 more than the sum of both. What is the dividend ?

(4) Express in words the numbers 270130 and 26784 ; also write

down m Mj|^p|the
.
number ten thousand two^Auidrcd and thirty-

four; and Snathe least number which added to iBBUast number will

make it divisible by 8.

(5) A gentleman, whose age is 60, has two sons and a daughter

;

bib age equals the sum of tjie ages of his children ; two years since his

age was double that of his eldest son ; the siun of the ages of the father

and the eldest son is seven times as great as that of the youngest son

;

find the ages of the children.
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SECTION II.

CONCEETE NUMBEES.

TABLES.
62. Our operations Hitherto have been carried on with regard only

to abstract numbers, or concrete numbers of one denomination. It is

evident that if concrete numbers were all of one denomination ; if, for

instance, shillings Were the only units of money, yards of length, years

of time, and so on, such numbers would be subject to the common
rules for abstract numbers. Again, if the concrete numbers were of

different denominations, and those denominations differed from each

other by 10 or multiples of 10, then all operations with such concrete

numbers could be carried on by the rules which have been given for

whole numbers. But generally with boncrete numbers such a relation

does not hold between the different denominations, and therefore it is

necessary to commit to memory tables, which connect the different

units of money together, the different units of length together, the

different units of time together, and so on.

We shall now put down some of the most useful of these tables,

with a few brief remarks on each.

MONEY TABLES.

CANADIAN CURRENCY.

63. The Silver Coins are : a 5 cent piece.

a 10 "

a 20 " "

a 25 " "

a 50 " "

100 cents makes one dollar, or $1.

Note. The cent (ct.), which is made of bronze, id one inch in

diameter, and 100 cents weigh one pound avoirdupois. The Canadian

silver coinage is of the same degree of fineness as that of Great Britain.

The copper coinage is not, according to the present law, a legal

tender for more than 20 cents; nor is the silver coinage for more

than $10; the gold coinage of Great Britain being the standard of this

country.
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54.

Note 1.

thus, ?d.

HALIFAX OR OLD CANADIAN CURRENCY.

2 Farthings make 1 Half-penny £d.

2 Half-pence 1 Penny Id.

12 Pence 1 Shilling Is.

5 Shillings 1 Dollar $1.

4 Dollars 1 Pound £1.

The farthing is written thus, £d; and three farthings

ENGLISH OR STERLING CURRENCY.

2 Farthings make 1 Half-penny, or £d\

2 Half-pence 1 Penny Id.

12 Pence 1 Shilling Is.

20 Shillings 1 Pound £1.

Note 2. The sterling pound or sovereign=$4.8t>3 Canadian Cur-

rency.

Pounds, shillings, pence, and farthings were formerly denoted by

£, i, ", q respectively, these letters being the first letters of the Latin

wort1 , libra, solidus, denarius, and quadrans, the Latin names of

certain Roman coins or sums of money. £. s. d are still the abbre-

viated forms for pounds, shillings, and pence respectively.

The following coins are in com-

mon use in England

;

copper corns.
A Farthing the coin of least value.

A Half-penny = 2 Farthings.

A Penny = 4 Farthings.

SILVER COINS.
Three penny-r^ce = 3 Pence.

Four penny-piece = 4 Pence.

A Six pence

A Shilling

A Florin

A Half-Crown

A Crown

= 6 Pence.

=12 Pence.

= 2 Shillings.

__ ( 2 shillings

{ and 6 Pence

= 5 Shillings.

GOLD COINS.
A Half sovereign =10 Shillings.

A Sovereign =20 Shillings.

The following coins have been

in use at various periods in Eng-
land, but with the exception of

the first two, which are used un-

der different names, they are now
obsolete.

SILVER COINS.
A Groat =4 Pence.

A Tester=6 Pence.

GOLD COINS.
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Note 1. The office at which coin is made and stamped, so as to

pass or become current for legal money, is called the Mint.

The standard of gold coin in Great Britain and Ireland is 22 parts

of pure gold and 2 parts of copper, melted together. From a pound
Troy of standard gold there are coined at the Mint 46£g sovereigns, or

£46. 14*. 6d.; therefore the Mint price of gold is & of £46. 14s. 6d. or

£3. 17*. 10^d. per ounce standard (12 ounces Troy=l pound Troy).

The standard of silver coin is 37 parts ofpure silver and 3 parts of

copper. From a pound Troy of standard silver are coined 66 shillings.

Therefore the Mint price of silver is 5*. 6d. per ounce standard.

In the copper coinage, 24 pence are coined from 1 pound Avoir-

dupois of copper. Therefore 1 penny should weigh ^jth of a pound

Avoirdupois.

UNITED STATES CURRENCY.

55. 10 Mills (m) make 1 Cent ct.

10 Cents 1 Dime D.

10 Dimes 1 Dollar $.

10 Dollars 1 Eagle E.

Note 2. The dollar, it seems, was originally a German coin, said

to be derived from Dale, the name of the town where it was first

coined.

Cent, most likely from the Celtic Cant, meaning a hundred.

MEASURES OF WEIGHT.

TABLE OF TROY WEIGHT.

56. This table derives its name probably from Troyes in France,

the first city in Europe where it was adopted. It seems to have been

brought thither from Egypt. It has also been derived from Troy-

novanty the monkish name for London. It is usod in weighing gold,

silver, diamonds, and other articles of a costly nature ; also in de-

termining specific gravities ; and generally in philosophical investiga-

tions.
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The different units are grains (written grs.), pennyweights (dwts.)

ounces (oz.), and pounds (lbs. or lbs.) and they are connected thus

:

24 Grains make 1 Pennyweight... 1 dwt.

20 Pennyweights 1 Ounce 1 oz.

12 Ounces. 1 Pound ............ 1 lb. or lb.

Note 1. As the origin of weights, a grain of wheat was taken from

the middle of the ear, and being well dried, was used as a weight, and

called ! a grain'

Note 2. Diamonds and other precious stones are weighed by
1 Carats, each carat weighing about 3£ grains. The term ' carat

'

applied to gold has a relative meaning only ; any quantity of pure gold

,

or of gold alloyed with some other metal, being supposed to be divided

into 24 equal parts (carats) ; if the gold be pure, it is said to be 24

carats fine ; if 22 parts be pure gold and 2 parts alloy, it is said to be

22 carats fine.

Standard gold is 22 carats fine
; jewellers' gold is 18 carats fine.

TABLE OF APOTHECARIES' WEIGHT.

57. Apothecaries' weight only differs from Troy weight in the

subdivisions of the pound, which is the same in both. This table is

used in mixing medicines. The different units are grains (grs.),

scruples (3 ), drams ( 5 ), ounces
( 3 ), pounds (lbs. or lbs.), and they are

connected thus

:

20 Grains... make 1 Scruple 1 bc. or 1 3.

3 Scruples 1 Dram 1 dr. or 1 5«

8 Drams 1 Ounce 1 oz. or 1 5*

12 Ounces 1 Pound 1 lb. or lb.

TABLE OF AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.

58. Avoirdupois weight derives its name from Avoirs (goods or

chattels) and Poids (weight). . It is used in weighing all heavy articles,

which are coarse and drossy, or subject to waste, as butter, meat, and
the like, and all objects of commerce, with the exception of medicines,
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gold, silver, and some precious stones. The different units are drams

(drs.) ounces (oz.), pounds (lbs.), quarters (qrs.), hundredweights

(cwts.), tons (tons), and they are connected thus:

16 Drams make 1 Ounce 1 oz.

16 Ounces 1 Pound 1 lb.

25 Pounds 1 Quarter 1 qr.

4 Quarters 1 Hundredweight. 1 cwt.

20 Hundredweights 1 Ton 1 Ton.

In general, 1 Stone (1 st.) = 14 lbs. Avoirdupois, but for butchers
1

meat or fish, 1 Stone -= 8 lbs. ; 1 Firkin of.Butter = 50 lbs. ; 1 Fodder of

Lead = 19£ cwt. ; 1 Great Pound of Silk = 24 ounces ; 1 Pack of Wool
= 240 pounds.

1 lb. Avoirdupois weighs 7000 grains Troy

;

3 lb. Troy weighs 5760 grains Troy.

MEASURES OF LENGTH.

TABLE OF LINEAL MEASURE.

59. In this measure, which is used to measure distances, lengths,

breadths, heights, depths, and the like, of places or things :

3 Barley-corns (in length) make 1 Inch, which is written 1 in.

12 Inches i 1 Foot, 1 ft.

8 Feet 1 Yard, 1yd.

6 Feet 1 Fathom, 1 fth.

5^ Yards 1 Rod, Pole, or Perch, ... 1 po.

40 Poles (220 yds.) 1 Furlong, 1 fur.

8 Furlongs 1 Mile, 1 m.

3 Miles 1 League, 1 lea.

GO
J
Miles 1 Degree, ldeg.orl".

Note. A grain of Barley, or a Barley-corn, is supposed to have

been the original element of Lineal Measure.
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The following measurements may be added, as useful in certain

cases

:

%
4 inches make 1 Hand (used in measuring horses),

22 Yards make 1 Chain) _.

.

, ,
} used m measuring land,

100 Links make 1 Chain]

a Palm=3 inches, a Span=9 inches, a Cubit= 18 inche3,

a Pace =5 feet, 1 Geographical mile = ^Vb °f a degree,

a Line =&h of an inch.

TABLE OF CLOTH MEASURE.

60. In this measure, which is used by linen and woollen drapers

:

2£ inches make 1 Nail.

4 Nails 1 Quarter.... 1 qr.

4 Quarters.... 1 Yard 1 yd.

5 Quarters 1 English Ell.

6 Quarters 1 French Ell.

3 Quarters 1 Flemish Ell.

MEASURES OF SURFACE

TABLE OF SQUARE MEASURE.

61. This measure is used to measure all kinds of surface or super-

ficies, such as land, paving, flooring, in fact everything in which length

and breadth are to be taken into account.

A Square is a four-sided figure, whose sides are equal, each side

being perpendicular to the adjacent sides. See figure below.

A square inch is a square, each of whose sides is an inch in length

a square yard is a square, each of whose sides is a yard in length.

144 Square Inches make 1 Square Foot... 1 sq. ft. or 1 ft.

9 Square Feet 1 Square Yard... 1 sq. yd. or 1 yd.

80) Square Yards 1 Square Pole... 1 sq. po. or 1 pb.

4(1 Square Poles 1 Square Rood.. 1 ro.

4 Roods 1 Acre lac.
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The truth of the first part of the above table will appearfrom tue

following considerations.

If AB, AC, and AD be perpendicular

to each other, and each of them a lineal

yard in length, then the figure DE is a

cubic yard.

Suppose DE. a lineal foot, and HELM
a plane drawn parallel to side DC.

By the table Art. 61, there are 9 square

feet in side DC. There will therefore be \K

9 cubic feet in the solid figure DL.
Similarly if another lineal foot HN

were taken, and a plane NO were drawn

parallel to HL, there would be 9 cubic feet contained in the solid

figure HO.

Similarly, there would be 9 cubic feet in the solid figure NE.
Therefore, there are 27 cubic feet in the solid figure DE, or 1

cubic yard.

Note. A pile of wood 4 feet high, 4 feet wide, and 8 feet long,

makes a cord.

MEASURES OF CAPACITY.
TABLE OF WINE MEASURE.

63. In this measure, by which wines and all liquids, with the ex-

ception of malt liquors and water, are measured,

4 Gills make 1 Pint 1 pt.

2 Pints.... 1 Quart 1 qt.

4 Quarts 1 Gallon 1 gal.

63 Gallons 1 Hogshead.. 1 hhd.

2 Hogsheads 1 Pipe 1 pipe.

2 Pipes... .'. 1 Tun 1 tun.

TABLE OF ALE AND BEER MEASURE.

64. In this measure, by which all malt liquors and water are

measured

:

2 Pints \... 1 Quart 1 qt.

4 Quarts 1 Gallon 1 gal.
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9 Gallons 1 Firkin 1 fir.

18 GaUons 1 Kilderkin 1 kil.

36 GaUons 1 Barrel 1 bar.

1£ Barrels, or 54 Gallons 1 Hogehead 1 hhd.

2 Hogsheads 1 Butt 1 butt.

2 Butts 1 Tun 1 tun.

TABLE OF DRY MEASURE.

65. 2 Pints make 1 Quart 1 qt.

4 Quarts 1 Gallon 1 gal.

2 Gallons 1 Peck 1 pk.

4 Pecks 1 Bushel... 1 J>u.

36 Bushels 1 Chaldron. 1 oh.

66. 34 Pounds make 1 Bushel of Oats.

48 Pounds 1 Bushel of B'kwheat, Barley or Timothy.

50 Pounds 1 Bushel ol Flax Seed.

66 Pounds 1 Bushel of Rye or Indian Corn.

60 Pounds 1 Bushel of Wheat, Potatoes, Peas, Beans,

Onions, or Bed Clover Seed.

Note 1. Grains are sold by the cental (100 lbs.), or by parts thereof.

MISCELLANEOUS TABLE.

67. 12 Units .....make 1 Dozen.

12 Dozen 1 Gross.

12 Gross 1 Great Gross.

.20 Units \ 1 Score.

24 Sheets of Paper 1 Quire.

20 Quires 1 Ream.
100 Pounds 1 Quintal.

196 Pounds 1 Barrel of Flour.

200 Pounds 1 Barrel of Pork or Beef.

Note 2. A sheet folded into two leaves is called a folio, into 4 leaves

a quarto, into 8 leaves an octavo, into 16 leaves a 16mo, into 18 leaves

an 18mo, &c.
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MEASURES OF TrMK

TABLE OF TIME.

68. 1 Second is written thus 1*.

60 Seconds make 1 Minute 1'.

60 Minutes 1 Hour 1 hr.

24 Hours.. 1 Day .. 1 day.

7 Days 1 Week... 1 wk.

4 Weeks, or 28 days 1 Lunar Month 1 mo,

365 Days 1 Civil or common year 1 yr.

A year is divided into 12 months, called Calendar Months, the

number of days in each of which may be easily remembered by means

oi the following lines :

Thirty days hath September,

April, June, and November

;

February hath twenty-eight alone,

• And all the rest have thirty-one :

But leap-year coming once in four,

February then has one day more.
.<'

Note 3.—A civil or common year = 52 wks., 1 day.

A leap-year =366 days.

A day, or rather a mean solar day, which is divided in 24 equal

portions, called mean solar hours, is the standard unit for the measure-

ment of time, and it is the mean or average time which elapses be-

tween two successive transits of the Sun across the meridian of any

place.

The time between the Sun's leaving a certain point in the Ecliptic

and its return to that point consists of 365-242218 mean solar days, or

365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, 47£ seconds, very nearly, and is called

a solar year. Therefore the civil or common year, which contains 365

•lays, is about Jth of a day less than the solar year ; and this error
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would, of course, in time be very considerable, and cause great con-

fusion.

Julius Caesar, in order to correct this error, enacted that every 4th

year should consist of 366 days ; this was called Leap or Bissextile

year. In that year February had 29 days, the extra day being called

" the Intercalary " day.

But the solar year contains 365*242218 days, and the Julian year

contains 365*25 or 365| days.

Now 365-25-365-242218^007782.

Therefore in one year, taken according to the Julian calculation,

the Sun would have returned to the same place in the Ecliptic '007782

of a day before the end of the Julian year.

Therefore in 400 years the Sun would have come to the same

place in the Ecliptic -007782 x 400 or 3-1128 days before the end of the

Julian year ; and in 1257 years would have come to the same place,

•007782 x 1257 or 9*7819, or about ten days before the end of the Julian

year. Accordingly, the vernal equinox which, in the year 325 at

the council of Nice, fell on the 21st of March, in the year 1582

(that is, 1257 years later), happened on the 11th of March; there-

fore Pope Gregory caused 10 days to be omitted in that year,

making the 15th of October immediately succeed the 4th, so that

in the next year the vernal equinox again fell on the 21st of March
;

and to prevent the recurrence of the error, ordered that, for the

future, in every 400 years 3 of the leap years should be omitted,

viz. those which complete a century, the numbers expressing which

century, are not divisable by 4 ; thus 1600 and 2000 are leap years,

because 16 and 20 are exactly divisable by 4; but 1700, 1860, and

1900 are not leap years, because 17, 18, and 19 are not exactly divi-

sible by 4.

This Gregorian style, which is called the nexu style, was adopted in

England on the 2nd of September 1752, when the error amounted

to 11 days.

The Julian calculation is called the old style ; thus old Michaelmas

and old Christmas take place 12 days after New Michaelmas and

New Christmas.

In Russia, they still calculate according to the old style, but in the

other countries of Europe the new style is U6ed. Sir Harris Nicnlfls
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in his Chronology gives the dates at which the new style was adopted

in different countries. Of course, it was almost immediately adopted

by most of the Roman Catholic courts of Europe.

TABLE OF ANGULAR MEASURE.

69. 1 Second is written 1 sec. or 1".

60 Seconds make 1 Minute 1 min. or 1'.

60 Minutes 1 Degree 1 deg. or 1°.

90 Degrees 1 Right Angle.... 1 rt. ang. or 90°.

The circumference of every circle is considered to be divided into

360 equal parts, each of which is often called a degree, as it subtends

an angle of 1° at the centre of the circle.

*70. An Act of Parliament " for Ascertaining and Establishing

Uniformity of Weights and Measures," in Great Britain and Ireland,

came into operation on the first of January, 1826.

It is thereby enacted,

First. That the brass Standard Yard of 1760, then in cus-

tody of the Clerk of the House of Commons, shall be the Imperial

Standard Yard, (the brass being at the temperature of 62° by
Fahrenheit's thermometer); and that this Imperial Standard Yard,

shall be the unit or only standard measure of extension, where-

from or whereby all other measures of extension whatsoever, whether

the same be lineal, superficial or solid, shall be derived, computed,

and ascertained; and that the thirty-sixth part of this yard shall be

an inch.

Now the length of a Pendulum vibrating seconds in the latitude of

London, in a vacuum, and at the level of the sea, is found to be 39-1393

such inches, i. e. 39 such inches and 1393 ten thousandths of another

such inch.

This affords the means of recovering the Imperial Standard Yard

should it be lost. In fact, the brass Standard Yard of 1760 was de-

stroyed or rendered useless by the fire at the House of Commons in

1834.

Secondly. That the brass weight ofonepound Troy of the year 1758,

then in the custody of the same offioer, shall continue the unit oi
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Standard Measure of Weight, from which all other weight? shall be

derived, computed and ascertained ; that 5760 grains shall be contained

in the Imperial Standard Troy Pound, and 7000 such grains in the

Avoirdupois Pound.

Now the weight of a cubic inch of distilled water is 252*458 grains

Troy, the barometer being at 30 inches and the thermometer at 62°.

This affords the means of recovering the Imperial Standard Pound

should it be lost. In fact, the brass weight of 1758 was destroyed or

lost at the above-mentioned fire.

3d. That the Standard Measure of capacity for Liquids and

Dry Goods shall be " the Imperial Standard Gallon" containing 10

Pounds Avoirdupois weight of distilled water, weighed in air at a

temperature of 62° Fahrenheit's thermometer, and the barometer being

at 30 inches.

Now this weight fills 277*274 cubic inches, therefore the Imperial

Standard Gallon contains 277*274 cubic inches.

The Imperial Bushel, consisting of eight gallons, will consequently

be 2218*192 cubic inches.

REDUCTION.

71. When a number is expressed in one or more denominations,

the method of finding its value in one or more other denominations is

Reduction. Thus, £1 is of the same value of 240d., and Is. \\d. is of

the same value as 342 farthings, and conversely : the method or process

by which we find this to be so, is Reduction.

72. First. To express a number of a higher denomination or of

higher denominations in units of a lower denomination.

Rule. Multiply the number of the highest denomination in the

proposed quantity by the number of units of the next lower denomina-

tion contained in one unit of the highest, and to the product add the

number of that lower denomination, if there be any in the proposed

quantity.

Repeat this process for each succeeding denomination, till the

required one is arrived at.

Ex. 1. How many cents in $127.15 ?
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• Proceeding by the Rule given above,

Reasons for the process.

$127.15 . Since 100 cents make one dollar

;

100
.-. $127 = (127 x 100) cts. = 12700 cts.

T +̂ 15 = 12715 cents. « *127.15 = 12700 cts. + 16 cts.

or $127.15 = 12715 cents.
~ 12715 cents -

or $127.15 = 12715 cents.

Ex. 2. Reduce 27 acres, 1 rood, 32 poles, to poles.

acres, rood, poles.

27 . 1 . 32

4 (add the 1 rood)

109 ro.

40 (add the 32 poles)

4392 poles.

Ex. 8. How many inches in 106 miles, 6 fur., 26 poles, 2£ yards ?

miles. fur. pol. yds.

106 . 6 . 25 . 2*

8 (add the 6 fur.)

854 for.

40 (add the 25 po.)

» -

84185 poles

5£ (add the 2| yards.)

170927i

17092^ (product of the $)

188020 yards

3

664060 feet

12

6768720 inches

73. Second. To express a number of lower denomination or deno-

minations in unit* of a higher denomination.
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Rule. Divide the given number .by the number of units which

connect that denomination with the next higher, and the remainder,

if any, will be the number of surplus units of the lower denomina-

tion.

Carry on this process, till you arrive at the denomination re-

quired.

Ex. 1. In 17392 cents, how many dollars and cents ?

By the rule,

17892 Eeason for the Bule.

1739-2 100 cents =|1.

.•. 17392 cents-i-100=:$173-f 92 cents.

$173-92 cts. .'. 17392 cents=$173.92 cents.

(10
100 J

lio

Note.—From the above example, we see that by cutting off the last

2 figures on the right of any number of cents, gives the dollars, and

the figures so cut off will be the cents.

Ex. 2. Eeduce 49 acres, 28 poles, 10 yards, 8 feet, 112 inches, to

inches. Prove the result.

ac. po. yds. ft. in.

49 . 28 . 10 . 8 . 112
4

196 ro.

40 (add the 28 po.)

7868 poles

30| (add the 10 yds.)

236050
1967 (product of \)

238017 yards
9 (add the 8 ft.)

2142161 feet

144 (add the 112 in.)

8568756
8568644

2142161

308471296 inches
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Prooi
144

sq. in.

308471296

25705941-9
112 flq. in.

2142161-8 sq.ft.

238017

Now, since 30£ or if1 sq. yds = l sq. po., w© multiply by 4, which

reduces the sq. yds. into quarters of sq. yds., and then divide that result

by 121, or 11 x 11, which brings it into sq. poles.

238017
4

121
11

11

4,0

4

952068-7) 40 quarters of sq. yds.

86551-3) or 10 sq. yds

786,8-28 sq. po,

196

49

Therefore in 308471296 sq. in., there are 49 ac., 28 sq. po., 10 iq.

yds., 8 sq. ft., 112 sq. in.

Ex* vin.

Reduce and show by opposite process that your result is correct

:

(1) $878.28 to cents ; and $1027.87 to cents.

(2) £57 to pence ; and £15.12*. to pence.

(3) 8s. ±\d. to half pence ; and £1. 0s. 3fd. to farthings.

(4) £83. 15s. Q\d. to farthings ; and £393. 0s. lip. to half-pence.

(5) 738 half-crowns to farthings ; and 570 crowns to fourpenny

pieces.

(6) Find the number of pounds in 6673542 farthings, and prove

the truth of the result.

(7) How many half-crowns, how many sixpences, and how many
fourpences, are there in 25 pounds ?

Eeduce, verifying the result in each case, the following

:
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(8) 59 lbs., 7 oz., 14 dwts., 19 grs., to grains ; and 37400157 grs.

to lbs.

(9) 56332005 scrs. to lbs. Troy: and 536 lbs. to drams and

scruples.

(10) 7 tons, 15 cwt., 2 qrs., 16 lbs. to ounces ; and 7563241 drs.

to tons.

(11) 583S297 oz. to tons ; and 33 tons, 17 cwt., 3 qrs., 27 lbs.,

15 drs. to drams (cwt.=112 lbs.) .

(12) 17 lbs., 2 1 , 2 3 to grains ; and 34678 grs. Apoth. to oz. Troy.

(13) 3 m., 7 fur., 8 po. to yards ; and 573 miles to inches.

(14) 1364428 in. to leagues ; and 74 m., 3 fur., 4 yds to inches.

(15) 4 lea., 2 m., 2 in. to barleycorns ; and 50 m., 3 po. to yards.

(16) 7 fur., 200 yds. to chains; and 6 cubits, 1 span to feet.

(17) 84 yds., 1 qr to nails ; and 56 Eng. ells, 1 qr. to nails. ,

(18) 83 Fr. ells, 3 qrs. to nails ; and 73 PI. ells, 1 qr. to nails.

(19) 35 ac, 2 ro. to poles ; and 56 ac, 2 ro. to yards.

(20) 3 ro., 37 po., 26 yds. to inches ; and 3 ac, 30 po. to feet.

(21) 15 ac, 3 ro. to links ; and 50000 po. to acres.

22) 29 cub. yds. to feet ; and 158279 cub. in. to yds.

. (23) 17 cub. yds., 1001 cub. in. to inches; and 26 cud. yds., 19

cub. ft. to inches.

(24) 563 gals, to pints ; and 365843 gills to gallons.

(25) 760 bus., 3 pks. to quarts ; and 2875646 quarts to bus.

(26) 250 chaldrons to bushels ; and 186043 pks. to chaldrons.

(27) 56 reams, 19 quires to sheets ; and 52073 sheets of paper

to reams.

(28) 36 wks., 5 d., 17 hrs., to seconds ; and 1 mo. of 30 days, 23 hrs.

59 sec. to seconds.

(29) How many barrels, gallons, quarts, and pints are there in

1336381 half-pints ?

(30) One year being equivalent to 365 days, 6 hours, find how
many seconds there are in 27 years, 245 days.

(31) From 9 o'clock p. m., Aug. 5, 1852, to 6 o'clock a. m., March 3,

1853, how many hours are there, and how many seconds ?

(32) In Great Britain and Ireland there are 121838 square miles

;

in British North America, 3389345 square miles ; in the United States

of America, 3306000 square miles ; how many acres in each of thost

counti es ?
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COMPOUND ADDITION.

74. Compound Addition is the method of collecting several num-

bers of the same kind, but containing different denominations of that

kind, into one sum.

Rule. Arrange the numbers, so that those of the same denomina-

tion may be under each other in the same column, and draw a line

below them.

Add the numbers of the lowest denomination together, and find by

Reduction how many units of the next higher denomination are con-

tained in this sum.

Write the remainder, if any, under the column just added, and

carry the quotient to the next column,

Proceed thus with all the columns.

Ex. 1. Add together $37.95, $30.87, $97.48.

By the Rule,

$37.95 The sum of the right-hand column is 20; write

36.87 under that column, and carry 2 to the next : the sum
' 97.48 of the next column together with the 2 carried is 23

;

write 3 under that column and carry 2 to the next,
$172 30ff

' and so on ; the same way as was done in the Simple

Rules, and for the same reason.

Ex. 2. Add together £2. 4s. 7\d., £3. 5s. 10^., £15. 15s., and

£33. 12s. ll$d.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

£ 8. d.

2 . 4 . 7i
8 . 5 . 10£

15 . 15 .

33 . 12 . 11£ /

£54 . 18 . 5£

Reasonfor the above process.

The sum of 2 farthings, 1 farthing and 2 farthings, = 5 farthings,
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«=1 penny, and 1 farthing; we therefore put down \ t
that is, one

farthing, and oarry 1 penny to the column of pence. Then

(l+ll+10+7)d. = 29d.= (12x2+5)&

or 2 shillings, and 5 pence ; we therefore put down 5d., and carry on

the 2 to the column of shillings.

Then (2+12+15+5+4)*.=* 38s.=* (20x1+18)*. £1., and 18s. ; we there-

fore put down 18s., and carry on the 1 pound to the column ofpounds.

Then (1+33+15+3+2) pounds - £54.

Therefore the result is £54. 18s. 5±d.

Note. The method of proof is the same as that in Simple Addition.

Ex. 8. Add together 34 tons, 15 cwt., 1 qr., 14 lbs. ; 42 tons, 3 cwt.

18 lbs. ; 18 tons, 19 cwt., 3 qrs. ; 7 cwt., 6 lbs.; 2 qrs., 19 lbs. ; and 3

tons, 7 lbs.

tons. cwt. qrs. lbs.

84 . 15 . 1 . 14

42 . 3 . . 18

18 . 19 . 3 .

. 7.0. 6

. . 2 . 19

8 . 0.0. 7
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(7) Find the sum of .£3966. 16s. 9fd, £2. lis. l\d. t £3795. Os. 2fd.

£37. 17s. Ofd., £48. Os. 0%d., and £59000. 14s. 6fd. ; also of £6491,

£3651. 10s. 3^., £8000. 0s. llfd., £5510. 19s. 10±d., £50430. 12s. 1^.,

£316. 14s. 5fd., and £4850. 18s. id. ; also of £306217. 13s. 9fd., £55.

Os. 9d., £450812. 15s. 2^., £9837. Is. 5%d., and £2939. 3s. Hid. ; and

prove the result in each case.

(8) Add together 2 lbs., 9 oz., 1 dwt., 23 grs.; 8 lbs., 6 oz., 4 dwt.,

20 grs. ; 1 lb., 10 oz., 5 dwt., 12 grs. ; 14 lbs., 11 oz., 14 dwts., 19 grs.

;

and 21 lbs., 8 oz., 13 dwt., 11 grs.: also 22 lbs., 7 dwt., 15 grs. ; 15 lbs.,

11 oz., 18 grs. ; 34 lbs., 9 oz., 12 dwt.; 74 lbs., 1 oz., 1 dwt., 20 grs.

;

and 46 lbs., 11 oz„ 16 dwt., 19 grs.: also 1740 oz., 9 dwt., 19 grs.;

4179 oz., 11 dwt., 14 grs. ; 8497 oz., 12 dwt., 22 grs. ; 5629 oz., 19 dwt.,

17 grs. ; and 1038 oz., 4 dwt., 14 grs. : verify each result.

(9) Add together 10 lbs., 8 oz., 4 drs., 1 scr. ; 66 lbs., 10 oz., 2 drs.,

19 lbs., 9 oz., 3 drs., 2 scr. ; 55 lbs., 6 drs. ; and 79 lbs., 11 oz., 4 drs.,

1 scr.: also 13 lbs., 6 oz., 7 drs., 2 scr., 17 grs. ; 19 lbs., 11 oz„ 1 scr.,

18 grs. ; 36 lbs., 3 oz., 2 scr., 19 grs. ; 6 oz., 7 drs., 7 grs. ; and 176 lbs.,

96 grs. : explain the process in each case.

(10) Find the aggregate of 1 cwt., 2 qrs., 26 lbs., 10 oz. ; 11 cwt.,

18 lbs., 9 oz.; 13 cwt., 3 qrs., 17 lbs., 14 oz.; 7 «wt., 1 qr., 25 lbs.,

9 oz. ; and 19 cwt., 2 qrs., 19 lbs., 14 oz. : also of 306 tons, 15 cwt.,

2 qrs., 15 lbs. ; 731 tons, 6 cwt., 3 qrs., 24 lbs ; 279 tons, 7 ewt., 10 lbs.

;

896 tons, 9 cwt., 1 qr., 17 lbs. ; and 10 cwt., 2 qrs., 16 lbs. : also of 23

tons, 12 cwt., 15 lbs., 12 oz.; 58 tons, 17 cwt., 1 qr., 10 oz. : 67 tons,

3 qrs., 15 oz.; 19 cwt., 27 lbs. ; and 3 tons, 13 lbs., 13 oz. : prove the

results (cwt. = 112 lbs.).

(11) Find the sum of 26 m., 7 fur., 23 po., 3 yds. ; 22 m., 6 fur.,

27 po., 5 yds. ; 37 m., 4 fur., 3 yds. ; 86 m., 6 fur., 38 po., 3 yds.

;

and 25 m., 1 fur., 29 po., 2| yds. ; also of 14 m., 7 fur., 23 po., 2| yds.,

2ft., 11 in.; 12 m., 5 fur., 1 yd., 2 ft., 3 in.; 27 m., 2 fur., 13 po.,

3£ yds., 1 ft., 10 in.; 36 m., 6 fur., 33 po., 4£ yds., 2 ft., 6 in. ; and

75 m., 1 fur., 21 po.", 3 yds., 1 ft., 7 in. : also of 2 lea., 1 m., 3 fur.,

103 yds. , 67 lea., 3 fur., 157 yds. ; 11 lea., 1 m., 93 yds. ; 9 lea., 2 m.,

5 fur., 87 yds. ; and 34 lea., 2 m., 7 fur., 198 yds.

(12) Find the sum of 43 yds., 2 qrs., 3 na.; 37 yds., 2 qrs., 1 na.

;

23 yds., 3 qrs., 2 na. ; 41 yds., 2 qrs., 2 na. ; and 38 yds., 2 qrs., 3 na.

:

and of 11 Eng. ells, 2 qrs., 3 na. ; 18 Eng. ells, 2 qrs., 1 na. ; 39 Eng. ells,
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4 qrs., 2 na.; 37 Eng. ells, 4 qrs., 3 na. ; and 79 Eng. ells, 3 na. : and

prove each result.

(13) Find the sum of 25 ac, 2 ro., 16 po.; 30 ac, 2 ro., 25 po;

26 ac., 2 ro., 35 po.; 63 ac, 1 ro., 31 po. ; and 34 ac, 2 ro., 29 po.

:

also of 5 ac, 2 ro., 15 po., 25£ sq. yds., 101 sq. in. ; 9 ac, 1 ro., 35 po.,

12£ sq. yds., 87 sq. in. ; 42 ac, 3 ro., 24 po., 23| sq. yds., 57 sq. in.

;

12 ac, 2 ro., 5 pa., 13f sq. yds., 23 sq. in. ; and 17 ac, 24 po., 30 sq. yds.,

113 sq. in. : explain each process.

(14) Find the sum of 3 c yds., 23 c ft., 171 c in. ; 17 c yds.,

17 c ft., 31 c in. ; 28 c yds., 26 c ft., 1000 c in. ; and 34 c yds.,

23 c ft., 1101 o. in.

(15) Add together 39 gals., 3 qts., 1 pt. ; 48 gal., 2 qts., 1 pt.

;

56 gals., 1 pt. ; 74 gals., 3 qts. ; and 84 gals., 3 qts., 1 pt. : also 2 pipes,

42 gals., 3 qts. ; 36 gals., 1 qt. ; 5 pipes, 48 gals. ; 12 pipes, 53 gals.,

3 qts.; and 27 pipes, 2 qts., of wine: also 19 hhds., 10 gals., 3 pts.

;

29 hhds., 50 gals., 7 pts. ; 116 hhds., 46 gals., 5 pts.; 2 hhds., 2 pts.;

and 235 hhds., 1 bar., 3 qts., of beer,

(16) Add together $19.28, $27.35, $37.39, $216.16, $152.93,

$225.17, and $23.19; also $2795.28, $3878.15, $737.35, $6797.27,

9689.21, $5293.78, $69256.36, $52678.38, $27812.15.

(17) Add together 4 mo., 3 w., 5 d., 23 h., 46 m. ; 5 mo., 1 d., 17 h.,

57 m. ; 6 mo., 2 w., 1 h. ; 1 w., 6 d., 23 h., 59 m. ; and 11 mo., 1 w.,

58 m. : also 7 yrs., 28 w., 3 s. ; 26 yrs., 5 w., 5 d. ; 58 yrs., 6 d.,

23 h., 59 s. ; 43 w., 23 h., 50 m., 12 s. ; and 124 yrs., 14 w., 19 h.,

87 s.

(18) When B was born, A'& age was 2 yrs., 9 m., 3 w., 4 d.

;

when G was born, B's age was 13 yrs., and 3 d. ; when D was born,

Cs age was 9 mo., 2 w., 3 d., 23 h. ; when E was born, D's age was
6 yrs., 11 mo., 23 h. ; when F was born, U's age was 7 yrs., 3 w., 6 d.,

15 h. What was A'a age on F'b 5th birth-day ?

COMPOUND SUBTBACTION.

75. Compound Subtraction is the method of finding the differ,

ence between two numbers of the same kind, but containing different

denominations of that kind.
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Rule. Place the less number below the greater, so that the num-

bers of the same denomination may be under each other in the same

column, and draw aline below them.

Begin at the right hand, and subtract if possible each number of

the lower line from that which stands above it, and set the remainder

underneath.

But when any number in the lower line is greater than the num-

ber above it, add to the upper one as many units of the same deno-

mination as make one unit of the next higher denomination ;
subtract

as before, and carry one to the number of the next higher denomina-

tion in the lower line.

Proceed thus throughout the columns.

Ex. 1. From $2782.25 take $1783.29.

$2782.25

$1783 29 ^is example is worked in the same way as

Simple Subtraction.

$998.96

Ex. 2. Subtract £88. 18s. 8%d, from £146. 19s. 6|<J.

Proceeding by the Rule given above.

£.
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It is manifest that in this process, whenever we add to the upper Una
we also add a number of the same value to the lower line, so that the

final difference is not altered.

from 144 lbs., 8 oz.Ex. 3.
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(15) 37 cub. yds., 18 cub. ft, 857 cub. in., and 35 cub, yds., 24 cub. ft.

1280 cub. in.

(16) 203 tuns, 19 gals., 3 qts., 1 pt., of wine, and 187 tuns, 1 hhd.,

29 gals., 2 qts.

(17) 83 bar., 2 fir., 7 gals., ofbeer, and 77 bar., 2 fir., 8 gals., 29 qts.

(18) 216 yrs., 9 mo., 2 w., 4 d., and 217 yrs.

(19) The latitude of the Provincial " University of Toronto" at

Toronto is 43°, 39', 24", north ; that of St. Paul's at London (England)

is 51°, 30', 49" north. Find the difference of their latitude.

(20) What sum added to £947. 19s., 7fd., will make £1000?

(21) A furnished house is worth $17935.50 ; unfurnished, it is

worth $5978.50. By how much does the value of the furniture exceed

the value of the house ?

COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION.

76. Compound Multiplication is the method of finding the

amount of any proposed compound number, that is, of any number

composed of different denominations, but all of the same kind, when
it is repeated a given number of times.

Eule. Place the multiplier under the lowest denomination of the

multiplicand.

Multiply the number of the lowest denomination by the multiplier,

and find the number of units of the next denomination contained in

this first product ; if there be a remainder, write it down ; for the

second product, multiply the number of the next denomination in the

multiplicand by the multiplier, and after adding to it the above-

mentioned number of units, proceed with the result as with the first

product.

Carry this operation through with all the different denominations

of the multiplicand.

Ex. Multiply $212.13 by 12.

'j2 In tliis example we do the same as in simple

Multiplication, observing to place tho point sep

$2545.56 arating the dollars and cents in its proper place.

5
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Ex. 2. Multiply 56.
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Note. When the multiplicand contains farthings, if one of the

factors of the multiplier he even, it will often be advantageous to use

it first, as the farthings may disappear.

Ex. XI.

Multiply

(1) 1217.35 separately by 8 and 14.

(2) £7. 19s. 7$d. separately by 10 and 12.

(3) <£721. 0s. 5\d. separately by 81 and 96.

(4) £2579. 0s. Old. separately by 147, 155, 474, and 2381.

(5) 86 lbs., 7 oz., 16 dwt., 11 grs. separately by 8 and 36.

(6) 3 tons, 24 lbs., 13 oz. separately by 11 and 76.

(7) 45 lbs., 7 oz., 3 drs., 2 sc. separately by 12 and 68.

(8) 67 yds., 1 qr., 2 na. separately by 9 and 53.

(9) 70 yds., 2 ft., 10 in. separately by 7 and 29.

(10) 16 ac, 3*ro., 38 po., 27 yds., 2 ft. by 11.

(11) 380 ac, 3 ro., 32 po. separately by 12 and 106.

(12) 57 gals., 3 qts., separately by 10 and 257.

(13) 76 qrs., 5 bus., 2 pks. separately by 13 and 240.

(14) 5 wks., 6 d., 18 h., 14 m. separately by 11 and 339.

(15) 84 hhds., 43 gals., 1 pt. of wine separately by 27 and 364.

(16) 43 bar., 13 gals., 1 qt., 1 pt. of beer separately by 39 and 764.

(17) A person buys 67 lambs at £1. 0s. 9id. each ; 73 sheep at

£2. 2s. ll^d. each ; 12 cows at the average of £37. 0s. 2\d. for eveiy

3 of them ; and 17 horses at 37 guineas each ; the expenses of getting

them all home amount to 17£ guineas. What money must he draw

from his bankers to pay for the whole outlay ?

(18) There are 7 chests of drawers : in each chest there are 18

drawers ; and in each drawer 8 divisions ; and in each division there is

placed 125.25. How much money is deposited in the chests ?

COMPOUND DIVISION.

78. Compound Division is the method of dividing a compound
number, that is, a number composed of several denominations, but all

of the same kind, into as many equal parts as the divisor contains

units; and also of finding how often one compound number is con-

tained in another of the same kind.
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When the Divisor is an abstract number, either larger or not larger

than 12.

Rule. Place the numbers as in Simple Division; then find how
often the divisor is contained in the highest denomination of the

dividend ; put this number down in the quotient ; multiply as in

Simple Division and subtract.

If there be a remainder, reduce the remainder to the next inferior

denomination, adding to it the number oi that denomination in the

dividend, and repeat the division.

Carry on this process through the whole dividend.

Ex. 1. Divide £199. 6*. 8d. by 180.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

£. s. d.

130) 199 . 6 . 8 (1£.
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Ex. 2. Divide £1076. 4s. *J<*. by 527.
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Ex. 3. Divide £131. 2s, 8±d. by 48, and also by its factors 6 and 8,

and show that the results coincide.

£. s. d.

48) 131 2 . 8£ (2£. 14s. l\d. f|.
96

35
20 Now, dividing by the factors 6 and 8 we get

48
i:

£. s. d.

131 . 2 . 8£

21 . 17 . 1£ rem. 4

48) 702 (14s.

j!8

222

!2? : . 14 . 7* ff rem. 5
30
12 Therefore the true remainder

48) 3G8 {Id. .
=(5x5+4)?.=34?.,

336 and since our divisor is 48, we write the
32 remainder ; thus §£.

48) 130 (2*
_96

34

Therefore the quotient is £2. 14s. l^d. %£q.

80. TV7ien the divisor and dividend are both compound numbers of

the same kind.

Rule. Eeduce both numbers to the same denomination : divide as

in Simple Division, and the result will be the answer required.

Ex. How often is 5s. S^d. contained in £15. 8s. dd. ?

Proceeding by the above Rule,

s.
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Reason for the above process.

5s. did. «• 255 farthings.

£15. 18s. 9d. - 15300 farthings,

and 255 farthings subtracted 60 times from 15300 farthings leaves no

remainder.

Ex. XIII.

(1) £2. 12s. 3d.-s-ls. 4±d.

(2) £55. 18s. 10}d.-h-£2. 8s*. l\d.

(3) £160. 4s. %&.+>£!. 10s. K\d.

(4) £401. 4s. 3d.-=-£2. lis. 5\d.

(5) 44 cwt., 2 qrs., 11 lbs.-s-l cwt., 2 qrs.,'17 lbs.

(6) 272 yds., 1 qr.-r-7yds., 2 qrs., 1 na.

(7) 9487 bus., 2 pks.-5-143 bus., 3 pks.

(8) 1416 ac., 2 ro., 16 po.,-5-4 ac, 3 ro., 27 po.

(9) 57 lea., 1 m., 956 yds.-*-7 far., 87 yds., 1 ft., in.

(10) $63729^-$873.

Miscellaneous Examples, depending on Arts. (71—80) worked out.

Ex. 1. A person bought 500 yards of cloth at $3.78 a yard, and
retailed it at |3.90 a yard : what was his profit ?

His profit on 1 yard =12 cents; for $3.90 -$3.78 =12 cents.

therefore his whole profit =(12x500) cts.

= $60

Ex. 2. A spring of water, which yields 75 gallons an hour, supplies

600 families : how much water may each family use daily ?

The daily supply of water= (75x24) gallons;

75x24
therefore each family may use daily — gals., or 3 gals.

Ex. 3. How many revolutions will a wheel, which is 4 yards in

circumference, make in 3 miles ?

3 miles=(3x1760) yards=5280 yards,

and since the wheel passes over 4 yards in one revolution

;

——or 1320=number of revolutions required.

Ex. 4. How many guineas, sovereigns, half-crowns, and shillings

and of each an equal number, are there in £1246 ?
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Now, 1 guinea+1 sovereign+1 half-crown+1 shilling

=(42+40+5+2) sixpences

=-89 sixpences

;

and i!1246-(1246x20x2) sixpences-49840 sixpences
;

the question therefore is reduced to this : How often are 89 sixpences

contained in 49840 sixpences ?

Number required J
4984Q - 560
89

Ex. 5. How much water must be added to a cask containing 60

gallons of spirit at $3 a gallon, to reduce the price to $1.92 a gallon?

Cost of cask- (S3) x 60=4180=18000 cents.

#1.92=192 cents

therefore—-5-, or 93|=the number of gallons which the cask must

contain, in order that its contents may be sold at $1.92 a gallon.

Therefore (93f — 60), or 33|=-the number of gallons of water which

have to be added.

Ex. 6. A traveller walks 22 miles a day, and after he has gone 84

miles, another follows him at the rate of 34 miles a day ; in what time

will the second traveller overtake the first ?

The second traveller has to walk over 84 miles more than the first

before he can overtake liiin.

Each day he walks (34 -22) or 12 miles more than the first;

therefore f\ or 7 is the number of days required.

Ex. 7. A mixture is made of 8 gallons of spirits at 12s. 10ci5. a gallon,

7 gallons at 10s. Gd. a gallon, and 10 gallons at 9s. Id a gallon; at what

price per gallon must tho mixture be sold, 1st, that the seller may
neither gain nor lose by his bargain; 2nd, that he may gain £1. 13s f

by it.

£. s. d.

8 gallons at 12s. lOd. cost 5 . 2 . 8

7 gallons at 10s. tid. cost 3 . 13 . 6

10 gallons at 9s. Id. cost 4 . 10 . 10

therefore 25 gallons cost .£13 .7.0
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1st. If he* is neither to gain nor lose, ho must sell 1 gallon for

£13. 7s.—5^—- ; which, worked out, givos 10s. 8£sd. as the price required.

2nd. If he is to gain £1. 13s.

25 gallons must be sold for <£13. 7s. + j61. 13s., or £15
;

£15
therefore, 1 gallon must be sold for ~air '•> which, worked out, gives 12s.

as the price required.

Ex. 8. Divide $49 among 5 men, 6 women, and 7 boys
;
giving each

woman twice as much as each boy, and each man thrice as much as

each woman.

Since each woman's share m twice each boys's share,

therefore 6 women's shares= 12 boys' shares.

Again, since each man's share = thrice each woman's share.

therefore, 5 men's shares — 15 women's shares,

= 30 boys' shares,

but 5 men's shares+6 women's shares+7 boys' shares= $49.

or 80 boys' shares+12 boys' shares+7 boys' shares -»#49*

or 49 boys' shares = $49
'

49
Therefore, each boy's share = $—- — $1.

Therefore, each woman's share =$2.

each man's share =$6.

t
NEW DECIMAL COINAGE.

81. The House of Commons of the Dominion of»Canada intends to

adopt a coinage based on the decimal system, (as the present is), but

of which the unit shall be the sovereign; thus having the same
coinage as is proposed to be used in England. The coins proposed for

such a system are pounds, florins, cents, mils. The table would stand

thus:

10 mils (m.) make 1 cent, 1 c.

10 cents 1 florin, 1 fl.

10 florins 1 pound, £1.

82. In such a system, much of the labour of reducing superior to

inferior denominations, and the converse, is done away with ; for we
4
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could at once say, £24. 3 fl. 7 c. 2 m.= 24372 m. Since'by performing

the operation of reducing at length, we obtain

£. fl. c. m.
24 . 8 . 7 . 2

10

240+3, or 243 fl.

10

2430+7, or 2427 0.

10

24370+2, or 24372 m.

or we might say £24. 3 fl. 7 c. 2 m.= £24-372.

Similarly, £24. 3fl. 7 c. 2 m. = 243-72 fl., or = 2437'2e.

Conversely 24372 mils m £24. 3 fl. 7 0. 2 m.
for, proceeding by Rule (Art. 73), we get

2437210

10 2437-2 m.
10
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(2) £30. 9| fl. to mils, and £96. 1 fl. 2 c. 9 m. to mils.

(3) £18. 6£ c. to mils, and 9£ fl. to mils.

(4) £10. 1 m. to mils, and £46. 2£ c. to mils.

83. The addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of

money would be easily performed, as will be evident from the following

examples.

Ex. 1 Find the sum of £18. 6fl.3o.5m.; 9 fl. 9m.; £24.1m.;

Sc2m.; 5£fl.

m. £.

£18. 6fl. 3 c. 5m.= 18635, or= 18*635,

9fl. 9m.= 909, or= '909,

£24. lm.= 24001, or= 24-001,

8c.2m.= 32, or= -032,

5£ fl.= 525, or= -525,

44102 m., or =£44102,

each of which results = £44. 1 fl. 2 m.

Ex. 2. From £16. 3 c. 2 m., subtract £14. 4 fl. 9 m-

m. £.

£16. 3 c. 2 m.= 16032. or- 16*032,

£14. 4 fl. 9 m. = 14409, or = 14*409,

1623 m, or = £1*623,

each of which results = £1. 6 fl. 2 c. 3 m

Ex. 3. Multiply £16. 3 c. 2 m. by 23.

£16. 3 c. 2 m.= 16032 m., or= £16*032.

m. £

16032 16*032

23 23
K

48096 > 48096

32064 32064

368736 m. £368*736

each of the above results = £368. 7 fl. 3 c. 6 m.

Ex. 4. Divide £368. 7 fl. 3 c. 6 m. by 23.
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Ex. XVI.

Miscellaneous Questions and Examples on Arts. (71-83).

Note. Where the contrary is not expressed, a yoar is supposed to consist of SG5

days, and a cwt. of 100 lbs.

I.

(1) Explain the meaning .of the term 'Reduction.' Reduce

27 cwt. 2 qrs. 2 lbs. into parcels, each weighing 8 lbs.

(2) "What is the standard of the gold, and silver, and copper coin-

age in this country ? According to the present law in Canada, for

what sums respectively are copper and silver legal tenders ?

(3) "What is meant by ' Compound Multiplication ' ? Can concrete

numbers of the same or different kinds be multiplied together ? Give

the reason. What is the cost of school accommodation for 13750

children at $9.12. each ?

(4) A person bought 1763 yards of cloth at $1.27 per yard, and

retailed it at $1.66 per yard : what was his profit ?

(5) A person's weekly income is £14, and his quarterly expen-

diture is ,£128. 10s. ; how much will he have saved at the end of

8 years ? (supposing a year to consist of 52 weeks).

(6) What quantity of water must I add to a pipe of wine, which

cost $4f>0, to reduce its price to $2.50 a gallon ?

(1) Explain the meaning of ' Compound Division' : what different

cases are there of it ? If £1844. 2s. 8%d. be divided equally among 49

persons, how much will each receive ?

(2) A house and its furniture are worth $32324.58 ; but the house

is worth 8 times as much as the furniture ; what is the house worth ?

(3) Define a square ', a cube
' ; show clearly by a figure how

many cubic feet there are in a cubic yard. Reduce 4203239040

cub. in. to cub. yds. ; and find how many grains of wheat there are in

a load, if a pint contains 7000 grains.

(4) Divide £3. 13s. 9d. between two persons, so that one shall

receive half as much again as the other.

(5) If I bottle off two-thirds of 2 pipes of wine into quarts and the

rest into pints, how many dozens of each shall I have ?

(6) A servant's wages are £10. 8s. a year: how much ought he to

receive for 7 weeks (supposing a year to consist of 52 weeks) ?
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III.

(1) What are the different uses to which Troy weight and Avoir-

dupois weight are respectively applied ? Express 56 lbs. Avoirdupois

in lbs. &c. Troy.

(2) A factor bought 56 pieces of stuff for $7535.36 at $1.16 a yard:

how many yards were there in each piece ?

(3) Goods are bought at 0.W7. per lb., and the cost of carriage is

\)d. per lb. ; they are sold at .£4. 10s. per cwt. : what is the gain or

loss per cwt. ?

(4) What is meant by a ' mean solar day ' ? How does the * solar'

year differ from the ' civil ' year ? State clearly the methods which

have been adopted to correct the error arising therefrom.

(5) A gentleman laid up in the year 1851 $1411.56, having spent

daily $7.80 : what was his income in that year ?

(6) Divide 198 dollars among 4 persons, so that the second may
have twice as much as the first, the third 3 times as much as the

second, and the fourth 4 times as much as the third.

IV.

(1) What are the standards of weight and capacity in Canada, and
how are they fixed.

(2) Two persons buy postage-stamps at 12 a shilling ; one retails

them at 11 for a shilling, and the other at 13d. for a dozen ; compare
the gains on selling the same number of stamps.

(3) A hundred sovereigns all equally light, are worth ninety-five

pounds ; what is the value of each in shillings ?

(4) Find

1. The sum of ,627. 3 c. 9 m. ; £560. 2£ fl. ; £30. 3 c. 7 m.
2. The quotient of £405. 5 fl. 3 c. 6 m. by 16.

(5) A person lays out $208.64 in spirits at $1.28 a gallon ; some

of which leaked out in the carnage ; however, he sold the remainder

for $259.20 at the rate of $1.80 a gallon : how many gallons leaked out ?

(6) If a piece of ground contain 24 acres, and an inclosnre of 17

acres, 3 roods be taken out of it, how many perches are there in the

remainder ?

(7) How many hours have elapsed since the birth of Christ to the

year 1852, supposing each year to consist of 365 days, 6 hours ?
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V.

(1) Explain how the statute defines ' a yard \ with reference to a

natural standard of length. Find the corresponding linear unit, when

an acre is one hundred thousand square units.

(2) How many barley-corns will reach round the earth, supposing

the circumference of it to be 25000 miles ?

(3) If a single article cost 86 cents, how many dozens can be

bought for $415.20.

(4) How many times will a pendulum vibrate in 24 hours, which

vibrates 5 times in 2 seconds ?

(5) tl the sum paid for 247 gallons of spirit, amount, together with

the duty, to $859.56 ; and the duty on each gallon be £ part of its

original cost ; what is the duty per gallon.

(6) 12 persons on a journey each spend .£23. 4 c. 6 m. in board and

lodging ; 6 oi them agree to pay the travelling expenses, the share of

each amounting to £18. 1 m. Find the amount of expenditure during

the journey.

VI.

(1) What is the meaning of the word * carat as applied to gold,

and as applied to diamonds ? How many ' carats' fine is standard gold ?

If from 2793461 lbs Troy of gold there be coined £130524465. 4*. 6d.,

find the value of each lb.

(2) A wheelmakes 514 revolutions in passing over 1 mile, 467 yards,

1 foot : what is its circumference ?

(3) A grocer buys a hogshead of sugar, containing half a ton, for

$90, and retails it at 11 cents per lb. ; how much money does he make ?

(4) A merchant buys 10 gallons o£ spirit at.l2s. a gallon ; 15 gallons

at 14«. 6d. a gallon ; and 18 gallons at 15s. 9d. a gallon : what will be

the price of a gallon oi the mixture, so that he may gain £2. 5s. 6d. on

his outlay ?

(5) A gentleman distributed $198 among 12 men, 16 women, and
30 children ; to every man he gave twice as much as to a woman,
and to every woman three times as much as to a child : what did each

receive ?

(G) A merchant expends £1636, 5s. on equal quantities of wheat at

£2. 2s. a quarter, barley at £1. Is. a quarter, and oats at 14s. a quarter

:

what quantity of each will he have ?
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VII.

(1) How many minutes are there in the 10 years, of which the

first is 1852 ?

(2) Divide 425 tons, 15 cwt., 2 qrs., 12 lbs., by 27 : and 1361 m.,

4 far., 28 po., by 28.

(3) Two boys rnn a race of 1 mile, one ofthem gains 5 feet in every

110 yards ; how far will the other be left behind at the end of the race ?

(4) Light travels at the rate of 192000 miles a second : how many
days will it be in coming to us from the star a Centanri, supposed to

be 20 trillions of miles distant ?

(5) Divide $480.60 equally among 45 people ; supposing 20 of

them to have received their portions, and 10 of the remaining 25 to

have given up their portions to the other 15, how much would each

of the 15 receive ?

(6) A father left his eldest son $24000 more than he left his second

son, and the second son $7560 more than the third; to the third he

left $60480 : what was the eldest son's portion ; and what sum did the

father leave to his 3 sons.

VIII.

(1) Can you attach any meaning (1) to the multiplication of 6s. 8d.

by £1. 2s 3d., (2) to the division of 1 yard, 2 feet, 3 inches, by 6 feet,

8 inches ? State reasons for your answer:

(2) A carriage-load is found to weigh 1 ton, 3 cwt., 1 qr., and it

consists of 315 equal packages , what is the weight of each ?

(3) A person counts on the average 7000 shillings in an hour:

what sum will he count in 67 days, if he work 9 hours a day ?

(4) A gentleman's average daily expenditure for the year 1852 is

$9.63 ; and this allows him to lay by .£50 at the end of the year

:

what is his income ?

(5) Show how to perform the following operations : (1) the addition

of £896. 5 11. 4 c. 7 m. ; £391. 5 fl. 3 c. 8 m. : £23. 9c. 6m. : (2) the sub-

traction of the second sum from the first ; and (3) the multiplication

oi the third by 248 ; reading off each result.

(6) I hire a house at £90 a year ; which is assessed in the rate-book

at £ths of its rent ; I agree to pay the rates upon it, viz., 3 poor rates

of9d., lOd.j and Is. 2d. respectively in the £, a church-rate of 8d. in

the £, and a paving-rate of 1* Id ; in the £ : what is the whole annual

cost of the house ?
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IX.

(1) Explain the calendar as now in use. On June 21 of 1851, the

Duke of Wellington had lived 30,000 days. Find the day and year of

his birth.

(2) The fore-wheel of a carriage is 10 feet in circumference, and

the hind-wheel is 16 feet : how many revolutions will one make more

than the other in 100 miles ?

(3) Sound travels at the rate of 1142 feet a second : if a gun be

discharged at the distance of 4£ miles, how long will it be, after seeing

the flash, before I hear the report.

(4) How many times will a clock, which chimes the quarters, strike

and chime in 1854 ?

(5) How long will a person be in walking from Toronto to Brampton

,

a distance of 16 miles, when he takes 110 steps of 2^ feet every minute ?

(6) A manufacturer employs 60 men and 45 boys, who respectively

work 10 and 14 hours per day during 5 days of the week, and half

the time on the remaining day ; each man receives Qd per hour, and

each boy, 2d. per horn* : what is the amount of wages paid in the

year ? (a year= 52 weeks).

X.

(1) A gentleman sent a tankard to his silversmith, which weighed

100 oz., 16 dwts., and ordered him to make it into spoons, each

weighing 2 oz., 16 dwts. : how many spoons did he receive ?

(2) A gentleman's estate, for the 5 years ending with 1849, yielded

.£1227. 15s. ; how much could he spend one day with another, so as to

lay by 135 guineas ?

(3) The length of a year being 365£ days, and that of a lunar month

being 29£ days, how many lunar months are there in 19 years ?

(4) What is the value of a talentof silver, if silverbe worth ftl.20per

oz., and a talent consists of 1000 shekels, each weighing 219 grains ?

(5) A merchant bought 7 pieces of cloth, each 27 yards, for $266.88

;

and sold 56 yards at $1.27 per yard ; at what must he sell the remainder

per yard in order to gain $17.04 on the whole ?

(6) A certain number of men, twice as many women, and three

times as many boys earned in 5 days £7. 15s. ; each man earned Is. 6d.,

each woman lQd., and each boy Sd. a day. How many were there

of each

6
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SECTION III.

GREATEST COMMON MEASURE,

84. A MEasvbe ofany given number is anumber which will divide

the number exactly, i. c, without a remainder. Thus, 2 is a measure

of 6, because 2 is contained 3 times exactly in 6.

When one number is a measure of another, the former is said to

measure the latter.

85. A Multiple of any given number is a number which contains it

an exact number of times. Thus, 6 is a multiple of 2.

86. A common measure of two or more given numbers is a number

which will divide each of the given numbers exactly : thus, 3 is a

common measure of 18, 27, and 36.

The greatest common measure, (G-. 0. M.), of two or more given

numbers, is the greatest numbers which will divide each of the given

numbers exactly : thus, 9 is the greatest common measure of 18, 27,

and 36.

87. If a number measure each of two others, it will also measure

their sum or difference; and also any multiple of either of them.

Thus, 3 being a common measure of 9 and 15, will measure their

sum, their difference, and also any multiple of either 9 or 15.

The sum of 9 and 15= 9 + 15 = 24 -3 x 8 ;

therefore 3 measures their sum 24.

The difference of 15 and 9 = 15 -9 - 6 = 2 x 3 ;

therefore 3 measures their difference 6.

Again 36 is a multiple of 9, and 36 = 3 x 12

;

therefore 3 measures this multiple of 9 ; and similarly any other

multiple of 9.

Again, 75 is a multiple of 15 : and 75 = 3 x 25

;

therefore 3 measures this multiple of 15 ; and similarly any other

multiple of 15.

88. To find the greatest common measure of two numbers.

Rule. Divide the greater number by the less ; if there be a re-

mainder, divide the iirst divisor by it ; if there bo still a remainder,
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divide the second divisor by this remainder, and so on ; always dividing

the last preceding divisor by the last remainder, till nothing remains.

The last divisor will be the greatest common measure required.

Ex. Required the greatest common measure of 475 and 589.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

475) 589 (1

475

114) 475 (

456

19) 114 (6

114

therefore 19 is the greatest common measure of 475 and 68&

Beason for the above process.

Any number whi<jh measures 589 and 475,

also measures their difference, or 589-475 or 114, Art. (87),

also measures any multiple of114, and therefore 4 x 114, or 456, Art. (87)

;

and any number which measures 456 and 475,

*also measures their difference, or 475-456, or 19

;

and no number greater than 19 can measure the original numbers 589

and 475 ; for it has just been shown that any number which measures

them must also measure 19.

Again, 19 itself will measure 589 and 475.

For 19 measures 114 (since 114= 6 x 19)

;

therefore 19 measures 4 x 114, or 456, Art. (87)

;

therefore 19 measures 456 + 19, or 475, Art. (87)

;

therefore 19 measures 475 + 114, or 589 ;

therefore since 19 measures them both, and no number greater than 19
can measure them both,

19 is then* greatest common measure.

89. Tofind the greatest common measure of three or more numbers.

Rule. Find the greatest common measure of the first two numbers
;

then the greatest common measure of the common measure so found
and the third number ; then that of the common measure last found
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and the fourth number, and so on. The last common measure so

fouud will be the greatest common measure required.

Ex. Find the greatest common measure of 16, 24, and 18.

Proceeding by the Bule given above,

16) 24 (1

16

8) 16 (2

16

therefore 8 is the greatest common measure of 16 and 24.

Now to find the greatest common measure of 8 and 18,

8) 18 (2

16

2)8(4
8_

therefore 2 is the greatest common measure required.

Beason for the above process.

It appears from Art. (87) that every number, which measures 16

and 24, measures 8 also

;

therefore every number, whish measures 16, 24, and 18, measures 8

and 18.

therefore the greatest common measure of 16, 24, and 18, is the

greatest common measure of 8 and 18.

But 2 is the greatest common measure of 8 and 18 ;

therefore 2 is the greatest common measure of 16, 24, and 18.

Ex. XVII.

Find the greatest common measure of

(1) 16 and 72.
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(25) 10395 and 16819. (20) 80934 and 110331.

(27) 1242 and 2323. (28) 13536 and 23148.

(29) 42237 and 75582. (30) 285714 and 999999.

(31) 10353 and 14877. (32) 271469 and 30599.

(33) 14, 18, and 24. (34) 16, 24, 48, and 74.

(35) 13, 52, 416, and 78. (36) 837, 1134, and 1347.

(37) 805, 1311, and 1978. (38) 28, 84, 154, and 343.

(31) 504, 5292 and 1520. (40) 396, 5184, and 6914.

LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE.

90. A Common Multiple of two or more given numbers is a num-

ber which will contain each of the given numbers an exact number

of times without a remainder. Thus, 144 is a common multiple of

3, 9, 18, and 24.

The Least Common Multiple (L. C. M.), of two or more given

numbers is the least number which will contain each of the given

numbers an exact number of times without a remainder. Thus, 72 ia

the least common multiple of 3, 9, 18, and 24.

91 To find the least common multiple of two numbers.

Rule. Divide their product by their greatest common measure :

the quotient will be the least common multiple of the numbers.

Ex. Find the least common multiple of 18 and 30.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

18) 30 (1

. 18

12) 18 (1

12

6) 12 (2

12

therefore 6 is the greatest common measure of 18 and 30.

18x30-f-6 = 90

therefore 90 is tho least common multiple of 18 and 30.

Reason for the above process.

18 = 3 x 6, and 30 = 5 x 6.

Since 3 and 5 are prime factors, it is clear that 6 is the greatest
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common measure of 18 and 30 ; therefore their least eommon multiple

must contain 3, 6, and 5, as factors.

Now every multiple of 18 must contain 3 and 6 as factors ; and

every multiple of 30 must contain 5 and 6 as factors ; therefore every

number, which is a multiple of 18 and 80, must contain 3, 5 and 6 as

factors; and the least number which so contains them is 3x5x6, or 90.

Now, 90 - (3 x 6) x (5 x G), divided by 6,

= 18x30, divided by 6,

— 18x30, divided by the greatest common measure of 18

and 30.

92. Hence it appears that the least common multiple of two

numbers, which are prime to each other, or have no common measure

but unity is their productT

93. To find the least common multiple of three or more numbers.

Eule. Find the least common multiple of the first two numbers
;

then the least common multiple of that multiple and the third number,

and so on. The last common multiple so found will be the least

common multiple required.

Ex. Find the least common multiple of 9, 18, and 24.

Proceeding by the Bule given above,

Since 9 is the greatest common measure of 18 and 9, their least

common multiple is clearly 18.

Now, to find the least common multiple of 18 and 24.

18) 24 (1

18

6) 18 (3

18

therefore 6 is the greatest common measure of 18 and 24 ;

therefore the least common multiple of 18 and 24 is equal to (18 x 24)

divided by 6,

24x18^-6 = 72

therefore 72 is the least common multiple required.

Reason for the above process.

Every multiple of 9 and 18 is a multiplo of their least common mul-

tiple 18 ; therefore every multiple of 9, 18, and 24 is a multiple of
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18 and 24 ; and thererefore the least common multiple of 9, 18, and 24 is

the least common multiple of 18 and 24 : but 72 is the least common
multiple of 18 and 24 ; therefore 72 is the least common multiple oi

9, 18, and 24.

9'4. When the leastcommon multiple oj severalnumbers is required,

the most convenient vracticalmethodis that given by thefollowingJRule.

Rule. Arrange the numbers in a line from left to right, with a

comma placed between every two. Divide those numbers which have

a common measure by that common measure and place the quotients so

obtained and the undivided numbers in a line beneath, separated as

before. Proceed in the same way with the second line, and so on with

those which follow, until a row of numbers is obtained in which there

are no two numbers which have any common measure greater than

unity. Then the continued product oi allthe divisors and the numbers

in the last line will be'the least common multiple required.

Note. It will in general be found advantageous to begin with the

lowest prime number 2 as a divisor, and to repeat this as often as can

be done ; and then to proceed with the prime numbers, 3, 5, &c, in the

same way.

Ex. Find the least common multiple of 18, 28, 30, and 42.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

2

2

8

7

3, 1, 5, 1

therefore the least common multiple required

=2x2x3 x7*3x 5 = 1200.

Beason for the above process.

Since 18 = 2x3x3; 28 = 2x2x7: 30 = 2x3x5; 42= 2x&x7; itis clear

that the least common multiple of 18 and 28 must contain as a factor

2x2x3x3x7; and this factor itself is evidently a common multiple

of 2x3x3
;
or 18, and of 2x2x7, or 28; now the least number which

contains 2x2x3x3x7 as a factor, is the product of these numbers;
therefore 2x2x3x3x7 is the least common multiple of 18 and 28:

also it is clear that the least common multiple of 18, 28 and 30, or

18,
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of 2x2x3x3x7 and 30, or of 2x2x3x3x7 and 2x3x5 must con-

tain as a factor 2x2x3x3x7x5, and this factor itself is evidently a

common multiple of 2x3x3 or 18, 2x2x7 or 28, and 2x3x5 or 30;

hence it follows as before that 2x2x3x3x7x5 is the least common,

multiple of 18, 28, and 30 ; again the least common multiple of

2x2x3x3x7x5 and 42, or of 2x2x3x3x7x5 and 2x3x7 must contain

2x2x3x3x7x5 as a factor, and this factor, as before, is evidently itself

a common multiple of 18, 28, 30, and 42 ; now the least number which

contains 2x2x3x3x7x5 as a factor, is the product of these numbers.

Therefore this product, or 1260, is the least common multiple

e quired.

Note. The above method is sometimes shortened by rejecting

in any line, any number, which is exactly contained in any other

number in the same line ; for instance, if it be required to find the

least common multiple of 2, 4, 8, 16, 10, and 48 ; the numbers 2, 4, 8, 16,

since each ol them is exactly contained in 48, may be left out of con-

sideration, and 240, the least common multiple of 10 and 48, will

evidently be the least common multiple required.

Ex. XVIII.

Find the least common multiple of

(1) 16 and 24. (2) 36 and 75. (3) 7 and 15.

(4) 28 and 35. (5) 319 and 407. (6) 333 and 504.

(7) 2961 and 799. (8) 7568 and 9504. (9) 4662 and 5476.

(10 6327 and 23997. (11) 5415 and 30105.

(12) 15863 and 21489.

(13) 12, 8, and 9. (14) 8, 12, and 16.

(15) 6, 10, and 15. (16) 8, 12, and 20.

(17) 27, 24, and 15. (18) 12, 51, and 68.

(19) 19, 29, and 38. (20) 24, 48, 64, and 192.

(21) 63, 12, 84, and 14. (22) 5, 7, 9, 11, and 15.

(23) 6, 15, 24, and 25. (24) 12, 18, 30, 48, and 60.

(25) 15, 35, 63, and 72. (26) 9, 12, 14, and 210.

(27) 54, 81, 63, and 14. (28) 24, 10, 32, 45, and 25.

(29) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

(30) 7', 8, 9, 18, 24, 72, and 144.

(31) 12, 20, 24, 54, 81, 63, and 14.

(32) 225, 255, 289, 1023, and 4095.
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SECTION IV

FRACTIONS.

95. Let unity be represented by the line AB, which we will con-

sider to be 1 yard in length.

Suppose AB to be divided into 3 equal parts AD, DE, EB ; then

one of such parts AB is a foot or one-third a D E B F G C
part of the yard, and it is denoted thus \ ; >— i— !

;

(read one- third) ; two ott\±&mAE, or two feet, thus § (read two-thirds) ;

three of them AB, or three feet, or the whole yard thus, f or 1.

If another equal portion BF of a second yard BC, divided in the

same manner as the first, be added, then AF, or iour feet, is denoted

thus f ; and so on.

Such expressions, representing any number of the equal parts of a

unit, i. e. of a quantity which is denoted by 1, are called Broken

Numbers of Fractions.

96. A Fraction denotes one or more of the equal parts of a unit

;

it is expressed by two numbers placed one above the other with a line

between them ; the lower number is called the Denominator (Denr
.),

and shews into how many equal parts the unit is divided ; the upper

is called the Numerator (Numr
.), and shews how many of such parts

are taken to form the fraction.

97. A Fraction also represents the quotient of the numerator by

the denominator.

2
Thus - - 2-f-3 ; for we obtain the same result, whether we divide

o

one unit, AB or 1 yard, into 3 equal parts AD, DE, EB, each- 1 ft.

, or 12 in., and take 2 of such parts AE (represented by §), = 12 in.x2 =

24 in., or divide 2 units,AC or 2 yards, into 3 equal parts, AE, EF, FC,

each =2 ft. or 24 in., and take 1 of such parts AE ; which is equal

to I part of AC or 2 units, or = 2-^-3. Hence § and 2-^8 have the

same meaning. ,

98. When fractions are denoted in the manner above explained,

they are called Vulgar Fractions.

Fractions, whose denominators are composed of 10, or 10 multiplied
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by itself, any number of times, are often denoted in a different manner
and when so denoted, they are called Decimal Fractions.

VULGAR FRACTIONS.

99. In treating of the subject of Vulgar Fractions, it is usual to

make the following distinctions

:

(1) A Proper Fraction is one whoso numerator is less than the

denominator ; thus, f , § , f, are proper fractions.

(2) An Improper Fraction is one whose numerator is equal to or

greater than the denominator ; thus, f, £, £, are improper fractions.

(3) A Simple Fraction is one whose numerator and denominator

are simple integer numbers ; thus, £, f , are simple fractions.

*

(4) A Mixed Number is composed of a whole number and a

fraction ; thus, 5£, 7f are mixed numbers, representing respectively

5 units, together with £th of a unit ; and 7 units, together with fths

of a unit.

(5) A Compound Fraction is a traction of a fraction ; thus, \ of f

,

f of | of £s are compound fractions.

(6) A Complex Fraction is one which has either a fraction or a

a 21 3 2 1

mixed number in one orboth terms ofthe fraction ; thus, -g » ~o > 4T ' |T<

—^ are complex fractions.

100. It is clear from what has been said, that every integermay be

considered as a fraction whose denominator is 1 ; thus, 5 = f, for the

unit is divided into 1 part comprising the whole unit, and 5 of such

parts, that is 5 units, are taken.

101. To multiply a fraction by a whole number.

Rule. Multiply the numerator of the fraction by the whole number.

Thus, f x 3 - £.

Reason for the above process.

In f the unit is divided in 7 equal parts, and 2 of those parts are

taken : whereas in f tho unit is divided into 7 equal parts, and oi those

parts are taken ; i. e. 3 times as many parts are taken in £ as are taken

in f, the value of each part being the same in each case.
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Ex. XIX.

(1) Multiply A separately by 3, 0, 12, 3G.

(2) Multiply ££ separately by 7, 15, 21, 45.

102. To divide a fraction by a whole number.

Kule. Multiply the denomiuator of the fraction by the whole

number.

2 2 2
Thus, 7-^=^-3=21

Reason for the above process.

In the fraction f. the unit is divided into 7 equal parts, and 2 of

those parts are taken; in the fraction ^
2
r , the unit is divided into

21 equal parts, and of 2 such parts are taken ; but since each part in

the latter case is equal to one-third of each part in the former case,

and the same number of parts are taken in each case, it is clear that ^
2
r

represents one-third part of f , or f-^-3.

Ex. XX.

(1) Divide f separately by 2, 3, 4, 5, 10.

(2) Divide $& separately by 11, 20, 25, 45.

103. If the numerator and denominator of afraction be both mul-

tiplied or both divided by the same number, the value of the fraction

will not be altered.

Thus, if the numerator and denominator of the fraction f be mul-

tiplied by 3, the fraction resulting will be 2
6
r , which is of the same

value as f

.

Reason for the above process.

In the fraction f the unit is divided into 7 equal parts, and 2 of

those parts are taken ; in the fraction ^
e
T the unit is divided in 21

equal parts, and 6 of such parts are taken. Now there are 3 times as

many parts taken in the second fraction as there are in the first

fraction ; but 3 parts in the second fraction are only equal to 1 part in

the first fraction ; therefore the 6 parts taken in the second fraction

equal the 2 parts taken in the first fraction ; therefore %=&.
104. Hence it follows that a whole number may be converted into

a vulgar fraction with any denominator, by multiplying the number
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by the required denominator for the numerator of the fraction, and
placing the required denominator underneath

;

for 6=f

.

and to convert it into a fraction with a denominator 5 or 14, we have

a 6 6x5 30

j>_6_xl4_84
1 ~lxl4~14*

Ex. XXI.J

Reduce (1) 7, 9, 11, to fractions with denominators 3, 7, and 22

respectively ; and (2) 26, 109, 117, and 125, to fractions with denom-
ators 2, 5, 13, 23, and 35 respectively.

105 Multiplying the numerator ofafraction by any number, is the
same in effect as dividing the denominator by it, and conversely.

For if the numerator ot the fraction f be multiplied by 4, the re-

sulting fraction is \* ; and if the denominator be divided by 4, the

resulting fraction is f

.

Now the fraction ^ signifies that unity is divided into 8 equal parts,

and that 24 such parts are taken ; these are equivalent to 3 units :

also £ signifies that unity is divided into 2 equal parts, and that 6 such

parts are taken ; these are equivalent to 3 units : hence -2^ and f are

equal. The proot of their equality may also be put in this form : that

since the unit, in the case of the second fraction, is only divided into 2

equal parts, each part in that case is 4 times as great as each part in

the case of the first fraction, where the unit is divided into 8 equal

parts ; and therefore 4 parts in the case of the first fraction are equal

to 1 part in the case of the second ; or the 24 parts denoted by the first

are equal to the 6 denoted by the second; or, in other words, the

fractions */ and § are equal.

Again, if we divide the numerator of the fraction f by 2, the re-

sulting fraction is £ ; and if we multiply the denominator by 2, the

resulting fraction is TV
Now, -§ signifies that the unit is divided into 8 equal parts, and that H

of such parts are taken ; and T°g- signifies that the unit is divided into 16

equal parts, and that 6 ofsuch parts are taken ; but each part in -| is equal

to 2 parts in T
e
ff ; and therefore § is ofthe same value as -j^- »

or
jg*
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106. To represent an improperfraction as a ivhole or mixed number.

Rule. Divide the numerator by the denominator : if there be no

remainder, the quotient will be a whole number ; if there be a re-

mainder put down the quotient as the integral part, and the remainder

as the numerator of the fractional part, and the given denominator as

the denominator of the fractional part.

Ex. Reduce ^ and ^ to whole or mixed numbers.

By the Rule given above,

^=5, a whole number

Heasonfor the above process.

25 5x5 5
Since —=-—-=— x5, (Art. 101)

and since f signifies that the unit is divided into 5 equal parts, and

that 5 of those parts are taken, which 5 parts are equal to the whole

unit or 1 ; there ^=f x 5=1 x 5, or 5.

. 35 30 + 5 6x5 + 5
Again, -g =-£-=—g—

6x5
which equals -«- together with f , that is,=5 together withj, by what

has been" said above ; or, as it is written, 5£.

Ex. XXII.

Express the followingimproper fractions as mixed or whole numbers

:

(1) ¥• (2) *• (3) V-. (4) H*.

(5) ¥• (6) W- (7) W- (8) W-
(9) W- (

10
) W- (11) ffl> (12) Wr6

-

(13) ifff*. (14) T̂W^- (15) Htf*. (16) *ffl*>

(17) «fW- (18) *&&*' (19) WW- (20) ±ifih

107 To reduce a mixed number to an improper fraction.

Rule. Multiply the integer by the denomenator of the fraction,

and to the product add the numerator of the fractional part ; the re-

sult will be the required numerator, and the denominator of the

fractional part the required denominator.
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Ex. Convert 2f into an improper fraction.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

o4 2x7 + 4 188*=——=
7
-

Reason for the above process.

2$- is meant to represent the integer 2 with the fraction £ added

to it.

2x7 14
But 2 is the same as —=— or -=- ; and therefore 2

f-
must be the

same as ty increased by f , or as ^ ; for ty denotes that unity is

divided into 7 equal parts, and represents 14 such parts together with

4 such parts.

Ex. XXIII.
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the original unit, and the number of parts taken will be 3x7, or 21 •

21 8x7
the result therefore is j^ or ^-g : that is,

5 8~5x8v

Note. In reducing compound fractions to simple ones, we may
strike out factors common to one of the numerators and one of tho

denominators : for this is in fact simply dividing the numerator and

denominator of the fraction by the same number. Art. (103).

Thus I of 2ft of lft=f ofH of If.

_8 x 25 x 163 xffxgx£x4_4
~~5 x 12 x 15

—
£ x 3 xj* x 3 x %~ 3

(striking out the factors 3, 5, 5, 4 from the numerator and denominator).

Ex. XXIV.

Reduce the following compound fractions to simple ones

:

(1)| of*. (2) £ of ft. (3)foff.

(4) f of H- (5) I of f of 7 (6) \ of f of § of ft of 28.

(7) ftof2|off oflOJ. (8) |ofl2£of£offoffof9.

(9) ft of \ of f& of I of ft of 2 of ft.

(10) f of f of f of 70| of ft of 1ft of 147.

109. A Fraction is in its lowest terms, when its numerator and

denominator are prime to each other.

Note. When the numerator and denominator of a fraction are not

prime to each other, they have (Art. 25) a common factor greater than

unity. If we divide each of them by this, there results a fraction equal

to the former, but of which the terms, that is, the numerator and
denominator are less, or lower than those of the original fraction : and it

may be considered to be the same fraction in lower terms. When tho

numerator and denominator of a fraction are prime to each other,

that is, have no common factor greater than unity, it is clear that its

terms cannot be made lower by division of this kind, and on this

account the fraction is said to be in its lowest terms.

110. To reduce a fraction to Us lowest terms.

Rule. Divide the numerator and denominator by their greatest

common measure.
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Ex. 1. Reduce f|ff to its lowest terms.

The G. C. M. of 6405 and 7335 is 15 : 431, 489 are the quotients ot

the numerator and denominator, respectively divided by the G.C.M. 15

;

therefore the fraction in its lowest terms—££-£.

Reason for the above process.

If the numerator and denominator of a fraction be divided by the

same number, the value of the fraction is not altered (Art. 99.) ; and

the greatest number which will divide the numerator and denominator

is their greatest common measure.

Note. Sometimes it is unnecessary to find the greatest common
measure, as it is easier to bring the fraction to its lowest terms by

successive divisions of the numerator and denominator by common
factors, which are easily determined by inspection.

Ex. 2. Reduce ff§ to its lowest terms,

64°=54, dividing numerator and denominator by 10.

=M» dividing numerator and denominator by 3,

Ex. XXV.

Reduce each of the following fractions to its lowest terms :

(1) f. (2) & (3) If (4) -if

(5) ft- (6) ff (7) Mr (8) S-
(9) m- (io) in. (ii) m U2) m-

(13)^ (14) m- (15) HI (16) -Hi*.

(17) &M- (18) MM- (19) i&Mfe- (20) im.
(21) &&• (22) *f**. (23) mh (24) Hfff
(25) jfflr. (26) fffff. (27) |fH» (28) Httt»

(29) ffiff. (30) HtHfr (3i) HtHf» (32) hhH.
111. To reducefractions to equivalent ones witha common denom-

inator.

Rule. Find the least common multiple of the denominators : this

will be the common denominator. Then divide the common multiple

so found by the denominator of each fraction, and multiply each

quotient so found into the numerator of the fraction which belongs to

it for the new numerator of that fraction.
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Note. 1. If the given fractions be in their lowest terms, the above

rule will reduce them to others having the least common denominator
;

if the least common denominator be required, the given fractions

should be reduced to their lowest terms before the rule be applied.

Ex. Keduce &, T
9
g-, ^, ££, into equivalent fractions with a common

denomintor.

The least common multiple of the denominators=528 ; therefore

the fractions become respectively,

5x44 9x33 11x22 17x16
12x44' 16x33' 24722' 33x16'

220 207 242 273
BT?» T25t 5TJ» UTS*

Reason for the above process.

The least common multiple of the denominators of the given

fractions will evidently contain the denominator of any one of the

fractions an exact number of times. If both the numerator and de-

nominator of that fraction be multiplied by that number, the value of

the fractions will not be altered (Art. 103) ; and the denominator will

then be equal to the least common multiple of all the denominators.

If this be done with all the fractions, they will evidently be, in like

manner, reduced to others of the same value, and having the least

common multiple of all the denominators for the denominator of each

fraction.

Note 2. If the denominators have no common measure, we must

then multiply each numerator into all the denominators, except its

own, for a new numerator for each fraction, and all the denominators

together for the common denominator.

Ex. Keduce £, f , £, to equivalent fractions with a common deno-

minator.

The least common multiple of the denominators

=5x7x9;

therefore the fractions become

1x7x0 2x5x9 1x5x7

5x7x9' 7x5x9' 9x5x7'
or
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Ex. XXVI.

Reduce the fractions in each of the following sets to equivalent

fractions, having the least common denominator

:

(1) i,$ f and*.
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(6) V. %h and f of 9f. (9) $, If, U, f,
and f|.

(10) f, A, A,A and £. ' (11) ft, ttf, 1A, lib and |ff

.

(12) \5 , 8fe f of 9f , and f of g of $.

Find the greatest and least of the fractions

(13) f, T
7
2, fi *, and h (14) ft, f§, «, ft,

and |JV

ADDITION OF VULGAR FRACTIONS.

112. Rule. Reduce the fractions to equivalent onep, with tin?

least common denominator ; add all the new numeratoiV-ogether, and

under their sum write the common denominator.

7 10 16
Ex. Find the sum of j^> gi»

and -^*

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

The least common multiple of the denominators ^--105

;

therefore the sum of the fractions is

49 j>0 48^49 + 50 + 48^147^-
105

+
105

+
105 " 105 105 f"

Reason for the Rule.

In each of the equivalent fractions, we have unity divided into 105

equal parts, and those fractions represent respectively 49, 50, and

48 of such parts ; therefore the sum of the fractions must represent

147
49 + 50 + 48 or 147 parts, that is, must be j^-

Note 1. If the sum of the fractions be a fraction which is not in

its lowest terms, reduce it to its lowest terms ; and if the result be

an improper fraction, then reduce it to a whole or mixed number:

thus H£=af=ll$ : tne same remark applies to all results in Vulgar

Fractions.

Note. 2. Before applying the rule, reduce all fractions to their

lowest terms, improper fractions to whole or mixed numbers, and
compound fractions to simple ones.

Note. 3. If any of the given numbers be whole or mixed numbers :

the whole numbers may be added together as in Simple Addition, and
the fractional parts by the Rule given above.
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3 9
Ex. Find the sum ot -g- , 3|£, lOf , andoo

•

3 . 9 3 14 2 9

3 14 2 9
= 18+

8
+
i6
+"5 +22'

a
8 14 2 9 495 1232 528 540

a^
8
+
15
+

"6
+22"~1320+1320

+132~0 f
1320

495+1232+528+540

1320

therefore the whole Bum =13+2^= 15^.

2^1

Ex. XXVIII.

Add together,

(1) fandf (2) f and*. (8) f and |.

(4) *andA- (6) A and A- (6) & and if.

(7) A and A- (8) ^ and §*. (9) * and 2*.

(10) A and A- (
U

)
3* and 7t- (12) 4 4 and 9**.

(13) |, f , and A. (14) f, f , and *. (15) *, f , and A-
(16) A. *. «»* A- (17) f, |, and A- (18) I, * ,

and *.

(19) *, f , and A- (20) *, *, h and *. (21) f , A, and 9&
(22) |, 2*, and ISA- (23) f, * of *, and 9&.

(24) * of f of f, 5*, and A- (25) £, *, *, and **.

(26) *f, A. and *$• (
27

) *» At f .
and A-

(28) J, A» I and A- (29) *. 6*. a*d * of *,

(30) 100|, 64f, f of 701. (31) 261*, 174f, and f of 10*.

(32) 387*, 2854, 394 i, and § of 3704.

Find the value of

(38)** + iV& + i*to + t^Vs- (34) H + H + HI + ** + «».

(35) * + * + A + *S + *f.

(36) 2** + 6§i + *f + * of tf + ff + * of 2*.

(87) 2* + 3-| + 4* + 5f + 6f (38) 1* + 8A + ** + 7A + A + f of *.

(39) 5* + f of f of 8* + 9A + * of f of 4.

(40) f of 12 + f of f + 8| of If of JA +tt of 3fof A of 1A-
(41) 270f + 6502% + 5000J + 53* + 1A-
(42) *o£i + AoMl + ll) + tt + tt«f {! + *}.
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SUBTRACTION.

118. Rule. Rednce the fractions to equivalent ones with the

least common denominator, take the difference of the new numerators,

and place the common denominator underneath.

1 7
Ex. Subtract-^- from -jp

Proceeding by the Rule given above, since 8 is clearly the least

common multiple of the denominators, the equivalent fractions will be

I and |

,

rj 4 g
and their difference=——=—.

8 8

Reason for the Rule.

The unit in each of the equivalent fractions is divided into 8 equal

parts, and there are 7 and 4 parts respectively taken, and therefore the

difference must be 3 of such parts, or, in other words, the difference

of the two fractions is f

.

Note 1. Remember always, before applying the above Rule, to

reduce fractions to their lowest terms, improper fractions to whole or

mixed numbers, and compound fractions to simple ones.

Note 2. If either of the given fractions be a whole or mixed

number, it is most convenient to take separately the difference of the

integral parts and that of the fractional parts, and then add the two

results together, as in the following examples.

Ex. 1. From 4| subtract 2£.

Here 4-2=2, and f-£=f-f=i ;

therefore the difference of 4£ and 2£=2|.

Ex. % Take 2f from 4£.

Now f cannot be taken from £, since it is the greater of the two

;

we therefor add 1 to \, and take § from l+£ or £ ; and then, in order

that the difference may not bo altered, we add 1 to the 2.

Now f-t=Y-f=i,
4-3=1;

therefore the difference of 4£ and 2g=l£.
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For the process expressed at length is

4+i-(2+f)
which=4+l+£- (2+1+f) adding and subtracting 1),

=4+-2-(3+|)=4-3+f-t
=1+^-1=1+^=11.

Ex. XXIX.

Find the difference between

(1) f and |. (2) | and h (3) f and T
8
T.

(4) A and ft. (5) tf and ft. (6) ft and ft.

(7) 2| and 1|. (8) 37T% and 33^ (9) 6f and *i-

(10) 13ft and 9ft. (11) 50ft and 47& (12) 42 and 30ft.

(13) 157
3
ft and ljft. (14) 90ft°r and 25ftV

(15) 21 and 1J-J|. (16) 125 and f of 14.

(17) 46| and 15J. (18) }f and A of 1*.

(19) i of # of | and f of £.

(20) | of f of | of 8f and $ of $ of f£ of 1 ft.

(21) By how much does $ of ft-£ of ^ exceed f of ft-f of ft?

(22) Add ft of £ to 2| and subtract f from the result.

(23) From the sum of llf and 8| subtract 9£f.

(24) By how much does the difference of 5|f and 2$ exceed the

sum of f+ft+fc*

(25) By how much does the sum of the fractions lft and ft ex-

ceed their difference?

MULTIPLICATION.

114. Rule. Multiply all the numerators together for a now nume-

rator, and all the denominators together for a new denominator.

Note 1. Tlte word multiplication has hitherto been used to

mean " the repeating another number a number of times ;" here

the meaning is extended to include also part or parts of a time..

Ex. Multiply i by -|*.
I o
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Proceeding by the Rule given above,

3x515
7x8~~56

Reason,for the Rule,

Iff be multiplied by 5, the result is \p, Art (97).

But this result must be 8 times too large, since, instead of multiply-

ing by 5, we have only to multiply by f , which is 8 times smaller

than 5, or in other words, is one -eight part of 5. Consequently the

product above, viz., \5 must be divided by 8, and \p -^-8=^, Art. (98).

Note 1. The same reasoning will apply, whatever be the number

of fractions which have to be multiplied together.

Note 2. Before applying the above Rule, mixed numbers must be

reduced to improper fractions.

Note 3. It has been shown that a fraction is reduced to its lowest

terms by dividing its numerator and denominator by their greatest

common measure, or, in others, by the product of those factors which

are common to both : hence in all cases of multiplication of fractions,

it will be well to split up the numerators and denominators as much
as possible into the factors which compose them ; and then, after

putting the several fractions under the form of one fraction, the sign

of x being placed between each of the factors in the numerator and

denominator, to cancel those factors which are common to both before

carrying into effect the final multiplication. Thus, in the following

Examples

:

Ex. 1. Muliply — and tt together.

Prodt.=T—g= g- dividing numr
. and don r

. by 4.

Ex. 2 Multiply -<p ~
4

>

3()
» and g~- together.

Prodt
-8X16X27X45

u *~9x 24x30x60

g x?x?)x gx % x ?x2)x (3 x 3x3) x (3x3x8)

-"(3x3)x(52x^xi2x3)x^x^x3)x(3x^x3x5)

2
*a

5
dividing by 2x2x2x2x2x2x3x3x3x3x3x5.
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Ex. 3. Multiply 2£, 8|, 10£, 20f , and 5ft, togethor.

^ , 5 27 81 184 124
Prodt.^x-g-x-Q-x-y-x^

6x(y
,

x3)x(9x9)x(^x^)x(^x31)
~~

2x(2x4)x$x?x?2

5x3x9x9x31 37665= -r- =94161.
2x2 4

Ex. 4. Simplify (f of \\ of \i + 3| of 2J$-2|) X 3f.

/ 6 5 14 7 52 *> \ 27
Valuer

(T ofT of -^+-2- of-^-^ j xT
/8x 2x5x2x7 7 X 2 x 26 8 \ 27

~V7x2x2x8x5 + 2x3x7 ~
~3 /

X
7

• /i 26 " _8 \ 27_3 + 26-8 27 _ jft 27 _^\1+ 3 " 3 /
X

7 ~ 3
X 7"~3 X

7
~27,

Ex. XXX.

Multiply

(1) f by f. (2) f by ft (3) | by f. (4) ft by ft.

(5) ft by ^. (6) 7* by *. (7) 3£ by 2§. (8) 7± by * of f.

(9) 12 by f of 5. (10) | of | by 5f of 3.

(11) if of 8| by lft off* of*.

(12) H of 1A of rir by A of 87|| of 3£ of ft.

(13) § of 2ft of lft by 3ft of ft of ft
(14) 5ft of 3* of T £T of 34 by Tf¥ of ft of 1* of 19.

Find the continued product of

(15) h I, I, h and f. (16) ft if, & g%, and&
(17) lft 2^ of lft, If, ft»B , 5ft of 49, and ft.

(18) f , 2 J, 8ft, 5ft, and Gjft (19) T*ft, ft, ft^, }ft and f of If

.

(20) lfttfftfftiftan41Jft

DIVISION.

115. Rule. Invert the divisor, i. e. take its numerator as a denom-

inator and its denominator as a numerator, and proceed as in Multi-

pleatior.
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2 3
Ex. Divide -j-r by —•

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

_2_ 3 2^ 5 10

11
:

5
~~

11
X

3
—

38
*

Reason for the Rule.

2 2 2
If yj be divided by 8, the result is n g

or -r^ (Art. 102).

This result is 6 times too small, or, in other words, is only one-fifth

part of the required quotient, since, instead of dividing by 3, we have

to divide by f , which is only one-fifth part of 3 ; and the quotient of

^ divided by f must therefore be 5 times greater than if the divisor

were 3. Hence the above result -gs must be multiplied by 5, in order

to give the true quotient.

2 2x5 10
Therefore, the quotient - -g-g- x 5 =» -gg- " gjr*

Note 1. Before applying this Rule, mixed numbers must be re-

duced to improper fractions, and compound fractions to simple ones,

as in the following Examples

:

Ex. 1. Divide 4£ by 2f

.

4H-2 4 - -g s

4
- g *

lx 33 Iff.

3 7 15
Ex. 2. Divide -j of -g- by ^r of 7.

3
r 7 15 e„

-T of 8-^16 0f7

3x7 16 x 1

4 x 8 * 15 x 7
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7
Ex. 1. Find the value of -tt- of £1.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

7 „ „ 7x20 7x5
"8 of^-g-^-g-t.

- 1 . > 1x12^ '._
and a of 18.=—o— a.=6rf./

therefore the value required=17s. 6d.

Reason for the above process.

7 1
-g- of £1 is the same as 7 times -g-of £ln

1 . 20s. 5s.
and -g of .61. =-g- m-=- ;

1 5s. 85s.
therefore 7 times -g of £1=7 times -2*=-o-'=17i8.

=17s. 64.
6

Ex. 2. Find the value of — of 3 tons.

5 15
-77- of 3 tons=-A- of a ton=If tons.

7 . 7x20 7x5 m
-7T of a ton = —g— ewt. =—q- cwt.=17J ewt,,

1 1x4
7j-cwt. =-o— qrs. =2qrs.;

therefore required value =1 ton, 17 ewt. 2 qrs.

Ex, 8, Find the value of f of a bushel - f of a peck.

5 , , *
5x4 , 20 , rt0 f

-3- of a bush.= -5— pks. =— pks.=2§ pks.,

2 . 2x8 ' 16 4 ^"'i
9- Pk.= -g- qts.=y qts.=l| qts.

5
therefore ~-of a bush. =2 pks., 1£ qts.

-=• of apk.= „— qts. = _ qts.=5fqts.

;

therefore required value =2 pks., 1| qts. -5$ qts.

=lpk.,4&qts.
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Ex. XXXII.

Find the respective values of

(1) f of$2; f of $3; fof$4; fofacwt.; f of$9.

(2) f of £1. 10s. ; | of £2 ; § of half-a-crown
; f of 13*. 4d.

(3) 2f of $1.68 ; f of £2. 3s. 9d.
; & of 9 tons ; | oi $45.

(4) f of $1.55 ; If of £1. 2s. E;^xHof $21 ; £ of £ of 9s. 10^.

(6) 3^ of 2s. 6tf. ; T\ of £4. 14s. 5d. ; } of /T of 10s. 6d.

(6) ft of a cwt ; £ of a lb. Avoird.
; £ of a mile ; f of an acre.

(7) ^ of a mile ; ft of a day
; f of a yard , f of 3 cwt., 1 qr., 11 lb.

(8) 7f of a lb. Avoird. ; If of a lb. Troy ; 2f of a gal. ; 4ft of an acre.

(9) 3ft of a hhd. of beer ; 2f of a tun of wine ; 6ff of a bus.

(10) £ of | of 10| hrs. ; £^ ; ^ of || of $5.

(11) XrfiJ ofm ' 8*' S* >$°ni of 12* ofA of $2 x £.

(12) $of$lx5f; foff of$l-*-|.

(18) 19| of 5 lbs., 8 oz., 6 dwt. ; 2§ of 8 nils., 14 po., 2ft ft.-i-&$. —
Find the values of

(14) f of $4.80 + § of 60 cts. + f of 24 cte.

(15) }of£l + f of ls. + fttf.

(16) ft of \l of $2.52 + fs. + ft of 60 cte.

(17) £3f + 7fs. + 4fd.
3 .a

(18) 3^ of 6Jtons + ft 4 owts. + £ of a qr.

(19) f of a ton + 1 of a cwt. + § lb.

(20) f lb. Troy + | lb. Troy- f oz. Troy.

(21) ft of a mile— & of a fur. + ft po.

(22) TfT cub. yds. + 2* cub. ft.

(23) f of a qr. + f of a bus.- £ of a qr.

(24) | of 7 fur., 29 po., 8] yds. + % of 5 mi., 3 fur., 37 po., 4$ yds.

(25) 11 of 365|d. + 3ft of £ wks. + £ of 5f hrs.

(26) ft of 91 ac, 3 ro., 36 po., 2J yds—§ of 6 ac, 2ro., 17 po., 25£ yds.

117. To reduce a number, or afraction, of any denomination, to a

fraction of another denomination.

Rule. Reduce frbe given number, or fraction, and also the number or

fraction to the fraction of which it is to be reduced, to their respective
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equivalent values in terms of some one and the same denomination

:

then the fraction of which the former is made the numerator, and the

latter the denominator, will be the fraction required.

Ex. 1. Keduce f of £1 to the fraction of 27*.

Proceeding by the above Eule,

f of £1 =20 times f of la.

6X2(

8
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(5) 3 qrs., 4 lbs. to the fraction of 2 cwt. ; and 5 oz., 2| drs. to the

fraction of a grain.

(6) 3 ro., 27 £ po. to the fraction of an acre ; and 26! sq. yds. to the

fraction of 2 acres.

(7) 126 yds., 2 ft., 6 in. to the fraction of a mile ; and 6 cub. ft.,

100 cub. in. to the fraction of a cubic yard.

(8) 2 qrs., 2f na. to the fraction of an Eng. ell ; and 8 h., 3 m. to the

fraction of a day.

(9) 2 ac, 1 ro. to the fraction of 9 ao. 2 ro. ; and 1540 yds., 2 ft.,

9 in. to the fraction of 2 miles.

(10) 1 ft. £ in. to the fraction of a sq. yd. ; and 2 qts., 1| pt. to the

fraction of a barrel.

(11) 2 wks. 5 days, 7 h., 27 m. to the fraction of a day ; and 1 ro.,

20 po. to the fraction of an acre.

(12) 4 bush., 2f qts. to the fraction of a load ; and 3 quires 7 sheets

to the fraction of a ream.

(13) 6 ft., 31 in. to the fraction of 13 ft., 8^y in. ; and 1£ yds. to the

fraction of H in.

(14) f of $1.20 to the fraction of $4.80; and £ of a farthing to the

fraction of Is.

(15) i of £74. 13s. 4c?. to the fraction of £28 ; and £ of $16 to the

fraction of $19.

(16) § of a dwt. to the fraction of 1 lb. ; and f of 2 lbs. to the frac-

tion of 2£ tons.

(17) f of a lb. to the fraction of a cwt. ; and £ of a yd. to the frac-

tion of a mile.

(18) 1 oz. Troy to the fraction of 1 oz. Avoirdupois ; and ^^ of a

mile to the fraction of a yard.

(19) f of a pole to the fraction of a league ; and 3§ furlongs to the

fraction of 2| miles.

(20) £ of 7i of 16£ yards to the fraction of a furlong ; and Z \ B of

a lb. Troy to the fraction of a ponnyweight.

(21) I of a lb. Avoird. to the fraction of 2 lbs. Troy; and f of a

French ell to the fraction of a yd.

(22) %% of a sq. in. to the fraction of a sq. yd. ; and £ of a yd. to the

fraction of an English ell.

(23) What part of £9 is £ of & of 2s. 6d. ?

(24) What part of a second is t^oWi* of a day ?
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(25) What part of § of a league is f of a mile ?

(26) What part of 3 weeks, 4 days, is i of 5| sec. ?

(27) What part of ^ of an acre is 25T
9
T po. ?

(28) What part of^ of a min. is Tf^ of a month of 28 days ?

(29) What part of £ of 4 tuns of wine is 3| hhds ?

(30) What part of 3 fathoms is -fc of f of a pole ?

r (31) What fraction of 2| cwt. together with 3 qrs., 14 lbs. will give

a ton and a half? (cwt.=112 lbs.)

118. Miscellaneous Examples infractions worked out.

Ex. 1. What number added to £ +^ will give 2£ ?

This question in other words is the following :
" What number

will remain after £ + T
7^ has been subtracted from 2J ?

Now 2i-(i + A)-8*-5-A-¥-i-&

Therefore the number required = £.
<

Note. It will be remembered, that all quantities within a vinculum

are equally affected by any sign placed before the vinculum.

Thus in the above expression,— (^ + ^) means that the sum of $
and ^ has to be subtracted from 2£; whereas— | + T

5^ would mean
that | had to be subtracted from 2£ ; and then ^ had to be added to

the result.

Ex. 2. What number subtracted from 14f , will leave If for a re-

mainder ?

Number required

= 14t-lf = (14 + l + !)-(l + l + f)

= (14 + y ) - (2 + \ ) - 14-2 + V-- 3) = 12§.

Or thus, 14f-lf =13|- f = igi-f =i^-=12|.

Ex. 8. What number multiplied by If will produce 14| ?

This question in other words is the following : " If 14f be divided

by If, what will tke quotient be ?"

14i *£

Therefore the number required - 10T
8
T.
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Ex. 4. What number divided by If will produce 10^ ?

This question in other words is the following: "What is the pro-

duct of If and 10T
8
T ?

The product of If and 10^-

Ex. 6. Reduce the expression

to its simplest form.

Ux. 6. Simplify the expression ^ ^ ^
»

• 2l
+
3l

+
4j

6 + 4 + 3

_t±iii_._-I2 - « H
1 1 1 T 1 TT f + f + t 126+90+70

****»*:4» t
+T XT M*

18
=

a 8 6
= T5 x

"Sirs
™

"Vs" = *is#

Ex. 7. Simplify the expression

1 , 1

Now,

3+i.

1 1

1 + i l+jl+^39 + 4 43

3 + i i£

, - 1 r 1 1 39 3
therefore -jg- of j-^ -^ of^-^

•

8 + i

Ex. 8. Simplify
{ 2* + -§" of^"^|} + 1*
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The expression

4 2
0I

V9 f )
' 228

11 5 7 5 5 2] 228

4
+

2
X

1
X
19 ~ "3 * 5 )

*305

11 175 2 ) 228
4~ +

38 3
X
305

(the least common multiple of 4, 38, and 3, = 38 x 2 x 3)

11 x 19 x 3 + 175 x 2 x 3-2 x 38 x 2) 228

-i
;

38 x 2 x 3 » 305

1 228
I

X
3U5

[

627 + 1050-152
]

228

( v 228 )

X
305

1677-152 228= 1525=~ 228
X
305~ 305

~ 5,

Ex. XXXIV.

Miscellaneous Questions and Examples on Arts. (94-118).

I.

1. Define a fraction; what is the distinction between a Vulgar

and Decimal fraction ? How many different kinds of Vulgar fractions

are there ? Give an example of each kind.

21
2. Find the sum and difference of -g- of 7f , and If divided by 2£ ;

and the sum of 5 J, f of 3£, and f -5- f

.

3. Simplify

(1) tt4*o*5»}x{f+t4S|}. (2) 3^ of 3*-H& of 9.

(8)
4f 4i

+
2-|

(4) 4|x4J-l
(5)d+

7+IV
2 44 + 6

4. Show that the fraction ~ g . » lies between the greatest and

least of the fractions, § , $, and f.

5. The difference of two numbers is 15 3
4
5 ; the greater number is

20 }£ : find the smaller number.
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II.

1. If the numerator and denominator of a fraction be both mul-

tiplied or both divided by the same number, the value ofthe fraction is

not altered : prove this by means of an example.

2. What number subtracted from 41£ leaves 19* ? and what

number multiplied by 2^ of T% produce 31- of
f-

?

3 "When is a fraction said to be in its lowest terms ?

Reduce the fractions ffff-| and /55d4A* to their lowest terms.

Simplify

(i) ir+it?!- 1*- <
2) 3* of6iof*-iof a.

(3) (ft +AW8-i) * (1 + *)• (4) & of{| of~ff

5. Divide the product of 2^ and 2| by the difference of 2f and 2£.

Explain why it is necessary in the addition and subtraction of fractions

to reduce the fractions to a common denominator.

III.

1 Show by an example that multiplying the numerator of a fraction

by any number, is the same in effect as dividing the denominator by

that number, and conversely.

2. Simplify

(1) 275* + 62^V + 1031* + * of 41*0*. (2) §|-«-W x *S$h-1*|.

1 21 8* * ... 4*-8t 8-2*
<3> 3*

— 9"+
"2T

+
4f'

(4) lJT3l
+
4^3i'

3. Which is the greater, * of 4 or £ of 5 ? and by how much ?

4. Divide the sum of the fractions f and T% by the product of
,
9
,

and \l ; and reduce the result to its lowest terms.

5. What number is that, from which if you deduct f— f, and to

the remainder add the quotient of f5 divided by 2£, the sum will be

1ft?

IV.

1. Define a Vulgar fraction ; an improper fraction ; and the terms

numerator and denominator of a fraction.
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Prove by means of an example the rule for the multiplication of

fractions ; and multiply the sum of | of \ and 1 J by the difference of

T
4
T and \.

2. Beduce to their most simple forms the following expressions

:

(l)Wr 8H-§thsof(7i + f). (2) i- TV +1V-^V (8) fffff.

(4) A of (1 + 5*) + # of ,V of (7 - 2|) - \. (5)
^*j~ft

3. Wliat number added to f of (£ + \ - <fo
+ I) makes 3| ? and what

number divided by J of £ of £ will give^ ?

4. If I pay away £ of my money, then | of what remains, and then

J of what still remains ; what fraction of the whole will be left ?

5. Explain the method of ' comparing ' fractions.

Compare the product and quotient of the sum and difference of 5^
and 5^.'

V.

1. State the rules for multiplying and dividing one fraction by
another ; and prove them by means of an example.

Divide ^
-

+ g
by ^^r » and multiply the sum of ^, If, and }, by the

difference of^ and ^, and divide the product by \l of 1{$.

2. Reduce to their simplest forms

(1) (f-f)-Hf-f). (2) ^fcft
(8)|ofH-^-of« + »of^.

{) fofA-fofA {1} H+&&'
8. What is meant by the symbol \ ?

Find the least fraction which added to the sum of f, f, and f§, shall

make the result an integer.

4. ^ind the sum of the greatest and least of the fractions |, fo f

,

and 2
7
n ; the sum of the other two ; and the difference of these sums.

5. A man has -$ of an estate, he gives his son i of his share ; what
portion of the estate has he then left ?
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VI.

1. State the rules for addition and subtraction of vulgar fractions;

and prove them by means of an example.

2. Simplify

a) i ofw of Tv + 1 km. (2) if^t^jj.

.

(3) {» x f x UllHhU *# + 40}. (4)
||

T
-|g-

3. Define a proper, mixed, and compound fraction. Explain the

method of reducing a compound fraction to a simple one.

Ex. toffof^ofl*.
4. Show by means of an example how a fraction is affected if the

same number be added to its numerator and denominator.

20\ 41\
6. Multiply 3^ by 3^, and divide ^ by j-, and find the difference

between the sum and difference of these results.

6. "What number added to \\ + 1$ will produce 8ffJ ? and what
number divided by 2^ will produce T%?

VII.

1. Show from the nature of fractions that f + ^= §f ; that £ of

$=^; and that *-*-$= #•
2. Simplify

(1) t +§^'ir (2) n + 8f +A

+

* + ®*
(3) {(3*of4i)K{(2i-i)of(^-i)}.

(4) { (a of H) t a -4-h ) i -
1 (if

- -£) -^2- *> |
• ^

| of 4 of "Y'
8. Simplify , .. . £j, and take the result from the sum of lOf ,

8&, 7f|.

4. Add together %, \, \, and £, subtract the sum from 2, multiply

the result by f of f£ of 8, and find what fraction this is of 99.

5. In a match of cricket, a side of 11 men made a certain number of

runs, one obtained f,th of the number, each of two others ^th, and each

of three others J th, the rest made up between them 12G ; which was the

remainder of the score, and 4 of these last scored 5 times as many as the

other. What was the whole number ofruns, and the score of each man ?
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DECIMALS

119. Figures in the units' place of any number express their simple

values, while those to the left of the units' place increase iu value tenfold

each step from the units' place ; therefore, according to the same
notation, as we proceed from the units' place to the right every suc-

cessive figure would decrease in value tenfold. We can thus represent

whole numbers or integers and certain fractions under a uniform

notation by means of figures in the units' place and on each side 01 it >

for instance, in the number 5673*241, the figures on the left of the dot •

represent integers, while those on the right of the dot denote fractions.

The number written at length would stand thus :

6 x 1000 + 6 x 100 + 7 x 10 + 3 +--- + -— + - L~
10 100 1000

The dot is termed the decimal point, and all figures to the right

of it are called Decimals, or Decimal Fractions, because they are

fractions with either 10, 100 or 10x10, 1000 or 10x10x10, &o., as their

respective denominators.

The extended Numeration Table will be represented thus I

7654321.284567
r s

8 5. J

g 3 S, g 8 * « g

1
pi
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The small figures 1, 2, 3, &c., at the right of the number, a little

above the line, are called Indices.

121. From the preceding it appears that

First, -2345 -— +— + —- + —6—
-10 100 1000 10000

Now the least common multiple of the denominators of the fractions

is 10000 : therefore, reducing the several fractions to equivalent ones

with then- least common denominator, we get

lOQ/)K 2 1000 3 100 4 10 5
•Jio45 = - x i x i x I .

10 1000
+
100 100

+
1000 10 10000

2000 + 300 + 40 + 5 = _2345

ioooo ~ Ioooo

"

Secondly, -00324 - £- +A + -J-- +~%- +10 100 1000 10000 100000

(the least common multiple of the denominators is 100000)

10000 J0_
1000 J3_ 100 2 10 4

" To"
x
Ioooo

+
ioo

x
iooo

+
looo

x
loo

+
Ioooo

x
To

+
iobooo

800 4. 20 + 4_ 324_
" ""looooo ~ iboooo"

Thirdly, 56-816 -5x10 + 6 +^+^ +TT^m
(the least common multiple of the denominators is 1000)

1 10 6
+
IQ0* 10

4
1000

5x 10

1
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56816 5 x 10000 + 6 * 1000 + 8 x 100 + 1 x 10 + 6

1000
"

1000

5 x 10000 6 x 1000 8 x 100 1 x 10 6

1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

= 5xlO + 6 + 1
8
(T
+ T^ + T^

= 56*816 (by the notation we have assumed).

123. Again, by what has been said above, it appears that

.8»-^, '0327-^, 8^0-M^M.327 ~1000' 10000' "10000 1000

"We see that *327, '0327, and '3270 are respectively equivalent to

fractions which have the same numerator, and the first and third of

which have also the same denominator, while the denominator of the

second is greater.

Consequently, *827 is equal to *3270, but -0327 is less than either.

The value of a decimal is therefore not affected by affixing cyphers

to the right of it ; but its value is decreased by prefixing cyphers

:

which effect is exactly opposite to that which is produced by affixing

and prefixing ciphers to integers.

124. Hence it appears that a decimal is multiplied by 10, if the

decimal point be removed one place towards the right hand ; by 100,

L two places ; by 1000, if three places ; and so on : and conversely, a

decimal is divided by 10, if the point be removed one place to the left

hand; by 100, if two places ; by 1000, if three places ; and so on.

Thus 5-6 x 10 = fg x 10 = 56.

6-6 x 1000 = fg x 1000 - 5600.

5-6+10 = 5rfx TV =*& =-56.

5-6+1000= f$ x t&ff-^j, ='0056.

125. The advantage arising from the use of decimals consists in

this; viz., that the addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division

of decimal fractions are much more easily performed than those of

vulgar fractions; and although all vulgar fractions cannot be reduced

to finite decimals, yet we can find decimals so near their true value,

that the error arising from using the decimal instead of the vulgar

fraction is not perceptible.
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Ex. XXXV.

1. Express as vulgar fractions in their lowest terms

:

•075 ; -848 ; 3*02 ; 3-434 ; 343*4 ; -03434 ; -050005 ; 230-409 ; 2-30409

;

2137-2; 91300-0008; 24-000625; 8213-7109125; -00083276; 1-0000009;

•000000001.

2. Express as decimals,

1 • 8 • 7 • 5 3 • 7 • 3 • 9 1 7 3 • 0178* 9178 • 91 •

TO > T0» TO > TOO* TOO* T000 > 10000 » TOO > T00000 > IO0OO >

9 _ . 52 03.. 90 • 3 0142. 672819. 672810 . 672819 00
TOOOOO> TO > T00> T00O0* TO0OO0> TOOOiJOOOOO »

~ TOOOO •

3. Multiply

•7 separately by 10, 100, 1000, and by 100000
;

•006 separately by 100, 10000, and by 10000000

;

•0431 separately by 100, and by 1000000 ;

16*201 separately by 10, 1000, and by a million

;

9-0016 by ten hundred thousand, and by 100.

4. Divide

•51 separately by 10, 1000, and by 100000

;

•008 separately by 100, and by a million

;

5-016 separately by 1000, and by 100000;

378.0186 separately by 1000, and by a million.

5. Express according to the decimal notation, five-tenths ; seven-

tenths; nineteen hundredths; twenty-eight hundredths; five thou-

sandths ; ninety-seven tenths ; one millionth ; fourteen and four tenths

;

two hundred and eighty, and four ten-thousandths ; seven and seven-

thousandths ; one hundred and one hundred-thousandths; one one-

thousandth and one ten-millionth ; five billionths.

6. Express the following decimals in words :

•4; -25; -75; -745; -1; -001; -00001; 23'75; 2-375; -2375; -00002375;

1-000001; -1000001; -00000001.

ADDITION OF DECIMALS.

126. Eule. Place the numbers under each other, units under units,

tens under tens, &c, tenths under tenths, &c. ; so that the decimals be

all under each other ; add as in whole numbers, and place the decimal

point in the sum under the decimal point above.
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Ex. Add together 27'5037, '042, 842, and 2*1.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

27*5037,

•042

342-

2.1

371*6457

Note. The same method of explanation holds for the fundamental

rules of decimals, which has been given at length in explaining the

Rules for Simple Addition, Simple Subtraction, and the other funda-

mental rules in whole numbers.

Reason for the above process.

If we convert the decimals into fractions, and add them together

as such, we obtain

27-5037 + *042 + 342 + 2-1

275037 42 342 21.
=

10000
+
1000

+
1

+
io'

(or reducing the fractions to a common denominator),

275037 420 3420000 21000
" 10000

+
10000

+
10000

+
10000

3716457
-

10Q00
-371-6457, (Art. 122;.

Ex. XXXVI.

Add together

:

(1) -234, 14-3812. -01, 32-47, and -00075.

(2) 232-15, 3-225, 21, -0001, 34-005, and -001304.

(8) 14-94, -00857, 1*5, 5607'25, 530, and -0057.

Express in one sum

:

(4) -08 + 165 + 1-327 + -0003 + 2760*1 + 9.

(5) 346 + -0027 + '25 + -186 +72*505 + -0014 + -00004.

(6) 6-8084 + -006 + 36-207 + -0001 + 364 + -008022.

(7) 725-1201 + 34-00076 + -04 + 50-9 + 143-713.

(8) 67*8125 + 27-105 + 17'5 + -000376 + 255 + 3-0125.

Add together

:

(9) 2-0068, -04137, -987641, 1-0000009*, 57, and 1-5 ; and prove the

result.

6
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(10) -0003025, 2999987, 143-2, 5-000025, 9000, and 34073; and

verify the result.

(11) 21-74, -075, 103-00875, -0005495, and 4957'5 ; and verify the

result.

(12) Five hundred and nine-hundredths ; three hundred and

seventy-five ; twenty thousand and eighty-four, and seventy-eight

hundred-thousandths ; eleven millions, two thousand, and two hundred

and nine millionths ; eleven millionths : one billion, and one billionth.

SUBTRACTION OF DECIMALS.

(127) Rule. Place the less number under the greater, units under

units, tens under tens, &c, tenths under tenths, &c. ; suppose cypher

:

to be supplied if necessary in the upper line to the right of the decimals

then proceed as in Simple Subtraction of whole numbers, and place the

decimal point in the remainder under the decimal point above,

Ex. Subtract 5-473 from 6*23.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

6-23

5-473

•757

Reason for the above process.

If we convert decimals into fractions, and subtract the one from

the other as such, we obtain

_623 5473 6230 5473
6'23-5'473-

100 1QQ0 1(m 1Q0Q

-^-•757, (Art. 182).

Ex. XXXVII

(1) Find the difference between 2-1854 and 1*0436 ; 7*835 and

2-0005 ; 15-67 and 156*7 ;
*001 and -0009 ; -305 and -000683.

Find the value of

(2) 213-5-1-8125. (3) -0516- -0094187.

(4) 603- -6584003. (5) 17-5-13-0046.

(6) -582- -09647. (7) 9-233 - -0586.
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(8) Take -01 from '1 ; 57'704 from 713-00683: 35-009876 from

56-078 ; 27-148 from 9816 ; and prove the truth of each result.

(9) Required the difference between seven and seven-tenths ; also

between seven tenths and seven millionths ; also between seventy-

four + three hundred and four thousandths and one hundred and

seventy-four + one hundredths ; and verify each result.

MULTIPLICATION OF DECIMALS.

128. Rule. Multiply the numbers together as if they were whole

numbers, and point off in the product as many decimal places as there

are decimal places in both the multiplicand and the multiplier ; if there

are not figures enough, supply the deficiency by prefixing cyphers.

Ex. Multiply 5-34 by -0021.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

5-34

•0021

534

1068

11214

The number of decimal places in the multiplicand + the number ol

those in the multiplier = 2 + 4 = 6; but there are only 5 figures in the

product ; therefore we must prefix one zero, and place a point before

it, thus -011214.

Reason for the above process.

534 21 11214
5-34 x -0021 =^ x __ ,

XS5
^..ollai4 .

Ex. XXXVIII.

Multiply together

:

(1) 3-8 and 42 ;
-38 and -42 ; 3*8 and 4-2

;
-038 and -0042.

(2) 417 and -417
;
'417 and -417 ; 71956 and -000025.

(3) 2-052 and -0031 ; 4*07 an<^ -916 ; 476 and -00026.

Multiply (proving the truth of the result in each case).

(4) 81-4632 by0378. (5) 27'35by7'7007l. (6) -04375 by 0754,
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(7) '0046 by 7'85 (8) -00846 by -00324. (9) -314 by -0021.

(10) -009 by 00846. (11) -009207 by 6-056. (12) -00948 by 29.

(13) Find the continued product of 1, -01, -001, and 100; also of -12.

1*2, -012, and 120 ; and prove the truth of the results.

Find the value of

(14) 7'6 x -071 x 2-1 x 29.

(15) -007 x 700 x 760-3 x -00416 x 100000.

DIVISION OF DECIMALS.

129. First When the number of decimal places in the dividend

exceeds the number of decimal places in the divisor.

Rule. Divide as in whole numbers, and mark off in the quotient a

number of decimal places equal to the excess of the number of decimal

places in the dividend over the number of decimal places in the divisor

;

if there are not figures sufficient, prefix cyphers as in Multiplication.

Ex. 1. Divide 11214 by 5-34.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

6-34) 1-1214 (21

1068

534

534

Now the number of decimal places in the dividend — the number
of decimal places in the divisor = 4-2 = 2;

therefore the quotient = -21.

Ex. 2. Divide -011214 by 53-4.

53-4) -011214 (21

1068

534

534

Now the number of decimal places in the dividend- the number of

decimal places in the divisor

=6-1=5;

therefore we prefix three cyphers, and the quotient is '00021.
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Reason for the above process.

1-19.U^p.g4- lm4 .
534 11214 100 11214 1^3

1O0O0
"'

100 "10000
X
534" 534 * iOOOC

21 1 ( . 11214 01 . 100 1 \

-T x
ioo' (

smce-^r=21
' and

ioooo^ioo)

21 _
~100~

*2L

. . .n1191i .„- 11214 534 11214 10
Again, '011214-?- 53*4 = - 1--— = xh

1000000 10 1000000 534

21214

534 * 10000J0 1
x
100000 "lOOOOO"'00021

180. Secondly. When the number of decimal places in the dividend

is less than the number of decimal places in the divisor.

Rule. Affix cyphers to the dividend until the number of decimal

places in the dividend equals the number of decimal places in the

divisor ; the quotient up to this point of the division will be a whole

number; if there be a remainder, and the division be carried on

further, the figures in the quotient after this point will be deoimals.

Ex. Divide 1121-4 by 534.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

•534) 1121-400 (2100
1068

534
634

Reason for the above procezs.

enA 11214 534 11214 1000
W4-T-534

1Q 1000
-

10 -*534

Note. In order to prevent mistakes in the proof of examples in

Division of Decimals, always contrive in the process to separate ID,

100, &c. in the two fractions from the other figures, as in the above

examples ; and be sure never to effest the multiplication if there be tens

I ft in the denominator; nor, it there be tens left in the numerator,

o effect it until the last step of the operation.
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Ex. Divide 172*9 by -142 to three places of decimals.

•142) 172-900000 (1217'606

142

309

284

250

142

1080

994

860

J352_
800

710

J5.

Here we must affix 5 cyphers to 172-9 ; for if we affix two recording

to the Rule, the division up to that point will give the integral part of

the quotient only, and therefore as the quotient is to be obtained to

three places of decimals, we must affix three cyphers more, that is,

we .ust affix five altogether.

Reason for the above process,

10 ' 1000 142 10

^ 1729 100000 172900000 1

142
X

1000

"

142
X
1000

Now 172900000 = 1217605 _ # ; from ftbove
.

142

therefore the result , ^oo
&

'
'

'

= 121 7'605«

Ex. XXXIX.

Divide, (proving the truth of each result by Fractions):

(1) 10-836 by 5'16, and 34-96818 by -881.

(2) -025075 by 1-003, and -02916 by -0012.

(3) -00081 by 27, and 1-77089 by 4-735.
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(4) 1 by -1, by -01, and by -0001.

(5) 31-5 by -126, and 5-2 by -32.

(6) 3217 by -0625, and -03217 by 6250.

(7) 4-63638 by 81*34, and 15*4546 by -019.

(8) -429408 by 59-64, and 2147'04 by -036.

(9) 12-6 by -0012, and -065341 by -000475.

(10) 3-012 by -0006, and 293916-669 by 541-283.

(11) 130-4 by -0004 and by 4, and 46*634205 by 4807*65.

(12) 1-69 by 1-3, by -13, by 13, aDd also by 013.

(13) -00281 by 1-405, by 1405, and by -0014(15.

(14) 72-36 by 36 by -0036, and -003 by 1*6.

(15) 6725402-3544 by 7089, and by -7089.

(16) 10363284-75 by 396*25, and -09844 by -0046.

(17) 816 by -0004, and -0019610652875 by 2*38645.

(18) 18368830-5 by 2315, by 231-5, and by -2315.

(19) -00005 by 2-5, by 25, and by -0000025.

(20) 684-1197 by 1200-21, and also by -0120021.

Divide to four places of decimals each of the following, and prove

the truth of the results by Fractions

:

(21) 32*5 by 8*7 ;
-02 by 1-7 ; 1 by -013.

(22) -009384 by -0063 ; 51846*734 by 1-02.

(23) 7380*964 by *023 ; 6-5 by 3-42 ; 25 by 19.

(24) 176432-76 by -01257
; 7457-1345 by 6535496-2.

(25) 37*24 by 2*9
;
*0719 by 27*53.

Find the quotient (verifying each result) of

(26) -0029202 by 157, and by 1-57.

(27) 5005 by 1953125 ; of 50*05 by 195-3125 ; of -05005 by
1953125.

(28) (U of |xtf) by -0005 ; of 31*008 by ff§ of 1* of AVft ; *7575

by 16|.

131. Certain Vulgar Fractions can be expressed accurately as
Decimals.

Rule. Reduce the fraction to its lowest terms ; then place a dot

after the numerator and affix cyphers for decimals ; divide by the

denominator, as fn division of decimals, and the quotient will be the

decimal required.
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Ex. 1. Convert § into a decimal.

5
|

;?•()

•6

There ia one decimal place in the dividend and none in the divisor

;

therefore there is one decimal place in the quotient.

Note. In reducing any suoh fraction as ^ or ^^ to a decimal, we
may proceed in the same way as if we were reducing § ; taking care

however, in the result to move the decimal point one place further to

the left for each cypher cut off.

for in fact, we divide by 5, and then by 10, 100, &c, according as the

divisor is 60, 500, &c.

5
Ex. 2. Reduce -— to a decimal.

16

16) 6-0000 (-8125

48

20

16_

40

32_

80

80_

o o

Ex. 8. Convert—- and ,.,-_. into decimals.
512 51200

Now 512 =8x64=8x8x8
8

8

8

•005859375

o
or

F
— is equivalent to -005859875

»nd iTKT^ is equivalent to -00005859375.
51200

3-000



VULGAR FRACTIONS EXPRESSED AS DECIMALS.

Ex. 4. Convert § + 3> -4 2ft + 6^5 into a decimal.

§ + 3J+ 2& + 6 XV., = 11 +f 4 J +A+ AV
8

|
1-000

129

5
|

3-0

•6

•125

11
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ing, or Recurring Decimals, from the fact that, when a decimal does

not terminate, the same figures must come round again, or recur, or be

repeated : for since we always affix a cipher to the dividend, whenever

any former remainder recurs, the quotient will also recur. Now, when

we divide by any number, the remainder must always be less than that

number, and therefore some remainder must recur before we have ob-

tained a number of remainders equal to the number of units in the

divisor.

133. Pure Circulating Decimals are those which recur from the

beginning: thus, -333.., -2727.., are pure circulating decimals.

Mixed Circulating Decimals are those which do not begin to recur

till after a certain number of figures. Thus, -128888.., '0113636.., are

mixed circulating decimals.

Pure and mixed circulating decimals are generally written down

only to the end of the first period, a dot being placed over the first and

last figures of that period.

Thus *3 represents the pure circulating decimal *333..

p . -36..., -3636..

•639 -639639..

•138 ...mixed 1388..

•01136 -0113636..

134. Pure Circulating Decimals may be converted into their equiva-

lent Vulgar Fractions by the following Rule.

Kule. Make the period or repetend the numerator of the fraction,

and for the denominator put down as many nines as there are figures

in the period or repetend.

This fraction, reduced to its lowest terms, will be the fraction

required in its simplest form.

Ex. Reduce the following pure circulating decimals, .3, 27, -857142,

to their respective equivalent vulgar fractions.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

• 8 _ 1 . •• _27 _ 3 '

'3 ~ 9 "~V 27~99~TT
• 657142 142857x6 _ 6_

•857142 _
Q9QQ99

-
M2gg7 x 7

- y

.
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The.truth of these results will appearfrom the)following considers

tions.

i 4 7
-^--=•111111 &c, hence -g-= '4444 &c. -jpi
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The reason of the rule will appearfrom thefollowing considerations.

Let -27836 be the mixe'l circulating decimal,

we have 27-836 by multiplying in this case, the given decimal by 100

= 27fff Art. (134).

But this value is 100 times too great;

27 836
therefore, =m +Ŵ true value

27 x999 + 836 ^27 X (1000-1) +836
~~ " 99900 99900

_ 27000-27 + 836_27836-27_ 27809
~~

99900 99900" "99900*

Note 1. Always multiply by such a number as will make the non-

circulating part a whole number.

Note 2. Sometimes a decimal of very long period may be carried

out easily to many places, as in the following example

:

Reduce y. to a decimal.

17)1** C0588rV hence ^--0588^; .'• ^r = '23521«,

136 hence ^ = •05882352}$ (by substitution)

;

HO 16
136 ,.% ^='94117632^.
4

1
hence ^ = -0588235294117632^ (by substit".).

By the above process, we double at everystep the number of figures

previously obtained.

' Ex. XLT.

1. Reduce the following vulgar fractions and mixed numbers to

circulating decimals

:

(i) t; tV; *V; h (2) ft; $»; £!; i*&'.

(6) tV* -aV» 2ff5 i
1
!*
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Find the vulgar fractions equivalent to the recurring decimals :

(6) -7
; -07 ; -227. (7) '583 ; -135 ;

-263.

(8) -00185; 3-024; -01236. (9) ^42857 ; -397916; 382142857.

(10) -307692 ; -6307692 ; 27857142. (11) -342753 ; -03132132 ; 8-02083,

(12) 85-60806 ; 3-6428571 ; 127-00022095.

136. The value of the circulating decimal -999... is found by Art.

(134) to be f or 1 ; but since the difference between 1 and -9=*1, be-

tween 1 and #99=-01, between 1 and -999=-001, &c, it appears that

however far we continue the recurring decimals, it. can never at any

stage be actually'=1. But the recurring decimal is considered =1,

because the difference between 1 and '99... becomes less and less, the

more figures we take in the decimal, which thus, in fact, approaches

nearer to 1 than by any difference that can be assigned.

In like manner, it is in this sense that any vulgar fraction can be

said to be the value of a circulating decimal ; because there is no

assignable difference between their values.

137. In arithmetical operations, where circulating decimals are con-

cerned, and the result is only required to be true to a certain number

oi decimal places, it will be sufficient to carry on the circulating part

to two or three decimal places more than the number required

:

taking care that the last figure retained be increased by 1, if the suc-

ceeding figure be 5, or greater than 5 ; because, for instance, if we

have the mixed decimal -6288, and stop at -628, it is clear that -628

is less, and -629 is greater than the true value of the decimal : but

•628 is less than the true value by -000111...and *629 is greater than

the true value by -000111...

Now -000111...is less than -000888...
\

Therefore -629 is nearer the true value than -628.

Ex. 1. Add together -33, '0432, 2*345, so as to be correct to 6

places of decimals.

•3333333
' -0432432

2^454546

2-7220311 Ms. 2-72203.
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Ex. 2. Subtract '2916 from -989583, so as to be correct to 5 places

of decimals.

•9895833

•2916667

•6979166 Am. '69791.

Note. This method may be advantageously applied in the Addition

and Subtraction of circulating decimals. In the Multiplication and

Division, however, ot circulating decimals, it is always preferable to

reduce the circulating decimals to Vulgar Fractions, and having found

the product or quotient as a Vulgar Fraction, then, if necessary, to

reduce the result to a decimal.

Ex. XLIL

Find the value (correct to 6 places of decimals) of

(1) 2-418 + 1-16 + 3-009 + -7354 + 24-042.

(2) 234-6 + 9-928 + 0123456789 + 0044 + 456.

(3) 6-45 --3; and 7'72- 6-045 ; and 309 --94724.

(4) Express the sum ot f §, §|§, and ^, and the difference of 18T\
and 4^, as recurring decimals.

Multiply

(5) 2-3 by 5-6 ; -7575 by -366. (6) -406 by 62 ; 825 by -36.

(7) 7-52 by 48'3 ; 368 by 6. (8) 3*145 by -4297 ; 20f by -84.

Divide

(9) 195-02 by 4 ; -37592 by -05. (10) 54 by -17
;
13-2 by 5-6.

(11) 411-3519 by 58-7645 ;
2-16595 by 04 ; -6559903 by 48'76.

REDUCTION OF DECIMALS.

138. To reduce a decimal ofany denomination to itsproper value.

Rule. Multiply the decimal by the number of units connecting the

next lower denomination with the given one, and point off for decimals

as many figures in the product, beginning from the right hand, as

there are figures in the given decimal. The figures on the left of the
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decimal point will represent the whole numbers in the next denomina-

tion. Proceed in the same way with the decimal part for that denonir

ation, and so on.

Ex. 1. Find the value of -0484 of £1.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

For, £-0484 of £1 =^^ of £1.

9680 116160
•0484

_?°_ * 10000
s * " 10000

dt

•9680*. 616 x 4
12 - li&vk '= lid. + "ioWf7»

ll-6160d.
11,7

2464
4 - 11A4

l00O*
2 *4640^ -lW. + 2^ftte.

• a i E U c

therefore the value of -0484 of £1 - lU^d.
Ex. 2. Find the value of 13-3375 acres.

Acres. •

13.3375

4

1-3500 ro.

40

140000 po

therefore the value is 13 ac, 1 ro., 14 po.

fix. Find the value of -972916 of £1.

1st method.

£.

•972917

20
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,

Ex. Find the value of^ of 3f tons - -3405 of If qrs. + ~}^*
of 1 cwt., 63 lbs.

400
of 3f tons =

liOO
X T) tons ^80^4 tons

'

/133x3 n \ 399

lW^4 x20
>>
cwt -=

T6 cwt

=24 cwt., 3 qrs., 18| lbs.

•8405ofl? qre.=(
8^-3

of|) qra.

/3402 5 \

•213348 ,< /-.! / 213348 -21334 1000 \
-T326- oflcwt.,681bB.=^

9QQ00()
xW ofl63J lbs.

96007 „
^"goo"

lbs*

=106f££lbs.

therefore the value of the expression

=24 cwt., 3 qrs., 18f lbs.- 14^ lbs. +106f££ lbs.

=24 cwt., 3 qrs., 4^ lbs. -f 1 cwt., 6f§£ lbs.

=1 ton, 5 cwt., 3 qrs., 11^ lbs.

XLIII.

Find the respective values of

(1) -45 of 91 ; -16875 of $4 ; -87708 of $5.

(2) -28125 of £1 ; -7962 of £1 ; -359375 of £2.

(3) -086 of $5 ; -5783 of $10 ; -075 of $16.

(4) -875 of a lea. ; 2-5384375 of a day; -6 of 1 lb Troy.

(5) -85076 of a cwt, ; '07325 of a cwt. ; -04§ of a mile.
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(6) 4-16525 of a ton ; -3625 of a cwt. ; -05 of an acre.

(7) 3-8343 of a lb. Troy; 2-46875 of a qr.; 4*106 of 3 cwt., 1 qr.,

21 lbs.

(8) 3-8375 of an acre ; 3*5 of 18 gallons.

(9) -925 of a furlong ; -34375 of a lunar month.

(10) 5-06325 of #100 ; 3*8 of an Eng. ell.

(11) 2-25 of H acres ; 2-0396 of 1 m., 530 yds.

(12) 4-751 of 2 sq. yds., 7 sq. ft. ; 2-009943 of 2 miles.

(13) -383 of |1 ; -47083 ofU ; -4694 of 1 lb. Troy.

(14) -5740 of 27s. ; '138 of 10s. 6d. ;
2-6 of 5s.

(15) 4-05 of H sq. yds. ; *163 of 2| miles ; 4-90 of 4d., 8 hrs.

•093i8
(16) 3-242 of 2i acres ; . . of 2 ^ of 2-5 days.

(17) Find the difference between -77777 of a pound and 8s. 6-6648^7.

;

and between -70323 of $4.80 and 3-5646 of 24 cents.

(18) -268 cwt. + -0562 ton- -5786 qr.

(19) £-634375 + -025 of 25s. + -316 of 30s.

(20) 2-Si of 365£ days + 5-75 of a week-f of 5f honrs.

(21) f ofyf of 3 acres -2-00875 square yards + -0227 of3£ square feet.

139. To reduce a number orfraction ofone or more denominations,

to the decimal of another denomination of the same hind.

Rule. Reduce the given number or fraction to a fraction of the

proposed denomination ; and then reduce this fraction to its equivalent

decimal.

Ex. 1. Reduce 13s. §\d. to the decimal of £1.

13s. 6id. = W2±d. = &**d.

£1^240^.;
649

4 649
therefore the fraction = oTo^Qpn^"

#87.
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or thus, 4

12

2,0

1-00

6-25

13-52088

We first reduce \d. to the fraction of

a penny, which is "25
; next 6*25d. to

the decimal of a shilling by dividing

by 12, which is -520838 ; then 13-52083

to the decimal of a 4^1 by dividing
•6700416

by 20, which -6760416.

Ex. 2. Reduce 3 bus., 1 pk. to the decimal of a load : and verify

the result.

40

•08125

therefore -08125 is the decimal required.

•08125 Id.

5

•40625 qrs.

8

8-25000 bush.

4

1-0000Q pk.

therefore 0*8125 of a load «- 3 bus., 1 pk.

Ex. 3. Express the sum of -428571 of $72, \ oi ^4 of £ of $7.<

and f of 12 cts., as the decimal of $48.

•42857iof$72=ffffHofft72.
= $ of $72 =^
- $30,850

i of i of f of $7.68 = \ of& of £ of $7.68

= 54$ cts.

*

$ of 12 cts. - 6$ cts. :

therefore the sum = $30.85£ + 54$ cts. +6f cts.

= $31.47$

81.471
therefore the decimal required = l~

7
•655714
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Ex. 4. Convert £17. 9s. 6d. into pounds, florins, &c, and verify

the result.

First reduce 9s. 6d. to the decimal of £1.

12
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(6) 2 fur., 41 yrds. to the dec
1

, of a mile ; and 1 fur., 30 po. to the dec1
,

of a league.

(7) 2 sq. ft., 73 sq. in to the dec1
, of a sq. yd. ; and 3 ro., 20 po. to the

dec1
, of an acre.

(8) 4 days, 18hrs. to the dec?, of awk. ; and 11 sec. to the dec1
, of 5 days.

(9) 1 lb. Troy to the dec1
, of 1 lb. Avoird.; and 2& in. to the dec

1
, of 2^ mis.

(10) 3f pks. to the dec1
, of 3.V qrs. ; and 27i gals, to the dec1

, of 1 \ qts.

(11) 5£ yds. to the dec1
, of 2 Fr. ells ; and 1 ton, 2} cwt. to the dec1

, ol

1 cwt., 2£ qrs.

(12) 8 wks., 6} d. to the decl. of 5£ hrs.; and 1 min. , 2£ sec. to the dec!, of

fa of a lunar month.

(13) 3 reams to the dee1 , of 19 sheets ; and S\ ac. to the dec1
, of 3} sq. yds.

(14) 33 yds. to the dec1
, of a mile ; 3s. 5^d. to the dec1

, of a dollar

(a dollar being 4s. 3d.) ; and 7s. &?ooots&' to tne ^ec1 °* 10s - 6^-

(15) ^ of $7 to the decl. of $10 ; and 63f cwt. to the dec1
, of a ton.

(16) £f of $8 to the dec1
, of $7 ; and | pk. to the dec1

, of 2 qrs.

(17) f of a guinea to the decl. of £2 ; and t^jVjj of a year to the dec1
,

of a day.

(18) f of ^ of 40 yds. to the dec1
, of £ of 2 mis. ; and £ of 3£ sq. yds.

to the dec1
, of 2 ac, 1 ro.

(19) | of 4£ hrs. to the dec1
; of 365£ days ; and 9& of^ pks. to the dec1

,

of 31 of 8 bush.

(20) 8 lbs., 6 oz. Troy to the dec1
, of 10 lbs. Avoird. ; and £ oz. Avoird.

to the dec1
, of ^ oz. Troy.

(21) Add together f of a da.y, f of an hour, and £ of 6 hours ; and

express the result as the decimal of a week.

(22) Express the value of -83 of $1.92<|- -05 of $5.04 + 1'8 of $1.20 as

the dec1
, of $2.52. .

(28) Add 5£ cwt. to 3*125 qrs. ; and reduce the sum to the decimal

of a ton.

(24) Convert the following sums of money into the New Decimal

Coinage of pounds, florius, &c., and verify each result:

1. (Sd. 2. lOd. 3. 4\d. 4. 5s.

5. 10s. Qd. 6. 16s. 7. i'5. 12s. 6d.

8. £54. 7s. U. 9. £20. 19s. 1U. 10. 15s. 4£&

11. 14s. 816d. 12. £2. 15s. 11088d. 13. £d. 0s. lid. S'04q.
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XLV.

Miscellaneous Questions and Examples on Arts. (119-139).

t
(1) Define a decimal ; and show how its value is affected by affix-

ing and prefixing ciphers. Bednce *0625, 8*14159 id fractions ; and

express the difference between 2G& and 17^ as a decimal.

(2) Find the value of lOf +1& +^ + If both by vulgar fractions

and by decimals; and show that the results coincide.

(8) Find the sum, difference, product, and quotient of .078*005 and
-000754; and of 1*015 and 01015, and prove the truth of each result.

(4) If a vulgar fraction, being converted into a decimal, do not

terminate, prove that it must recur* What must be the limit to the

number of figures in the recurring part ? Is ^fa convertible into a
terminating decimal.

(5) Simplify 1. 2*;+ 72* + 316* + 2*875 «• 026649-*-2#.

(6) Divide -gi- by
f-|^; reduce the quotient to the form

1065/, ' 174jV

1-0714285. Divide 91863 by 87*5*5.

n.

(1) Write down in a decimal form oven hundred thousand four

hundred and nine biflionths. Express 12*1345 as a fraction, and

xUZlfan ** * decimal.

(2) Slate tlie effect as regards the decimal point of multiplying and
dividing a decimal by any given power of 10. Write down in words

the meaning of 397003*405009 ; multiply it by 1000, and also divide it

by 1000 ; and write down the meaning of each result in words.

(3) What decimal multiplied by 125 will give the sum of f. tV, I,

75 and 2*46 ?

(4) Multiply 1*05 by 10*5; and reduce the result to a fraction in its

lowest terms. Divide -8727588 by 1G20 ; find the value of -i**?*
*^°*

•ijijO

reduce fs + %$i~jiz to a dceim&L
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(5) Simplify, expressing each result in a decimal form

1. nriroofft. 2. (2H6)H-(8W).

3
' 7-ml*-?

4 * 2^^+1^^+5^^+2'000875.

(6) Find a number which multiplied into 3132*458 will give a pro-

duct which differs only in the 7th decimal place from 7823*6572.

III.

(1) Divide 684*1197 by 1200*21, and also by -0120021 ; and 594*27

by *047 to three places of decimals, and explain fully how the position

of the decimal point is determined in each of the quotients.

(2) Simplify, expressing each result in a fractional and decimal iorm,

1 ft*6**1
2

3 *
- '04

•035 ' ' 5-*0625'

3. |+*14+f of 1*0784. 4. (|-|) X (| +1J).

(3) What is meant by a " Recurring Decimal"? What kind of

vulgar fractions produce such decimals ? State the rules for reducing

any recurring decimal to a vulgar fraction. Multiply 5*81 by *4583,

and divide 1 *13 by '000132. Is^ reducible to a recurring decimal 9

(4) Show that if 1^, 2T%, 3&, 4^ be added together, (1) as frac-

tions, and (2) as decimals, the results coincide.

(5) If a man walk in 4 days 60 miles ; in each of the three first

days he walked an equal distance, in the fourth day he walked 13.95

miles ; find the amount of his daily walking.

(6) A person has '1875 part of a mine, he sells -17 part of his share

;

what fractional part of the mine has he still left ?

IV.

(1) State the Rules for the Addition and Subtraction of decimals.

Add together T23, *123, *0123, 00123, and 123 ; and find the vulgat

fraction corresponding to the result. Find the fraction equivalent

to 31*457457, and subtract it from the fraction ^.
(2) Write down in figures the number, three millions six thousand

and five. Also write down in words the signification of the same

figures when the last is marker! of! as a decimal.

(3) Compare the values o\ 5x*05, l*5x*75, and 2*625->-5.
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(4) Find the product of -0147147 by '333 ; and the quotients of

•12693 by 19-39 ; 132790 by -245 ; of -014904 by 3& ; of 61061 by

3-05 ; and of 6106;1 by 305000.

(5) Shew that the decimal -90437532 is more nearly represented by

•90438 than by -90437 ; and find the value of

16 x14- sxW *s^mf + &0
-

1
~^

accurately to 5 places of decimals.

(6) A person sold -15 of an estate to one person, and then Ŷ of the

remainder to another person. What part of the estate did he still

retain ?

V.

(1) Express $ (6* + 2|-8), ff£f, and also the product of 3| and

(31— |) of
f-

as decimals.

(2) Simplify

1.
*M
^;f

a
. 2. (i + i + J + * + A)-»-(i + t + *±A.)

•0001b

3. (1
2
r of35£-3i) + (2-5625 + 11). 4. -593-*-l-78 x -36----072.

(3) State at length the advantages which decimals possess over

vulgar fractions ;• what disadvantages have they?

Shew whether 2
7
? or f§§ is nearer to the number 3*14159.

(4) Find the value of 1 +—-+ -—- + -

—

-—- + &c., to 7 places
1
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VI.

(1) Prove the Rule for Multiplication of decimals by means of

the example 404-04 multiplied by -030303. Multiply -345 by ^-r»; and

divide -04813489963 by -6593, and -006593.

(2) Explain the meaning of 7 2
, and 7 3

; and find what vulgarfrac-

tion is equivalent to the sum of 20-5 and 2-05 divided by the difference.

(3) Reduce to their lowest terms
i uq.2 » and "^7980"'

tm <ai™*w '375 x '375--025 x *025 2 , - .

(4) Shew that ——_ =— , and that
o75 — "025 5

B+4-+ 1
7 -—a* 3-14159 nearly.

16
J

Reduce '1293131 to its equivalent vulgar fraction.

(5) What decimal added to the sum of 12
7
¥ , £, and £f will make the

sum total equal to 3 ?

(6) The quotient being 2}& and the divisor -15, find the dividend.

VII.

(1) A and B can finish a piece of work in 1$ days, A and C in

2 days, and B and C in 3 days. If $1.44 be paid for the piece of work,

what are a day's wages of each workman?

(2) A tax of $2544 is to be raised from 3 towns, the number of in-

habitants of which are respectively 2500, 3000, and 4200. How much
should each town pay, and each person in it?

(3) The wages of 25 men amount to £76. 13s. 4d. in 16 days ; how
many boys must work 24 days to receive £103. 10*., the daily wages

of the latter being one-half those of the former ?

(4) A person rows a distance ofH miles down a stream in 20 minutes,

but without the aid of the stream it would take him half an hour

;

what is the rate of the stream per hour ? and how long would it take

him to return against it ?

(5) A and B engage to do a piece of work for $7.20. A could do

the work alone in 4 days, B in 5 days ; with the help of a boy it is com-

pleted in 2 days ; how should the money be divided ?

(6) A person buys 3 lbs. of tea at 74 cents per lb., and mixes them
with 5 lbs. at 56 cents per lb. What will 2 lbs. of his tea cost him ?
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14;

140. An aliquot part of a number is such a part as, when
taken a certain number of times, will exactly make up that number.

Thus, 3 is an aliquot part of 9 ; |6 of $18.

TABLE OF ALIQUOT PARTS.

ParU of a
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£
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COMPOUND PEACTICE.

II. In this case the given number is not wholly expressed in the same

denomination as the unit whose value is given ; as for instance, 1 cwt,

2 qrs.., 14 lbs., at $10.24 per cwt.

The Rule for Compound Practice will be easily shewn from the fol-

owing examples.

Ex. 1. Find the value of 60 cwt., 3 qrs., 5 lbs. of sugar at $8.50 pe,

cwt.

The method of working such an example is the following J

The value of 1 cwt. of sugar being $8.50

;

.\ value of 60 cwt.=$(8.50 + 60) =$510.00

2 qrs.=4 (value of 1 cwt.)

=i(*8.50) = $4.25

1 qr.=£ (value of 2 qrs.)

=| ($4.25.) = I2.12.J

51bs.=| (value of 1 (qr.)

=H»2.12£) = $0.42*

Therefore adding up the vertical columns,

value of 60 cwt., 3 qrs., 5 lbs.

The operation is usually written thus

.

2 qrs.=i cwt. $8.50=value of 1 cwt.

10

1 qr. =4 of 2 qrs.

5 lbs.=4 of 1 qr.

85.00=value of 10 cwt.

6

=$510.80.

510.00=value of 60 cwt.

4.25

2.12V

42

1

$516.80 =value of 60 cwt., 3 qrs., 5 lbs.

Ex. 2. Find the value of 319 cwt., 3 qrs., 16 lbs. at £2. 12a. 6d. per

cwt.
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2 qrs. « £ cwfc.

subtracting

1 qr. — £ of 2 qrs.

14 lbs. = I of 1 qr.

2 lbs. -$ of 14 lbs.

£. s. d.

2 . 12 . G -value of 1 cwt.

10

= value of 10 cwt.

= value of 40 cwt.

= value of 320 cwt.

- value of 1 cwt.

m value of 319 cwt.

= value of 2 qrs.

value of 1 qr.

value of 14 lbs.

value of 2 lbs.

£839 . 14 . 4^= value of 319 cwt., 3 qrs., 16 lbs.

26 . 5 .
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(16) Find the value of 60 cwt., 3 qrs., 12 lbs. at £7. 13s. Qd. per cwt.

(17) Find the value of 3 cwt., 2 qrs., 16 lbs. at £3. 7*. (id. per cwt,

(18) Find the value of 9 yds., 2 ft., 10 in. at 5s. 7|d. per yard.

(19) Find the value of 39 cwt., 10 lbs. at £3. 15s. lid. per cwt.

(20) Find the cost of 30 cwt., 2 qrs., 14 lbs. at £1. 17s 8{d. per qr.

(21) Find the value of 15 oz., 6 dwt., 17 grs. at 5a lOd. per oz.

(22) What will 2789 lbs. of pork, cost at $8.50 per 100 lbs.

(23) Find value of 28800 ft. fire-wood, at $3 per cord.

Find the amount of the following account

:

(24) 24 lbs. crushed sugar at 12 cts. a lb. ; 7f lb. tea at 75 cts. a lb.

4| lbs. coffee at 32 cts. a lb. ; 5 lbs. rice 7 cts. a lb. ; 20| lbs. cheese at

11 £ cts. per lb. ; 17£ lbs. ham at 19 cts. a lb.

. 142. Examples which are usually classed under particular Rules,

such as the Rule of Three, &c, can nevertheless be readily solved in-

dependently by means of the foregoing principles.

The following examples, which are worked out, are intended to ex-

emplify various methods of reasoning. In the examples for practice

which follow them, questions will be found the solution of which may
be easily arrived at in a similar way : the number of such questions in

this place must necessarily be very limited, and therefore the student

is strongly recommended to apply to all questions which are hereafter

classed under particular Rules, an independent method of solution, as

well as the one denoted by the Rule to which they are respectively affixed.

Ex. 1. Express a degree (69£ni.) in metres, 32 metres being=35 yards.

35 yards=32 metres.

32
:

35

1 degree--(69i x 1760) yards=(139 x 880) yards.

139 x 880 x 32\
-gg J

metres — 111835f metres.-0
Ex. 2. If fds of a lottery ticket be worth $880, what is the value

of T
3jths of the same ?

.*. frds of the ticket- $880.

.-. ird of the ticket = $440.

/. whole ticket = $(440 x 3) - $1320.

.-. T
3
rths of the ticket =^ of $1320 = $

182° * S
- $360.
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Ex. 3. A person has £ths of an estate of 4000 acres left him ; he

sells frds of his share : how many acres has ho remaining, and what

fraction of the, whole estate will they be ?

2 3 2
He sells -jr- of -=- of 4000 acres, or -=~

t
of 4000 acres.

(3
2 \-=- of 4000- -= of 4000

| acres.

=— of 4000 acres=571f acres.

Ex. 4. The sum of #1000 is to be raised in a school section, the

assessment of which is $100000 ; what is the rate in the dollar ?

$100000 produce $1000,

.-. $1 produce $ 11000 x wdm)' or
I
1000 x

ioooOO
x 100

)
cts -

100000
or

iooooo
ct8 - orlct-

Ex. 5. After taking from my purse \ ofmy money, I find that | of

what is then left amounts to 7s. 6d. ; what money had I in my purse

at first?

Let unity, or 1, denote the sum in the purse at first. After taking

away £, \ remains. Now by the question

2 3 2 3

4
of -v- of unity, or -„— of -g~ of the sum in the purse at first=7s. 6d.

or -a- of the sum- in the purse at first=7s. 6d;

.*. sum in the purse at first=15s.

Ex. 6. A met two beggars, B and C, and having }£ of „^ 01"

kTq

13 3
ofamoidore in his pocket, gave£ -=- oi -j- ofthat sum, and Cy of the

remainder ; what did each receive ?

40 vfrg .

11 7 77 14
A had at first— f -jg- of^ of 27s., or y- t.

~T TT
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B received -T=r o - r of --g- s., or —sr s., or 6d.

25
A had left afterwards

(^
-= „- / 8.-

3 25 5
.*. C received -rg- of -7.- «., or -=r s., or 2«. 6d.

5 6 2

Ex. 7. A farmer pays a corn-rent of 5 quarters of wheat and 8

quarters of barley, 'Winchester measure : what is the money value of

his rent, when wheat is at 60s., and barley at 54s. per quarter, imperial

measure ; 82 imperial gallons being=33 Winchester gallons ?

Rent is 5 qrs. of Wheat Win. mea. + 3 qrs. of barley Win. mea.

32
But 1 Win. Gal.= gg imp. gal..

32 ..-.'"

.'. 1 Win. qr.=^jr imp. qr.

82 32
•\ rent is 5 x tgg imp. qrs. of wheat + 3 X go" imp. qrs. of barley.

32 32
.\ money value of rent=(5 X -==- x 60 + 3 X ~»» X 54)a.=<£22. 8s.

Ex. 8. If £1 sterling be worth 25 francs, 60 centimes ; and also

worth 6 thalers, 20 silbergroschen ; how many francs and centimes is

a thaler worth ? (One thaler=30 silbergroschen; 1 franc=100 cen-

times.)

6 thalers, 20 silbergroschen=25 francs, 60 centimes,

or 6§# thalers=25^ francs,

1 thaler=(25f-«-6£) francs

384 „

~I00

"

anc8—3 francs, 84 centimes.

Ex. 9. Standard gold contains 11 parts of pure gold to one part of

alloy, and 201b. Troy are coined into 934 sovereigns and a half-

sovereign ; find the weight of pure gold in a sovereign.

Number of parts^ll + 1=12, of which tar is pure gold.
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By the question

934£ sovereigns weigh 20 lbs. Troy,

29 x 2
»% 1 bov. weighs ~fo^q~ lbs Troy

•\ weight of pure gold in a sov.=^ -j^- x 1869 / *-ro5
r

=113^ grs.

Ex. 10. If a person, travelling 13f hours a day, perform ajourney

iu 27| days, in what length of time will he perform the same if he

travel lOf hours a day ?

If he travel 13f hrs. a day, he does the journey in 27f days,

1 hr (27f x 13-|) days,

••• lOfta .....:

?%J3
days,

which, worked out, give's 36 §$$£ days.

Ex. 11. If 858 men in 6 months consume 234 quarters of wheat,

how many quarters will be required for the consumption of 979 men
for three months and a half ?

858 men in 6 months consume 234 quarters,

t « 234
•\ 1 man m 1 month consumes 858x „ qrs.

979 x 234
.*. 979 men in 1 month consume

8
-
8—^- qrs»

/ 979x234 7 \
•\ 979 men in 8£ months consume ^ qxq x q

x "q/ ^rs * or I*5 *5 * <l
rs.

Ex. 12. If 5 men or 7 women can do a pice of work in 37 days

;

in what time will 7 men and 5 women do a piece of work twice as

great ?

5 men= 7 women,

7
,\ 1 man=-r- woman,

49
.•. 7 men=-g- women,

(49 \ 74— +5 ) women=-^- women
o o
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Now by the question,

7 women in 37 days do the piece of work,

.*. 1 woman m (37 x 7) days does ;.. -

•
S7x1

a A
.*. 74 women in —^r~ days do

74 . 37 x 7 x 5
.*. -r- women in q-.

—- days do

74 .37x7x5x2
.*. -g- women in—r-^-j or in 35 days do twice as much.

Ex. 13. A bankrupt owes three creditors, A, B, and C, $250, $330,

and $420 respectively, and his property is worth $125 ; how much wilJ

each creditor receive, and how many cents in the dollar ?

Debts amount to $(250 + 330 + 420), or $1000.

If the bankrupt has $1, he pays j«qq part of debt.

125
$126

ro0Q
part of debt.

-£-part of debt.
o

,\ A gets $81.25, B gets $41.25, and C gets $52.50. He pays | of

$1, or 12£ cents in the dollar.

Ex. 14. Gunpowder being composed of nitre 15 parts, charcoal 8

parts, and sulphur 2 parts ; find how much of each is required for

16 cwt. of powder.

The whole number of parts = (15 + 3 + 2) = 20

Of every 20 parts, •

"20 °r ^4 lsm*re»"20 M cnarcoa*> "20 0r
10

1S ^P"1^
3

.*. —p of 16 cwt., or 12 cwt. = quantity of nitre required,

Q

-op: of 16 cwt., or 2| cwt.= charcoal

-r-r of 16 cwt., or If cwt. = sulphur

Ex. 15. The price of a work which comes out in parts is £2. 16s. 8d.
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But if the price of each part were 13d. more than it is, the price of the

work would be .£3. 7s. Gd. How many parts are there?

£2. 16s. 8d, + (number of parts x 13) d. = £$. 7s. 6d.

.*. (number of parts x 13)d. = 10s. 10.

- IdOd.

.'. number of parts — Ys = 10.

Ex. 16. Divide I860 dollars between A, B, and C, so that as often

as A gets #5, B shall get $4, and as often as B gets S3, C shall get $1.

It is clear that 5's share = 3 times C's share,

4 times A's share = 5 times JB's share,

5
oi', A's share =-.- times JB's share,

= ( -j- x 3 j times O's share,

but A'b share + 2?'s share + C's share ™ 1860 dollars
;

15
•*• ~a~ & B BUare + 8 C's share + C's share - 1860 dollars,

or ( ~I
+ 4

) G '

8 share = 1860 dollars,

31
or -j- C's share = 1860 dollars.

,\ Cs share » f -=-" x
31 ) dollars - 240 dollars.

£ s share - 720 dollars, and A'b share - (240 x
J

dollars - 900 dollars.

Ex. 17. Of a certain dynasty, \ of the kings are of the same name,

I of another, k of a third, and x\ of a fourth, and there are 5 besides

how many are there of each name ?

Representing the whole dynasty by unity, or 1.

— « number of kings of one name,
o

-T- — of a second..,

jjr- « of a third....,

jh = of a fourth....
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„ 1 1 1 1 19

, , , 19 19 5 . ......
.*. whole dynasty— ^j, or 1— ttt > or 04 ^ no. ofremaining kings in it.

But by the question,

2j of unity, or ~^r of the whole dynasty - 5 ;

24
.\ 1, or the whole dynasty, = 5 x — ^ 24

;

.*. there are 8 kings of the 1st name, 6 of the 2nd, 3 of the 3rd, and

2 of the 4th.

Ex. 18. A can do a piece of work in 5 days, B can do it in 6 days,

and G can do it in 7 days ; in what time will A, B, and (7, all wording

at it, finish the work ? Find also in what time A and B working

together, A and C together, and B and G together, could respectively

finish it,

Representing the work by unity, or 1.

In one day A does >- part of the work,

In one day B does
fi

part of the work,

1
C does _-

;

,A + B f G do (}fj f yj or ~
Q
part;

.\ time in which A + B f C would finish the work

= 107
days =

107
days=: 1tSt days.

210

Again in one day A f B dof— +
"gj, ov ^, of the work; therefore

time in which they would finish it= — or 2 r
8
T days.

30

In like manner, it may be shown that A and C would finish the

work in 2^ days ; and B and C in 3 T\ days.
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Ex. 19. It being given that A and B can do a piece of work in 2T
8
T

days ; and that A and C can do the same in 2\\ days ; and that B and

G can do it in 3T\ days : find the time in which A, B> and G would do

the work : working, first, all together, secondly, separately.

In one day A and B do „ of the work,

. , „ -, 12 •A and G do
,oo

„ , „ , 13
Sand C do r,

t42

.*. by addition,

(11 12 13 \ 214
"§0 + 86

+
42 /

'

or
210' °* ^6 work»

107
.\ In one day A + B + C do^

•\ time required ==
jgj**ffij

days=l&$ days.

210
Again,

work done by A -+ B + C in one day -work done by B + G in one day,

i^i^- a
107 13 1

or, work done by A in one day = qTq—42 ==~5~

therefore time required, in which A could do the work, — 5 days.

In like manner it may be shown that B would do the work in 6

days, and that G would do it in 7 days.

Ex. 20. A cistern is fed by a spout which can fill it in 2 hours, how
long would it take to fill it if the cistern has a leak which would empty

it in 10 hours ?

In one hour spout fills -~- of the cistern.

leak empties -rrr

Therefore in one hour, when the spout and leak are both open, the

part of the cistern filled by what runs in— what runs out,

fll: JLYJ:
~V 2 ioy~ 5

'

.-. time required for filling the cistern = -=- hrs. - -g- hrs. = 2£ hrs.

T
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Ex. 21. A and B can do a piece of work in 15 and 18 days respect-

ively ; they work together at it for 3 days, when B leaves, but A con-

tinues, and after 3 days is joined by C, and they finish it together in 4

days ; in what time would C do the piece of work by himself ?

Representing the work by unity, or 1.

In one day A + B do ( y— + ^a ) of the work,

In 3 days they do f j* + 1<T ) x 8 ..

11
Or

30

19
•\

-jjjjj
of the work remains to be done.

3 1
In 8 days more A doesyr- or — of the work;

/.when A is joined by (7,

19 1 13 r ^ , • v ^
„ — -_-, or gjr- of the work remains to be dons.

4
In 4 days A does y_- of the work

;

/.work which has to be done by G in 4 dayn

iff 4 ^ g; j_~ 30 15 30
"~

6 '

.*. part of work to be done by C in one day = ^-,

.-.time in which C would do the whole work = 24 days.

••

Ex. XLVII.

Miscellaneous Questions and Examples on preceding Arts.

I-

(1) State the rules for the multiplication and division of decimals,

and divide 34*17 by 3J.

(2) What is the value in English money of 1556*85 franos, when

the exchange is at 24*25 francs per £ ?
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(3) Reduce £ + £ + T\ + -fa to a decimal fraction. What decimal

of a cwt. is 1 qr. 7 lbs. ?

(4) If $ of an estate be worth $4818-50, what is the value of |
of it?

(5) If a bankrupt pay 17 cents in the dollar, what will be received

on a debt of $17658. .

(6) A person possessing T\ of an estate, sold f of ^=- of his share for

£120§ ; what would £ of Js of the estate sell for at the same rate ?

(7) A man, his wife, and 3 children earn $24.75 a week ; the wife

earns twice as much as each child, and the man three times as much as

his wi^JB ? require.d the man's weekly earnings.

(8) If £1. sterling be worth 12 florins, and also worth 25 francs, 56
oentimes ; how many francs and centimes is one florin worth ? (100

centimes = 1 franc.)

(9) The wages of 5 men for six weeks being $405, how many weeks
will 4 men work for $540.

II.

(1) What is meant by saying that one sum is a certain fraction

(for example £ ) of another? If 26 francs are equivalent to a pound,
what fraction of a shilling is a franc ? Give the reasons for the process

which you adopt in answering the question.

(2) Express f of If of a mile in terms of a metre, supposing 82
meters = 35 yards.

(3) i4, B, and C rent a pasture for $192. A puts in 8 cattle, B, 9,

and C, 11 : how much should each pay for his share ?

(4) Reduce 3| d. to the decimal of 10s., and divide the result by 12-5.

Explain the process employed.

(5) If the property in a town be assessed at $288000, what must be
the rate in the dollar in order that $12000 maybe raised?

(6) If the circumference of a circle - Diameter x 3*14159
; find the

number of revolutions passed over by a carriage-wheel 5 ft. in diameter

in 10 miles.

(7) A farmer has to pay yearly to his landlord the price of 7} bushels

of wheat at 4*. 9d. per bushel, and 9£ of malt at 5*. 3d., and 6f of oats

at 2s. id. What is the whole amount of his rent ?
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If there were a decimal coinage of pounds, florins, &c., how many
of them Would he have to pay?

(8) A alone can do a piece of work in 10 hours, and B can do it in

12 hours ; find the time in which both working together can do it.

. (9) Ten excavators dig 12 loads of earth in 16 hours, whilst 12 others

can dig only 9 loads in 15 hours ; in what time will they jointly dig 100

loads ?

III.

(1) Divide 28 tons, 4 cwt., 8 qrs., into 36 equal portions ; and find

the value of one of them at $36.16 per cwt. (cwt. = 112 lbs.)

(2) Eeduce 186 yds., 2 ft. 8^ in. to the decimal of a chain. If one

chain = 10 chainlets^ 100 links = 1000 linklets ; express the above in

chains, chainlets, links, linklets.

(3) If ill sterling be worth 45 Pauls, 9 Baiocchi (Roman), and be

worth 25 £ francs (French) ; show that a Napoleon of 20 francs = 36

Pauls. (10 Baiocchi = 1 Paul.)

(4) If the rents of a parish amount to .£2514. 7*. 6d. and a rate is

granted of £83. 16s. 3d., how much is that in the £ ? and how much
must be paid by an estate whose rental is .£115. 12s. 6d.

(5) If a tradesman with a capital of $4800 gains $432 in 7 months,

in what time will he gam $97.20 with a capital of $1512.

(6) In the civil year 97 days are intercalated in 400 years ; what is

the average length of the year ?

(7) If 15 horses and 148 sheep can be kept 9 days for £75. 15s.,

what sum will keep 10 horses and 132 sheep for 8 days, supposing 5

horses to eat as much as 84 sheep ?

(8) A, By and G are three workmen : A can do a piece of work

in 3 hours, being twice as much as B can do ; and A, B, and C can to-

gether do the whole in 2£ hours. Shew that G can do in 5 hours as

much as B can do in 9 hours.

(9) Two persons gained in trade $1800 ; one having put in $2400

and the other $4080 ; what part of the profit ought each person to

receive ?

IV.

(1) Explain how whole numbers are represented in the decimal or

common system of notation. Multiply 729 by 37, and explain the

process.
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(2) Add together the fifth of a $0.24, two-sevenths of a #1-20, and

four-ninths of a $5.04 ; and reduce the result to the decimal of $120.

(3) Taking the circumference of a circle at 3£ times its diameter,

find the cost of a marble column of two feet breadth, and 5 yards

height, marble being at 15s. 6d. per cub. ft. (Area of circle = £ circum-

ference x semi-diameter.)

(4) If a certain number of men can throw up an intrenchment in

12 days, when the day is 6 hours long, in what time will they do it

when the day is 8 hours long ?

(5) Find the entire cost of 10 lbs. of tea at 4s. 3d. per lb., 18 lbs. of

coffee at Is. 3|d. per lb., 23 lbs. of sugar at A\d. per lb., and 16 lbs. of

candles at l%d. per lb., and divide the amount equally among 14 persons,

(6) Keduce 2375J Spanish dollars to English money, the exchange

being at 3s. 4d. per dollar. And find the value of 1,000,000 rupees at

2s. 3%d. each.

(7) The roller used for rolling a bowling-green, being 6 ft. 6 in. in

circumference, by 2 ft. 3 in. wide, is observed to make 12 revolutions as

it rolls from one extremity of the green to the other ; find the area

rolled when the roller has passed 10 times the whole length of it.

(8) Divide $1400 among A, JB, and (7, in such a manner that as

often as A gets $5, B shall get $4, and as often as B gets $3, C shall

get $2.

(9) A fraudulent wine-merchant sells, asbrandy, a mixture ofbrandy

and rum at $5.40 a gallon, which is the proper price of his brandy, that

of his rum being $2.52 a gallon. Supposing one-third of the whole

mixture to be rum, asoertain how much a gallon he gains by his

dishonesty.

(1) Divide 550974 by 1472 ; find the quotient and remainder. Ex-

plain the operation, and prove the result.

(2) Shew that the value of a fraction is not altered by multiplying

the numerator and denominator by the same number.

Express the fractions ^, f , and 3
9
5 by corresponding fractions hav-

ing the same denominator, and find the sum.

(3) If 1 lb. Avoirdupois be equivalent to 7000 grains Troy, and 1809

sovereigns weigh 40 lbs. Troy^ howmany sovereigns will weigh 1 Avoir-

dupois ounce ?
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(4) A quarter of wheat is consumed annually by each person in

England ; if wheat be 45s. a quarter, and the population 27,500,000,

what is the value of a quarter of a year's consumption.

(5) A certain number of men mow 4 acres in 3 hours ; and a certain

number of others mow 8 acres in 5 hours; how long will they be

mowing 11 acres, if all work together?

(6) If a man can do a piece of work in 8£ days by working 6 hours

a day, how many hours a d,ay must he work to finish it in 5 days ?

(7) If 7 men or 11 women can finish a piece of work in 17 days,

how many days will it take 11 men and 7 women to finish it ?

(8) A bankrupt owes A $2475, B $1953.60, and C $1406.52 ; his

estate is worth $4377.45 ; how much can be paid in the dollar, and

what will A, B, and C each receive?

(9) How many francs must be transmitted from Paris to Berlin to

discharge a debt of 420 thalers ? a thaler being equivalent to 3 shillings,

and 24 franks to one pound sterling.

VI.

(1) Can two concrete numbers be multiplied together ? multiply

£10. 17*. 6|df. by 8764.

(2) A bankrupt's assets amounted to $2603, and his creditors re-

ceived 55 cents in the dollar : find the amount of his debts.

(3) A piece of cloth, when measured with a yard measure which is

two-thirds of an inch too short, appears to be 104 yards long r what is

its true length?

(4) Estimate the cost of a dish of almonds and raisins consisting of

six ounces of almonds and three-quarters of a pound of raisins : sup-

posing almonds to be ten cents, and raisins eleven cents a pound.

(5) If 5 cwt., 3 qrs., 14 lbs. cost $6 per cwt., what will be the cost

per pound when the cost of the whole has been reduced by $11.78.

(6) A grocer buys 10 cwt. 3 qrs. 21 lbs. of sugar for $54.80, and

pays $2.74 for expenses ; at what rate must he sell it at per pound to clear

$8.22 by his bargain ?

(7) If a snail, on the average, creep 2 ft. 7 in. up a pole during

12 hrs. in the night, and slip down 16 in. during the 12 hrs. in the day,

how many hours will he be in getting to the top of a pole 35 ft. high?

(8) The profits cf a tradesman average £54. 6s. 5d. per week, out

11
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of which he pays 3 foremen, 10 shopmen, and 5 assistants, at the rate of

2 guineas, 1 guinea, and 17*. 6d. per week respectively : his yearly out-

goingsfor rent, &c, amounted to .£723. 1 ls.Sd. Find his net annual profit.

(9) In an orchard of fruit trees, | of them bear apples, £ pears,

-J
plums, and 50 cherries ; how many trees are there in all.

VII.

(1) What is meant by a fraction ? Find the value af f of { of $6

;

and then express the result as the fraction and decimal of $237.50.

(2) By what number must £5. 6s, 3}d. be multiplied, in order to

give as product i'85. 0s. 4d. ? Divide X34. 13*, into 3 parts, one of

which shall be twice and the other 4 times as great as the third.

(3) If a year consist of 365*242264 days, in how many years will

its defect from the civil year of 365} days amount to one day ?

(4) If 15 men take 17 days to mow 300 acres of grass, how long

will 27 men take to mow 167 acres?

(5) If 20 men can perform a piece of work in 12 days, how many
men will accomplish another piece of work, which is six times as great,

in a tenth part of the time ?

(6) -I am owner of f of § of \ of a. ship worth $30,000, and sell ^th

of the ship ; what part of her will* then belong to me, ana1 what will it

be worth?

(7) A bankrupt owes $900 to his three creditors, and his whole

property amounts to $675 ; the claims of two of his creditors are $125

and $375 respectively ; what sum will the remaining creditor receive

for his dividend ?

(8) There are in a manufactory a certain number of workmen who
receive $13 a week, twice as many who" receive $10 a week,, and

eleven times as many who receive $8 a week, and the total amount of

the workmen's wages for one week is $847 ; find the number of work-

men.

(9) Reduce JE405. 6s. Sd to francs and centimes, at the rate of 25|

francs to XI, and 100 centimes to a franc.

VIII.

(1) Find the value at $15.60 per oz. of IS lbs. 9 oz. 3 dwt. of gold

dusi.
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(2) If a florin be made the unit of money, what number will rep-

resent £1. lis. 6\d. ?

(3) If £1. be worth 12 guldens, and one penny 3 kreutzers, what

fraction of one gulden is' 5 kreutzers.

(4) A creditor receives on a debt of $1420.80 a dividend of 61| cents

in the dollar, and he receives a further dividend, upon the deficiency,

of 18| cents in the dollar ; what does the creditor receive in the whole ?

(5) Keduce 12 ft. 4£ in. to the fraction of a mile, and find the cor-

responding decimal.

(6) A man has an income of ,£200 a year ; an iucome-ip,x is estab-

lished of 7cZ. in the pound, while a duty of Hd. per lb. is taken off sugar;

what must be his yearly consumption of sugar that hemay just save his

income-tax ?

(7) If A can do as much work in 5 hours as B can do in 6 hours,

or as C can do in 9 hours, how long will it take to complete a piece

of work, one-half of which has been done by A working 12 hours and
B working 24 hours?

(8) *Find the number of shillings and pence which are equivalent to

the recurring decimal -3333 of a pound.

(9) The gross earnings of an undertaking average $14400, and the

expenses $3723.40 per week, one-tenth of the remainder is put aside for

wear and tear, and the annual charges amount to $115880.08. What
is the net annual profit? (1 year = 52 weeks.)

IX.

.(1) Explain the process of Long Division.

Reduce ^/-^ + ^ff4^ to its equivalent whole number.

(2) Shew how to convert any proper fraction into a decimal.

Reduce § and T|f5 to the decimal form.

(3) State what kind of vulgar fractions can be expressed in finite

decimals. Can the quantity £ - | - 2
l

? be so expressed ?

How many cents should be given in exchange for -j—- of a dollar ?
5 + a

(4) If two-thirds of an academic term exceed one-half of it by 13^

days, how many days are there in the whole term ?

(5) In a decimal coinage of pounds, florins, &c, how many of these

maybe obtained for £19. 17*. 6£d. ? How much is lost by the exohange ?
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(6) A butler concocts a bowl of punch, of which the following are

the ingredients : milk 2£ quarts, the rind of one lemon, 2 eggs, 1 pint

of rum, and half-a-pint of brandy. Compute the value of the punch,*

reckoning milk at 3d. a quart, lemons at 2s. 'a dozen, eggs at 16 a

shilling, rum at 13s. per gallon, and brandy at £1. 4s. Sd. per gallon.

(7) A Cochin China hen eats a pint of barley and lays a dozen eggs,

While an English hen eats half-a-pint of barley and lays 5 eggs.

Supposing the eggs of the English hen to be half as large again as those

of the Cochin China, which is the more economical layer?

(8) If 72 men dig a trench 20 yds. long, 1 ft. 6 in. broad, 4 feet deep,

in 3 days of 10 hours each, how many men would be required to dig a

trench 30 yards long, 2 ft. 3 in. broad, and 5 feet deep, in 15 days of

9 hours each?

(9) A crew consists of 420 men, and a certain number of boys ; the

men receive each $14.40 per month ; and the amount of wages of the

whole crew is $7200 per month ; find the number of boys supposing

e&Q}i to receive $7.20 per month.
«

X.

(1) Explain the rule for the addition of decimals ; add together §
and -061 ; subtract -003 from -02; and divide. 0672 by -006.

(2) Subtract i of
{j
from | of T

7
x,.and multiply the result byf of |.

(3) If £1 sterlings 10 florins = 100 cents = 1000 mills, shew that

£25. 10s. 7M-~ 255 florins, 3 cents, 1£ mills.

- (4) If 6 men earn $90 in 7\ days, how much will 10 men earn in

111 days?

(5) A person expends $345.60 in the purchase of cloth, how much

can he buy at the rate of 52 cents a yard.

(6) What is the cost per hour of lighting a room wifh ten burners,

each consuming 4 cub. in. of gas per second ; the price of gas being 6s.

for a thousand cubic feet?

(7) What is the value of 8 qrs., 5 bushels, 3 pecks of wheat at $1 .20

a bushel ?

If 8 qrs., 6 bushels, 2 pecks of malt cost i21. 3s., what is the price

per bushel?

(8) If 36 men, working 8 hours a day for 16 days, can dig a trench

72 yards long, 18 wide, and 12 deep, in how many days will 32 men
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working 15 hours a day, dig a trench 64 yards long, 27 wide, and 18

deep ?

(9) If a sheet of paper 5£ feet long by 2| feet broad be cut into

strips an inch broad ; how many sheets would be required to form a

strip that Would reach round the earth (25,000 miles) ?

XL

(1) Express^s as a decimal ; and thence find its value when unity

represents $300.
.

(2) A person has city property yielding a rental of $3070 ; a rate

of 2 cts. in the dollar being levied, what will he have to pay ?

(3) Find the price of 2 tons, 16 cwt., 17 lbs. of sugar at 20 cts. for

2£lbs.

(4) If 1 cwt. of an article cost $33.60, at what price per lb. must it

be sold to gain-yV of the outlay ?

(5) Find in inches and fractions of an inch the value of '00003551 1 36

of a mile. Explain the process employed.

(6) Express each silver coin now current in England by a decimal

of 2ld. If T
x th of 2£d be the unit of money, what decimal will express

a halfpenny ?

(7) A Canadian dollar is 4s. 3§d., and is 5*45 francs ; find the num-
ber of francs in £1 sterling, and express both a dollar and a franc in

terms of the unit of money mentioned in the last question.

(8) A and B can do a piece of work in 6 days, B and C in 7 days,

and A, B t
and C can do it in 4 days ; how long would A and C take

to do it ?

(9) A bag contains a certain number of sovereigns, three times as

many shillings, and four times as many pence and the whole sum in the

bag is £280 ; find how many sovereigns, shillings, and pence it con-

tains respectively.
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SECTION V.

RATIO AND PROPORTION.

143. We may ascertain the relation which one abstract number

bears to another abstract number, or one concrete number to another

concrete number of the same kind, in respect of magnitude, in two
different ways ; either by considering how much one is greater or less

than the other ; or by considering what multiple, .part, or parts, one is

of the other, that is, how many times or parts of a time, or both, one

number is contained in the other. Thus if we compare the number 1$

with the number 3, we observe, adopting the first mode of comparison,

that 12 is greater than 3 by the number 9 ; or, adopting the secondmode
of comparison, that 12 contains 3 four times, and is thus \2- or four times

as great as 3. Again ifwe compare the number 7 with the number 13,

we observe, according to tlae first mode ot comparison, that 7 is less

than 13 by the number 6 ; and, according to the second, that as 1 is one

thirteenth part of 13, so 7 is seven thirteenth parts of 13, or -j^th8 of 13.

144. The relation of one number to another in respect of magni-

tude is called Ratio ; and when the relation is considered in the first

of the above methods, that is, when it is estimated by the difference

between the two numbers, it is called Arithmetical Ratio ; but when
it is considered according to the second method, that is, when it is

estimated by considering what multiple, part, or parts, one number is

of the .other, or, which is seen from above to be the same thing, by the

fraction which the first number is of the second, it is called Geome-

trical Ratio. Thus for instance, the arithmetical ratio of the numbers

12 and 3 is 9 ; while their geometrical ratio is ^ or 4. In like manner

the arithmetical ratio of 7 and 13 is 6, while their geometrical ratip is^y.

145. It is more common, however, in comparing one number with

another to estimate their relation to one another in respect ot magni-

tude according to the second method, and to call that relation so esti-

mated by the name of Ratio. According to this mode of treatment,

which wo shall adopt in what follows, "Ratio is the relation which

one number has to another in respect of magnitude, the comparison

being made by considering what multiple, part, or parts, the first num.-
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ber is of the second, or how many times or parts of a time, or both,

the second is contained in the first."

146. It is plain that, for any two numbers, the fraction in which

the first is numerator and the second denominator, will correctly ex-

press the multiple or part, or both, which the first number is of the

second, or the number of times or parts of a time, or both, of a time, the

second is contained in the first. Thus if we take the numbers 12 and

3, the fraction J
5
a

, which is equivalent to the whole number 4, shews

the multiple which 12 is of 3, or the number of times 3 is contained in

•12. And again, if we take the numbers 7 and 13, the fraction T\ will

express the part or parts which the number 7 is of 13, or will express

the part or parts of a time that 13 is contained in 7 : for 1 is one thir-

teenth part of 13, so that 7 must be seven thirteenth parts of 13, that

is, j^ths of it : and 1 is contained 7 times in 7, so that 13 must be con-

tained only ^ths of a time in 7. We conclude therefore that the ratio

of one number to another may be estimated and expressed by the

fraction in which the former number is the numerator and the latter

the denominator.

147. The ratio of one number to another is often denoted by placing

a colon between them. Thus the ratio of 7 to 13 is denoted by 7 : 13.

As we have shewn that the ratio oi one number to another may be

expressed by the fraction in which the former is the numerator and

the latter the denominator, we see that 7 : 13 is=^. The two numbers
which form a ratio are called its terms ; the first number being called

the Antecedent, and the second number the Consequent, of the ratio.

148. If the two numbers to be compared together be concrete, they

must be of the same kind. We cannot compare together 7 days and 13

miles in respect of magnitude ; but we can compare 7 days with 13

days ; and it is clear that 7 days will have the same relation to 13 days

in respect of magnitude, which the number 7 has to the number 13, so

that the ratio of 7 days to 13 days will be the same as the ratio of the

abstract number 7 to the abstract number 13, and may be expressed

3
by the fraction f%. Since 3d. reduced to the fraction of 126-.=j^> it

is clear that when we have two concrete numbers of the same kind,

but of different denominations, we must in order to find their ratio,

reduce them to one and the same denomination, and may then treat

them as abstract numbers.
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149. When two Ratios are equal, in other words, when they can

be expressed by the same fraction, they are said to form a Proportion,

and the four numbers are called Proportionals. Thus the ratio of

8 to 9 is equal to that of 24 to 27, for 8 : 9 - -g , and 24 :.27 - oj= k-

The Ratios being equal, Proportion exists among the numbers, 8, 9,

24, 27 ; and those numbers are Proportionals.
.

150. The existence of Proportion between the numbers 8, 9, 24, 27

is denoted thus, 8 : 9 = 24 : 27, or 8 : 9 :: 24 : 27, which is usually read

thus 8 is to 9 as 24 is to 27.

151. It has been stated that proportion is the equality oftwo ratios,

and we have explained that the two numbers constituting a ratio must

either be both abstract, or (if concrete) both of the same kind. In a

proportion if one of the ratios be formed by two abstract numbers, the

other may arise from two concrete numbers. For it has been explained'

(Art. 148) that if a ratio consist of two concrete numbers, we may
reduce them both to* the same denominations, and then treat the result-

ing numbers as abstract, the ratio of those abstract numbers being the

same as that of the two concrete numbers from which tbey have arisen.

For the same reason, one of the two ratios constituting a proportion

may be formed from concrete numbers of one kind, while the other

is formed from concrete numbers of a different kind ; for 7 days : 13

days :: 7 miles : 13 miles, each ratio being in fact that of 7 to 13. Indeed

it appears by (Art. 148) that the ratio of two concrete numbers may
always be expressed by a ratio of two abstract numbers. If both or

either of the ratios in a proportion be formed from concrete numbers,

we may thus replace each such ratio by one arising from abstract

numbers, and in this way every term of the proportion will become

an abstract number; so that, notwithstanding the remark in note

(Art. 23), any one of the terms may then be multiplied or divided by

any other.

152. In any Proportion, as 8 : 9 :: 24 : 27, the product of the 1st and

4th, i. e. the extreme terms = the product of the 2nd and 3rd, L e. the

mean terms

;

8 24 8 _ _ 24

J
~

; .-. | x9x27-|* x9x27,or8x27 = 24x9.
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153. If four numbers be proportionals when taken in a certain order,

they will also be proportionals when taken in the contrary order. For

instance, 8, 9, 24,. 27 are proportionals;

_8__24 8 _, 24 9 _ 27 27 _ 9

V 9 "27
'

' 9~ 27~'
°r

8 ~ 24
'

°r
24 " ~V ;

.-.27 : 24 :: 9 : 8.

154. Of any three terms of a proportion be given, the remaining

term may always be found.

For since in any Proportion

1st term x 4tli term = 2nd term x 3rd term

;

- , , 2nd x 3rd 1st x 4th
...1st term =-^-, 2nd term—gjj-.

1st x 4th 2nd x 3rd
8rdterm= ~^Ta " ~» 4th term = ^t

—

'

Ex. 1. Find the 4th term in the proportion 2, 3, 18.

3x 18
2 : 3 :: 18 : 4th term; .\4th term = --g—- = 27.

Ex. 2. Find the 2nd term in the proportion 8, 32; and 24,

8 x 24
8 : 2nd term :: 32 : 24; .-.2nd term=7-32" =6.

Ex. XLVIII.

Find the 4th term in each of the following proportions

:

(l) 18:48 :: 15: (2) f : f ::'&:

(3) 8 : 4 ::
i

: (4) 1-2 : 3-6 :: 1-3:

Find the 2nd term in eaoh of the following proportions

:

(5) i : :: I : |. (6) -05
: :: -79 : 12-63.

Find the 1st term in each of the following proportions:

(7) : 10 :: 4| : 15. (8) : iff :: 2-94 : -072.

RULE OF THREE.

155. The Rule op Three is a method by which we are enabled,

from three numbers which are given, to find a fourth which shall bear

the same ratio to the third as the second to the first ; in other words,

it is a rule by which, when three terms of a proportion are given, we
can determine the fourth.

8
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J156. Rule. Find out of the three quantities which are given, that

which is of the same kind as the fourth or required quantity; or that

which is distinguished from the other terms by the nature of the ques-

tion : place this quantity as the third term of the proportion.

Now consider whether, froin the nature of the question, the fourth

term will be greater or less than the third ; if greater, then put the

larger of the other two quantities in the second term, and the smaller

in the first term ; but if less, put the larger in the first term and the

smaller in the second term.

Then multiply the second and third terms together, and divide

by the first, treating all three as abstract numbers. The quotient will

be the answer to the question, in the denomination to which the third

term was reduced.

Note 1. The first and second terms must be brought to one and

the same denominations.

Note 2. Although we have said in the Rule, multiply the second

and third terms together, and then divide their product by the first; it

will be found in most cases advisable not to perform the actual multi-

plication until we have discovered, by putting the expression in the

form of a fraction, whether there be any factor or factors common to

the'numerator and denominator, and if so, have rejected such factor or

factors.

157. It may be proper to observe that the Rule of Three is ap-

plicable in two different kinds of cases, according to which it is called

the Rule of Three Direct or the Rule of Three Inverse. The method

just stated (Art. 156) is applicable to both kinds of cases.

The Rule of Three Direct is that in which more requires more, or

less requires less ; or, in other words, in which a greater number re-

quires a greater answer, or a less number a less answer. Thus in the

question, " If 4 acres of land cost $250, find the cost of 15 acres, at

the same rate." The 15 acres being more than the 4 acres, will require

a larger sum than $250 for their purchase, and so, in this case, more

requires more. Again in the question, " If 15 acres ofland cost $937.50,

find the cost of 4 acres, at the same rate," the 4 acres being less

than the 15 acres, will require a loss sum than $937.50 lor their pur-

chase, and therefore, in this case, less requires less. Such cases belong

to the Rule of Three Direct.
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The Rule of Three Inverse is that in which more requires less, or

less requires more : or, in other words, in which a greater number

requires a less answer, or a less number a greater answer. Thus in the

question, " If 4 men can mow a certain meadow in 3 days, find the time

in which 6 men ought to mow it,'" the six men being more than the

four, should perform the work in less time, and so, in this case, more

requires less. Again, in the question, " If 6 men can mow a certain

meadow in 2 days, find the time in which 4 men ought to mow it," the

4 men, being fewer than the 6, will require a longer time for perform-

ing the work, and therefore, in this case, less requires more. Such

cases belong to the Rule of Three Inverse.

Ex. 1. Find the'Value of 37 yards of silk, when 25 yards cost $50.

There are here three given quantities, 25 yards, 37 yards, and $50,

and we have to find a fourth which will be the price of 87 yards. It is

manifest that the three given quantities, 25 yards, 37 yards, $50, and

the required sum, must form a proportion, because the 25 yards must
have the same relation in respect of magnitude to the 37 yards, which

the $50 (cost of 25 yards) has to the required sum (cost of 37 yards).

Proceeding then by Rule (Art. 156) we observe that $50 is of the same

kind as the required term, viz. money ; we make that the third term of

the proportion ; and since the required sum (cost of 37 yards) must
necessarily be greater than $50 (cost of 25 yards), we make 37 the

second term, and 25 the first. We have thus the first three terms

arranged as follows

:

25 yds. : 37 yds. :: $50.

And the entire proportion will be as follows

:

25 yards :: 37 yds. :: $50 : required cost.

The first and second terms are in one and the same denomination, and
require no reduction. And by previous reasoning we must now treat

the numbers as abstract, therefore

cost required=$—^— =$74.

Reason for the above process.

We have the cost of 25 yards given, viz. $50, in order to enable us

to find the cost of 37 yards.
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It is manifest that the required sum must have the same relation in

respect of magnitude to $50, which 37 yards have to 25 yards ; that is,

the ratio of the required sum to $50, must be equal to that of 37 yards

to 25 yards.

Now the ratio of the number of dollars in the required sum to $50,

is the same as that of the abstract number which indicates how many
dollars the required sum contains to the abstract number 50, and may
(if the former number be called the require^ number) be expressed by

required number
the fraction

50

And the ratio of 37 yards to 25 yards is tltt same as that of the ab-

stract number 37 to the abstract number 25, and may therefore, in like

37
manner be expressed by the fraction o5

•

required number _ 87

X50.

60
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by treating this number as concrete, that is, as so many dollars, we

have the required answer in dollars.

The student is strongly advised to work each example independeniir,

thus:

25 yds. cost $50.

50
.\ 1 yd. costs fc-gjg or $2

;

.-. 37 yds. cost $(37 x 2) = $74.

Ex. 2. If a workman earn i:17. 6s. in 102£ days, how long will he

be in earning 50 guineas?

Here the required quantity is time, and as the given quantity of thai

kind is 102| days, we must place that as the third term in the propor-

tion. The earning of 50 guineas will require a longer time than the

earning of ,£17. 6s. : we must therefore place the 50 guineas as the

second term, and the .£17. 6s. as the iirst.

Therefore the proportion is

i>17. 6s. : 50g. :: 102^ days : required number of days,

346s. : 1050s. : : 205 half-days : required number of half-days

;

*; ,„. 1050 x 205
.«. required number of half-days =—-^ 622^

.

•\ required number of days =622F
3
T% ~ 2 =311 4̂

9
F .

Independent method.

A man earns £17. 6s. or 346s. m 102^ days, or -r- days;

1 •
205 Al8

'

m
2 7346 daySJ

1060'- in 1OT* 1050

-Sll^days.

Ex. 3. If the tax on $936 be $69.12, what will be the tax on
$-1195.20 ?

The $69.12 being of the same nature with the sum required, must
be placed as the third term in the proportion ; and as the required tax
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must cleaily be greater than $69.12, we must place $4195.20 as the

second, and $936 as the first term.

#936 : 14195.20 : : $69.12 : the required tax,

4195-20 x 69-12
.'.the required tax= $ ^z

= $309.80 nearly.

Independent method.

The tax on $936 is $69.12;

fti

'•'# 69 '12 ^ «'96
:

•96
.$4195.20 $^ x 4195.2

= $309.80 nearly.

Ex. 4. If I can travel 198 miles by railway for $11.88, how far at

the same rate of charge ought I to be carried for $38.61 ?

$11.88 : $38.61 :: 198 m. : required distance.

_ ".,,.; 3861x198 „ 3861
'

, „. '

.'.Required distance^ —=-jgg—miles. =—£— miles (cancelling by 198)

643f miles = 64^ miles.

Note. There are certain examples in which at first sight more

than three terms appear to be given, but they nevertheless in certain

cases come under this rule, as in the following instances

:

Ex. 5. If the carriage of 5 cwt. 7 lbs. for 84 miles cost me $16.90,

what will it cost me to have 21 cwt. 1 qr. 13 lbs. carried the eame

distance ?

The 84 miles may evidently be left out of consideration, since the

distance in both cases is the same.

Proceeding then according to our Eule,

5 cwt. 7 lbs. : 21 cwt. 1 qr. 14 lbs. :: $16.90 ; required cost ; whence

it will be found that

Required cost = $71.30.

Ex. 6. If a piece of cloth is 20 yards in length and f yards in

breadth, how broad is another piece which is 12 yards long, and which

contains as much cloth as the other ?
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As the length of the second piece is less than that of the first, its

breadth must necessarily be greater, in order that the content may be

the same. Therefore in this case a less length requires a greater

breadth, and so the example belongs to Rule of Three Inverse.

We have the breadth of the second piece to find. That of the first

piece is f yard : place this therefore as the third term. Now the re-

quired breadth is to be greater than this. Therefore place the 20 yards

as the second term, and 12 yards as the first.

12 yds. : 20 yds. : : f yd. : required breadth in yds.

20 xf
.*. Required breadth =~jo~ yds»= f yds. = 1£ yds.

Ex. 7. If 12 men can reap a field in 4 days, in what time can the

same work be performed by 32 men?

It is clear that 32 men can perform the work in less time than 12

men, and so the time required will be less than 4 days, the third term

in our proportion. We must therefore place the 12 as the second term

and the 32 as the first.

82 : 12 ::* 4 days : required time in days.

12x4
Required time - -

qo~ days = */ days "? I d&ys - H days.

Independent method.

12 can reap the field in 4 days;

.*. 1 man in 48

. 48 .

.•.32 men m ^ days,

= 1£ days.

Ex. 8. What was the price of wheat per bushel when the penny

loaf weighed 8 ounces ; the statute being that it must weigh 10 oz. when
wheat is at 12s. a bushel?

Here are two numbers, viz. 1 bushel and 1 penny, which can evi-

dently have no effect on the answer, for if any other measure had been

named in place of the bushel, and any other loaf in place of the penny

loaf, the answer would be the same.

Now as wheat is dearer, or as the price is more, the weight of any

given loaf is less, and conversely, as the weight of a given loaf is less,
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the price of wheat is greater ; so that the price required must clearly

be greater than 12<?., which according to our Rule must be the third

term oi the proportion. Therefore the 10 oz. must be the second term,

and the 8 oz. the first.

8 oz. : 10 oz. :: 12s.

_ : , . 10x12 10X3
Required pnce= ------ s.= -„ s. = 15a.

Note. Examples, such as the following, are easily worked out

by the Rule of Three.

Ex. 9. A gentleman, after paying an income tax of Id. in the £,

has £248. 10s. Sd. left ; what was his gross annual income ?

For every 19s. 5d. which he now has, he had £1. before he paid his

income-tax

:

.*. 19s. bd. : .£248. 10s. Sd. :: £1. : required income,

whence, required income = J256.

Ex. 10. A hare, pursued by a greyhound, was 130 yards beforehim
at starting ; whilst the hare ran 5 yards the dog ran 7 yards : how far

had the hare gone, when she was caught by the. groyhound ?

For every 5 yards the hare runs, the dog gains 2 yards, and when
he has 'gained 130 yards he will have caught her.

.*. 2 yds. : 130 yds. : : 5 yds. : required number of yards. .

whence, required number of yards = 325.

Ex. 11. Two places, A and J3, are distant from each other 324

miles by railway. A train leaves A for B at the same time that a train

leaves B for A ; the trains meet at the end of 6 hours, the train fromA
to B having travelled 16 miles an hour more than the other. How
many miles did each travel an hour.

Each train is supposed to run with uniform speed : when the trains

meet, the whole distance must have been passed over by them.

.\6hrs. : 1 hr. :: 324 miles : miles passed over.by both trains in lhr.,

whence, miles passed over by both trains in 1 hr. = 54,

therefore by question, (54— 16) -s- 2, or 19= miles travelled per hour

by one train, and therefore 54 - 19, or 35 = miles travelled per hour by

the other.

Ex. 12. A clock, which is 4 min. 8/2 sec. too fast at half-past nine

a.m. on Tuesday, loses 2 min. 45 sec. daily ; what will be the time in-
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(Heated by the clock at a quarter-past five p.m. on the following

Friday ?

From 9i a.m. on Tuesday, till 5£ p.m. on Friday, there, are 79|

hours.

.\ 24 hrs. : 79f hours : :
2'.45"

: time lost by clock.

whence, time lost by clock = 9'.8^"

;

••• time by the clock at 5£ p.m. on Friday.

s-4'.8&" + 5 hrs. 15'-9'.8
¥
9/=5 hrs. 10 min.

Ex. XLIX.

(1) If 4 yards of cloth cost $2.88, what will 96 yards of the same

cloth cost ?

(2) If 9 yards of cloth cost $26.88, how many yards can be bought

for $215.04 ?

(3) If 7 bushels of wheat be worth $8.82 what will be the value

of 3 bushels of the same quality?

(4) The rent of 42 acres of land is $63, how many acres of the

same quality of land ought to be rented for $273.

(5) If the cost of 72 tons of coals be $432, what will be the cost

of 54 tons ?

(6)' How long will a person be saving $14.40, if he put by 30 cents

per week ?

(7) Find a number which shall bear the same ratio to 9 which 20

does to 15.

(8) If 2 cwt., 3 qrs., 14 lbs. of sugar cost $28.90, what quantity

of the same quality of sugar can be bought for $142.80 ?

(9) If 3 cwt., 3 qrs. cost $33.75, what will be the price of 2 cwt.,

2 qrs.?

(10) Find the value of 23 yds., 1 ft. of cloth, supposing 4 yds., 31 in.

of the same quality to cost $18.

(11) What will be the income-tax at 1£ cents in the dollar, on
$257.50 ?

(12) What is tfie tax upon $1450.46, when $2061. 18 is rated at $3.24 ?

(13) If one bushel of malt cost $1.40, how much can I buy for

$129.60 ?
'

(14) Find the price of 2 tons, 3 cwt., 14 lbs. at $2.11 per quarter
12
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(15) A pays half-yearly an income-tax of £10. Is. 3d. ; find his

income, the tax being Id. in the £,

(16) Find the amount of a servant's wages for '215 days at 55 cents

a day.

(17) A bankrupt's debts amount to $983.04, and his assets to

$860.16 ; how much in the dollar can he pay ?

(18) A bankrupt pays 56§ cents in the dollar and his assets amount

to $4560 ; find the amount of his debts.

(19) If a farm containing 400 ac, 2 ro., 20 po. be let at $1201.87$
j

for the year, what is the rent per acre ?

(20) Find a fourth proportional to the numbers 3, 3*75, and 40*

(21) If 10 men can mow a field in 12. days, in how many days

will 15 men mow it?

(22) If a man walk 62 miles in 3 days, in how many days will he

walk 80 miles ?

(23) How many yards worth 87 cents a yard must be give* in ex-

change for 935£ yards worth $4.35 per yard?

(24) A bankrupt pays 5 fl. 7 c. 5 m. in the pound ; what sum will

be lost on a debt of £11793 5 fl.?

(25) Find the price of 2 tons, 16 cwt„ 17 lbs. of sugar at 20 cents

for U lbs. (cwt.= 112 lbs.)

(26) If a person travelling 12 hours a day perform a journey in

24 days, in what length of time will he perform the same journey if he

travel 16 hours a day?

(27) If 3| oz. Avoir, cost $1.68, what will 80f lbs. cost.

(28) How many men must be employed to finish apiece ofwork in

15 days, which 5 men can do in 24 days?

(29) If 356 ac, 3 ro. 39£ po. be rented at £951. 19*. 10d., what is the

rent of 2 acres ?

(30) If 27 bus., 2 pks. cost £10. 7s. 2\d., what is the price of

16| bus. ?

(31) How many yards of drugget an ell wide will cover 40 yards of

carpet 3 yd. wide ?

(32) A borrowed of B 400 dollars for 6$ months, afterwards A
would requite B's kindness by lending him $910 ; how long should he *

lend it? »

(33) A field is 121 yds. ,ong, and 80 yds. broad ; what will be its
J

value at $80 an acre.
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(34) If the price of 1 lb. of sugar be $0.0625, what is the value o:

•75 of a cwt. ?

(35) If 3| shares in' a mine cost $54, what will 28£ shares cost?

(36j If 34£ yards of cloth cost £12. Is. llfd., how many yards ean

be bought for £3. 19s. Ofd. ?

(37) Find the rent at $7.20 an acre of a rectangular field whose

sides are respectively 50 chains 40 links, and 56 chains 25 links

(38) In what time will 25 men do a piece of work which 12 men
can do in 3 days ?

X (39) If -3 of 4-5 cwt. cost $11.55, what is the price per lb. ?

10) Apiece of Gold at £3. 17s. 10%d. per oz. is worth £150; what

will be the worth of a piece oi silver of equal weight at 54s. 6d.

per lb. ?

(41) If a piece of building land 375 ft. 6 in. by 75 ft. 6 in. cost

$566.40, what will be the price of a piece of similar land 278 ft. 9 in.

by 151 feet ?

(42) A servant enters on a situation at 12 o'clock at noon on Jan. 1,

1870, at a yearly salary of $224, he leaves at noon on the 27th of May
following ; what ought he to receive for his services ?

(43) A was owner of a T
*
7 of a vessel, and sold T

3
r off of his share for

$1600 ; what was the value of-~ of f of the vessel ?
4£ 5

(44) A exchanged with B 60 yards of silk worth $1.68 a yard for

48 yards of velvet ; what was the price of the velvet a yard ?

(45) A person, after paying 3 cents in the $ for income-tax on his

income, has $7838.12 .remaining; what had he at first ?

(46) A watch is 10 minutes too fast at 12 o'clock (noon) on Mon-

day, and it gains 3', 10" a day ; what will be the time by the watch at

a quarter past 10 o'clock a.m. on the following Saturday ?

(47) The- circumference of a circle is to its diameter as 3-1416 : 1

;

find (in feet and inches) the circumference of a circle whose diameter is

"22£ feet.

(48) If the carriage of 3 cwt. cost $2.40 for 40 miles, how much
ought to be carried for the same price for 25f miles ?

(49) If I spend 20 dollars in a fortnight, what must my income be

that I may lay by 200 dollars in the year 1855 ?

(50) The house-tax upon a house rated at 175 guineas is £6. 17s.

9$d. ; what will be the tax upon one rated at £120 ?
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(51) A silver tankard, which weighs 1 lb., 10 oz., 10 dwt. cosfc

$29.70 ; what is the value of the silver per ounce ?

(52) A man, working 11 hours a day does a piece of work in 9 days ;

how many hours a day must he work to finish it in 4£ days ?

(53) If a pound of silver costs $15.84, what is the price.of a salver

which weighs 7 lbs., 7 oz., 10 dwt., subject to a duty of 36 cts. per
ounce, and an additional charge of 44 cts. per ounce for the workman-
ship ?

(54) How much did a person spend in 63 days, who with an annual
income of $3925 is 90 dollars in debt at the end of a year ?

(55) If 15 men, 12 women, and 9 boys, can complete a piece of work
in 50 days, what time would 9 men, 15 women, and 18 boys take to do

four times as much, the parts done by each in the same time being as

the numbers, 8, 2, and 1 ?

(56) A person possesses $800 a year ; how much may he spend per

day in order to save $48.25 after paying a tax oi $5 on every $Ii 3 of

income ?

(57) If 3 cows or 7 horses can eat the produce of a field in 29 days,

in how many days will 7 cows and 3 horses eat it up ?

(58) How many yards of carpet f yard wide will cover a room
whose width is 16 feet, and length 27^ feet ?

(59) A person buys 100 eggs at the rate of 2 a penny, and 100 more
at the rate of 3 a penny ; what does he gain or lose by selling them at

the rate of 5 for 2d. ?

(60) A church-clock is set at 12 o'clock on Saturday night; at

noon on Tuesday it is 3 minutes too fast : supposing its rate regular,

what will be the true time when the clock strikes four on Thursday

afternoon ?

(61) A person after paying a poor's rate of 4 cents in the dollar ha*

$7200 remaining ; what had he at first ?

(62) If a piece of work can be done in 50 days by 35 men working

at it together, and if, after working togetherfor 12 days, 16 of the men
were to leave the work ; find the number of days in which the remain-

ing men could finish the work.

(63) A regiment of 1000 men are to have new coats; each coat is
'

to contain 2£ yaids of cloth l\ yards wide ; and it is to be lined with

shalloon of \ yard wide ; how many yards of shalloon will be re-

quired?
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(64) If 5 ounces of silk can be spun into a thread two furlongs

and a half long, what weight of silk would supply a thread sufficient to

reach to the Moon, a distance of 240,000 miles ?

(65) How many revolutions will a carriage-wheel, whose diameter

is. 3 feet, make in 4 miles? (See Ex. 47.)

(66) If 8 oz. of sugar be worth $0.0525, what is the value of "75 ofa ton?

(67) The price of -0625 lbs. of tea is -4583*. ; what. quantity can be

bought for ,661 12s. ?

( 68) Two watches, one of which gains as much as the other loses,

viz. 2'. 5" daily, are set right at 9 o'clock a.m., on Monday; when will

there be a difference of one hour in the times denoted by them ?

(69) How many yards of matting, 2*5 feet broad, will cover a room

9 yards long, and 20 feet broad ?

(70) A person bought 1008 gallons of spirits for $3072 ; 48 gallons

leaked out : at what rate must he sell the remainder per gallon so as

not to lose by his bargain ?

(71) If a soldier be allowed 12 lbs. of bread in 8 days, how much
will serve a regiment of 850 men for the year 1856 ?

(72) If 2000 men have provisions for 95 days, and if after 15 days

400 men go away ; find how long the remaining provisions will serve

the number left.

(73) A gentleman has 10000 acres ; what is his yearly rental, if his

weekly rental for 20 square poles be 3 cents ? (1 year = 52 weeks.)

(74) If an ounce of gold be worth ^4*189583, what is the value of

•36822916 lbs.?

(75) If 1000 men have provisions for 85 days, and if after 17 days

150 of the men go away ; find how long the remaining provisions will

serve the number left.

^ (76) What is the quarter's rent of 182-3 acres of land, at i>4*65 per

acre for a year ?

(77) A groceu bought 2 tons, 3 cwt., 3 qrs. of goods for $576, and
paid $12 for expenses ; what must he sell the goods at per cwt. in order

to clear $294 on the outlay ? (cwt. = 112 lbs.)

1 78) What must be the breadth of a piece of ground whose length

is 40^ yards, in order that it may be twice as great as another piece of

ground whose length is 14| yards, and whose breadth is 13T
2
^ yards ?

(79) If 3-75 yards of cloth cost $3-825, what will 38 yds., 2 qrs.,
' 8 nails cost ?
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(80) Four horses and 6 cows together find sufficient grass on a cer-

tain field ; and 7 cows eat as much as 9 horses ; what must be the size

of a field relatively to the former, which will support 18 horses and

9 cows ?

(81) A alone can reap a field in 5 days, and B in 6 days, working

11 hours a day ; find in what time A and B can reap it together

working 10 hours a day.

DOUBLE EULE OF THEEE.

158. There are many questions, which are of the same nature with

those belonging to the Eule of Three, but which if worked out by

means of that Eule as before given, would require two or more distinct

applications of it. Every such question, in fact, may be considered to

contain two or more distinct questions belonging to the Eule of Three,

and when each of those questions has been worked out by means of

the Eule, the answer obtained for the last of them will be the answer

to the original question.

159. The following example may serve to illustrate the preceding

observations. " If the carriage of 15 cwt. for 17 miles cost me $20.40,

what would the carriage of 21 cwt. for 16 miles cost me ?
"

The above questions may be resolved into the following two.

The first question may be this :
" If the carriage of 15 cwt. for 17

miles cost me $20.40, what would the carriage of 21 cwt. for 17 miles

cost me ? " In this question the 17 miles would have no effect upon

the answer, because the distance is the same in both parts oj. the ques-

tion, and the answer would clearly remain unaltered, if any other

number of miles, or if the words " a certain distance,7 had been used

instead of the 17 miles. This number may therefore be neglected as

superfluous, and we have then three terms of a proportion remaining,

and the fourth is to be found. Solving the question by the Eule of

Three, we find that the answer will be $28.56.

The second question may be this :
" If the carriage of 21 cwfc. for

17 miles cost me $28-56, what will the carriage of 21 cwt. for 16 miles

cost me ? " In this question, for reasons similar to those before given,

the 21 cwt. will be a superfluous quantity. Applying the Eule of

Three to the question, we find the answer to be $26.88.
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From the connection of the two questions with that originally pro-

posed, we observe that $26.88, thus obtained through two distinct

applications of the Bule of Three, must be the answer to the original

question.

160. The Double Eule of Three is a shorter method of working

out such questions as would require two or more applications of the

Eule of Three; and it is sometimes called the Eule of Five, from the

circumstance, that in the practical questions to which it is applied

there are commonly five quantities given to find a sixth.

161. For the sake of convenience, we may divide each question

into two parts, the supposition, and the demand ; the former being the

part which expresses the conditions of the question, and the latter the

part which mentions the tiling demanded or sought. In the question,

" If the carriage of 15 cwt. for 17 miles cost me $20.40, what would

the carriage of 21 cwt. for 16 miles cost me?" the words "if the

carnage of 15 cwt. for 17 miles cost $20.40," form the supposition

;

and the words, " what would the carriage of 21 cwt. for 16 miles

cost me ? " form the demand. , Adopting this distinction we may give the

following rule for working out examples in the Double Bule of Three.

162. Eule. Take from the supposition that quantity which corre-

sponds to the quantity sought in the demand ; and write it down as a

third term. Then take one of the other quantities in the supposition

and the corresponding quantity in the demand, and consider them with

reference to the third term only (regarding each other quantity in the

supposition and its corresponding quantity in the demand as being

equal to each other) ; when the two quantities are so considered, if

from the nature of the case, the fourth term would be greater than the

third ; then, as in the Eule of Three, put the larger of the two quantities

in the second term, and the smaller in the first term ; but if less, put

the smaller in the second term, and the larger in the first term.

Again, take another of the quantities given in the supposition, and
the corresponding quantity in the demand ; and retaining the same third

term, proceed in the same way to make one of those quantities a first

term and the other a second term.

If there be other quantities in the supposition and jfleinand, proceed

in like manner with them.

In each of these statings reduce the first and the second terms to
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the same denomination. Let the common third term be also reduced

to a single denomination if it be not already in that state. The terms

may then be treated as abstract numbers.

Multiply all the first terms together for a final first term, and all the

second terms together for a final second term, and retain the former

third term. In this final stating multiply the second and third terms

together and divide the product by the first. The quotient will be the

answer to the question in the denomination to which the third term was

reduced.

Note. In dealing with the final statement obtained by our Rule,

note 2, p. 170, will often be found useful.

Ex. 1. If a tradesman with a capital of $2000 gain $50 in 3 months,

how long will it take him with a capital of #3000 to gain $175 ?

The 3 months in the supposition correspond with the quantity

sought in the demand. We make the 3 months therefore the third

term. Then taking the capital of $2000 in the supposition, and that of

$3000 in the demand, and considering them with reference to the time

in the third term, we see that if the amount of capital be increased, the

time in which a given gain would be produced would be diminished,

so that a fourth term would be less than the third ; therefore we place

$3000 as a first term and $2000 as a second. Again, taking the gain

of $50 from the supposition, and that of $175 from the demand, and

considering them in like manner,with reference to the time in the third

term, we see that if the amount of gain be increased, the time in which

a given capital would produce it, must be increased also, so that here

the fourth term would be greater than the third ; and therefore we
place the $50 as a first term, and the $175 as a second term ; thus we
have the following statements

:

«.

$3000 : $2000

$50 : $175

Proceeding according to our Rule, we have the following statement:

3000 x50 : 2000x175 ;; 3,

and the required number of months = Qf^n—rpr— - 7.

The required answer is therefore 7 months.

Reason for the above process.

The tradesman, with a capital of $2000 gains $50 in 3 montbs.
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Let us first find by the Rule of Three, how long he would be in gaining

$175 with the same capital. Thus

$50 : #175 :: 3 m. : required time.

(175 x 3 \
—==.— ) months.

Since then the tra'desmen with a capital of $2000 would gain $175

in (—=7*—
J
months let us next find, by the Rule of Three, how long it

would take*him to gain the same sum with a capital of $3000, and we
must have the answer to the original question. Thus

175 x 3
$3000 : $2000 ::

gQ
months : required time.

/ 175 x 3 \
• Required time in months - ( —^— x 2000 ) -i-3000

175 x 3 x 2000

50 x 3000

2000x3x175 .

m
7 3000 x 50 '

whence it appears that if we arrange the quantities given by the

question as follows

:

$3000 : $2000) . ~

$50: $'75 \
'
6m*

and treat the numbers as abstract ; and then multiply the two first

terms together for a single first term, and the two second terms

together for a single second term; and then divide the' product of the

second and third terms by the first, we shall obtain the answer in that

denomination to which the third term was reduced.

Independent method of working above example,

A capital of $2000 gains $50 in 3 months,
$1

" $50 in (3 x 2000) months,

n tl in(
3-^) monthfl,

3 x 2000 v

*3000 * X KsolTsOOo) mouths>
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(3
x 2000 x 175\

50 qooti
— /

mon*^ls*

(2000 x 175 x 3\

o0001<To~;
months ior i

—

that is, if we arrange the given quantities as follows,

#3000 : $2000
:: 3m.,

#50 : $175

we obtain the required time in months by multiplying the two first

terms together for a final first term, the two second terms together for

a final second term ; and then dividing the product oi the second and

third terms by the first term.

Ex. 2. If 7 horses be kept 20 days for $14, how many will be kept

7 days for #28 ?

More horses can be kept for *a given

7 days : 2© days )..„ Worses
.
8Um ofmoney for 7 days than for 20 days,

$14 : $28 j

"
' and more horses can be kept for a given

number of days for $28 than for $14.

u r* 20 x 28 x 7
the required number of horses = 7,4

—
= 40.

Ex. 3. If 20 men can perform a piece of work in 12 days, find the

number of men who could perform another piece of work 3 times as

great in ^th of the time.

The first piece of work being reckoned as 1, the second must be

reckoned as 3.

]
• « men.

^ days : 12 days

, . 3X12X20 nnn
,\ reqd number of men y^ = 300.

5

Independent method.

In 12 days work is done by 20 men
;

.-. In 1 day (20 x 12) men,

.•.In 1 3 times work ... (20xl2x o) men,

.-. In Y day 20 x 12 X 3V
12 men,
5

. or 300 men.
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Ex. 4. If 252 men can dig a trench 210 yards long, 3 wide, and 2

deep, in 5 days of 11 hours each ; in how many days of 9 hours each

will 22 men dig a trench of 420 yds. long, 5 wide, and 3 deep ?

The first trench contains (210 x 3x2) cubic yds.

= 1260 cubic yds.

The second. i (420 x 5 x 3) cubic yds.

m 6300 cubic yds.

On the supposition, therefore, that 252 men can remove 1260 cubic

yds. of earth in 55 hours, we have to find in how many hours 22 men
can remove 6300 cubic yds.

Then we have the following statements.

22 men : 252 men ) KK 1

1260 cub. yds. : 6300 cub. yds, ]
"

252 x 6300 x 55
•\ req«» time= —

22 x 1260
— wc™ng hours

= 350 days of 9 hours each.

Ex. 5. If 560 flag-stones, each 1| feet square will pave a court-yard,

how many will be required for a yard twice the size, each flag-stone

being 14 in. by 9 in. ?

Superficial cont ent of each of former flag-stones

=m x li) sq. ft. = (| x f) sq. ft. = f sq. ft.

Superficial content of each of the latter flag-stones

= (If * &) sq- ft-*- (I * I) sq. ft. - i sq. ft.

Considering the first court-yard as 1, and therefore the second as 2,

our statements will be

|sq.ft.:|sq.ft.|.
:560flag.stoueSj

which by our Bule, will give us the following single statement

:

|:f x2::560,

•\reqd number of flag-stones = (f x 2 x 560) -r- J

-(|x 560^)=
9^7̂

=2880.

Ex. 6. A town which is defended by 1200 men, with provisions

enough to sustain them 42 days, supposing each man to receive 18 oz. a

day, obtains an increase of 200 men to its garrison ; what must now be
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the allowance to each man in order that the provisions may serve the

whole garrison for 54 days ?

1400 men ; 1200 men ) 1ft _

54 days : 42 days f
" 1B 0Z"

\ ,' 1200x42x18
ift

.*. number of oz. reqd
. «* , .i^—-^-.— =- 12.^ 1400 x 54

Independent method.

1200 men for 42 days have each daily 18 oz.

;

1 man (18 x 1200) oz.,

1 '.. 1 day has daily (18 x 1200 x 42) oz.,

. 1 Kk a x, j -i
i8 * 1200 x 42

.'• 1 54 days has daily —

—

oz.,

1inn . . a ., 18 x 1200 x42
.•. 1400 men... ...have each daily «

14flQ g.
— oz.,

or 12 oz.

Ex. L.

1. If 7 men can reap 6 acres in 12 hours, how many men will reap

15 acres in 14 hours ?

2. If 3 men earn $75 in 20 days, how many men will earn #78.75

in 9 days, at the same rate ?

3. If 16 horses eat 96 bushels of corn in 42 days, in how many
days will 7.horses eat 66 bushels

"

4. If 800 soldiers consume 5 sacks of flour in six days, how many
will consume 15 sacks in 2 days ?

5. If 17 bushels be consumed by 6 horses in 13 days, what quantity

will 8 horses eat in 11 days, at the same rate ?

6. 16 horses can plough 1280 acres in 8 days, how many acres

will 12 horses plough in 5 days ?

7. If 11 cwt. can be earned 12 miles for $1.50, how far can 36 cwt.

23 lbs. be earned for *5.25 ?

8. If the carriage of 8 cwt. of goods for 124 miles be $80.24, what

weight ought to be carried 53 miles for half the money ?

9. If 5 men on a tour of 11 months, spend $1540, how much at

the same rate would it cost a party of 7 men for 4 months ?

10. If with a capital of $1000 a tradesman gain $100 in 5 months,

in what time will he gain $49.50 with a capital of $225 ?
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11. If it cost $84 to keep 3 horses for 7 months, what will it cost

to keep 2 horses for 11 months ?

12. The carriage of 4 cwt., 3 qrs., for 160 miles cests $3.85 ; what

weight ought to be carried 100 miles for $30 ?

13. If one man can reap 345f sq. yds. in an hour, how long will 7

such men take to reap 6 acres ?

14. If 20 men in 3 weeks earned $900, in what time will 12 men
earn $1500?

15. If the carriage of 1 cwt., 3 qrs., 21 lbs. for 52| miles come to

17s. 5d., what will be charged for 2£ tons for 46i miles ? (cwt. = 112 lbs.)

16. If 10 men can reap a field of 7£ acres in 3 days of 12 hours

each, how long will it take 8 men to reap 9 acres, working 16 hours

a day?

17. If 25 men can do a piece of work in 24 days, working 8 hours

a day, how many hours a day would 30 men have to work in order to

do the same piece of work in 16 days ?

18. If the rent of a farm of 17 ac, 3 ro., 2 po., be .639 4s. 7d. t

what would be the rent of another farm, containing 26 ac, 2 ro., 23 po.,

if 6 acres of the former be worth 7 acres of the latter ?

19. If 1500 copies of a book of 11 sheets require 66 reams of paper,

how much paper will be required for 5000 copies of a book of 25 sheets,

of the same size as the former ?

20. If 5 men can reap a rectangular field whose length is 800 ft.

and breadth 700 ft. in 3^ days of 14 hours each ; in how many days of

12 hours each can 7 men reap a field whose length is 180Q ft. and
breadth 960 ft. ?

21. If a thousand men besieged in a town, with provisions for 5

weeks, allowing each man 16 oz. a day, be reinforced with 500 men
more, and have their daily allowance reduced to 6f oz. ; how long will

the provisions last them ?

22. If 20 masons build a wall 50 feet long, 2 feet thick, and 14

feet high, in 12 days of 7 hrs. each, in how many days of 10 lrrs. each
will 60 masons build a wall 500 feet long, 4 thick, and 16 high ?

23. If 10 men can perform a piece of work in 24 days, how many
men will perform another piece of work 7 times as great, in one -fifth

of the time ?

24. If 125 men can make an embankment 100 yards long, 20 feet

wide, and 4 feet high, in 4 days, working 12 hours a day, how many
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men must be employed to make an embankment 1000 yards long, 16

feet wide, and 6 feet high, in 3 days, working 10 hours a day ?

25. What is the weight of a block of stone 12 ft. 6 in. long, 6 ft.

6 in. broad, and 8 ft. 3 in. deep, when a block of the same stone 5 ft.

long, 3 ft. 9 in. broad, and 2 ft. Gin. deep, weighs 7500 lbs. ? (112. - cwt.)

26. If 100 men drink $96 worth of wine at $1.08 per bottle, how
many men wiil drink $345\60 worth at $1.20 per bottle, in the same
time, at the same rate of drinking ?

27. If 5 horses require as much corn as 8 ponies, and 15 quarters

last 12 ponies for 64 days, how long may 25 horses be kept for $205.15

when corn is 55 cents a bushel ?

28. If 42£ yds. of cloth which is 18 in. wide cost £59. 14s. 2d.,

what will 118£ yds. of yard-wide cloth of the same quality cost?

29. 124 men dig a trench 110 yds. long, 3 ft. wide, and 4 ft. deep,

in 5 days of 11 hours each ; another trench is dug by half the number
of men in 7 days of 9 hours each ; how many feet of water is it capa-

ble of holding ?

30. If the 8 cent loaf Weigh 3*35 lbs. when wheat is at $1.14

a bushel, what ought to be paid for 47£ lbs. of bread when wheat is at

$1.60 a bushel ?

31. A pit 24 ft. deep, 14 sq. ft. horizontal section cost $14.40 to

dig out ; how deep will a pit be of horizontal section 7 ft. by 9 ft.

which costs $21.60 ?

82. The value of the paper required for papering a room, sup-

posing it i yard wide, and 9 cts. a yard, is $10.35; what would it come
to, if it were 2 feet wide and 8 cts. a yard?

33. 7 men working 16 days can mow a field of corn 1320 yards

long and 880 wide ; what will be the length of the side of a field 1320

yards broad which four men can mow in 42 days ?

34. A beam 16 feet long, 2£ feet broad, and 8 inches thick, weighs

1280 lbs. ; what must be the length of another beam of the same
material, whose breadth is 3£ feet, thickness 7£. inches, and weight

2028 lbs.? • '

35. If 12 oxen and 35 sheep eat 12 tons, 12 cwt. of hay in 8 days,

how much will it cost per month fof 28 days) to feed 9 oxen and 12

sheep, the price of hay being $20.10 a ton, and 3 oxen being supposed

to eat as much as 7 sheep ?

36. If 1 man and 2 women do a piece of work in 10 days, find in
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how long a time 2 men and 1 woman will do a piece of work 4 times

as great, the rates of working of a man and woman being as 3 to 2.

37. A person is able to -perform a journey of 142*2 miles in A\

days when the day is 10*164 hours long ; how many days will he be in

travelling 505*6 miles when the days are 8*4 hours long ?

38. If the sixpenny loaf weighs 4*35 lbs. when wheat is at 5*75s.

per bushel, what weight of bread, when wheat is at 18*4s per bushel,

ought to be purchased for 18* 13s. ?

39. If a family of 9 people can live comfortably in England for

#7862.40 a year, what will it cost a family of 8 to live in Canada in

the same style for seven months, prices being supposed to be % of what

they would be in England ?

INTEREST.

163. Interest is the sum of money paid for the loan or nse of

some other sum of money, lent for a certain time at a fixed rate
; gen-

erally at so much for each $100 for one year.

The money lent is called the Principal.

The interest of $100 for a year is called the Rate per Cent.

The principal + the interest is called the Amount.

Interest is divided into Simple and Compound. When interest is

reckoned only on the original principal, it is called Simple Interest.

When the interest at the "end of the first period, instead of being

paid by the borrower, is retained by him and added on as principal to

the former principal, interest being calculated on the new principal for

the next period, and this interest a^ain, instead of being paid, is re-

tained and added on to the last principal for a new principal, and so on •

it is called Compound Interest.

SIMPLE INTEREST.

164. To find the Interest of a given sum of money at a given rate

per cent, for a year.

Rule. Multiply the principal by the rate per cent., and divide the

product by 100.

Note 1. The interest for any given number of years will of course

be found by multiplying the interest for one year by the number of
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years ; and the interest for any parts of a year may be found from the

interest for one year, by Practice, or by the Rule of Three.

Note 1. If the interest has to be calculated from one given day to

another, as for instance from the 30th of January to the 7th of Feb-

ruary, the 30th of January must be left out in the calculation, and the

7th of February must be taken into account, for the borrower will not.

have had the use of the money for one day till the 31st of January.

Note 2. If the amount be required, the interest has first to be

found for the given time, and the principal has then to be added to it.

Ex. Find the simple interest of $250 for one year at 8 per cent, per

annum.

Proceeding according to the Rule given above,

$250

8

$20.00

therefore the interest is $20.

Reason for the process.

The sum of $100 must have the same relation in respect of magni-

tude to $250 as the simple interest of $100 for a year has to the simple

interest of $250 for a year ; and thus the $100, $250, $8, and the re-

quired interest must form a proportion. (Art. 148.)

We have then

$100 : $250 : : $8 : required interest.

250 x 8
whence, required interest =$- v^— (Ait. 156.),

which agrees with the rule given above.

Independent method,

$100 for 1 year gives $8 int.

••• » »i6o
int-

K
260x

roo)
»260 M260 x~-l int., or »2ft
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Examples worked out,

Ex. 1. Find the simple interest and amount of £417. 7s. 9d. for

1 year, 10 months, at 4| per cent.

£. 8. d.

417 . 7 . 9

£. 8.
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Ex. LI.

Find the simple Interest.

(1) On $85 for 1 year at 8 per cent.

(2) On $310 for 1 year at 7 per cent.

(3) On $1000 for 1 year at 6£ per cent.

(4) On $475 for 3 years at 7| per cent.

(5) On $936.50 for 2 years at 6 per cent.

(6) On $556.75 for 6 years at 8 per cent.

(7) On $945.40 for 2 years at 7 per cent.

(8) On £198. 6s. Sd. for 1 year at 3£ per cent.

(9) On £236. 6s. 8d. for 2£ years at 3 per cent.

(10) On £98. 15s. lOd. for | year at 2£ per cent.

Find the amount

(11) Of $1000 for 2 years at 7 per cent.

(12) Of $2833.25 for 4£ years at 6 per cent.

(13) Of £1050. 6 fl. 2 c. 5 m. for 6 years at 8 per pent.

(14) Of $139.80 for 3| years at 7iper cent.

(15) Of $1895 for 4| years at 6| per cent.

(10) Of £1534. 6s. 3d. for lg years at 8 per cent.

Find the Simple Interest and Amount

(17) Of $375 for 3 years, 8 months, at 7 per cent.

(18) Of $446.50 for 3 years, 3 months, at 8 per cent.

(19) Of $220 for 7 months at 7| per cent.

(20) Of $243.80 for 2 years, 5 months, at 8 per cent.

(21) Of 40 dollars from March 16, 1850, to Jan. 23, 1851, at 8 per

cent.

(22) Of $320.75 for 2 years, 35 days, at 7 per cent.

(23) Of £34. 10s. from August 10 to October 21, at 6 per cent.

165. In allquestions ofInterest, if any three of thefour (principal,

rate percent., time, amount) be given, the fourthmay be found, as,for

instance, in the following examples.

Ex. 1. Find the amount of $225 for 4 years at 8 per cent, per an-

num.
$100 for 1 year gives $8 int.,

••• ** *m int-
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,\ $225 for 1 year gives #(i00 * 225)int.,

•\ $225 for 4 years HlOO
x 225 x 4

)
int-»

or $72 int.

;

.-. Amount = $225 + $72 = $297.

Ex. 2. In what time will $225 amount to $297 at 8 per cent,

simple interest ?

$297 * $225 = $72, which is the interest to be obtained on $225 in

order that it may amount to $297 ?

But Int. of $225 for 1 year = $18 ; which must have the same rela-

tion in respect of magnitude to the $72 as the 1 year has to the re-

quired time

;

.*. $18 : $72 :: 1 year : required number of years,

whence, required number of years = 4.

Ex. 3. At what rate per cent., simple interest, will $225 amount
to $297 in 4 years ?

In other words, at what rate per cent, will $225 give $72 for in-

$72
terest in 4 years, or —r-, or $18 in one year?

Then $225 : $100 :: $18 : required rate per cent.,

whence, required rate per cent. •» $8.

Ex. 4. What sum of money will amount to $297 in 4 yearB, at 8

per cent, simple interest ?

$100 in 4 yrs. at 8 per cent, amounts to $100 + (8 x 4)$, or $132;

and this $132 must be to the $297 as the $100 is to the required sum
of money

;

.-. $132 : $297 :: $100 : required number of dollars,

whence, required number of dollars == $225.

Ex. LIL

1. What sum will amount to $150 in 4 years, at 8 per cent, simple

interest '/
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2. At what rate per cent, will $540 amount to $928.80 in

9 years, at simple interest ?

3. In what time will $350 amount to $448, at 7 per cent, simple

interest ?

4. At what rate per cent, will $325.25 amount to $393*5525 in 3£
years, at simple interest ?

5. In what time will $142.50 amount to $242.25 at 7 per cent,

simple interest ?

6. At what rate will $157 amount to $392.50 in 25 years at sim-

ple interest ?

7. What sum will produce for interest $87.75 in 2£ years at 6£
per cent, simple interest ?

8. "What sum will amount to $1014.67£ in 3£ years at 7 per cent,

simplo interest?

9. What sum will amount to J8387. 7*. l\d. in 3 years at 4 per

cent, simple interest ?

10. In what time will £1275 amount to £1549. lis. at 3f per

cent, simple interest ?

11. At what rate per cent., simple interest, will £&36. 13s. 4.d.

amount to £1157. 7s. 4£d., in 4| years?

12. In what time will $125 double itself at 5 per cent, simple in-

terest ?

13. What sum will amount to £425. 19s. 4fd. in 10 years at 8£

per cent, simple interest, and in how many more years will it amount to

£453. lis. Id. ?

14. What sum of principal money, lent out at 10 per cent, per

annum, simple interest, will produce in 4 years the same amount of

interest as $250, lent out at 6 per cent, per annum, will produce in

6 years?

Note. Though questions are given in Simple Interest, in which the

time is for some years, or several payments are made ; yet, in all such

cases Compound Interest is the only fair method to both lender and

borrower, and is the method employed by Building Sooieties, Insurance

Companies, &c.
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COMPOUND INTEEEST.

166. To find Ihe Compound Interest of a given sum of money at a

given rate per cent, for any number of years.

Kule. At the end of each year add the interest of that year,

found by Art. (164), to the principal at the beginning of it ; this will

be the principal for the next year
;
proceed in the same way as far as

maybe required by the question. Add together the interests so arising

in the several years, and the result will be the compound interest for

the given period.

The reason for the above Bute is clear from what has been stated

in Arts. (163 and 164).

Ex. 1. Find the Compound Interest and Amount of $2000 for

2 years at 5 per cent, per annum.

By the Eule, . or thus, since ^=3ny
12000 2000=l.t y.'s Prin 1

.

5
. -jfrof$2000= 100= Int.

210Q=2nd yVs Prin1
.

105= Int.

$100.00

.-. $100=Int. for 1«* y'. ; fa of $2100=

.-. $2100=Prin 1
. for 2-* y'.

;

mo5= 3rd yVsp^ or
5 Amount

;

$105.00 Compd
. int.=$2205—$2000=$205.

.-. $105=Int. for 2nd y'.

;

.-. $100+$105 or $205=Compound Int. for 2 years,

and$2100+$105 or $2205=Amount.

Decimals may advantageously be employed in working questions ii

Interest.

Ex. 2. Find the Compound Interest of $2000, for 2 years at 6£ per

cent, per annum.

$6£ int. on $100 isj^or $-065 int. on $1.

.-. Int. on $2000 =(2000 x -065)$ =$130

;

.'.2 year's Prin1
.=$2000+$130 =$2130.
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Int. on $2130 =(2130 x -065)1 =$138.45;

.\ 3
rd
year's Prin 1.=$2130 + $138.45=$2268.45.

Hence, Compound Int.=$130 + $138.45=$268.45.

Note 1. It is customary, if the compound interest be required for

any number of entire years and a part of a year (for instance for

5£ years), to find the compound interest for the 6th year, and then

take fths of the last interest for the -|ths of the 6th year.

Note 2. If the interest be payable half-yearly, or quarterly, it is

clear that the compound interest of a given sum for a given time will

be greater as the length of each given period is less ; the simple interest

will not be affected by the length of each period.

Ex. LIII.

(1) Find the compound interest of $2000 in 2 years at 6 per cent,

per annum.

(2) Find the amount of $800 in 3 years at 7 per cent., allowing

compound interest.

(3) Find the compound interest of $279 in 2 years at 8 per cent.

(4) Find the amount of $690 for 3 years at 7 per cent., compound

interest.

(5) Find the amount of $230.75 for 3 years at 6 per cent., com-

pound interest.

(6) Find the difference in the amount of $415.50, put out for

4 years at 7 per cent., 1st at simple, 2nd at compound interest.

(7) Find the compound interest of $180 in 3 years at 8 per oent.

(interest being payable half-yearly).

(8) What will $1760,50 amount to in 2£ years, allowing 8 per «ent.

compound interest ?

(9) A person lays by $230 at the end of each year, and employs

the money at 7 per cent, compound interest ; what will he be worth at

the end of 3 years ?

(10) Find the difference between the simple and compound interest

of $416 for 2 years at 6 per cent.

(11) What is the difference between the simple and the compound

interest of $13,338 for 5 years at 5 per cent.

(12) Find the amount of $180 in 3 years at 8 per cent, compound

interest (interest being payable quarterly).
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(13) What sum o. money put out to compound interest for 2 years

at 7 per cent, will amount to $100 ?

(14) What sum at 8 per cent, compound interest will amount in

2 years to $264?

(15) A and B eac!: iend ^256 for 3 years at 4^ per cent, per annum,

one at simple interest, the other at compound interest : find the differ-

ence in the amount of interest they respectively receive.

PRESENT WORTH AND DISCOUNT.

167. A owes B $500, which is to be paid at the end of 8 months

from the present time : it is clear that, if the debt be discharged at once

(interest being reckoned, we will suppose, at 7 per cent, per annum),

B ought to receive a less sum of money than $500 ; in fact, such a sum
of money as will, being now put out at 7 per cent, interest, amount to

$500 at the end of 9 months. The sum which B ought to receive now
is called the Present Worth .of the $500 due 9 months hence, and the sum
to be deducted from the $500, in consequence of immediate payment,

which is in fact the interest of the Present Worth, is called the Discount

of the $500 discharged 9 months before it is due.

We may therefore define Present Wor. :h to be the actual worth at

the present time of a sum of money dfJS some time hence, at a given

rate of interest ; and we may define the Discount o: a sum of money
to be the interest of the Present Worth of that r,m, calculated from the

present time to the time when the sum w :ad be properly payable.

PRESENT WORTH.
168. Rule. Find the interest of $100 for the given time at the

given rate per cent., and state thus

:

$100-fits interest for the given time at the given rate per cent. : given

sum :: $100 : present worth required.

Ex. 1. Find the present worth of $500, due 9 months hence, at 8
per cent, per annum.

Proceeding according to the above Rule,

Interest of $100 for 9 months at 8 per cent, is $6,

.-. $106 : $500 :: $100 : required present worth,

whence required present worth=$471.
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The reason for the above vrocess is clear from the cocsideration,

that $100 in 9 months at 8 per cent, interest would amount to $106,

and therefore $100 is the present value of $106 due 9 months hence x

and consequently we have

1st debt : 2nd debt :: 1 st present worth : 2ml present worth.

Independent method,

Since Interest on $100 for 9 mo. at 8 per cent.= $6

/.P. W. of^$106 due 9 mo. hence at 8 per cent.=$100

u ~h06
100

.• $500 =$
i06

x500

=$471.69£§.

Ex. 2. Find the present worth of $888, due 19 months hence,, at

6 per cent, siuple interest.

Since tHe interest of $100 for 19 months, at 6 per cent.

=$(lfx6)=$^=$9i,
/.$109i : $838 :: $100 : required present worth,,

whence, required present worth=$765,29£ff.

DISCOUNT.

169. Rule. Find the ii. -Test of $100 for the given time at the

given rate per cent., and state thus

:

$100-}-its interest for the given time at the given rate per ceavt.

:

given sum :: interest ot $100 for the given time at the given rate "pe*

cent. : discount required.

Ex. 1. Find the discount of $500, due 9 months hence, at 8 -per

cent, per annum.

Proceeding according to the above Rule,

The interest oi $100 for 9 months at 8 per cent.= $6;

therefore, $106 : $500 :: $6 : required discount, \

whence, required discount=$28.30$$.

The reason for the above process is clear from the consideration, that;
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$6 is the interest for 9 months, at 8 per cent., of $100, the present

worth of $106 due at the end of that time ; and consequently we have

1st debt :
2nd debt : : discount on 1st debt : discount on 2nd debt.

Ex. 2. Find the discount on $1000, due 15 months hence, at 5 per

cent, per annum.

Ir/jrest of $100 for 15 months at 6 per cent.=£f of $6= 7£.

.-. $107^ : $1000 :: $7£ : Discount required;

.*. Discount required =$ * 2 — $69.76ff

.

Ex. 3. Find the discount on .£127. 2s. for half a year at 6 per cent.

^6100$ : ^127^ : : £f : required discount

;

whence, required discount=i>3. 2s.

Note 1. Discount = given sum less Present Wortlt ; Present

Worth = given sum less Discount.

Note 2. In the discharge of a tradesman's bill it is usual to deduct

interest instead of discount ; thus, if B contracts with A a debt of $100,

A giving 12 months' credit, it is usual in business, if the interest of

money be reckoned at 5 per cent, per annum, and the bill be discharged

at once, for A to throw off $5, or for A to receive $95 instead of $100
;

but if A were to put out the $95 at 5 per cent, interest it will not

amount to $100 in 12 months ; therefore such a proceeding is to the ad-

vantage of B ; the sum of money which in strictness ought to have been

deducted, was not $5, the interest on the whole debt, but $4.76^r, the

interest of the present worth of the debt, i. e., the discount.

Note 3. Bankers and Merchants in discounting bills calculate in-

terest, instead of discount on the sum drawn for in the bill, from the

time of their discounting it to the time when it becomes due, adding

three days of grace, which days are allowed usually after the time

a bill is nominally due, before it is legally due ; which is, of course,

an additional advantage. When a bill is payable on demand, the days

of grace are not allowed.

Note 4. If a bill, without the days of grace, should appear to be

due on the 31st of any month which contains only 30 days, the last

day of that month, and not the first day of the next, is considered as

the day on which the bill is due. Thus a bill drawn on the 31st of

October, at 4 months, would be really due, adding in the days of grace*
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on the 3rd of March. Also bills which fall due on a Sunday, are paid

on the previous Saturday.

Ex. A bill of £1000 is drawn on Feb. 16th, 1851, at 7 months' date

;

it is discounted on the 8th of July at 5 per cent. What does the banker

gain by the transaction?

The bill is legally due on Sept. 19 ; and from July 8 to Sept. 19 are

73 days.
£. 8.

The interest of £1000 for that time = 10 .

The true discount = 9 . 18^
.•.the banker's gain I^jt®*

Ex. LIV.
Find the Present Worth of

due 1 yr. hence, at 7 per cent, per annm., simp1
, int

6

6months 8

6 7

6 1. 6

7 6£

8 6

1 12

3 v 7 :.

11 6

(11) £275.6s.8d 15 4

(12) £918 4 years ...... 5

(13) $500 19 months 5£

(14) £2197 3 years ...... 4 compound interest

Find the Discount on

(15) $64 due 4 months hence, at 6 per cent.per annum, simp' .int

(16) $1380 9 8

(17) $107.25 6 5

(18) $125.46 3 8

(19) $487 5 7

(20) $340 5 6

(21) £3640 10 4|

(22) £813.9* 1£....: 4:}

(23) $250.75 17 months 8

(24) $102 ...146 days 5

(1) $321
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(25) A bill of ^649 is dated on June 23, 1853, at 6 months, and is

discounted on July 8, at 8i per cent. ; what does the banker

gain thereby?

(26) Find the true discount on a bill drawn March 17, 1853, at 3

months, and discounted May 2, at 8 per cent, (days of grace

allowed.)

(27) Find the simple interest on $545 in 2 years, at 7 per cent, per

annum ; and the discount on $621.30 due two years hence, at

the same rate of interest. Explain, clearly why these* two

sums are identical.

(28) Explain the difference between Discount and Interest.

Five volumes of a work can be bought for a certain sum,

payable at the end of a year : and six volumes of the same

work can be bought for the same sum in ready money ; what

is the rate of discount ?

(29) A tradesman marks his goods with two prices, one for ready

money, and the other for one year's credit allowing discount

at 5 per cent. ; if the credit price be marked at 4>2. 9*., what

ought to be the cash price ?

STOCKS.

170. If the 6 per cent. " Dominion of Canada" stock be quoted in

the money market at 105£, the meaning is, that for $105£ of money a

person can purchase $100 of such stock, for which he will receive a

document which will entitle him to half-yearly payments of Interest

or Dividends, as they are called, from the Government of the country,

at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, on the stock held by him, until

the Government choose to pay off the debt.

Similarly, if shares in any trading company, which were originally

fixed at any given amount, say $100 each, be advertised in the share-

market at 86, the meaning is, that for $86 of money one share can be

obtained, and the holder of such share will receive a dividend at the

end of each half-year upon the $100 share according to the state of the

finanees of the company. N
Stock may therefore be defined to be the capital of trading com-
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panies ; or to be the money borrowed by our or any other Government,

at so much per cent., to defray the expenses of the nation.

The amount of debt owing by the Government is called the Na-

tional Debt, or the Funds. The Government reserves to itself the

option of paying off the principal or debt at any future time, pledging

itself, however, to pay the interest on it regularly at fixed periods in the

mean time.

From a variety of causes the price of stock is continually varying.

A fundholder can at any time sell his stock, and so convert it into

money, and it will depend upon the price at which he disposes of it, as

compared with the price at which he bought it, whether he will gain

or lose by the transaction.

Note 1. Purchases or sales of stock are made through Brokers,

who generally charge $$, or 12£ cts. per cent., upon the stock bought

or sold : so that, when stock is oought by any party, every $100 stock

costs that party $^ more than the market-price of the stock: and when
stock is sold, the seller gets $£ less for every $100 stock sold than the

market-price.

Thus, the actual cost of $100 stock in the 3 per cents, at 94|, is

• (94&+£), or $94§. The actual sum received for $100 stock in the 3 per

cents, at 94£, is *(94£-$) or $94.

Unless the brokerage is mentioned, it need not be noticed in work-

ing examples in stocks.

Note 2. When $100 stock costs $100 in money, the stock is said

to be at par.

When $100 stock costs more than $100 in money, the stock is said

to be at a premium.

When $100 stock costs less than $100 in money, the stock is said

to be at a discount.

All Examples in, Stocks depend on the principles ofProportion, and
may therefore be worked by the Rule of Three.

Those of most frequent occurrence will now be given.

Ex. 1. What sum ofmoney will purchase $3600 6 per cent, stock at 94?

$100 stock (st.) costs $94 in money;
.-. $100 st. : $3600 st. :: $94 : reqd. sum;

. _ 3600x94 ^.A
,\ required sum=-—jj^—=$3384,
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Independent method.

$100 stock is bought for $94 ;

_94
•'• p •ioo*

94
.-. $3600 $^x3600

=$3384.

Note. The student is strongly advised to work the questions by

the independent method.

Ex. 2. Find the cost of £2353 3 per cent. Consols at 90|, brokerage

being £ per cent.

£100 st. costs £(90f + £), or £90£

;

.-. £100 st. : £2353 st. :: £90£: reqa. cost ;

2353 x 90i „
.-. reqd. cost-£

1QQ
' =£2129. 9*. S^d. %q.

Independent method.

£100 stock costs £(90f +|), or £90£ ;

.-. £100 stock costs £90*5,

90-5
•"• £1 X~106'

90*5
.\ £2353 £-

1
^-x2353,

or £2129. 9s. Ud. %q.

Ex. 3. A person who has $10000 Bank-stock, sells out when it is

at 40 per cent, premium ; what amount of money does he reoeive»

brokerage being § per cent. ?

$100 st. sells for$fl40--Q-j, or $139£ money;

.'. $100 st. : $10000 st. :: $139f : re< Jin*, of money

;

10000 xl39£
/.reqd. amt-| _._—

?

= $13987.50.

Independent method.

$100 stock sells for $(140-^), or $139$

;

.V $100 stock sells for $139-875,

a-,
.139-875

'* u *~Toon
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139-875
V. $10000 $—Jq5—X 10000,

or $13987.50.

Ex. 4. What incomes will $8500 of 7 per cent, stock, and $8500

invested in the 7 per cent, stock at 102f, respectively produce ?

1st, since every $100 stock gives $7 int.

;

8500 x 7
.•.income from $8500 of 7 per cent, stock= $

—

= $595.
100

2d, since $100 stock, which gives $7 int., costs 102f ;

.-. every $102f gives $7 int.
;

.-. $102f : $8500 : : $7 : reqd . income

^8500 x 7
.*. reqd. income=$ 1Qo2

~~ = $579*54^.

Ex. 5. One person buys £800 Consols at 90| and sells out at 93 .

another invests .£800 in Consols at 90£ and sells out at 93 ; what sum
of money does each gain ?

1st man gains £(93—90£), or £2f, on every £100 stock;

.-. his whole gain = £(2f x8) = £21. 6s. Sd.

2d man gains £2f on every £100 stock, i.e. on every £90£ of his

money which he invests

;

.-. £90£ : £800 :: £2f : whole gain
;

800 x 2|
.-. whole gain= i£—gxj— = £23. 12s. 4d. nearly.

Ex. 6. A person invested some money in the 3 per cent. Consols

when they were at 90, and some money when they were at 80 ; find

the rate of interest he obtained in each case, and the advantage per

cent, of the second purchase over the first.

£90 : £100 :: £3 : rate per cent, in 1st case,

.£80 : £100 :: £3 : rate per cent, in 2nd case,

100 x 3
•\ rate per cent, in 1st case = £—qn~" = ^3 - 6*. Sd. ;

/100 x 3\
.' 2d =JB(—so~J

=£B' 158 ' ;

.-. advantage= £3. 15*.—£3. 6s. $#,= 8s. 4d.

Ex. 7. A person irrvests £1037. 10s. in the 3 per cents, at 88 ; the
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funds rise 1 per cent. ; he then transfers his capital to the 4 per cents,

at 96 : find the alteration in his income.

£83 : £1037. 10*. :: £100 : quantity of 3 per cent. st.

;

1037i x 100
•\ quantity of 3 per cent. st. bought= £ ^p = £1250.

The funds havd risen 1 per cent., therefore to transfer £1250 stock

from the funds at 84 to the funds at 96,

£96 : £84 :: £1250 stock : quantity of 4 per cent, stock, (since the

higher the price of the stock the less will be the amount purchased)

;

1250 x 84
.*. quantity of 4 per cent. stock=£ ^ =£1093. 15*.

1250 x 3
1st Income = £

1QQ
= £37. 10*.

1093fx4
,
2nd Income = £—j^— = £43. 15s.

;

.*. alteration in income=£43. 15*. - £37. 10s.=£6. 5*.

Ex. 8. Which is the best stock to invest £1000 in, the 3 per cents,

at 89^, or the d% per cents, at 98£ ?

In the first case,

every £89£ of money gives £3 interest;

3
,\ every £1 of money gives fcrr > or ^170 Merest.

In the second case,

every £98^ of money gives £3£ interest

;

Ql 17

•\ every £1 of money gives £nsf. or £^q7 > interest

;

and comparing the fractions
Q̂
and - ^,

since 7 x 179 is > 6 X 197,

the 2nd fraction is greater than the 1st, and therefore the 2»d investme^*

the best.

Ex. LV.

Find the quantity of stock purchased by investing

:

(1) $2850 in the 6 per cents, at 75.

(2) $712 in the 7 per cents, at 89.
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(3) $504 in the 8 per cents, at 96. J

(4) $3741 in the 7 per cents, at 87.

(5) $500 in the 6 per cents, at 83f.

(6) $800 in the 8 per cents, at 75$.

(7) £4311. 8s. 9d. in the 3$ per cents, at 85f.

(8) $2353 in the 6 per cents, at 90f, brokerage $ per cent.

(9) £3277 in the 4 per cents, at 105$, brokerage $ per cent.

Find the money value of

(10) $2600 in the 7 per cents, at 93.

(11) $1920 in the 6 per cents, at 77J.

(12) $3000 in the 7$ per cents, at 92$.

(13) $2240 in the 6$ per cents, at 81$.

(14) £1000 4 per cent, stock at 97| per cent., brokerage f per cent.

(15) £2153. 10s. bank stock at 188$ per cent., brokerage $ per cent.

Find the yearly income arising from the investment of

(16) $1008 in the 6 per cents, at 84.

(17) $5580 in the 8 per cents, at 93.

(18) $1638 in the 7 per cents, at 93|.

(19) $2000 in the 6 per cents, at 88$.

(20) £3425. 153. 2d. in the 3 per cents, at 91|.

(21) £47P
r

in the 3$ per cents, at 105.

(22)
r vdO in the 3 per cent, consols at 94$, brokerage $ per cent.

T .at sums of money must be invested in the undermentioned

steaks in order to produce the following incomes?

(23) $120 in the 6 per cents, at 85.

(24) $288 in the 6 per cents, at 67.

(25) $170 in the 7 per cents, at 90.

(26) £87 in the 3 per cents, at 74$, brokerage $ per cent.

(27) £37. 10s. in the 4 per cents, at 93£, brokerage $ per cent.

At what rate per cent, will a person receive interest who invests

his capital?

(28) In the 6 per cents, at 91.

(29) In the 7 per cents, at 94.

(30) In the 8 per cents, at 96$, brokerage $ per cent.

(31) In the 7 per cents, at 102$, brokerage $ per cent.

(32) If $7927.50 be laid out in purchasing Canadian Bank of Com-
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merce Slock at 105, yielding annual dividends of 8 per cent, per annum
;

what yearly income 'will be derived from this investment after deduct-

ing an income tax of 1| cents in the dollar?

(33) A person invested money in Royal Canadian Bank Stock at 90,

and some more at 80 ; find the rate of interest he obtained in each case,

and the advantage per cent, of the second purchase over the first. The

bank's yearly dividends being 7 per cent.

(34) If a person receives 8 per cent, on his capital by investing in

Bank Stock yielding 7 per cent, per annum, what is the price of the

stock, and how much stock can be purchased for $1200 ?

(35) How much money must a broker invest in Bank of Montreal

Stock at 157, so as to procure the same income as if he had invested

$5500 when the stock was at 163?

(36) A person buys #4000 Royal Canadian Bank Stock at 55, and

sells out at 63 ; what does he gain by the transaction ?

(37) A person invests $9000 in Bank Stock at 163, which pays

yearly dividends of 12 per cent.* and sells out when it has sunk to 157 ;

how much does he lose by the transaction ?

(38) When £100 stock may be bought in the 3 per cents, for £89i,

at what rate may the same quantity of stock be bought in the 3^ per

cents, with equal advantage ?

(39) A person invests his share of a legacy of $1200, which is a third

in Toronto debentures at 92, paying 7 per cent, per annum interest
;

find his half-yearly dividends.

(40) A person transfers $5000 from the Bank of Montreal stock at

160, to Bank of Commerce stock at 107 ; find alteration in his income,

the half-yearly dividends of the said stocks being 6 and 4 per cent.,

respectively.

(41) What incomes will #5000 stock paying half-yearly 4 per cent.,

and $5000 invested in 6 per cents. Dominion Stock at 106, respectively

produce ?

(42) Find income produced by $7000 Merchants' Bank stock, pay-

ing half-yearly dividends of 4 per cent., and its value when the stock

is at 105.

(43) A person transfers £3000 stock from the 3 per cent, consols at

89 j}-, to the reduced 3;V per cents, at 98| : find what quantity of the lat-

ter he will hold, and the alteration in his income.

(44) The stocks of the Canadian Bank of Commerce and the Quebec
74
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Bank, are at 101 and 106 respectively ; the former pays 4 per cent.,

the latter 3£ per cent,, half-yearly. Which is the better investment ?

(45) The Dominion of Canada 6 per cents., which mature in 1878

being at 104 ; how much money must be invested in them to produce

an annual income of $600, after deducting an income tax of 2 cents in

the dollar ?

(46) A person invests £1037. 10s. in the 3 per cents, at 83, and

when the funds have risen 1 per cent, he transfers his capital to the

4 per cents, at 96 ; find the alteration in his income.

(47) How much in the 3 per cents, at 96 must be sold out to- pay a

bill of £1654, 9 months before it becomes due, real discount being al-

lowed at 4^ per cent, per annum ?

(48) The dividends on a certain amount of 3 per cent, stock accu-

mulated in 13 years to £3081. How much stock was there, and what

will it be worth if me stock be sold at 791?

(49) If I lay out £1911 in the purchase of 3 per cent, consols, when

they are at 79£, at what price should I sell out my stock again in order

to realise on the whole a gain of £150, after having paid J per cent, for

commission on each transaction ?

(50) A person had £10,000 in the 3 per cent. South Sea Annuities,

and the Government offered to give £110 bearing interest at the rate of

2£ per cent, for every £100 of these annuities, or to pay the £10,000 in

cash on a certain day. The latter proposal was preferred, and on the

money being paid it was re-invested in consols at 93. How much would

he have lost in income had he accepted the first proposal, and what

will he now gain by the new investment?

(51) What sum would be saved annually if the interest on a public

debt of £4,000,000 were reduced from 3£ per cent, to 3 per cent. ? If

in consequence the price of this stock fell from £101 to £9j5|, how

much would the whole property of the fundholders be diminished ?

APPLICATIONS OF THE TERM " PER CENT."

171. There are many other cases in which the term Per Cent.

occurs besides those already mentioned ; we will mention certain cases

and give examples in each by way of illustration.

Commission is the sum of money which a merchant charges for

buying or selling goods for another.
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Brokerage is of the same nature as Commission, but has relation

to money transactions, rather than dealings in goods or merchandise.

Insurance is a contract, by which one party, on being paid a cer-

tain sum or Premium by another party on property, which is subject

to risk, undertakes, in case of loss, to make good to the owner the

value of that property. The document which expresses the contract is

called the Policy of Insurance.

Life Assurance is a contract for the payment of a certain sum of

money on the death of a person, in consideration of an annual premium
to be continued during the life of the Assured, or for a certain number

of years.

Questions on Commission, Brokerage, and Insurance, these charges

being usually made at so much per cent., amount to the same thing as

finding the interest of a given sum of money at a given rate for one

year, and may therefore be worked by the Rule for Simple Interest or

by the Rule of Three.

Ex. 1. A Commission merchant sold 30270 bushels of wheat at

$1.15 per bushel ; the Commission being 2 per cent. : how much will

he receive ?

Amount obtained from the sale of the wheat is $34810.50 ;

Therefore, $100 : $34810.50 :: $2 : Commission required
j

. . a ,,34810.50x2
in,nnnc^

.-. commission required = $ y™ " = $696.21.

Independent method.

Commission on $100 is $2 ;

$1 ?100»

.* $34810.50 ... $^ x 34810.50,

or $696.21.

Ex. 2. What is the brokerage on the purchase of $7250 6 per
cent. Toronto debentures at £ per cent. ?

$100 : $7250 :: $h : brokerage required ;

17950 x —
.-.brokerage required = ^—.qq-1= $36.25.
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Ex. 3. What is the premium on a policy of insurance for a house

and bam valued at $2700 at $$ per cent. ?

$100 : $2700 :: $| : premimn required

;

•\ premium required = $27 x f

= $20.25.

Ex. 4. In standard gold 11 parts out of 12 parts are pure gold
;

how much per cent, is dross ?

In every 12 parts 1 part is dross

;

,\ 12 : 100 :: 1 : percentage of dross ;

100 x 1
/.percentage of dross=-^— = S\.

Ex. 5. Archimedes discovered that the crown made for King Hiero

consisted of gold and silver in the ratio of 2 : 1. JHow much per cent,

was gold, and how much per cent, silver ?

Out of every 3 parts, 2 were gold and 1 silver
;

.*. 3 : 100 :: 2 : percentage of gold
;

100 x 2
.*. percentage of gold =—„ = 66f ;

and percentage of silver = 33£.

172. All questions which relate to gain and loss in mercantile trans-

actions fall under the head of Profit and Loss.

Tradesmen measure their Profit or Loss by the actual amount gained

or lost, or by the amount gained or lost on every $100 of the capital

they invest.

Ex. 6. If a cask of wine containing 84 gallons cost $210, what is

gained by selling it at $3.50 per gallon ?

The gain = selling price less first cost

;

the selling price = $(3* x 84) = $294;

therefore the gain = $294 -$210 = $84.

Ex. 7. A ream of paper cost me $5.20, what must I sell it at, so as

to realize 20 per c r nt. ?
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The reasoning in this case is, if $100 gain $20, or«produce $120, what

will $5.20 produce ?

.*. $100 : $5.20 :: $120 : required amount in dollars,

whence, required amount=$6.24.

Ex. 8. If I buy hay at £4. 16s. a ton, what must I sell it at to lose

15 per cent. ?

In this case every £100 would realize £(100— 15), or .£85 ;

.*. £100 : £4. 16s. :: £85 : required amount in pounds,

whence, required amount=£4. Is. l\d.

Ik. 9. A person buys shares in a railway when they are at £19^,

£15 having been paid, and sells them at £92. 9s. when £25 has been

paid : how much per cent, does he gain ?

He buys each share at £19£, and he afterwards pays upon it

£(25—15), or £10 ; therefore at the time he sells, he has paid on each

share £29. 10s. ; therefore by selling at £32. 9s. he gains on each

£29. 10s. which he has paid (£32. 9s. -£29. 10s.)=£2. 19s.

;

.-. £29| : ^100 :: £2|§ : gain per cent, in p»unds;

whence, gain per cent.=£10, or gain is 10 per cent.

Ex. 10. What was the prime cost of an article, which when sdld

for $2.88 realized a profit of 20 per cent. ?

Here what cost $100 would be sold for $120
;

.. $120 : $2.88 :: $100 : prime cost ki dollars,

whence prime cost=$2.40.

If the above example had been, "What was the prime cost of an

article which when sold for $2.88, entails a loss of 20 per cent ?"

then $80 : $2.88 :: $100 : prime cost in dollars,

whence, prime cost=$3.60.

The following method of working such as the above examples may
be adopted

:

Since 20 is the £ «f 100,

therefore, 1 + \, or f= selling price,

" § of selling price=prime cost,

f of $2.88=$2.40,

$2.40 is therefore cost price.
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i, since 20 is £ of 100 ;

therefore 1 — £, or i — selling price,

"
f selling price = prime cost,

or | of #2.88 =-$3.60.

$3.60 is therefore cost price.

Ex. 11. If by selling a horse for ,£40 I lose 20 per cent., what must

I have sold him for so as to gain 10 per cent. ?

Here what would cost me .£100 must be sold in one case for ,£80,

and in the other for .£110 ; and therefore we get this statement ; selling

price of .£100 in 1st case : 'selling price of horse in 1st case*:: selling

price of ^100 in 2nd case : selling price of horse in 2nd case
;

or .£80 : i>40 :: ^110 : selling price in pounds ;

whence, selling price = .£55.

Ex. 12. A grocer buys 3 cwt. of sugar at 6d. a lb., 2 cwt. of sugar

at 10%d. a lb., and 2^ qrs. of sugar at Is. a lb. ; and mixes them : he

sells 4 cwt. of the mixture at 9d. a lb. What must he sell the remainder

at, in order to gain 25 per cent, on his outlay ?

£. s. a.

3 cwt., or 336 lbs., at Qd. a lb., cost 8 .8.0
2 cwt., or 224 lbs., at lO^d. a lb., cost 9 . 16 .

2| qrs., or 70 lbs., at 1*. a lb., cost 3 . 10 .

.!. 630 lbs. cost... 21 . 14 .

In order to gain 25 per cent, on £21. 14s., it must realize .£27. 2s. 6d.
;

£. s. d.

.-. he must sell 630 lbs. for 27 . 2 . 6

but he sells 448 lbs. for 16 . 16 . 9

.\ by Subtn he must sell 182 lbs. for 10 . 6.6
*£10. 6s. 6d.

.•.he must sell 1 lb. for ^ao » or 13-^
ff
<2.

173. Tables respecting the increase or decrease of Population, &c,

are constructed with reference to the increase or decrease on every 100

of such population; Education returns are constructed in the same

way ; and so are other Statistical Tables.

Ex. 13. In a school section of 150 children, 125 learn to write.

What is the percentage ?
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In other words, what number bears the same ratio to 100, which

125 bears to 150 ?

.-. 150 : 100 :: 125 : percentage ;

12500
.*. percentage = - -^ = 83

^

Ex. 14. Between the years 1851 and 1861 the population of the

city of Toronto increased about 78 per cent., and in the latter year it

was 44821. What was it in 1851 ?

For every 178 persons in 1861 there were 100 persons in 1-851

;

.-. 178 : 44821 :: 100 : number required

;

_, 44821x100 n^ on
.*. number required= j_g-— =25180 nearly.

Ex. 15. In 1842 the number of the members of the University of

Cambridge was 5852, and in 1852 the number was 6397 ; find the in-

crease per cent.

Subtracting 5853 from 6397 we obtain 544, the increase on 5853

members ; the question then is this ; if 5853 members give an increase

of 544, what increase do 100 members give ?

.*. 5853 : 100 :: 544 : increase per cent.

:

54400 1723
... increase per cent—^=9^-

Ex. 16. The number of male and female criminals are 1235 and

988 respectively ; while the decrease in the former is 4*6 per cent., the

increase in the latter is 9*8 per cent. ; find the increase or decrease per

cent, in the whole number of criminals.

1st. 100 : 1235 :: 4*6 : whole decrease of male criminals;

.*. whole decrease of male criminals == ^— = 56*81.

2nd. 100 : 988 :: 9*8 : whole increase of female criminals
;

988 x 9*8
/. whole increase offemale criminals=—j^r— = 96*824

;

.*. in (1235 -f 988) or 2223 persons there is an increase of

(96-824-56-81) or 40-014 persons.

.\ 2223 : 100 :: 40-014 :: percentage required

;

. , 4001-4 „ .
.*. percentage required = -Soda" sa 1#8*
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Ex. LVI.

(1) What is the percentage on 56394 at £ ; f ; 4 ; 7f ; 10 ; 150^ ?

.

(2) How much per cent, is 15 of 96 ; 19 of 81 ; 23 of 256 ; 185£
of 7321-75

;
5*3 of 11080*5 ?

(3) Write in a decimal form £ ; 2} ; 4£ ; 5| ; 26£ ; 230*05
;

500*0138 per cent.

(4) Bought 200 cords of wood at $4.25 per cord, and sold it again

for $6 per cord. What was the gain upon the whole ?

(5) If 5 cwt., 3 qrs., #4 lbs. be bought for .£9. 8s. and sold for

i>ll. 18s. lid., what is the rate of gain per cwt. ? (cwt.= 1121bs.).

(6) Find the total value of 43 articles at $4.40 each, 57 at $9.20

each, and 4 at $12.50 each. What is gained or lost by selling them at

the rate of 3 for $29.76 ?

(7) A cask, which contained 2005 gallons, leaked 27 per cent.,

how much remained in the cask ?

(8) A maltster malts 7500 bushels of barley, which in the process

increases 12| per cent. , how many bushels of malt has he ?

. (9) A grocer uses for a lib. weight one which only weighs 15*75 oz.,

what does he gain per cent, by his dishonesty ?

(10) A person buys 400 yards of silk at $384, and sells 300 yards at

$1.32 a' yard, and the rest, which is damaged, at 48 cts. a yard ; find

how much per cent, he gains or loses. •

t

(11) A grocer buys 2 cwt. of sugar at 12 cts. per pound, and 4 cwt.

at 9 cts. ; he sells 3 cwt, at 11 cts. per pound ; at what rate per pound

will he be able to sell the remainder so as neither to gain nor lose by

the bargain ?

(12) If a commodity be bought for $16.42 a cwt. and sold for

16 cts. a lb., find the rate of profit per cent.

(13) Bought goods at 13 cts. per pound, and sold them at $21.60

per cwt. ; what is the gain or loss per cent. ?

(14) Out of 14804 cases of Small-Pox 1588 persons died, and out

of 2422 cases of Scarlet Fever 211 persons died ; find the rate percent,

of mortality in each case, also the rate per cent, of mortality. in the

whole number of sick people.

(15) The population of Ireland was 7767401 i;i 1831, 8175124 in

1841, 6515794 in 1851. Find the increase per cent, in the first ten
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years, the decrease per cent, in the second ten years, and the decrease

per cent, in the 20 years from 1831 to 1851.

(16) The population of a city is a million ; it rises 1£ per cent, for

3 years successively ; find the population at the end of 3 years.

(17) A school contains 383 scholars, 3 are of the age of 18 years ;

5 per cent, of the remainder are between the ages of 15 years and

18 years ; 10 per cent, between 12 and 15 ; *35 per cent, between

10 and 12, and the remainder under that age ; find the number of each

class.

(18) An article which cost 84 cents is sold for 93 cents ; find the

gain per cent.

(19) If a tradesman gain SI.32 on an article which he sells for

$5.28, what is his gain per cent. ?

(20) A man sells a horse for $135, and loses $20 per cent, on

what the horse cost him ; what was the original cost ?

(21) Sugar being composed of 49 "856 per cent, of oxygen, 48*265

per cent, of carbon, and the remainder hydrogen ; find how many
pounds of each of these materials there are in one ton of sugar.

(22) In 1853 the number of the graduates of the University of

Toronto was 70, in 1861 the number was 213, in 1869 the number
was 541 ; find the increase per cent, for each of those periods and for

the 16 years from 1853 to 1869.

(23) A merchant buys 13600 bushels of wheat at $1.05 a bushel,

2| per cent, of it is wasted ; he sells 56 per cent, of the remainder at

$1 a bushel, 20 per cent, at $1.05 a bushel, and the rest at $1.25 a

bushel ; what does he gain or lose by the transaction ?

(24) If the increase in the number of male and female criminals

be 1*8 per cent., while the decrease in the number of males alone is

4*6 per cent.; and the increase in the number of females is 9*8. Com-
pare the number of male and female criminals respectively.

(25) By selling an article for 5s. a person loses 5 per cent. ; what
was the prime cost, and what must he sell it at to gain 4£ per cent. ?

(26) The cost price of a book is $1.60 ; the expense of sale 5 per

cent, upon the cost price ; and the profit' 25 per cent, upon the whole

outlay : find the selling price of the book.

(27) If, by selling an article for ,£25. 10s., 8 per cent, be lost, what
per cent, is gained or lost if it be sold at £38 ?
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(28) I bought 500 sheep at $6 a-head ; their food cost me $1.25

a-head: I then sold them at $10 a-head. Find my whole gain, and

also my gain per cent.

(29) A person having bought goods for £40 sells half of them at a

gain of 5 per cent. ; for how much must he sell the remainder so as to

gain 20 per cent, on the whole ?

(30) A vintner buys a cask of wine containing 36 gallons at $2.40

per gallon ; he keeps it for four years, and then finds that he has lost

6 gallons by leakage ; at what price per gallon must he sell the re-

mainder in order that he may realize 20 per cent, upon his outlay ?

(31) A person rents a piece of land for £120 a year. He lays out

,£625 in buying 50 bullocks. At the end of the year he sells them,

having expended £12. 10s. in labour. How much per head musthe gain

by them in order to realize his rent and expenses, and 10 per cent,

upon his original outlay ?

(32) A grocer mixes two kinds of tea which cost him 38 cents and

44 cents per lb. respectively ; what must be the selling price of the

mixture in order that he may gain 15 per cent, on his outlay?

(33) A stationer sold quills at lis. a thousand, by which he cleared f

of the money ; he raises the price to 13*. 6d. "What does he clear

per cent, by the latter price ?

(34) A smuggler buys 6 cwt. of tobacco at Is. 3$. per lb. ; he meets

with a revenue officer, who seizes | of it : at what rate per lb. must

he sell the remainder, so as,. 1st, neither to gain nor lose ; 2nd, to gain

5 guineas ; and 3rd, to gain cent, per cent. ?

(35) A farm is let for .£96 and the value of a certain number of

quarters of wheat. When wheat is 38s. a quarter, the whole rent is

15 per cent, lower than when it is 56s. a quarter. Find the number

of quarters of wheat which are paid as part of the rent.

(36) A person bought an American watch, bearing a duty of 25 per

cent., and sold it at a loss of 5 per oent. ; had he sold it for $3 more, he

would have cleared 1 per cent, on his bargain. What had the first

party for it ?

174. Questions are often given, in which the term " Average

"

occurs ; a few examples of such a kind will now be worked by way of

illustration, and others subjoined for practice.

Ex. 1. A genUeman in each of the following years expended the
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following sums : in 1858 $500, in 1859 $600, in 1860 $600, in 1861 $600

in 1862 $700, in 1863 $700, in 1864 $700. Find his yearly average

expenditure.

The object is to find that fixed sum which he might have spent in

each of the seven years, so that his total expenditure in that case

might be the same as his total expenditure was in the above question.

Adding the various sums together we obtain the total expenditure

which equals $4400 ; this sum divided by 7 gives $626.59^ as the aver-

age yearly expenditure.

Ex. 2. In a school of 27 boys, 1 of the boys is of the age of 17 years,

2 others of 16, 4 others of 15|, 1 of 14f , 2 of 14£, 5 of 13f, 10 of 12^,

and 2 of 10 ; find the average age of the boys.

The object is to find, what must be the age of each boy supposing

all to be of the same.age, that 'the sum of their ages may= the sum of

the ages in the question.

sum of ages in question = 17+32+62+14^ +29 +68f + 122^+20=866;

366 ,o,
.*. average age = 2=-=13f years.

Ex. 3. In a elass of 25 children, 19 have attended during the week.

Bays attended by children : 5 for 5 days, 6 for 4-£, 3 for 4, 2 for 3i,

1 for 3, 1 for 2, 1 for i day. Find the average number of days attended

by each child.

The whole number of days attended by class

= (5x5 + 6x4|+3x4 + 2x3|+lx3 + lx2 + lx|)

-25 + 27 + 12 + 7 + 3 + 2 + i-76idays
;

^ < 76^ 153 306
.-. average attendance -

^5
= ~^" =

|qo=
3'06 days.

Ex. 4. In a school the numbers for the week were :—Monday
morning 67, Tuesdaymorn. 60, Wednesday morn.65,Thursday morn.68,
Friday morn. 62, Monday afternoon -5 more than the average ofMonday
and Tuesday mornings, Tuesday aft. 59, Wednesday aft. -5 less than the

average ofTuesday
,
Thursday the average ofMondaymorn . and Tuesday

aft., Friday aft. 60. Find the average attendance for the week.
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Number of children who attended on

Monday =67 + 64

Tuesday -60 + 59

Wednesday = 65 + 59

Thursday =68 + 63

Friday =62 + 60

•\ the total number of children who attended ©n the 10 occasions =»627
;

627
.*. average attendance « j~ - 62*7

Ex. 5. A farm of 500 acres is let at a corn-rent equally appor-

tioned between wheat and barley ; it is valued at £930 a year when the

average price of wheat is 6s. a bushel, and that of barley 4s. a bushel

;

find the rent when wheat rises to the average price of 7s. 6d. per bushel,

and barley to that of 5s. 3d. per bushel.

First we must find the number of bushels of wheat and barley at

the given rent of £930.

£930
—g—=£465 the sum to be raised by each kind of grain ;

465 x 20
.\ g— = 155 x 10 = 1550 bushels of wheat

;

465 x 20
.'.—^— = 465 x 5 = 2325 bushels of barley

;

.'.rent in latter case = (1550 x7} + 2325 x 5|)s.

= £1191. lis. 3d.

Ex. LVII.

1. During the year 1865, the highest salary paid to a teacher in a

county was $630 ; the lowest, $84 : the highest salary paid in a city

was $1350 ; the lowest, $200 : the highest in a town, $1000 ; the

lowest, $140 : the highest in a village, $600 ; the lowest, $270. Find

(1) the average of the highest salaries, (2) the average of the lowest,

(3) the average salary of a teacher for the year 1865, in Ontario.

2. The number of quarters of grain imported into a country in 11

successive years were 2679438, 2958272, 3030293, 3474302, 2243151.
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2327782, 2855525, 2538234, 3206482, 2801204, 3251901 ; find the

average importation during that period.

3. If 50 quarters of wheat are sold for $8.40 per quarter and 100

quarters for $8.80 per quarter ; what is the average price per bushel?

4. In a class of 23 children, 8 are boys, 15 girls. The age of the

boys—4 of 8, 2 of 11, 2 of 12, Of the girls—5 the average age of the

boys, 4 of 9, 2 of 10, 4 of 13. Find the average age of (1) the boys,

(2) the girls, (3) the whole class.

5. There are 25 children on the register of one class in a school.

19 have been present at one time or other during the week. Tke sum
of days on which the children have attended is 84£. ' What is the

average number of days per week attended by each child ever present

during the week, there being no school on Saturday or Sunday? Give

the answer in decimals.

6. In a school of 7 classes, the average number of days attended by

each child in Class I. is 4*5 ; Class II., 4 ; Class III., 3-9
; Class IV., 4*1

;

Class V., 3-6; Class VI., 4-2; Clasg VII., 3*3. Find the average

number of days attended by each child in the school.

7. A Farm is valued at the yearly rental of $1812 ; one-third of

the rent is payable in money, one-fourth in wheat, and the rest in

barley, the average prices being as follows : wheat $1.51 a bushel, and

barley 75^ cents a bushel. What will the rent amount to when the

average prices of wheat and barley are $1.75 and 85 csnts per bushel

respectively ?

8. A tithe-rent of .£310 per annum is commuted in equal parts into

a corn-rent consisting of "wheat at 56s. per qr., barley at 32s. per qr.,

and oats at 22s. per qr. ; find its value when wheat is at 64s. per qr.,

barley at 44s. per qr., and oats at 24s. per qr.

DIVISION INTO PEOPOETIONAL PARTS.

175. To divide a given number into parts which shall be propor-

tional to certain other given numbers.

Questions of this kind may be solved by the method employed in

Art (156), or by the following.

Rule. As the sum of the given parts : any one of them :: the entire

quantity to be divided : the corresponding part of it.
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This statement must be repeated for each of the parts, or at all

events for all but the last part, which of course may either be found

by the Rule, or by subtracting the sum of the values of the other parts

from the entire quantity to be divided.

. Ex. Divide $128 among A. B, and G, so that their portions may
be as 7, 11, and 14 respectively.

Proceeding according to the Rule given above,

32 : 7 :: $128 : .A's share;

32 : 11 :: $127 : JB's share;

whence A's share = $28, and B's share = $44.

Cs share may be found from the proportion

32 : 14 :: $128 : C's share
;

whence <7's share = $56
;

or by subtracting $28 + $44, or $72 from $128 which leaves $56,

as above.

The reasonfor the above process is clear from the consideration, that

$128 is to be divided into 32 equal parts, of which A is to have 7 parts,

B 11, and G 14.

Independent method.
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Similarly,

B's share -£2857. 2s. 10fd., C's share -£2142. 17s. 1^.
D's share = £1714. 5s. tyd.

Ex. 3. Divide $45000 among A, B, C, and D, so that A's share : B'a

share :: 1 : 2, .B's : C's :: 3 : 4, and C's : D's :: 4 : 5.

In this case,

B's share = 2 A's share, 3 C's share = 4 B's share,

4 D's share = 5 C7's share ;

•\ we have C's share = f B's share = f ^l's share,

and Z)'s share * f C's share = ^ A's share ;

•'. .4's share + B's share + C's share + D's share

= A's share (1 + 2 + f + ^),
= 9 A's share

;

.% A'b share - $5000, B's - $10000, C's = $13333.33*,

D's =$16666.66|

FELLOWSHIP OE PARTNERSHIP.

176. Fellowship or Partnership is a method by which the re-

spective gains or losses of partners in any mercantile transactions are

determined.

Fellowship is divided into Simple and Compound Fellowship : in

the former, the sums of money put in by the several partners continue

in the business for the same time ; in the latter, for different periods

of time.

SIMPLE FELLOWSHIP.

177. Examples in this Rule are merely particular applications of

the Rule in Art. (175), and that Rule therefore applies.

Ex. 1. Two merchants, A and B, form a joint capital; A puts in

$1200, and B $1800: they gain $400. How ought the gain to be

divided between them ?

$(1200 + 1800) : $1200 :: $400 : A's share in dollars,

whence, A's share - $160 and .-. B's share - $240.

Note. The estate of a Bankrupt may be divided among his

creditors by the same method.
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Ex. 2. • A bankrupt owes three creditors, A, B, and G, £175, £210,
and £265, respectively

; his property is worth £422. 10s. : what ought
they each to receive ?

£650 : £175 :: £422$ : A'a share,

• £650 : £210 :: £422£ : 5's share,

whence A's share = £113. 15s., B's share = £136.10s.;

C's share =£172. 5s.

COMPOUND FELLOWSHIP.

178. Rule. Reduce all the times into the same denomination, arid

multiply each man's stock by the time of its continuance, and then

state thus

:

As the" sum of all the products : each particular product :: the whole

quantity to be divided : the corresponding share.

Ex. 1. A and B enter into partnership ; A contributes $15000 for 9

months, and B $12000 for 6 months, they gain $5750 : find each man's

share of the gain.

Proceeding by the Rule given above,

$(15000 x 9 +12000 x 6) : $15000 x 9) :: $5750 : A'b share of gain,

or $207000 : $135000 :: $5750 : A'* share of gain,

and $207000 : $72000 :: $5750 : JB's share of gain
;

whence, A'a share = $3750, and .B's share = $2000.

The reason for the above process is evident from the consideration,

that a stock of $15000 for 9 months would be equivalent to a stock of

9 times $15000 for 1 month ; and one of $12000 for 6 months, to one

of 6 times $12000 for 1 month : hence, the increased stocks being con-

sidered, the question then becomes one of Simple Fellowship.

Ex. 2. There were at a feast 20 men, 30 women, and 15 servants
;

for every 10s. that a man paid, a woman paid 6s., and a servant 2s.

;

the bill amounted to £41 : how much did each man, woman, and

servant pay ?

20 men at 10s. each * 200 at Is., 30 women at 6s. = 180 at Is., and

15 servants at 2s. - 30 at Is. ; and 200 + 180 + 80 = 410.
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Hence we have

410 : 200 :: £41 : 20 men's share (in pounds)

;

410 : 180 :: £41 : 30 women's share (in pounds)
;

410 : 30 :: £41 : 15 servants' share (in pounds
;

.*. 20 men's shares - £20, 30 women's shares = £18,

and 15 servants' shares = £3

;

.*. each man paid £1, each woman 12s., and each servant 4*.

EQUATION OF PAYMENTS.

179. When a person owes another several sums of money, due at

different times, the Eule by which we determine the just time when
the whole debt may be discharged at one payment, is called the

Equation of Payments.

Note. It is assumed in this Kule that the sum of the interests of

lhe several debts for their respective times equals the interest of the

sum of the debts for the equated time.

Rule. Multiply each debt into the time which will elapse before

it becomes due, and then divide the sum of the products by the sum
of the debts ; the quotient will be the equated time required.

Ex. 1. A owes £ $500, whereof $200 is to be paid in 3 months,

and $300 in 5 months : find the equated time.

Proceeding according to the Rule given above,

then (200 x 3 + 300 x 5) = (200 + 300) x equated time in months,

whence, equated time = 4| months.

The reasonfor the aboveprocess, in accordance with our assumption,

is clear from the consideration that the sum of the interests of $200

for 8 months, and $300 for 5 months, is the same as the interest

of $(600 + 1500), or $2100 for 1 month; if therefore A has to pay

8500 in one sum, the question is, how long ought he to hold it so that

the interest on it maybe the same as the interest on $2100 for 1 month.

The statement therefore will be this

:

$500 : $2100 :: 1 month : required number of months

:

whence, required number of months --= 4£ months

;

15
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which is evidently the equated time of payment, and agrees with the

result obtained by the Kule given above.

Ex. 2. A owed B £1000, to be paid at the end of 9 months : he

pays however £200 at the end of 3 months, and .£300 at the end of

8 months : when was the remainder due ?

In this case,

(200 x 3 + 300 x 8 + 500 x number of months required) = 1000 x 9,

or 500 x number of months required m 6000

;

whence number of months required = 12.

Ex. LVIII.

1. A company of militia consisting of 72 men is to be raised from

3 towns, which contain respectively 1500, 7000, and 9500 men. How
many must each town provide ?

2. Divide $84.42 into two parts which shall be to each other

as 5 : 16.

3. Divide 4472 into parts which shall be to each other in the

ratio of 3, 5, 7, 11 ; and also $2400 into parts which shall be in the

ratio of |, £ , and %.

4. A bankrupt owes A £256. 6s. 8d., B £203. 10s., and C £141.

Ids. 4d. ; his estate is worth £421. Is. ; how much will A, B, and O
receive respectively ?

5. A mass of counterfeit metal is composed of fine gold 15 parts,

silver 4 parts, and copper 3 parts : find how much of each is required

in making 18 cwt. of the composition. (cwt. = 112. lbs.)

6. Two persons have gained in trade $3456 ; the one puts in $10560

and the other $8640 ; what is each person's share of the profits ?

7. In a certain substance there are 11 parts tin to 100 of copper.

Find the weight of tin in a piece weighing 24 cwt. ?

8. A man leaves his property amounting to £13,000 to be divided

amongst his children, consisting of 4 sons and 3 daughters ; the three

younger sons are each to have twice the share of each of the daughte-rs,

and the eldest son as much as a younger son and a daughter together

;

find the share of each.

9. Two persons, A and J5, are partners in a mercantile concern

and contribute $5760 and $9600 capital respectively ; A is to have
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10 per cent, of the profits for managing the business, and the remain-

ing profits to be divided in proportion to the capital contributed by

each; the entire profits at the year's end is $3840; how much of it

must each receive ?

10. Divide #480 among A, B, C, and D, so that B may receive as

much as A ; C as much as A and B together ; and D as much as A, B,

and C together.

11. Divide £11,875 among A, B, and C, so that as often as A
gets £4, B shall get £3, and as often as B gets £6, C shall get £5.

12. A commences business witK a capital of $1000, two years

afterwards he takes B into partnership with a capital of $15,000, and

in 3 years more they divide a profit of $1500 ; required B's share.

13. $700 is due in 3 months, $800 in 5 months, and $500 in 10

months ; find the equated time of payment.

14. Find the equated time of payment of £750, one half of which

is due in 4 months, f in 5 months, and the rest in 6 months.

15. A owes B a debt payable in 7-fo months, but he pays ^ in 4

months, ^ in 6 months, 3 in 8 months ; when ought the remainder to

be paid?

16. A, B, and G rent a field for £11. 6s. ; A puts in 70 cattle for 6

months ; B 40 for 9 months ; and C 50 for 7 months ; what ought O
to pay?

17. A y B, and C invest capital to the amount of $7000, $5000,

and $3000 respectively; A was to have 25 per cent, of the profits,

which amount to $4500
;

, what share of the profits ought C to have ?

18. A and B enter into a speculation ; A puts in £50 and B puts

in £45 ; at the end of 4 months A withdraws £ his capital, and at the

end of 6 months B withdraws ^ of his ; C then enters with a capital

of £70 ; at the end of 12 months their profits are £254 ; how ought

this to be divided amongst them ?

EXCHANGE.

180. Exchange is the Eule by which we find how much money
of one country is equivalent to a given sum of another country, accord-

ing to a given course of Exchange.
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181. By the Course of Exchange is meant the variable sum of the

money of any place which is given in exchange for a fixed sum of money
of another place. The COUBSE of EXCHANGE between any two

countries will be affected by whatever causes may increase or diminish

the demand for Bills of Exchange between them : thus, for instance,

in London, one pound sterling, a fixed sum, is given for a variable

number of French francs, more or less, according to circumstances.

182. By the Par of Exchange is meant the intrinsic value of the

coin of one country as compared with a given fixed sum of money of

another.

The par of exchange depends on the weight and fineness of the

coins, which are known either from the Mint regulations of the differ-

ent countries, or by direct assay. If the metal from which the par is

calculated be not a standard of value in both countries, its market value

in that country in which it is not a standard must be taken into account.

Thus, in the United Kingdom gold is the only standard of value.

183. In order to facilitate mercantile transactions between persons

residing at a distance from each other, payments are usually made by

Promissory Notes, Drafts or Bills of Exchange. The holderjof either

of these Bills being entitled to obtain its value in gold from the party

on whom it is drawn.

A Promissory Note is a written engagement to pay a sum of money

after the expiration of a certain time.

FOKM OF PKOMISSOKY NOTE.

J$o. ^. S/oUmb, <JhU 2, /<¥/{?.

c!//itee tnontAd afCei date J? /itotntte to ^au

to t/ie olaei o/ tJ&it/tat 20tax>n, wdautte, t/ie 4am

c/ t/iiee 4unc/iec/and Amu^ Wo//aU at t4e WanK of

C/oionto, m KJoiotito. c/a/uc iecetvtd.

^ae Sdfont, /<?/<?.
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Note. The note must be stamped, and on the stamp some important

element of the note must be written, such as the amount of the note or

the signature of the maker. After being signed, no alteration whatever

should be made.

FOEM OF DEAFT.

t#*. / IfcicnJc, ^aid 4d, /<??jr.

tJ&c dJanJ o/ JnJd ^l)ia/j
J

Aau Jo j/ie oiaet c/ tJ&lc/u-

va/a <-7inc/aii, todaaUe, Jne dam o/ ^/wo /tanatea ana

Jt&e/ve zzJcJJaU, va/ae ieceJvea, ana c/iatae j/ie tame

Jo ' account o/

k/o xjAomad £$town <r too,

<$-%/<$J%. ^/vlcnJiea/.

FOEM OF BILL OF EXCHANGE.

«^^^. 'SfctonJo, ^£aid J23, /<?}£?. \

f^ZcJu aaud a/jel dJa/iJ o/ mj* fk^iuJJ 0/

w&cnanae fiseccna ana *J/iila 0/ me dame Jenoi ana

aaJe an/tacaj , 4au Jo me oiaei 0/ J;a<med <yanai/andj

wi'anJ Aanaiea /wanad tLSteuena, ta/ae 4<ceivea, and

mace me dame trim oi tvimcaJ /teiJnel aavt'ce Jo my accc€tnj.

JZzmed ^fuJcne/j.

xjo Jne %yVaJJcna€ £$anft 0/ tJccJJana,
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Note 1. Three Bills of Exchange, constituting a set, called First,

Second and Third of Exchange are usually made for the same amount

and sent off by different conveyances, to provide against delay, if the

first should miscarry : only one of course is paid, the others being

cancelled.

Note 2. The party who signs either of the above forms is called the

maker or drawer of the bill ; the party on whom drawn, is called the

drawee, and after accepting it, the acceptor.

The usual way of accepting a bill is for the drawee to write his name
across the face or back of the bill ; the meaning of which is, that he

undertakes to pay the bill when it becomes due. The party who buys

a bill, is called the buyer or remitter ; the party who has possession of

it the holder, and the party to whom the money is to be paid, the payee.

If the holder or payee of a bill wishes to dispose of it either by

selling or transferring it to another party, he writes his name on the

back of it, i. e. he endorses it, and is then called the endorser.

If a bill is not paid, or refused to be paid, it is protested; protesting

a bill consists in a party called a Notary Public notifying the maker,

endorser, &c, of the non-payment, or non-acceptance of the bill.

Note 3. By an Act of the Parliament ofthe United Canadas, passed

in 185-, the dollar was declared to be in value one-fourth of the

pound currency. The pound currency to be of the weight of 101*321

grains Troy and of the standard fineness of the gold coinage of the

United Kingdom.

From the above it follows, that the legal value of the sovereign or

pound sterling= $4.86f , which also is its intrinsic value.

But by an Act passed many years ago, the sovereign was declared

to be only equal in value to $4,444', or .£9 (sterling) = $40 ; and this is

the value which almost] invariably is quoted in mercantile transac-

tions : the premium on this depreciated value of the sovereign which

will make it equal to its intrinsic value is 9£ per cent.

Ex. 1. A merchant in Toronto has to remit to one in London ^735

sterling ; how many dollars will he have to giye for the bill of ex-

change ; exchange at 109 per cent., commission £ per cent. ?

By old statute £9 = $40

40
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rate of exchange to the buyer is 109 + i = 109|

;

40 109i
£1 = §

9 100

73

15

73
,\ £735 = $^rx735

= $3577.

Therefore the Toronto merchant will have to pay $3577 for the Bill

of Exchange.

Ex. 2. What is the course of exchange between London and Lisbon

when 594 milrees, 480 rees are received for £158. 16s. 9d. ? (1 milree

= 1000 rees.)

then 594 mils., 480 rees : 1 mil, :: £158. 16s. 9d. : course of exch.

;

or 594-48 mils. : 1 mil. :: 38121d.

whence course of exch. = 64*121. ..d.

that is, 64*124^., or rather more than 5sAd. English money, would be

paid for 1 milree of Portuguese.

.

184. Arbitration, or Comparison of Exchanges, is the method
of fixing upon the rate of Exchange, called the Par or Arbitration,

between the first and last of a given number of places, where the course

of Exchange between the first and second, the second and third, &c, of

these places is known. It is called Simple or Compound Arbitration,

as three or more places are concerned.

Ex. 3. Books having been purchased in Paris for the University of

Toronto to the amount of 5100 francs : find whether it is better to

remit directly through the Bank of British North America, exchange

on Paris being at 2 per cent, discount, or by way of New York, ex-

change on Paris being at 8$ per cent, premium, or by way of London,
rate of exchange between Paris and London being at par, and that be-

tween London and Canada being at 107^ ; commissioon either way
being £ per cent.

Value of franc = 19*7 cents.

2£ per cent, discount = *49

.-. exchange value of franc = 19-21 cents

;
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$5100
•\ bill of exchange costs ,

QQ
x 19*21

= $979.71

U.S. value of franc =18-6 cents,

4 per cent, premium = *744
;

••• exch. value of franc = 19*344 cents

;

.•• bill of exch. costs - $-7qq- * 19*344

= $986,544.

British value of franc = 9*75d.
;

.-. 5100 francs - £207*1875,

exchange between London and Canada, together with commission, if-

at 108 per cent. ; therefore value of £207*1875 stg. is $994.50 Canadian

currency.

Hence it is cheaper to remit by the Bank of British North America.

Ex.' 4. £1 English being - 25*4 francs, 3*75 francs being = 105

kreutzers, 60 kreutzers being = 1 florin ; find in English money the

value of 1143 florins.

1143 florins = (1143 x 60) kreutzers,

/ll43 j
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U. S. Intrinsic.

Eix-dollar or Thaler, Prussia.... $0.69 $0,727

(thaler—30 silber groschen = 360 pfennings)

Marc Banco, Hamburg 35 30

Specie-dollar, Denmark 1.05 1.105

Kingsbank dollar " .52 552

Specie-dollar, Norway 1.06 1.105

Milree (1000 rees,) Portugal 1.12 1.085

" " Brazil 54 53

Eeal de Vellon, Spain 05 05

Eealde Plata, " 10 133

Pillar-dollar, " 1.00 1.07

Kuble, Eussia (silver) .75 785

Imperial, " (gold) 7.974

Ifoubloon, Mexico (gold) 15.60 15.74

Dollar, " (silver) 1.00 1.07

DoUar, " (gold) 1.00 986

Lira, Sardinia 186 197

Eagle, U.S. America (gold) 10.00 10.00

Dollar, " " 1.00 1.00

Note. In the above table the column marked U. S. gives the value

of the coins, as fixed by law in the United States of America ; the second

column gives the intrinsic value ofthe named coins Canadian currency.

In ascertaining the intrinsic value of the coins, the valuable work by

Martin and Trubner was made use of for obtaining the weight and

fineness of each coin, and British standard silver taken at 5s. 2d.

sterling, its average market price, per ounce.

185. New Brunswick has the same currency as Ontario and Quebec.

The sovereign of the United Kingdom, in the currency of Nova Scotia,

is equal to $5 ; the silver coins in proportion to their value of the gold

coin.

In Prince Edward Island, the British Sovereign equals 30 shillings

Island currency, silver coins in proportion.

The American Eagle ($10) is legal tender for <£3. Island Currency.

In Newfoundland the British sovereign is legal tender for $4.80,

silver coins in proportion to their value of the sovereign.

The American Eagle is legal tender for $9.85, and aliquot parts

in proportion.
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MONEY.
(English.)

1869 sovereigns are coined from 40 pounds Troy standard gold,

which is \% fine ; therefore it follows that

Weight of a sovereign = 123-27447 grains,

Weight of pure gold =113-00159 "

A pound Troy of standard silver, which is f£ fine, is coined into

66 shillings ; therefore

Weight of a shilling - 87-27273 grains

Weight of pure silver - 80-72727 "

Note. Mint value of an ounce standard silver is 58. Qd., but usual

market price 5s. 2d.

(French.)

' The fineness of gold and silver coins in France is the same, viz. ^.
The mode of expressing the fineness of-the coinage adopted by French

assayers,isto state the number of parts of the pure metal which are con-

tained in 1000 parts, and to say that the metal is so m&ujmillihnes fine.

One kilogramme of standard gold is coined into 3100 francs
" " " " silver 200 "

(United States.)

By the Act of 1852 the weight of the Eagle was ordered to be 258

grains T% fine
;

.*. Weight of the Eagle = 258 grains

Weight of pure gold - 232.2 "

The fineness of the silver coins is the same as that of the gold.

The silver dollar coined 1857 is 412.5 grains in weight.

(Canadian.)

By an Act ofParliament of the United Canadas, thepound currency

was ordered to be 101-321 grains in weight, of gold of the standard

fineness prescribed by law for the gold coins of the United Kingdom
on the first day of August, 1854.

By the law the dollar is defined to be one-fourth ofthe pound. The
gold Eagle of the United States coined since 1852, is legal tender for

ten dollars.
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'""'
Ex. LIX.

(1) A merchant in Toronto has to remit to one in Berlin (Prussia)

612 thalers ; how many dollars will he have to give in order to pay

the amount, commission £ per cent., exchange at par ?

(2) Convert 4750 milrees, 280 rees into English money at 64£d. a

milree, and bring the amount into Canadian currency, exchange

at 108 per cent.

(3) Convert £246. 15s. 6d. into piastres and rials, exchange being

at 47£d. a piastre. (1 piastre = 8 rials.)

(4) By an Act of the U. S. Congress in 1834, it was enacted that

the weight of the eagle should be 258 grains, and its fineness 899*2

milliemes. From this calculate the par of exchange between Gk B.

and U. S. of America.

(5) By an Act of the U. S. Congress, 1837, it was ordered that

the dollar should weigh 412^ grains of silver, £$ fine. Calculate the

silver par, British standard silver being 5s. Ifd. per ounce.

(6) By An act of the U. S. Congress, 1853, it was enacted that in

the coinage of half-dollars, quarter-dollars, &c, the half-dollar should

weigh 192 grains of silver ^ fine. Calculate the par at 5s. lfd. per oz.

(7) A merchant in London is indebted to one at St. Petersburg

15,000 rubles: the exchange between St. Petersburg and England

is 50d. per ruble, between St. Petersburg and Amsterdam 91d. per

ruble, and between Amsterdam and London 36s. dd. per £ sterling

:

which will be the most advantageous way for the London merchant to

be drawn upon ?

(8) What sum in English money must be given for 500 francs,

when 25*6 francs is exchanged for £1 ? What is the arbitrated price

between London and Paris, when 3 francs = 480 rees, 400 rees = 3|s.

Flemish, and 35s. Flemish = £1 ?

(9) A person in London owes another in St. Petersburg a debt

of 460 rubles, which must be remitted through Paris. He pays the

requisite sum to his broker, at a time when the exchange between

London and Paris is 23 francs for £1, and between Paris and St. Pe-

tersburg 2 francs for one ruble. The remittance is delayed until the

rates of exchange are 24 francs for .£1, and 3 francs for 2 rubles.

What does the broker gain or lose by the transaction ?

(10) A gentleman has £3000 in the 3 per cents at 97£ : he wishes
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to sell and invest the proceeds in Canada Dominion stock at 106,

yielding 7 per cent, dividends annually. Find the alteration in his in-

come, exchange between the United Kingdom and Canada being at 8£
per cent, premium, commission of £ per cent, being allowed on each

transaction.

SECTION VI.

SQUAKE KOOT.

186. The Square of a given number is the product of that number

multiplied by itself. Thus 36 is the square of 6.

The square of a number is frequently denoted by placing the figure 2

above the number, a little to the right. Thus 62 denotes the square

of 6, so that 6 2 = 36.

187. The Square Root of a given number is a number, which

when multiplied by itself will produce the given number.

The square root of a number is sometimes denoted by placing the

sign -j/ before the number, or by placing the fraction ^ above the

number a little to the right. Thus -j/36 or (36) £ denotes the square

root of 36 ; so that y'S6 or (36)i = 6.

188. The number of figures in the Square Eoot of any number

may readily be known from the following considerations

:

The square root of 1 is 1

100 is 10

10000 is 100

1000000 is 1000

&c. is &c.

Hence it follows that the square root of any number between 1

and 100 must lie between 1 and 10, that is, will have one . figure in its

integral part ; of any number between 100 and 10000, must He between

10 and 100, that is, will have two figures in its integral part ; of any

number between 10000 and 1000000, must lie between 100 and 1000,

that is, must have three figures in its integral part ; and so on.

"Wherefore, if a point be placed over the units' place of the number,

and thence over every second figure to the left of that place, the points
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will shew the number of figures in the integral part of the root. Thus

the square root of 99 consists, so far as it is integral, of one figure ;

that of i98 of two figures ; that of 176432 of three figures ; that of

i76432i offour figures ; and so on.

Again the square root of *01 is *1

•0001 is -01

•000001 is -001

•00000001 is -0001

&c. &c.

it appears, that in extracting the square root of decimals, the decimal

places must first of all be made even in number, by affixing a cypher to

the right, if this be necessary ; and then if points be placed over every

second figure to the right, beginning as before from the units' place of

whole numbers, the number of such points will show the number of

decimal places in the root.

189. Bule for extracting the Square Root of a number.

Place the point or dot over the units' place ofthe given number ; and

thence over every second figure to the left of that place ; and thence also

over every second figure to the right, when the number contains de-

cimals, annexing a cypher when the number of decimal figures is odd

;

thus dividing the given number into periods. The number of points

over the whole numbers and decimals respectively will shew the num-

. ber of whole numbers and decimals respectively in the square root.

Find the greatest number whose square is contained in the first

period at the left ; this is, the first figure in the root, which place in

the form of a quotient to the right of the given number. Subtract its

square from the first period, and to the remainder bring down, on the

right, the second period.

Divide the number thus formed, omitting the last figure, by twice

the part of the root already obtained, and annex the result to the root

and also to the divisor.

Then multiply the divisor, as it now stands, by the part of the root

last obtained, and subtract the product from the number formed* as

above mentioned, by the first remainder and second period.

If there be more periods to be brought down, the operation must be

repeated.
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Ex. 1. Find the square root of 1369.

1369 (37

9

67 469

469

After pointing, according to the Eule, we take the first period, or 13,

and find the greatest number whose square is contained in it. Since

the square of 3 is 9, and that of 4 is 16, it is clear that 3 is the greatest

number whose square is contained in 13 ; therefore place 3 in the form

of a quotient to the right of the given number. Square this number,

and put down the square under the 13 ; subtract it from the 13, and to

the remainder 4 affix the next period 69, thus forming the number 469.

Take 2 x 3, Or 6, for a divisor ; divide the 469, omitting the last figure,

that is, divide the 46 by the 6, and we obtain 7. Annex the 7 to the

3 before obtained and to the divisor 6 ; then multiplying the 67 by

the 7 we obtain 469, which being subtracted from the 469 before

formed, leaves no remainder ; therefore 37 is the square root of 1369.

Beason for the above process.

Since (37)
2 = 1369, and therefore 37 is the square root of 1369 ; we

have to investigate the proper Eule by which the 37 or 30 + 7, may be

obtained from the 1369.

Now 1369 = 900 + 469 = 900 + 49 + 420

«* (30)
2 + 72 + 2 x 30 x 7

= (30)
2 + 2x30x7+72

where we see that the 1369 is separated into parts in which the 30 and

the 7, together constituting the square root, or 37, are made distinctly

apparent. Treating then the number 1369 in the following form, viz.

(30)
2 +2x30x7 + 7 2

we observe that the square root of the first part, or of (30)
2 is 30 ; which

in one part ofthe required root. Subtract the square of the 30 from the

whole quantity (30)
2 + 2x30x 7+7 2

, and wehave2x30x7+7 2 remaining.

Multiply the 30 before obtained by 2, and we see that the product is

contained 7 times in the first part of the remainder, or in 2 x 30 x 7 ; and

adding the 7 to the 2 x 30, thus making 2 x 30 + 7 or 67, this latter

quantity is contained 7 times exactlvin the remaining 2 x 30 x 7 + 7 or
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469 ; so that by this division we shall gain the 7, the remaining part

of the root. If we had found that the 2 x 30 + 7 or 67, when multiplied

by the 7, had produced a larger number than the 469, the 7 would

have been too large, and we should have had to try a smaller number,

as 6, in its place.

The process will be shewn as follows

:

(30)2 + 2 x 30 x 7 + 72 (30 + 7

(30)2

2x30 + 7 2 x 30 x 7 + 72

2 x 30 x 7 + 72

This operation is clearly equivalent to the following

900 + 420 + 49 (30 + 7

900

60 + 7 420 + 49

420 + 49

This again is equivalent to the following:

67

1369 (37

9

^469

469

which is the mode of operation pointed out in the Rule.

Note 1. The reasoning will be be'tter understood when the

student has made some progress in Algebra.

Note 2. The divisor obtained by doubling the part of the root

already obtained, is often called a trial divisor, because the quotient

first obtained from it by the Kule in (Art. 189), will sometimes be too

large. It will be readily found, in the process, whether this is the

case or not, for when, according to our Kule, we have annexed the

quotient to the trial divisor, and multiplied the divisor as it then stands

by that quotient, the resulting number should not be greater than the

number from which it ought to be subtracted. If it be, the quotient

is too large, and the number next smaller should be tried in its place.
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Ex. 2. Find the square root of 71690512350625.

71690512350625 (8467025

64

{ 2 x 8 = 16 }

| 2 x 84 m 168 }

\ 2x846 = 1692}

((2*8467 = 16934) ) 1693402

((2x84670= 169340)}

16934045

164
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Ex. 4. Find the square root of f

.

This may be done by first reducing f to a decimal, and then by ex

fracting the square root of the decimal, thus
f-
= -714285...

•714285 (-845...

64

164
"

742

656

1685 8685

8425

200

Dirthus, V4-
=
V(|ff)

y/35

7 *
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(13) 16; 1-6; -16; -016. (14) 235-6; -1; -01 ; 5 ; -5.

(15) -0004; -00081; 379-864. (16) 20| ; 153£ ; f; ffgf.

(17) f; tV; H; ||. (18) -|^; 1^; 23-1; 42;

to four places of decimals in each case where the root does not ter-

minate.

CUBE BOOT.

192. The Cube of a given number is the product which arises

from multiplying that number by itself, and then multiplying the re-

sult again by the same number. Thus 6 x 6 x 6 or 216 is the cube of 6.

The cube of a number is frequently denoted by placing the figure 3

above the number, a little to the right. Thus 6 3 denotes the cube of 6,

so that 6 3 = 6 x 6 x 6 or 216.

193. The Cube Hoot of a given number is a number, which, when
multiplied into itself, and the result again multiplied by it, will produce

the given number. Thus 6 is the cube root of 216 ; for 6 x 6 x 6 is = 216.

The cube root of a number is sometimes denoted by placing the sign

^ before the number, or placing the fraction £ above the number, a

little to the right. Thus ^216 or (216)* denotes the cube root of 216;

so that f216 or (216)i = 6.

194. The number of figures in the Cube Boot of any number may
readily be known from the following considerations

:

The cube root of 1 is 1

1000 is 10

1000000 is 100

1000000000 is 1000

Hence it follows that the cube root of any number between 1 and

1000 must lie between 1 and 10, that is, will have one figure in its

integral part ; of any number between 1000 and 1000000, must lie

between 10 and 100, that is, will have two figures in its integral part

;

ofany number between 1000000 and 1000000000, must he between 100

and 1000, that is, must have three figures in its integral part ; and

so on. Wherefore, if a point be placed over the units' place of the

number, and thence over every third figure to the left of that place, the

points will shew the number of figures in the integral part of the root.
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Thus the cube root of 677 consists, so far as it is integral, of one figure
;

that of 198999 of two figures ; that of 134198999 of three figures ; and

go on.

Again, since the cube root of '001 is -1,

the cube root of -000001 is -0l,

the cube root of -000000001, -is -001,

&c. is &c.

it appears, that in extracting the cube root of decimals, the decimal

places must first of all be made three, or some multiple of three in

number, by affixing cyphers to the right, if this be necessary ; and

then if points be placed over every third figure to the right, beginning

as before from the units' place of ivhole numbers, the number of such

points will shew the number of decimal places in the cube root.

195. Bule for extracting the Cube Root of a number.

Place a point or dot over the units' place of the given number,

and thence over every third figure to the left of that place ; and

thence also over every third figure to the right, when the number con-

tains decimals; affixing one or two cyphers, when necessary, to make

the number of decimal places a multiple of 3 ; thus dividing the given

number into periods. The number of points over the whole numbers

and decimals respectively will shew the number of whole numbers

and decimals respectively in the cube root.

Find the greatest number whose cube is contained in the first

period at the left ; this is the first figure in the root, which place in

the form of a quotient to the right of the given number.

Subtract its cube from the first period, and to the remainder bring

down, on the right, the second period.

Divide the number thus formed, omitting the two last figures, by 3

times the square of the part of the root already obiained, and affix the

result to the root.

Now calculate the value of 3 times the square of the first figure in

the root (which of course has the value of so many tens) + 3 times the

produot of the two figures in the root + the square of the last figure in

the root. Multiply the value thus found by the second figure in the

root, and subtract the result from the number formed, as above men-

tioned, by the first remainder and the second period. If there be

more periods to be brought down the operation must be repeated.
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Ex. 1. Find the cube root of 15625.
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apparent. Treating then the number 15625 in the following form, viz.

(20)
3 + 3 x(20) 2 x5+3x20x5 2 + 5 3

we observe that the cube root of the first part or of (20)
3 is 20 ; which

is one part of the required root. Subtract the cube of the 20 from the

whole quantity, and we have 3 x (20)
2 x5 + 3x20x5 2 +5 3 remaining.

Multiply the square of the 20 before obtained by 3, and we see that

the product is contained 5 times in the first part of the remainder, or

in 3 x (20)
2 x 5 ; and adding 3 times the product of the two terms of the

root+the square of the last term of the root, thus making 3x(20) 2 + 3

x20x5+5 2
, we see that this latter quantity is contained 5 times ex-

actly in the remainder 3x(20) 2 x5+3x20x5 2 +5 3
, so that by this divi-

sion we shall obtain the 5, the remaining part of the root.

The process will be shown as follows

:

(20)
3 +3x(20) 2 x5+3x(20)x5 2 + 5 3 (20+5

(20)
3

divisor = 3x (20)
:

and'
3x(20) 2 x5

=5
3x(20)'

. {3x(20) 2 + 3x20x54-5 2 }x5 =

3x(20) 2 x5+3x20x5 2 +5 s

3x(20) 2 x5+3x20x5 2 +5 3

This operation is clearly equivalent to the following

:

8000+6000+1500+125 (20+5

8000

3x(20) : 1200, and f$$
(1200+300+25) x5

6000+1500+125

6000+1500+125

This again is equivalent to the following :

3x2 2 =3x4=12, and £§= 5

3x(20) 2 =1200
3x20x5 = 300

+5a = 25

1525

5

15625 (25

8

7625

7625 7625

which is the mode of operation pointed out in the Sulu
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Note 1. The reasoning will bs better understood when the student

has made some progress in Algebra.

Note 2. The divisor which is obtained according to the Eule given

in (Art. 195) is sometimes called a trial divisor, because the number
from the division may be too large, as was the case in the above Ex-

ample, in which case we must try a smaller number. We shall readily

ascsrtain whether the number obtained from the division is too large

or not, because if it be too large, the quantity which we ought to

subtract from the number formed by a remainder and a period will

turn out in that case to be larger than that number, which of course

it ought not to be, and so we must try a smaller number.

Note. 3. If at any point of the operation, the number to be divided

by the trial divisor be less than it ; we affix a cypher to the root, two

cyphers to the trial divisor, bring down the next period, and proceed

according to the Rule.

Ex.8. Find the cube root of 223648543.

223648543 (607

6 s = 216

trial divisor=3 x 6 a = 108

trial divisor=3 x (60)
2 =10800

3 x (600)
2=1080000

3x600x7= 12600

72= 49

1092649

7

7648543

7648 76 is not divisible by 108

;

7648543 bring down the next period

and affix to the root;

•tot§§ goes 7 times, and 7

seems likely to be the figure

required; since7 3=343,and

3 is the final figure in the

7648543 remainder.

Therefore 607 is the cube root required

196. As the decimal notation is only an extension or continuance

of the ordinary integral notation, and quite in agreement with it, the

reason given for the process in whole numbers, will apply also to

decimals.

197. To extract the cube root of a vulgar fraction, if the numerator

and denominator of the fraction be perfect cubes we may find the cube

root of each separately ; and the answer will thus be obtained as a
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vulgar fraction ; if not, we can first reduce the fraction to a decimal,

or to a whole number and decimal, and then find the root of the re-

sulting number. The answer will thus be obtained either as a decimal,

or as a whole number and decimal, according to the case. Also a

mixed number may be reduced' to an improper fraction, and its root

extracted in the same way.

Ex. 4. Find the cube root of *000007 to three places of decimals.

•000007000 (-019

1

3xl 2=3

3x(10) 2 =800
3x10x9 =270

9 2 =_81

651

9

5859

6000

5859

141

Ex. 5. Find the cube root of £ to three places of decimals,

$- -555555555...

•555555555 ('822

8 8 = 512_

3x82 = 192 43555

3x(80) 2 * 19200

3x80x2 - 480

29 = 4

19684

89368

8x(82)«<

rfx(820) 2 =2017200

dx 820x2- 4920

2022124

2

4044248

89308
20172" 4187555

4044248

143307
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198. Higher roots than the square and cube can sometimes be

extracted by means of the Eules for square and cube root ; thus the 4th

root is found by taking the square root o± the square root ; the 6th root

by taking the square root of the cube root, and so on.

Ex. LXI.

Find the cube roots of

(I) 1728 ; 3375 ; 29791. (2) 54872 ; 110592 ; 300763.

(8) 681472 ; 804357 ; 941192. (4) 2406104 ; 69426531 ; 8365427.

(5) 251239591 ; 28372625 ; 48228544.

(6) 17173512; 259694072; 926859375.

(7) 27054036008; 219365327791.

(8) -389017; 32-461759; 95443-993; -000912673;

•001906624 ; -000024389.

8 250
(9) 3, -3, -03. (10) w ; gg6J44-6.

1257*728
(II) 405AV; Hi 3-00415. (12) -0001; -j^p

to three places of decimals, in those cases where the root does not

terminate.

(13) Find the cube root of 233*744896, and also the cube root of the

last-mentioned number multiplied by -008.

(14) The cost of a cubic mass ofmetal is ^10481. Is. Ad. at 10s. 5d.

a cubic inch. What are the dimensions of the mass ?

(15) A cubical block of stone contains 50653 solid feet ; what is the

area of its side ?

(16) A cube contains 56 solid feet, 568 solid inches ; find its edge.

SCALES OF NOTATION.

199. From what has been said (Art. 6), it appears that numbers

in the common or decimal system of notation increase in a uniform

manner from right to left by a ten-fold ratio. The number 10, there-

fore is called the radix or base of the scale. It is plain that in any

system of Notation, we must have as many different characters as

there are units in tho radix of the scale.
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Thus, in the Common Scale, we have ten different characters. If

the radix were 2, then we would only have two ; viz., 1, 0.

If 3, then we would have three, 1, 2, ; and so on. If we select a

radix larger than 10, in that case, we would have to invent a new

character for each additional unit. Thus if the radix were 12, for

10 and 11, we might use the characters r,e.

200. The scales are called, according as the number 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 9, 10, 11, or 12, is the radix, the Binary, Ternary, Quaternary,
Quinary, Senary, Septenary, Octenary, Nonary, Denary,

Undenary, and Duodenary Scales.

Note 1. The different scales are sometimes denoted thus : 231 in

the quarternary scale is written (231) 4 ;
9re45 in the duodenary is

written (9re45) 12 ; and similarly of other numbers.

Note 2. The operations of Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication,

Division, Square and cube Eoots, are performed on numbers in any
given Scale as in the common Scale of Arithmetic, care being

taken that instead of using 10 and its powers, as in the common or

derary scale, we use that number and its powers, which denotes

the particular scale in which we are working.

201. To express any given number in any assigned scale.

Rule. Divide the given number by the radix ; divide again the

quotient by the radix ; so continue the division, as long as possible

:

finally write the remainders in reversed order ; the result thus obtained

is the number expressed in the proposed scale,

Ex. 1. Eeduce the number 43046 ordinary scale to the duodecimal

scale, and prove the truth of the result.

Proceeding by the Rule given above.

12
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Proof 10

10

10

10

20re2

25t8-6

2er-4

37-0

4-3

20re2 is in the scale whose radix

is 12 ;
.-.20 = 2x12+0 = 24, and 10 in 24

goes 2 and 4 over ; then 4r = 4x12+10

= 58, and 10 in 58 goes 5 times and

8 over ; then 8e = 8 x 12 + 11 = 107,

.*. (20Te2) 12 = (43046) lo , and 10 in 107 goes rand 7 over; then

72 = 7x12+2 = 86, and 10 in 86 goes 8 times and 6 over, and so on.

Note. The operation of transforming a number from any scale to

the denary, or common scale can be more readily done as follows,

lake the number in the last example, 20re2.

20re2

J2
24 =2x12+0
12

298 = 2x 12* +0x12+10

12

3587 =2*12 3 +0xl2 2 + 10xl2+ll

12

43046 =2xl24 +0xl2 3 +10xl2 2 +llxI2+2;

which is the same result as was obtained above by a different method.

Ex. 2. Transform the number 5056 from the septenary to the

quaternary scale

The division must be performed in the septenary scale.

4
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Note. 5056 might first have been expressed in the denary scale

thus, 5x7 3 +0x7 2 +5x7.+6= 1715 + 35 + 6 = 1756, and 1756 then trans-

formed from the denary to the quaternary thus,

4

4
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(5) Extract the square root of 12044424 in the senary scale

;

32e75721 in the duodenary ; and 47610370 in the ndnary.

(6) Express 1828 in the septenary scale ; 7631 in the binary
;

29 and 49 in the octenary ; 1000 in the undenary ; 1000000 in the

senary ; 80198 in the duodenary.

(7) Express (62re) 12 and (1534) 6 in the common system
; (34523) e

in the duodenary
; (654321) 12 in the septenary.

(8) Transform 23784 and 587 from the nonary to the duodenary
scale ;' 4321 from the quinary to the septenary ; and 2304 from the

quinary to the undenary scale ; and prove the truth of each result.

(9) Transform (8978) X1 and (3256) 7 to the duodenary scale, and

find their product.

202. A properfraction is convertedfrom one scale into another by

the following rule :

Rule. Multiply the numerator of the fraction by the radix of the

given scale, and divide by the denominator ; repeat the same operation

as often as necessary; the result is the given fraction transformed into

the required scale.

17
Ex. 1. Express 8 -^ in the septenary scale, and prove the truth of

the result.

810 = (ii) 7 ;

BytheBule,
7-^7

=2-f ; ^=3; ^(J)^^,,
.*. number required = 11*23.

Proof. Il 7 =(lx7 + l) 10 = 810 ,

™,-(t4X.«(£X.-(SX.'

._
.•.(U-23) 7=(8^-) io

Ex. 2. Convert 26*5 into the quaternary scale, and prove the result

.

(26) 10=(122) 4 ;
-5= i

;
proceeding by Rule, -£-= 2,

or thus, -5x4= 2-0
;

.-.(26'5) 10 =(122-2) 4 .

Proof. (122'2) 4=lx42 +2x4-f2+f=16+8+2+-5=(26-5) 10 .
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Ex. 3. Convert 323010-221122 from the quaternary to the octenary

8
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Note. Since 1 ft. = 12 in. or 12'; 1 in. = 12", 1"= 12/
", &c, the

Duodecimal Scale is often applied to examples involving the calculation

of areas of surfaces and contents of solids.

Ex. 5. Bequired the area of a room 17 ft. 3 in. long, and 13 ft. 10 in.

broad.

ft. ft.

17 ft. 3 in.=(15-3) 12 , and 13 ft. 10 in.= (ll"r) 12

15-3

11*

1246

153

153

17r-76

sq.ft. sq.ft. / 7 6 \
(l7r-6) 12=(238)io+(12 +144) sq. ft.

/ 90 \=
\
238+

144/
sq.ft,

=238 sq. ft. 90 sq. in.

Ex. 6. Find the product of 5 yds. 2 ft. 2 in. 3 pts. and 5 yds. 11 in.

7pts.

5 yds. 2 ft. 2 in. 3 pts.=17 ft. 2 in. 3 pts.= (15-23) 12 ft.

6 yds. 11 in. 7 pts.=15 ft. 11 in. 7pts.=(13-e7) 12 ft.

15-23

13- €7

r039

13909

4369

1523

lrr-4r09=(274) 10 sq. ft. + (^ +
W* +

l2l)
Sq *

ft>

=274 sq. ft, +4 superficial primes-j-10 superficial seconds+9 super-

ficial fourths.
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Ex. 7. A rectangular plot of ground contains 273 sq. ft. 53 sq. in.,

its breadth is 14 ft. 7 in. ; find its length.

273 sq. ft. 53 sq. in.=(lr9-53), a ft,

14 ft. 7in=(12*7) 12 ft.

12-7) 1t9'53 (16*9

127

825

736

re3

re3

(16*9) 12=(18 + &) 10=18ft.9in.

Ex. LXIII.

1. Express 7ff, 37^f, 940J|, and tffc in the senary and duodenary

scales, and 42/- in the quinary scale.

2. Express 123*456, 23-125, 1637*52, 376*54 in the undenary,

nonary, and octenary scales.

3. Transform 345*6273, 7304*513, and 13*454 from the octenary to

the ternary, and to the quaternary scales.

4. Divide 511173*44 by '675 in the octenary scale ; and find the

value of (28*0725) 9 .

5. The area of a rectangle is 29 ft. 4 in. and its breadth is 2 ft. 3 in.

6 parts ; what is its length ?

6. A room is 30 ft. 5 in. long, by 17 feet. 7 in. wide, and its height is

9 ft. 10 in. ; what will the painting of it come to at 2s. 3d. per yard ?

APPLICATION OF AKITHMETIC TO GEOMETRY.
f

203. A Geometrical Point is that which has no parts or no

magnitude.

204. A Geometrical Line has length only.

.205. A Straight Line is that which lies evenly between its.extreme

points
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206. Other lines than straight lines are called curved or crooked

LINES.

If the points A and B ; C, E,

and D be joined, as in the fig". AB,
CED ; the lines AB and CED are

CURVED Or CROOKED LINES.

207. A line, or linear content, is measured Arithmetically by the

number of times, or parts of a time, it contains a certain fixed line,

which has been fixed upon as the unit of length or measurement.

,
Thus, if we take one foot as the unit of measurement, and call it 1.

a line of 3 yds., or 9 feet in length will be denoted by 9, a line of 2 yds,

18 in, by 7£ ; a line of 1 in. by ^ and so on.

208. A Figure or Body is a portion of space enclosed by one or

more boundaries.

209. The Superficies, Surface, or area of a Body has only length

and breadth, and not thickness, and may be defined to be the outward

coat or face of the body. It is called a plane superficies, surface,

or area, or simply a plane, when it is such, that whatever two points

are taken in it, the straight line between them lies wholly in the

superficies.

210. A superficies, surface, or area, or is measured Arithmeti-

cally by the number of times, or parts of a time, it contains a certain

fixed area, which has been fixed upon as the unit of measurement.

Thus, if 1 sq. ft. be called 1, 1 sq. yd. — 9 sq. feet will be denoted by 9,

and 1 sq. in. by TJT , and so on.

211. A plane rectilineal- angle is the ,£

inclination of two straight lines which meet

together in a point, but are not in the same

straight line.

The straight lines AB, BC meeting to-

gether at the point B, but not both of them

in the same straight line BA or BC, form at the vertex B, the angle (Z)

ABC, or CBA.

^ABC is said to be greater than ^DBC, and less than Z.EBC.
The student will hence observe that the magnitude of a plane rec-
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£

B D

tilineal angle is not at all affected by the lengths of the straight lines

which include it, but only by the greater or less inclination of the one

line to the other.

212. When one straight line AB stand-

ing upon another straight line CD makes the

^ABO equal to the adjacent dABD, then

each of the £'a ABC, ABD is called a right

angle, and the line AB is said to be perpen-

dicular, or at right angles to CD.

An obtuse angle, viz. 4.EBD, is greater than a right angle.

An acute angle, viz. £FBD, is less than a right angle.

213. A circle is a plain superficies bounded by one line called

the circumference and is such that all straight lines drawn from a

certain point within it, called the centre, to the circumference are

equal to one another.

The plane superficies, surface, or area

ABODE is a circle, of which the curved line

ABODE is the circumference or periphery,

and the point F is the centre, a point such

that all straight lines, FA, FB, FP, FD, &c,

drawn from it to the circumference, are equal

in length.

214. The Eadius of a circle is a straight line drawn from the centre

of the circle to its circumference ; in the above figure each of the lines

FA, FB, FC, FD, is a radius of the circle ABODE.
215. The Diameter of a circle is a straight line drawn through the

centre of the circle, and terminated both ways by the circumference
;

in the above figure, the straight line, AD is a diameter of the circle

ABODE.

Note 1. The circumference of any circle = its diameter x 2/.

Note 2. The area of any circle = the square of its radius x ^.

Uacnemefai

216. Eectilineal figures are those plane superficies, surfaces,

or areas, which are contained or bounded by straight lines only

17
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217. A Triangle is a plain superficies, surface, or area which

is bounded by three straight lines. The plane super-

ficies, surface, or area contained by the straight

lines AB, AC, and BC, is called the triangle ABC,
or CBA, or BAC, whose sides are AB, AC, BC,

and whose ^s are ABC, or CBA, BCA, or ACB, and

BAC or CAB.

218. If one of the^s of a triangle, as ACB in the triangle A BC, be

a right angle, the triangle ABC is said to be a right- A
angled triangle, and the side AB opposite to the angle

ACB is called the hypothenuse, BC the baseband. AG
the vertical height or altitude of the triangle. /

Note 1. In the right-angled triangle ABC, the

right angle being ACB, square described on AB=
square described on 40+square described on BC.

lute, g&/. a/.

If one of the angles of a triangle be obtuse, the triangle is said to be
obtuse angled.

If all the angles of a triangle be acute, the triangle is said to be

acute angled.

If all the angles of a triangle be equal, the triangle is said to be

equiangular.

If all the sides of a triangle be equal, the triangle is said to be

equilateral.

If two of the sides of a triangle be equal, the triangle is said to be

isosceles.

Note 2. Area of any A = I any side of it X perpendicular drawn

upon that side, or that side produced, from the opposite angle.

If ABC, A' B' C be triangles, and AD, A' D' be drawn fromA and A
perpendiculars on BC, and on B' C produced

;

a *
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Then area ofA A B C =4 of B C x A D.

areaofA A' B C=£ of B'C xA'D'.

219. Parallel straight lines are such, as being produced ever

so far both ways in the same plane never meet.

220. A four-sided figure, or quadrilateral, is a plane super-

ficies, surface, or area, which is bounded by four straight lines.

221. A Parallelogram is a plane superficies, surface, or area,

which is bounded by four straight lines, of which each opposite two

are parallel.

The plane superficies, surface, or area ABCD, contained by the

four straight lines AB, BC, CD, and DA, of which AB is parallel

to DC, and AD is parallel to BC, is called

the Parallelogram ABCD, or BCDA, or

CDAB, &c. ; the side BC on which it stands

is called its base, and AE or DF drawn

perpendicular from A or D on BC or BC B E c F

produced is called its altitude or height. The straight lines joining A
and C, B and D, are called the diameters, or diagonals, of the parallel

ogram.

222. A square is a parallelogram, which has all its sides equal,

and each of its angles a right angle.

223. An Oblong or Eectangle is a parallelogram which has each

of its angles a right angle, and not all its sides equal, but only the

opposite sides equal to each other.

Note 1. Area of any parallelogram = its base x altitude.

Note 2. The perimeter of any rectilineal figure = the sum of its

sides.

224. A Solid is that which hath length, breadth and thickness.

225. The Capacity, or Volume, or content of a solid is the quan-

tity of space comprehending length, breadth, and thickness, which it

contains or takes up ; and it is measured Arithmetically hy the number
of times, or parts of a time, it contains a certain fixed volume, which

has been fixed on as the unit of measurement.
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226. A Rectangular Parallelopiped is a solid, contained by six

right-angled quadrilateral figures,, whereof every

opposite two are parallel. K~r k

The figure ABCD is a rectangular parallelo-

piped.

227. A cube is a solid figure contained by six

equal squares.
^

a^:

228. A right cylinder is a solid described by the revolution of an
oblong round one of its sides which remains fixed.

The side of the oblong which remains fixed is

called the axis of the cylinder. The side of the

oblong opposite to the fixed side or axis traces out

the cylindrical surface. The circles traced out by
the other sides of the oblong are called the bases

of the cylinder.

The figure ABCD is a right cylinder, traced

out by the revolution of the oblong ABEF about

the fixed side or axis EF.

229. In the Tables of Square and Cubic Measure we have seen

that length multiplied by length produces area, and area multiplied by
length produces capacity ; the units in the products in these cases

differing in kind from the units in the factors ; thus, a rectangular area,

whose adjacent sides are 4 and 3 feet respectively, is divisible into

(4 x 3) or 12 equal squares, as shewn by the accom-

panying figure, the length of a side of each square

being one linear foot. TKe rectangular area in

this case is said to be the product of the two ad-

jacent sides, represented respectively by numbers,

the unit in the numerical product being no linger

linear feet, but square feet. Similarly, if the adjacent edges of a rec-

tangular parallelopiped be 3, 1, and 2 feet, respectively, the capacity

of the solid is equivalent to 24 cubes, each containing one cubic foot

;

and thus the capacity of the parallelopiped is correctly expressed by

the product of the three adjacent edges represented respectively by

numbers, the units in the numerical product being no longer linear feet,

as in the factors, but cubic feet.

1

5
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Examples in Square and Cubic Measure.

Ex. 1. Find the area of a rectangular court-yard 17 ft. 6 in. long,

and 13 ft. 4 in. broad.

area=(17ft. 6 in.) x (13 ft. 4 in.) - 17* ft. x 13ift. =[^-X-pj sq. ft,

= -g-sq. ft.= 233^ sq. ft. =25 sq. yds. 8 sq. ft. 48 sq. in.

Ex. 2. Find the cost of paving a floor, whose length is 33 ft. 2 in.

and breadth 18 ft.: at 6s. per sq.yd.

Area of floor =(33 ft. 2 in.) x 18 ft. = 33£ ft. x 18 ft.

/199

V 6
X
18\ n /199 18\

y ) sq. ft.= ^-g-X j) sq. yds.

;

. n / 199 18 \
cost of paving floor = I 6 x -g-x-5- ) s. = 398s. = £19. 18s.

G

Ex. 3. A block of stone is 2 yds. 1 ft. 3 in. long, 1 ft. 7 in. broad,

and 2 ft. thick : find its solid content, and its value at 2s. 3d. per

cub. ft.

Contt.= (7 ft. 3 in.) x (1 ft. 7 in.) x 2 ft. = 7i ft. X 1& ft. X 2 ft.

r29 19 „\
jj X^-X 2

J cnb ft. - 22 cub. ft. 1656 cub. in.

/ , 29x19 \ 1653
Its value= 1 2i X 4xl2 x 2 Is. = -^-s. = £2. lis. Hd.

Note. Since linear ft. multiplied, by linear ft. give sq. ft., it follows

that sq. ft. divided by linear ft. give linear ft., and so on. Thus 3

linear ft. x4 linear ft. = 12 sq. ft., .-.12 sq.ft. h- 3 linear ft. = 4 linear ft.

and 12 sq. ft. -5- 4 linear ft. = 3 linear ft.

Again, since linear ft. multiplied by sq. ft. give cub. ft., it follows

that cub. ft. divided by linear ft. give sq. ft., and cub. ft. divided by
sq. ft. give linear ft. Thus 12 linear ft. X 4 sq. ft. = 48 cub. ft., ,\ 48

cub. ft.H-12 linear ft. =4 sq. ft., and 48 oub.ft.-4-4 sq. ft, = 12 linearft

Ex. 4. Find the expense of carpeting a room 15 ft. 9 in. long, and
12 ft. 5 in. broad, with carpet £ yd. wide, at $1 a yard

Area of floor = (15f x 12&) sq. ft.=(-^- X ^9
) sq. ft.

f63 149 1\ , / 7 149 v=
VT

x
I2"

X
"9~J

sq
*
yds- V"TXT2 '

sq
*
yds*
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Now required length of carpet in linear yds. x -j-linear yd.

(7 149\

»\ length of carpet in linear yds.

/ 7 149 \

vx x i27 s^yds -

4
X
12

X
3

-4- linear yd

• 7 149 \
.'. cost of carpet = ( 1 X -^x-g- ) - ft28.97|.

Ex. 5. Find the expense of painting the walls and ceiling of a
room whose height, length, and breath are 17 ft. 6 in., 35 ft. 4 in., and

20 ft. respectively, at 15 cts. per sq. yd.

Area of the 2 length walls =?2 (height X length), or 2 (Hx L).

.... of the 2 breadth walls =2(height x breadth), or 2{H x B).

.... of the ceiling =length x breadth, or L X B.

.*. area to be painted

=2{HxL)+2{HxB)+LxB=2Hx{L+B}+LxB.
-(2x17*) ft.X(35H20)ft.+(35ix20) sq. ft.

7930 7Q30
=(2xl7iX55H1Fx20) sq. ft. =-^- sq.ft.=^ sq. yds.

(7930\
15 x g^-Q ) cts.-$44.05f

.

530. Another method of working examples in square and cubic

measure is styled Cfoss Multiplication or Duodecimals, and it is

generally employed by painters, bricklayers, &c, in measuring work.

They take the dimensions of their work in feet, inches, parts, &c,
decreasing from the left to the right in a twelvefold proportion

;

thus, 12 inches =1 foot, 12 parts =1 inch, &c. : the inches, parts, &c,

are termed primes, seconds, thirds, &c.-, and are distinguished by the

accents. ',
", '", &c, placed a little to the right above the numbers to

which they belong.
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Bule for Cross Multiplication.

231. Kule. Write the terms of the multiplier under the corre-

sponding terms of the multiplicand. Multiply every term in the mul-

tiplicand, beginning at the lowest, by each term of the multiplier

successively, beginning with the highest ; divide each product which

is not of th#denomination of feet by 12, add the quotient to the next

product, and place the remainder under the term of the multiplicand

just used, when the denomination of the multiplier is feet, one place

remove to the right when it is primes, two places when it is seconds,

three when it is thirds, &c. Add the products together, carrying 1 for

every 12, und the sum will be the answer.

Ex. 1. Multiply 4 ft. 7 in. by 9 ft. 6 in.

By the Rule,

ft.

4 .
7' The product=43 sq. ft.+T%ths. of a sq. ft. (or 6

9 . & superficial primes as they are called) + -j^ths of a super

-

41" • 3 ficial prime, i. e. yfjths of a sq. ft. (or 6 superficial
o Q A

seconds as they are called.)
43 . 6 . 6"

(6x 12 x 6\

144 W fe

«=43 sq. ft. + f& sq. ft.=43 sq. ft. 78 sq. in.

Ex. 2. Find by cross multiplication the capacity of a cube whose
edge is 2 ft. 8 in.

ft. The product

=18o„b. ft . +(^-+T
i.

+T
l-

7
)cub.ft.

io L'* 1584+72+8 , ,=18 cub. ft. + ^ cub - ft-

=18 cub. ft.+p^gcub. ft.

=^b cud. ft. + 1664 cub. in.

5 . 4
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Ex. LXIV.

L will stand for length, B for breadth, H for height.

(1) Find the circumference of a wheel whose diameter is 4 ft. 8 in.

:

how many times will it turn-round in 10J miles ?

(2) How much space does a circular pond occupy, whose diameter

is 15 ft.? *>

(3) 1. Find the diameter of a wheel which turns 4290 times in

15f iniles?

2. A circular pond contains 2£ acres ; find its diameter.

(4) 1. A horse in turning a mill moves round at a distance from
its center of 6 ft. 5 in., and makes on the average 35 circuits every

3j mm. ; how much is his pace less than 5 miles an hour ?

2. A circular flower-bed, 16 ft. in diameter, has a grass border

round it 4 ft. wide : find the number of sq. yds. in the border.

(5) 1. What will it cost to fence a circular bowling-green, whose
radius is 52 ft. 6 in., at 84 cts. a yard ?

2. A cow, tethered by a rope 7 yds long fastened to a stake in

the middle of a pasture, has its rope doubled in length ; how much
greater space is it allowed than at first?

(6) 1. Find the hypothenuse of a right-angled triangle, whose

other sides are 24 ft., and 27 ft. 6 in.

2. The hypothenuse of a triangular plot is 4 chs, 25 Iks., the base is

2 chs. 65 Iks. ; find the other side.

(7) 1. The circumference of a circular spot is such that it encloses

13S6 sq. yds. ; how much is its radius less than the side of a square of

the same area, as the circle ?

2. How long will it take a person, who walks 3 miles an hour, to

walk twice round a square field containing 32 ac. 64 po. ?

(8) 1. If from the extremity of a path 24 ft. wide, a ladder reaches

1 ft. 7 in. over the top of a house 45 feet high on the other side of the

path ; find the length of the ladder.

2. If the end of the ladder be shifted 2 feet further from the house,

and then just reach to the top of a house 40 feet high on the other

Bide of the street ; find the width of the street.

(9) Two engines start from the same station, the one due North

at the rate of 35 miles an hour, and the other due East at the rate of

17£ miles an hour ; how far will they be apart at the end of 4 hours ?
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(10) Find the area of a triangle whose base is 45 feet, and altitude

17 feet.

(11) A triangular piece of ground containing 4£ acres has a base

of 135 yards ; find its altitude.

(12) Find the area of each of the following rectangles, whose

dimensions are : l..L = 36ft.,.B = 13ft. 2.£= llft.6in.,JB= 9ft.9in.

3. L = 20 ft. 3 in., B = 20 in. 4. L = 5 ft. 6 in., B = 3 ft. 5 in. 5. L =
8 ft. 9 in., B 3 ft. 8 in. 6. L = 8 yds. 2 ft. 7 in., B = 5 ft. 4 in.

(13) Work by Cross Multiplication 1. 14 ft. 7' by 5 ft. 10'. 2. 5 yds. 7'

by 1 yd. 1 ft. 11'. 3. 7 yds. 6'.10" by 11'.7". 4. 9 ft. 8' by 6 ft. 10".

5. 2 yds. 1 ft. 5'.8" by 9 ft. 59". 6. 11 ft. 1'.4" by 3 ft. 4'.

(14) Find the solid content of the following : 1. L = 13 ft. 4 in.,

B = 7ft.6in.,fl"= 3ft.l0in. 2. L= 20ft., B = l ft. 6 in., £T=lft.2in.

3. Of a cube whose edge is 6 ft. 7 in. Work (3) by Gross multiplication.

(15) Find the length ofthe following rectangles: 1. Area=40 sq. yds.,

B = 20 ft. 2. Area = 46 sq. ft. 126 sq. in., 5 = 2 ft. 6 in. 3. Area
= 6 sq. ft., B = 9 in. 4. Area = 470 sq. yds. 5 sq. ft., B = 25 yds. 2 ft.

(16) Find the area of the 4 walls of the following rooms :

1. L= 32 ft.,£ = 18 ft., £"=11 ft, 2. £=22 ft. 6 in., 5=16 ft. 8 in.,

£ = 12 ft 4 in. 3.£ = 29ft., JB= 23*ft.,JEr=ll±ft. 4. £= 32 ft. 6 in.,

B= 16ft.9in.,£T=13ft.3in. 5. £= 27 ft. 3 in., £= 17 ft. 9 in.,H=
13 ft. 6 in., deducting in (5) for a fire-place 6 ft. square, a door-way

8 ft. by 4 ft. 3 in., and two windows each 7 ft. by 4 ft.

(17) Find the cost of painting a surface, 1. 19 ft. 6 in. by 83 ft. 4 in.

at 40 cts. a square foot. 2. 25 ft. 8 in. long, and 16 ft. 9 in. wide, at

65 cts. a square foot.

(18) 1. What length ofpaper, fyd. wide, will cover a wall 15 ft. 8 in.

by 11 ft. 3 in. ?

2. What length must be cut off a board, which is 7| in. broad, so

that the area may contain 3 square feet ?

(19) 1. A square field has a diagonal path across it measuring

7 chs. 35 Iks. ; shew that the area of the field = 2 ac. 3 ro. nearly.

2. Find the number of acres in a square field whose side is

4 chs. 50 Iks.

3. A rectangular field is 7 chs. 35 Iks. long, and 5 chs. broad ; If ac.

is to be cut off from it by a line parallel to its breadth ; where must

this line be drawn.
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(20) 1. What length of carpet, 1 yd. 4 in. wide, will be required

for a room whose length is 16 ft. 6 in., and width 10 ft. 8 in. ?

2. A semicircular plot of ground, whose radius is 12 yards, has

inside the circumference a path 2 yards wide ; the rest of the space is a

flower-bed ; find the size of the bed.

(21) Find the cost of carpeting the following rooms

:

1. Z,=26 ft. 8 in., £=20 ft. 3 in., with carpet | yd. wide at 4s. 8d.

a yd. 2. Ir=20 ft. 3 in., 22=17 ft. 4 in., with carpet £ yd. wide,

at 4s. 2d. a yd.

• (22) How many yds. of paper, 1 ft. 4 in. wide, will be required for

a square room, whose side is 18 ft. 9 in. and height 13 ft. 4 in. ?

(23) What is the cost of papering a room, L=24 ft. 4 in., Z?=26 ft.

6 in.,JEZ=18ft., with paper 28 in. broad, 5 cents per yard?

(24) Find the cost of papering a room, 19 ft. 8 in. wide, 24 ft. 4 in.

long, and 13£ ft. high, with paper 2| ft. wide, which costs lis p L.r piece

of 12 yds. ; the windows and parts not requiring paper making up a

sixth of the whole surface.

(25) 1. Find the weight of water in a bath, 6 ft. long, 3 ft. wide,

and 1 ft. 9 in. deep, the weight of 1 cub. ft. of water being 1000 ounces.

2. The bottom of a cistern contains 16 sq. ft. 128 sq. in. ; how
deep must it be to contain 1216 gallons ? 1 gallon contains 277£ cub. in

nearly.

(26) 1. A cylindrical pail is 14 in. in diameter, and 14 ia. in height,

how often can it be filled from a cubical cistern each of whose inside

edges is 7 ft. 8§ in. ?

2. How many bushels of malt are there on the floor of a cylindrical

kiln, the diameter of the floor being 6£ yds., and the depth of the malt

being 14 in. ? Note. 1 bus,=2218*192 cub. in.

8. The diameter of the base of the standard bushel being 18£ in.

nearly ; find its height.

(27) 1. How many flag-stones each 5*76 ft. long, and 4*15 ft. wide

are required for paving a cloister which encloses a rectangular court

45*77 yds. long and 41*93 yds. wide : the cloister being 12*45 ft. wide ?

2. A moat of ths uniform width of 15 yds., and depth of 7£ ft.,

surrounding a square plot of ground containing 2| acres is quite full of

water : how many gallons will it contain ? Note, 1 gallon contains

277274 cub. in.
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(28) 1. If 12000 copy-books be used yearly, and each book contain

20 leaves, each leaf being 7£ in. broad and 9 in. long, find how many

acres could be covered by the leaves of these copy-books spread out on

the ground.

2. The area of a rectangular field whose length is four times its

breadth is 8 acres 1280 yards ; find its perimeter.

(29) 1. A rectangular court is 80 yards long and 50 yards broad.

It has paths joining the middle points of the opposite sides 6 feet wide,

and it has also paths of the same breadth running all round it on the

inside. The remainder is coveredwith grass. If the paths cost Is. Sd.

per square foot, and the grass 3s per square yard, find the whole cost

of laying out the court. *
2. I have 150 books to pack, which I want to put in two boxes,

whose dimensions are—the larger one, 4£ ft., 2 ft. 8 in., and 2 ft. ; the

smaller, 4 ft. , 2 £ft. , and H ft. I can get 50 books into tho smaller, how

many will remain unpacked when I have filled both the boxes, the

books being all of the same size ?

(30) Find the surfaces of the cubes, whose solid contents are

1. 5 ft, 621 in. 2. 14706 ft. 216 in.

(31) 1. How many cubes whose edges are each 2| in. can be cut

out of a cr.be of which edge is 22 in. ?

2. What must be the height of a cylindrical column of marble;

the radius of whose base is 9 inches, in order that it may contain

5| cub. ft. ?

(32) A monolith of red granite in the Isle of Mull is said to be

about 108 feet in length, and to have an average transverse section of

113 sq. ft. If shaped for an obelisk it would probably loose one-third

of its bulk, and then weigh about 600 tons. Determine the number

of cubic yds. in such an obelisk, and the weight in pounds of a cub. ft

of granite.

(33) 1. If the diameter of a cylindrical well be 5 ft. 2 in., and its

depth 27 ft. 6 in. ; how many cubic yds. of earth were removed in order

to form it ?

2. A cylindrical copper 7 ft. in height, the radius of whose base

is 2 ft. 8 in. is half full of water ; how many gallons does it contain ?

3. How many gallons must be drawn off to make the surface

sink one foot ?
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

The following questions have been selected from the Matricula-

tion Examination papers set for several years at the Universities of

McGill, Queen, Trinity, and Toronto.

(1) What conditions must be satisfied in order that one vulgar

fraction may be capable of being added to or subtracted from another ?

If these conditions be fulfilled, explain why it is necessary to change

the forms of the fractions before performing the operations. How are

these changes effected in the case of decimals ?

Add together $5£ and 1.35 of a £ currency, and subtract f of a

£ sterling. (The £ sterling to be taken as equal to £1. 4s. id. currency.)

. (2) Three students, A, B, C, are to divide between them at the

end of a term of 9 weeks a sum of $125£, the share of each being pro-

portional to the work done by him. B can do half as much again as C
in the same time, A twice as much. C works steadily 8 hours a day,

Z$ works 7 hours a day for the first 2 weeks, 5 for the next 2, and 3 for

the remainder, except the last week, when he works 11. During the

first 7 weeks, A works only 2 hours a day for 4 days in the week ; but

during the last fortnight he works 14 hours a day ; but he finds that

in the last 4 hours of each day he gets through no more than C could.

Find how much each should receive.

(3) The freight by a steamer to a certain port is $19.40 per ton

measurement ; by a sailing vessel it is $6. Insurance is at l^per cent,

by steamer, and .4f by sailing vessel. . Find whether it will be more

advantageous to send (and insure) by steamer or by sailing vessel a

package whose dimensions are 5 ft. 6 in.., 4. ft. 4 in., and 3 ft. 3 in.,

and value $780. A ton measurement is 40 cubic ft.

(4) The pound sterling being\£l. 4s. ihd. currency, find the exact

value of the sterling shilling in cents.

(5) Water flows into a tank from two taps which running sepa-

rately would in 1:1 and 2 £ hours respectively fill it up to a certain level

;
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at this level a waste-pipe opens ; both taps running, and the tank being

kept filled to this level, in what time will the waste-pipe discharge a

quantity of water equal to that in the tank ?

(6) A building-lot 30 feet in front by 120 in depth is sold at $100

per foot frontage ; how much is that per acre ?

(7) Describe the respective advantages of the use of vulgar and

decimal fractions.

Divide 3654 by 2*03, explaining each step in the process.

(8) State what different units of weight occur in the English

system.

Fifteen guineas weigh 4 oz. Troy, the metal consisting of 11 parts

gold and 1 alloy, and the value of the alloy being ^y^ths that ofan

equal weight of gold. Find the price per lb. Avoirdupois of the alloy.

(9) A quantity of pulp, filling a trough 3 feet deep, 10 ft. 7 in. long,

and 11 inches wide, is made into paper of the same width and of such

a thickness that 12 sheets would measure a quarter-inch ; find the

length of paper made, the pulp losing fths of its bulk in the manu-

facture.

(10) A grocer buys 150 lbs. of coffee at 14 cts. per lb., and 39 lbs.

of chicory at 6 cts. per lb. ; he pays an import duty of 12£ per cent.

ad valorem, and mixes and sells them at 25 cts. a lb., but by the use of

a false balance gains £ oz. on every apparent lb. sold. Find the profit

per cent, made on his outlay.

(U) • Give a short description of the ordinary numerical notation,

and prove that every vulgar fraction can be expressed by a decimal

either terminated or repeating. .If the base of the system had been

two, by how many figures would 1000 have been represented, and how
would the equality, twice two are four have been written in figures ?

(12) The mint price of pure gold is £4. 4s. llT
5
Td.per oz. Troy, and

the gold of the coinage has one part out of 12 alloy (the value of which

may be neglected) ; find the Avoirdupois weight of a sovereign.

(1) Explain the common system ofnotation. Multiply 357by 234,

explaining the different steps of the process.

(2) What is the first step you take, when you wish to add two

vulgar fractions together ? Explain clearly why this step is necessary.
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c- ,* 2 6 14 / 41 I 17 \ 3

(3) The population is 1842265 souls, and the revenue from cus-

toms is $3595754 by an average duty of 12£ per cent. If the duty be

raised to 20 per cent, and the consumption falls off one-tenth ; how
much is Hie average taxation per head altered ?

(4) State the rule for finding the quotient in division of decimal

fractions.

Divide -034695 by -000241.

Find the number of yards, feet, and inches in *084 of a mile.

(5) "What is the interest at 7 per cent, per annum of <£133. 6s. Sd

from the 1st of January, 1862, to the 15th April, 1863 ?

(6) Extract the square root of

(a) 74684164.

(/3) -03275 to 4 places.

(7) State and explain the rule for reducing a circulating decimal

to a vulgar fraction.

Example, -075386.

Express as a decimal

3
1+-

5 +
3 + £

* +
3-Ti

(8) A note for $400 at 3 months is cashed by a broker at a dis-

count of 2 per cent, per month. At maturity it is protested for non-

payment, but is renewed for a further term of 3 months, upon the

maker paying the protesting charges, which amount to $1, and interest

at the rate of 2| per cent., per month in advance. Find the rate per

cent, per annum which the maker on retiring the note will have paid

for the money originally advanced.

(9) Out of a mass of metal consisting of 3 oz. of gold, 18 oz. of

silver, and 10 oz. of nickel, a jeweler makes 40 spoons, when gold is
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worth $15.60, silver 95 cents, and nickel 25 cents. He can then sell

each spoon for $2.25, but afterwards the value of gold rises 15 per

cent., and that of silver 12 per cent., while nickel falls to 20 cents an

ounce. Find the price at which he must sell to make the same profit*

(10) Explain the reason of the rules for pointing in the multiplica-

tion and division of decimals.

Divide 0-000279 by 300000, and multiply 23*4i59 by 0-0839

(11) What fraction of a lb. Troy is an oz. Avoirdupois ?

(12) What fraction of 19s. 8f£ is lis. ll^d. ? .

III.

(1) Whence does it appear that a vulgar fraction may always be re-

duced either to a terminated or circulating decimal ? Explainhow to de-

termine which kind ofa decimal any given fraction will produce. Keduce

33 3
to decimals fogg Ty"' an^ exPress as vulgar^fractions in their lowest

terms 3*0561, 15-6013789.

(2) What is an aliquot part ?

Find by " Practice" the value of

(a) 1589 bushels at $3.75 per bushel.

(j3) 1 ton, 6 cwt., 2 qrs., 6 lbs., 4 oz., at 117.13 per ton.

(3) Explain what is meant by Interest and Discount.

Find the time for which the discount on a certain sum of money
will be equal to the interest on the same sum for a year ; the rate of

interest in both cases being 5 per cent.

(4) A piece of timber is 8 ft. 6 fn. wide, 5 ft. 9 in. deep, and

20 ft. 3| in. long ; at what distance from one end must a piece be cut

off so that the remainder may contain 23 cubic yai»ds ?

(5) A railroad runs through an estate for 50 miles, taking up a

space 22 yds. wide, and the ground is valued at <£55 an acre. The
owner receives in exchange a square field worth ^£10 a rood, and pays

as balance .£3600. What is the length of the field's side ?

(6) £356-3^8. is paid as the present value of a bill due seven

months from that date ; at the same rate per cent, interest .£126 is

paid as the discount of ^1726 for one year and nine months. Find

the amount of the first bill.
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(7) How can £11. 7s. Id. sterling be divided into crowns, half-

crowns, shillings, sixpences, and pence, so that there will be an equal

number of each.

(8) What is meant by saying that gold is at a premium in the

United States of America ?

If the premium on gold be 105, find the discount on American

treasury notes.

(9) I purchase in Toronto American silver on which there is a

discount of 4 per cent., and taking it to New York, where gold and
silver are both at a premium of 80, 1 there buy American paper 1110-7

with the silver
;
gold falling to 150, I buy gold with my paper money,

and upon my return to Toronto find that I have made just enough to

pay my expenses, which were $120 in Canadian currency. What was
the sum originally invested ?

(10) What is meant by " the Funds ?" Explain why the English

Funds rose on the birth of the Prince Imperial of France.

(11) A person holds stock, in the English 3 per cents, which are

at 98, to the amount of .£1500 sterling. This he transfers to Canadian

Government 6 per cents, which are at 105 : find the alteration in his

income in dollars if the £1 sterling is worth $4,87.

(12) When gold is at 250 in Wall street, New York, what further

rise will make a reduction of one cent in the dollar

IV.

(1) The value of the old Spanish dollar (which was the unit of

exchange between America and England) was 4s. Qd. sterling, but gold

became the standard of the currency of the United States of America,

by the acts of 1834-7, which made the gold eagle weigh 258 grains,

being nine-tenths fine. The English coinage is of metal 22 carats fine,

40 lbs. being coined into 1869 sovereigns. With these data explain

why the bank par of exchange between New York and London is said

to be 109£.

(2) Add three-fifths of 4s. Id. to seven-twentieths of Is. 5$d., and

subtract from the result thirteen-forty-eighths of 5s.

(3) Shew that every vulgar proper fraction can be reduced to a

terminating or circulating decimal ; and examine the form of a frac-
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tion which gives rise to a decimal consisting of p digits which do not

recur and of q digits which are repeating.

Reduce^ to a decimal ; multiply the decimalby 1*4, and divide the

product by ^.
(4) The old standard bushel was denned by statute to contain

2150 cubic inches, but on examination was found to contain only 2124.

By the Act of 1824 the bushel was declared to contain 2218 cubic

inches. Examine the real loss on the rental (£1075) of a farm (which

was calculated on a certain percentage .of the selling price of the corn

grown), supposing the price per bushel to remain the same.

(5) Having 3 separate parcels of powders weighing respectively

84 lbs., 3 oz., 15 dwts., Troy ; 45 lbs., 10 oz., 4 drs., 12 grs., Apothe-

caries ; and 32 lbs., 7 oz., 3*712 drs., Avoirdupois ; how can I subdivide

them into parcels weighing the same integral number of grains ?

(6) The link of Gunter's chain being 7|| inches, prove that ten

square chains make an acre.

The Scotch ell being 37*069 inches, and 24 ells making the Scotch

chain, what difference (in square feet) is there between 65 English

and 42 Scotch acres ?

(7) A grocer buys a stock of tea and sells fths of its nominal

amount at 82 cts. per lb., thus clearing$190 ; he now calculates thatif he

sells the remainder at 85 cts. per lb., he will on the whole make 30 per

cent, on Ms outlay ; but he has forgotten to take into account a loss in

weight of 2 per cent, by waste in handling. How much less cash will

he receive than he expected ?

(8) Explain the distinction between Simple and Compound in-

terest.

What rate per cent, per annum interest is discount on a note for

one year at 7 per cent. ?

"What rate per cent, per annum interest (compound) is discount

on a note for half a year at 3£ per cent. ?

(9) Prove the following rule for computing interest at 6 per cent,

for a period of months and clays, the substance of which was given in

the Leader of March 11th, 1865.

Multiply the number of months by 5, and add one-sixth the num-
ber of days ; multiply this sum by the principal expressed in dollars ;

the result will be the interest expressed in mills.

1
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(10) A tradesman who gives six months' credit abates 5 per cent,

for cash ; find the rate of interest in order that this may be the true

discount.

(11) Shew that changing the position of the decimal point is

equivalent to multiplying or dividing by a power of 10 whose index is

the number cf places by which the position of the point is changed.

Multiply 23-58 by -0005, and divide the result by -"36
; in each case

shewing the correctness of the rule by which the position of the point

is determined.

(12) A person has an income of £100 from Bank of England stock,

which pays 6£ per cent, dividend, and sells at 198£. Find his income
in dollars if he sells out and invests in the Canadian 5 per cents,

at 112!, the £ sterling being equal to $4.86.

(1) Keduce the numbers 3954 and 6872 from the denary scale to

the nonary ; obtain their product when thus transformed, and reduce

the result to the septenary. •

(2) A person purchases a quantity of goods in Liverpool for

£37. 10s. sterling, and sells in Montreal for £65 Canadian currency

;

he pays in Montreal an ad valorem duty of 4£ per cent. Neglecting

other incidental charges, what is the gain per cent., supposing a pound

sterling to be $4.87 ?

(3) A vessel contains 120 gallons of wine ; 20 gallons are drawn

therefrom and the vessel filled with water ; 15 gallons of this mixture

are then drawn and the vessel again filled with water. If this opera-

tion be performed six times, 20 and 15 gallons being drawn alter-

nately, how much wine will the mixture contain ?

(4) Keduce the decimals -21316, -31249, and -8934 to their equiva-

lent vulgar fractions.

(5) A, B, and C engage in trade; A contributes £150, B £200,

and C £250. At the end of two years A draws £100, and one year

after B £150. When the partnership is wound up, at the end of four

years, it is found that there is to the credit of the firm £1000. Are

the data sufficient to enable us to make an equitable distribution ?

Give reasons for your answer. If sufficient, determine the amount to

which each is entitled.
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(6) If the decimal point in any number be moved one place to the

left, and then again, and so on, and the numbers thus formed be added

together, the sum is the result of dividing the original number by 9.

(7) Which of the following statements is more nearly correct ?

10 10

9^09 -Ml, orrn-=9-009.

(8) Prove that the square of 99*9899995 differs from 9998 by

little more than a unit in the eighth decimal place.

(9) The distance between the earth and moon being expressed

by 59*9643 with reference to the earth's radius as unit, and this radius

being 3962*8 miles, each of these numbers being exact to the nearest

decimal ; what can be known of the moon's distance from the earth in

miles?

(10) The imperial gallon is denned as containing 277*2 cubic inches,

and as holding 10 lbs. weight of water. What would be the error in

saying that a cubic foot of water weighs 1000 oz. ?

(11) In the French system, a cubic centimetre of water is said to

weigh one gramme. The m°tre is 39*371 inches, and the gramme
15*434 grains. How does this compare with the English statement,

and what is the reason of the difference ?

(12) From the fact that ten square chains make an acre, deduce

the length of a link in inches.

VI.

(1) Sterling gold is 22 carats fine, and from 40 lbs. of it are coined

1869 sovereigns. Jewelers' gold is 18 carats fine. An ornament made
of the latter, and weighing 22 oz. was sold at an advance of two-thirds

on its value by weight, and the jeweler's profit was equivalent to

«£if&§ Per oz., on the pure gold contained in it. What was the charge

for workmanship disregarding the value of the alloys ?

(2) Two persons, A and B, borrow $300 on joint mortgage from a

building society, A taking $200 and B $100, the amount being repays

able principal and interest by equal monthly instalments to which

A and B contribute proportionally. After a few payments have been

made, they desire each to borrow $200 additional, and propose to
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merge the old debt and the new into a single mortgage for $700,

whereupon the account stands thus :

Amount required to pay off old mortgage $245
" of new loan..... 400

Surplus 55

Total $700

Discuss the interest each has in this surplus of $55, and the propor-

tion in which they should contribute to the instalments payable in

future.

(3) From "10 square chains make one acre," deduce the lenfth

of a link in inches.

(4) Find the G. C. M. of 1859 and 3042.

(5) Find the prime factors of 6300.

(6) Find the value ofH + 2f-3f.

(7) Find the value of i yard + f foot— § in.

2 + i

(8) Keduce 1*—
-f to its simplest form.

^~ 2

(9) Find the square root of 213*536 and £.

(10) Find the cube root of 47045-881.

(11) Divide -558 by -024.

VII.

(1) Define a numerical fraction. Distinguish between Vulgar and

Decimal Fractions. Express 5 fur., 3 per., 3£ yds. as a fraction of a

mile in each system.

(2) Divide -01 by -00001, and multiply the quotient by -3.

(3) Light travels at the rate of 192000 miles per second. How
long will it take to come from the Sun to the Earth, the distance

being 95000000 of miles ?

(4) Extract the square root of 373*45.

(5) Shew that if any number expressed in the decimal p^ale be

divisible by 9, the sum of its digits will be divisible by 9.

(6) Find £ of £2. 3s. 9d.
f
and express the result as a fraction of

£1. 2s. 6d.

(7) Eeduce 0*35278 to a vulgar fraction. Prove the rule.

(8) If the gas consumed by one burner ccst 17s. 9d. for 40 days,

what will be the charge for another burner for 5G days ; 220 cubic feet
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of gas being consumed by the latter, while 115 are consumed by the

former ?

(9) Extract the square root of 0*000008.

(10) Eeduce 328 to the binary scale.

(11) Find the amount of £5 in 2| years at 3 per cent, compound
interest ; the interest payable yearly.

(12) The national debt of the United Kingdom amounted, in the

year 1860, to £80147741 ; the interest paid on it was £26833470

;

calculate the average rate per cent, paid as interest.

The total revenue for the year ended June, 1861, was £71863095 :

how much per cent, was the total interest of the total revenue ?

VIII.

(1) A book consists of 21f sheets of 16 pages, each page contain-

ing 38 lines; how many sheets will it run to if printed in sheets of

24 pages, each page containing 32 lines ; the length of the line in the

latter case being §§ that of the former ?

(2) A bankrupt pays his creditors £1915. 10s. '6d. ; calculate the

whole amouut of his debts, the composition being 9s. 5d. in the £1.

(3) Divide 358*3 by 1*27, and from the quotient subtract f of £

of 12.

(4) Keduce 3 furlongs, 5 yards, 2 feet, 1 inch, to the decimal of a

mile.

(5) Add £ + f + If, and from the result substract £ of 2.

(6) Eeduce the circulating decimal *5'64 to the equivalent vulgar

fraction.

(7) If the yearly rent of 325 acres 2 roods of land be $450, what

would be the rent at the same rate of a square mile ?

(8) Find the interest on £485. 7s. 6d. sterling for 3 years and

8 months at 6 per cent., and reduce the result to dollars and cents ;

£1 sterling being worth $4.86.

(9) Extract the square root of *075, to 4 figures.

(10) Find the value of § of -~ of 25 cwt. 3 qrs. 1 lb., and reduce

the results to the decimal of a 100 cwt.

(11) Add together the fractions £ + 2:] + 5f + f , multiply the sum
by |, and divide the product by 4 times the third of 7.
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(12) Find the interest on $657.40 for three months and 10 days, at

5 per cent. Convert the result into sterling money, a pound being

worth $4-86.

IX

(1) Add together 2| + f + 7f J subtract from the sum the half of ?

,

and divide the remainder by 6.

(2) The total value of the Imports of Canada for the year 1861

was $43054836, and the total duty on them was $4768192.89. What
was the average rate per cent, levied?

(3) Find the interest on $19876.54 for 3 years and 5 months at 4^

per cent.

Convert the result into Halifax currency.

(4) Extract the square root of 2 to 4 decimal place.

(5) Express 305 yds. 2 ft. 5 in. as a decimal of a mile, and verify

the result by reducing the decimal to a vulgar fraction, and finding the

value of that fraction of a mile.

(6) Calculate the ratio of the English mile to the French kilo-

metre ; the kilometre being equal to 1000 meters, the metre == 39-371

inches.

(7) Find the value of f of 5s. 6d., bring it to the decimal of £1

currency, and convert the result into dollars and cents.

(8) If $100 in Canadian bank-notes be worth $103.50 in United

States silver, what is the value of 367 United States silver dollars in

Canadian currency ?

(9) Find the interest on $650 at 6 per cent., for 3 years and 8

months.

(10) Add together the sum, the difference, the product, and quo-

tient (the greater being divided by the less) of £ and j.

Give the reasons for the rule in each process mentioned.
t

(11) The weight of a cubic inch of water is 252*458 grains, a gal-

lon of water weighs 10 lbs. Avoirdupois ; find the number of cubic

inches in a gallon.

(12) Keduce the fractions in question (10) to decimals ; solve the

question then, and shew that the two results eciiicide,
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(1) Give the rule for division of decimals and the reason for it.

(2) If gold be at a premium of 49 per cent, when purchased with

United States notes, what is the gold value of $357 in notes ?

(3) To what sum will $500 amount in 6 years, 5 months, and

20 days at 6 per per cent, per annum, simple interest ?

(4) Extract the square toot of 32-56.

(5) Add together f and f : multiply the sum by If, and divide the

result by 4f

.

Reduce the above vulgar fractions to decimals, perform the same

operations, and show that the results obtained by the two msthods

coincide.

(6) If 6 men will dig a trench 15 yards long and 4 broad in three

days of 12 hours each, in how many days of 8 hours each will 8 men
dig a trench 20 yards long and 8 broad ?

(7) Divide the sum of 10 and ^ by the difference, and also tho

difference by the sum, and find the difference of the two quotients.

(8) Find the value ofHS9£. + l*256s. + 3*718d.

(9) If 21 men mow 72 acres of grass in 5 days, how many must

be employed to mow 460 acres, 3 roods, 8 perches in 6 days ?

(10) What sum must be put out on interest at 4i per cent, to

amount to i>4027. 19s. 4d. in 5£ years ?

(11) Eeduce £551. 19s. 5\d. sterling to dollars and cents (the value

of ill sterling being $4,867), and then convert the dollars and cents to

Halifax currency.

(12) Eeduce the circulating decimal '8325 to a vulgar fraction.

XI.

(1) What is the present worlh of $3560 payable in 8 months, dis-

count being at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum.

(2) A bar of gold is 4-17 inches long, 0*64 wide, 0-31 inches deep
;

a bar of silver is 13*22 inches long, 1-14 inches wide, 0*65 inches deep
;

find the ratio of the first bar to that of the second, if the weights of

any equal bulks of gold and silver be in the ratio of 19*35 to 10*51.

(3) Add £ + 3£ + 6§; reduce the result to a decimal form, and
divide it by the half of f of 4.
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(4) Find a number such that the cquare of it shaJl be one-and-a-

half times 35.

(5) Find the interest on $3450.35, for 135 days, at 6| per

per annum.

(6) Find how much per cent, is 53 of 65 ?

(7) Find the greatest common measure of 1281 and 7259.

(8) From the sum of ^ + 3| + 2£ ; take the difference of § and ^i

and divide the remainder by the half of f.

(9) Convert ff into a decimal, and divide the square of the result

by -0012.

(10) The volume of a sphere whose radius is r is frr
3 (where

?Tt= 3*14159) ; find hence in lbs. Avoirdupois the weight of a hollow

globe £ of an inch thick, the diameter of whose internal surface is

3 inches, if the weight of one cubic inch of the material be 500 grains.

(11) Calculate the ratio of the English mile to the French kilo-

metre ; the kilometre being 1000 metres (the metre = 39*371)

(12) What is the difference between the income arising from .£2500

invested in 5 per cent, stock, when the price of. the stock is 114 and

the same sum invested in 3 per cent, stock at 92 ?

XII.

f

(1) The greatest amount of. sea-salt which 10 lbs. of pure water

can dissolve is 37 lbs. How much salt will be required to saturate to

an equal degree of saltness, 2 gallons and 3 quarts ?'

(2) The area of a circle (radius = r) is irr2 and the volume of a

cylinder with circular base is equal to area of the base multiplied by

the height. Hence, find the height of a cyliadrical jar which exactly

contains a gallon (10 lbs.) of water, if the diameter of the base of the

jar -be 8 inches, and the, weight of one cubic inch of water be 252*5

grains.

(3) Brit: a standard silver contains 87 parts in 40 of fine silver

and 1 lb. Troy of standard silver is coined into 66 shillings. Calculate

the value of the money which can be coined from 100 lbs. Avoirdupois

of fine silver.

(4) The moon revolves in her orbit round the earth in 27 days,

7 hrs., 43 min., 11 sec. Through how many degrees of her orbit does

she move in 7 days ?
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(5) If one steamer sail 3000 miles in 11 days,how far will another

sail in 5 days, if she can sail 8 miles for the former's 7 ?

'

(6) The population of the city of Londan in 1801 was 864845,

and in 1841 1690084. Find the rate per cent, of the increase in ten

years.

(7) At present the value of the British sovereign is $4.86f ; it is

proposed to lessen the value of the dollar by Act of Parliament, so that

the value of the sovereign shall be $5.04^. Calculate what sum in the

proposed currency would be equivalent to $2600 of the present

currency.

(8) The mean distance of Mercury from the Sun is 0*38 times the

Earth's distance from the Sun. Assuming the earth to move in a circle

round the sun in 365-25 days at the rate of 16*8 geographical miles per

second, and that 60 geographical miles equal 69£ statute miles ; find

the distance of Mercury from the sun in statute miles.

(9) Out of a cubical vessel, whose side is 2 feet and which is full

of water, 5 gallons are drawn. Find by how many inches the depth

of the water in the vessel is lessened, assuming that a gallon of water

weighs 10 lbs*, and a cubic foot 1000 ounces.

(10) Add together f + f + 2£ ; divide the result by half the differ-

ence between f and -j^, and reduce the quotient to a decimal.

N (11) Find the interest on ^476. 16s. 8d. at 5£ per cent, per annum
for 7 months.

(12) What is the interest on $3678.56 for 5 months at 6£ per cent

per annum.

XIII.

(1) Troy, Avoirdupois and Apothecaries' weight. Comparative

weight of Troy and Avoirdupois pounds ; advantages of requiring the

use of only one kind of lb.

(2) Feet and yards in a mile. Feet and yards in a pole. Square

feet and square poles in an acre. Cubic inches in a cubic foot and
cubic feet in a cubic yard.

(3) Add -|-, j£> -jg* Divide -|- of -|- of 18* by ~ of ||.

(4) Divide *025 by -12 ; 594-27 by -047.

7
(5) Square root of -00089

; cube root of 140-, value of -^- of acre,
o
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(6) 75 yds. at 8f&

(7) Interest of <£60 at 10 per. cent, for one year. Of £27. 10s. at

6 per cent, for one year.

(8) If 5 men can build a wall in 6 days, how many can build it

in one ?

(9) A gentleman pays in all 50s. to his work-people, to each

man Is., each woman 8d., and each boy 4cZ., the number of each being

equal ; what was the number of each ?

(10) If a family of 8 persons expend £200 in 9 mos., how much
will serve a family of 18 persons 12 mos. ?

(11) What is the price of 60 lbs. at 2s. 6d. a lb. ? at 3s. 4tf. a lb. ?

(12) Give the cost of 1875 lbs. at $3 a ton.

XIV.

(1) Change *327 into a vulgar fraction.

(2) Find the least fraction which added to the sum of 1.2. #

12,

•D12, and 210, will make the result a whole number.

(3) Give the square root of 1*3 to four places of decimals.

5
Give the cube root of -=- to two places of decimals.

(4) Divide 3 days 8 hours by 2 hours and 40 minutes.

(5) If 15 pumps working 8 hours a day can raise 1260 tons of

water in 7 days, how many pumps working 12 hours a day will raise

7j650 tons in 14 days ?

(6) If 12 men can dig a ditch in 4 days, in what time can 32 men
perform the same work ?

(7) How many yards of carpeting 27 inches wide will cover a
room 14 x 16 ?

(8) Find the present value of $1 due in 3 months at 8 per cent.

(9) A person buys goods for £5. 17s. 6d. and sells them for

£9. 18s. 6d. How much per cent, does he gain ?

(10) If 3 oz. of gold be mixed with 9 oz. of silver, what is the value

of 1 oz. of the alloy, gold being $18 and silver $1.25 per ounce?

(11) 5 lbs. of tea at $1, 9 lbs. at 90 cts., and 14£ lbs. at 80 cts.,

what is a lb. of it worth ? and how many lbs. of each at the above rates

must be taken to make a compound worth 85 cts. a pound ?
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XV.

(1) Find the value of (i) & of 5 hrs. 25 min. 40 sec.

(ii) {i 4 f)£. + (i + f)s. + (i + f)cZ. (in) £3. 18s] 6& x 756f

.

(2) The forewheel of a carriage is 6 ft. 6 in. round, and the hind-

wheel is 11 ft. 4 in. ; how far must the carriage travel before each

wheel shall have made a number of complete turns ? How often will

this happen in 10 miles ?

(3) Define a decimal fraction, and give the rules for pointing in

the multiplication and division of decimals.

Divide -001 by 1 x -01 x 100 ; -20736 by 1-2 x -012 x 120, and

98 8452864 by 76-8 x -0987.

(4) "Write down the table of time. How do we determine whether

any particular year is a leap-year ? Are 1864, 1900, 1950, 2000 leap-

years ? „

(5) What is the interest at 7 per cent, per annum of £133. 65. Sd.

from January 1st, 1862, to April 15th, 1864 ? •

(6) Extract the square root of 74684164 and -03275 to 4 decimal

places.

(7) Divide £23. 15*. 7%d. by 37, and 571 yds. 2 qrs. 1 nail by 47.

(8) A wall that is to be built to the height of 27 feet was raised

9 feet high by 12 men in 6 days ; how many men must be employed

to finish it in 4 days ?

1344 252
(9) Beduce to their lowest terms 7^ and g7rr

5
(10) Find the value of (1) -rr of an acre, (n) -=- of 4s. Wd

(in) -009943 of a mile, (iv) -625 of a shilling.

2
(11) Eeduce (1) -r=\ of a pound to the fraction of a penny.

2
(11) — cwt. to the fraction of a lb. (in) -26d. to decimal of a pound.

(iv) -056 of a pole to decimal of an acre.

(12) Find (a) the interest on £547. 15s. for 3£ yrs. at 5f per cent,

per annum.

(/3) The present value of £720 due in 4 yrs., at 5 per cent,

interest.

(13) A square fishpond contains an acre ; find the length of a side.
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XVI.

(1) Add together f , 2}, 13^, and reduce f of 2s. 4£d. to the frac-

tions of 2s. 6d.

(2) Reduce 3s. 4%d. to the decimal of £1, and 3s. 6a. to the decimal

of £2. 10s.

(3) Prove the rule for pointing in the extraction of the square

root of the numbers. Find the square root of 534*5344, and prove that

3i/8-V7
j/8- ^7-" 482...

I

(4) The prime cost of a cask of win* of 38 gallons is £25, and

8 gallons are lost by leakage : at what price per gallon must the re-

mainder be sold so as to gain 10 per cent, in the whole prime cost ?

(5) If in Toronto there is a discount of i per cent, on English

gold, when exchange in London is quoted at 112, shew that a merchant

who wishes to send money to London will save nearly '2 per cent., if

instead of buying exchange he sends the gold, having given that the

par of exchange is 109^, that when exchange is at par the pound

sterling is worth $4.87, and that the charge for freight, insurance, &c,

on gold from Toronto to London is f per cent.

(6) Prove that

y'5 + y/S i/3 a/ ; sa , 3

2t/2
-
>/5- 1/3 + v/ 2

=
^ and (/2 + V/2^i/2) -8i/2h^2+ ,/2

=V2 + 1/2 - 1/2.

(7) Describe Gunter's chain, and explain fully how it is used to

find the acreage of a field.

(8) Define Present Value and Discount. If the discount on <£5G7

be .£34. 14s. 3|d., simple interest being reckoned^ at 4£ per cent, per

annum, when is the same due ?

(9) What is meant by "course of exchange" and by "par of

exchange ? " Explain briefly the cause of fluctuation in the price of

exchange.
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Exchange between Toronto and London being quoted at 112^,

what must I give for a Bill of Exchange for <£18. 19s. stg. ?

(10) Explain th© method of transforming circulating decimals into

their equivalent vulgar fractions, taking as examples *67, *14.

Simplify the following expressions, briefly explaining any artifices

adopted

:

(i)- -9285714 + -82142857 + -48 + 2-87.

(n) 11-036 -3-9875.

(in) -163 x -06.

(iv) 1-015873 -s- 1-636904761.
•

(11) The true length of the year is 365-24224 days ; find in what

time the error in the common reckoning will amount to a day.

(12) Define a vulgar fraction, and prove the rule for multiplying

fractions together, taking as example f * |. Shew which is greater

l^f or i/J without finding their actual values. ,

XVII.

(1) Among how many men must £105. 8s. 4d. be divided in order

that each man may have £10. 10s. IOcL ?

(2) Express the fractions f£, T
7
<j\, ^| as fractions having a

common denominator, and express the difference of the first two as a

fraction of the difference of the second two.

(3) How many ounces are there in a hundred-weight, and how
many square yards in an acre ?

(4) Divide 220-8864 by 72-66 and 2-208864 by -07266.

(5) Find the rental of 5 acres, 2 roods, 27 poles at £1. 12s. 8d.

per acre.

(6) What is the amount of $200 in 5 years at 5 per cent, com-

pound interest?

(7) 8 men, 4 women, 5 boys or 6 girls can do a piece of work in

60 days ; how long will it take 1 man, 2 women, 3 boys, and 4 girls

working together ?

(8) Find the difference in the expense of carpeting a room 17 ft.

9 in. long and 12 ft. 6 in. broad with Brussels carpet f of a yard wide
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at 4s. 6d. per yard, and with Kidderminster | of a yard wide at 3s. 6d

per yard.

(9) What sum will amount to £425. 19s. 4fd. in 10 years at 3.}

per cent, simple interest ?

(10) What is the yearly interest arising from the investment of

£385. 7s. b\d. in the purchase of 3 per cent, stock at 94f ?

(11) Write down the tables of Troy measure, and of square

measure.

(12) Divide 109839 by 35 by short division, explaining the method

of finding the remainder.

XVIII.

23760
(1) Simplify (i) ^gg. (n) 0of5A) + iof(2*+6i).

(ni) 1

24
* i" (iv) (i of i of*)+(* of i of i). fr) ff*j:i*£

(2) Find the value of

(i) £4£ + ll^s. + 7&d. (n) 1416 A 2 E 16 P-+-| of (4ac. 3ro. 27po.).

(3) Reduce f of Is. 9d. to the fraction of 3s. 4d.

(4) Find the value of (i) 2*7- '913. (n) 91*78 x -381.

(in) -00044406 -T- -0112. (iv) 2-27-^- 1-136.

(
v

) Yo +IT3 + 1234 + "• to 5 P*aces of decimals.

(5) Find by practice the value of 5 yds. 2 ft. 9 in. at 5s. 3%d. per

foot.

(6) If a lb. of standard gold which is 22 carats fine be worth

£46. 14s. 6d., find the value of the Mohur of Bengal of weight 7 dwt.

23 grs., and fineness 993 parts pure gold to 7 of alloy.

(7) What sum invested at 4 per cent, simple interest will amount

to £111 in 5 years?

(8) If £1000 of 3 per cont. stock at 72 be transferred to the 4 pet

cents, at 90, find tho change of income.
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XIX. 1874. (ADMISSION HIGH SCHOOLS.)

(1) By what must ^£157 12. 10£ be divided to give a quotient of

33^?

(2) How much wheat is necessary to sow a £eld containing 7f

acres if f of an ounce is sown on every square yard ?

(3) How many minutes between 12 o'clock noon May 24th, and

half-past nine in the forenoon of September 3rd ? and express the an-

swer as a fraction of the year.

16

4 9 3 12 6.

(4) AddlT of^-oflyg,^ •

9

(5) A house and lot together cost $3,600 ; the value of the lot is

£ that of the house. Find the value of each.

7 7 3
(6) Subtract 2 ^r sq. yards from -g of — of 3 acres.

(7) Prove that multiplying the numerator of a fraction by any

nnmber produces the same effect as dividing the denominator by the

same number.

(8) Simplify -75 of |- -?- 7«6 of -~- (1-875 - If) X 2 + ~^-

(9) If f of
f-

of an acre produce 42 bushels of potatoes, how
many bushels will an acre produce ?

(1.0) A man working 9| hours per day finishes a piece of work in

6 days : in what time would he have finished it if he had worked 8£
hours per day ?

XX. 1876.

(1) Bought 19^ yds. Irish linen at 5/4, 16f yds calico at 1/8, and

16| yds. silk at 8/4 ; find the amount of the bill in dollars and cents.

\2) Add together f of f of £2 5s.,
f-
of 3 guineas, and -27 of £1

18s. 6d., and reduce the result to the decimal of <£25.

(3) If a pipe discharge 2 hhd. 23 gal. 2 qt. 1 pt. of water in one

hour, in how many hours will it discharge 11 hhd. 25 gal. If pt., the

water flowing with the same velocity ?
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16
(4) Add together, ^f^xW If of 8^ X

r|
and ***&* the

result by ?, %,;? - 3T
-—J—

(5) A man's annual income is $2400 ; find 'how much lie may
spend per day so that after paying a tax of 2 cents 7£ mills on every

dollar of income he may save $582 a year (365 days).

(6) A room is 36 feet long and 24 feet wide ; find the difference

in the expense of carpeting it with carpet a yard wide at $1.40 a yard,

and with carpet 27 inches wide at $1.15 a yard.

(7) If 162 gallons of water will fill a cistern 4 ft, 4 inches long, 2

ft. 8 inches broad, and 2 ft. 3 inches deep, how many cublic inches

are contained in a pint ?

(8) Three men can mow a field in 6 days ; they mow together

for 2 days and then one of them ceases work, and the other two finish

the field in 7 days ; find how long the man who ceased work at the

end of the second day would have taken to mow the whole field by him-

self.

(9) A man sold two city lots for $600 each ; on the one he gained

£ of the price it cost him, and on the other he lost J of the price it cost

him : find his entire loss on the sale of the two lots.

(10) A drover bought a number of cattle for $4375, and sold a

certain number of them for $43 a head for the total sum of $3655,

gaining $680, for how much per head must he sell the remainder so as

to gain $400 more ?

Note—Ten marks for each question.

XXI. (III. CLASS. 1873.)

(1) From a pound Troy are coined 46|§ sovereigns ; find (in £ s. d.)

the price per. oz. of gold.

(2) Divide $29.50 between two persons, so that one shall receive

half as much again as the other.

(3) Simplify ^ of If -§x of^ + ^of^.
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(4) The sum paid for 494 gallons of oil, including a duty on each

gallon which amounts to £ of the cost price of a gallon, is $1719.12
;

find the duty on a gallon.

(5) A merchant tailor bought 27 pieces of cloth, each containing

191 yards, at $4.31£ a yard, and paid freight §9.621 ; he sold so as to

gain $381.871. At what price per yard was the cloth sold ?

(6) A and B can do a work in 3 days, B and C in 6 days, A and

C in 4 days. If $16 be paid for the work, what is each man worth per

day?

(7) Find the value of 30 cwt. 1 qr. 15 lbs. of sugar at $10.20 per

cwt. (qr. = 25 lbs).

(8) A person, after paying an income tax of 2 mills in the dollar,

has $1531.93 left. Find his gross income.

(9) Find the cost of covering a room 27 feet wide and 30 feet long,

with matting 2 ft. 6 in. wide and costing $1,621 a yard.

(10) A miller has a bin 8 ft. long, 4£ ft. wide, and 21 ft. deep,

holding 75 bushels ; how deep must he make another bin which is to be

18 ft. long and 3f ft. wide, so that its capacity may be 450 bushels ?

(11) A man, engaged in business with a capital of $10920, is

making 121 per cent, per annum on his capital ; but on account of ill

health, he quits the business, and loans his money at 7|%, how
much does he lose by the change in 2 years, 51 months ?

XXII. (III. CLASS. 1876.)

(1) Find what quantity must be added to

H of 3j If of 1£ 2i of 6f

'

V 8* of 2|
ot

If of 32f + 31 of 41/

31

to make it equal to ( -|- of 3| of 3f of If+ f )

.

\28f /

19
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(2) Keduce to its simplest form ('075)M-(jg5)»
.

m

*
(-075) 2- (-075) (-025) + (-025) 3

'

and divide 9*17045 by 3.36, givyig the result to the end of the first

period.

(3) Express & of 12s. Qd. + ^ of 3 guineas +& of £4-,% of

2%d., as a fraction of £5.

(4) A merchant marks his goods so that he may allow a discount

of 5% and still make a profit of 15%. Find the marked price of

broad cloth that cost him $3.80 a yard.

(5) At an election in a constituency in which the number ofvoters

was 1800, the votes polled by the candidates were in the ratio of 7 to 5,

and the successful candidate was elected by a majority of 240. Find

the number that did not vote.

(6) A rectangular plot of ground is 60 feet long and 50 feet wide ;

one pathway is made surrounding the plot on the outside, and two

others intersecting at right angles in the middle of the plot ; if these

pathways are 5 feet wide and cost 62£ cents a square yard, find their

entire cost.

(7) A and B engaged in business, the former contributing $7,500,

and the latter $4,500. The gross receipts for the first year were $2,800,

of which 5% was paid for insurance, and 14f per cent, for other

expenses ; of the balance, B received a certain sum for managing the

business, and the remainder was divided in proportion to the capital

each invested : A's share was $1,250 ; find B's allowance as manager.

(8) At what rate per cent, will $1,520 amount to $1,733.75 in 2£

years. Find also in what time $33.40 will double itself at 6f per cent,

per annum.

(9) A drover bought 400 sheep at a certain price per head. He
sold | of them at a gain of 20 per cent, T% of them at a gain of 15, and

the remainder at a loss of 10 per cent., gaining on the whole $217.

How much did he pay for the 400 sheep ?

(10) If three horses are worth 7 cows, and 5 cows cost as much
as 30 sheep, and 16 sheep cost $165 ; find the value of 12 horses.

XXIII. (II. CLASS. 1873.)

(1) When greenbacks are at a discount of 16|, what is the price

of gold?
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(2) State and prove the rules for converting the different kinds of

decimals into vulgar fractions.

(3) Water expends 10 per cent, in freezing ; find the weight of

water in a solid piece of ice whose dimensions are 12 ft., 8 ft., 5£ ft.

(cubic foot of water weighs 1000 ounces).

(4) Show that the sum of t/0-79012345679 and >/0-6l2345679 is

unity. * •

(5) Show (no formulas) how to find the (true) discount on a sum

of money for a given time and rate. How much may be gained by

hiring money at 5 per cent, to pay a debt of $6400, due 8 months

hence, allowing the present worth of this debt to be reckoned by de-

ducting 5% per annum discount ?

(6) A person having $5000 Bank Stock, sells out when it is at

40% premium ; what amount of money does he receive, brokerage

being i% ?

(7) If a piece of silk cost 80 cents a yard, at what price shall it

be marked that the merchant may sell it at 10 per cent, less than the

marked price, and still have 20% profit ?

(8) A merchant in Toronto has $4800 due him in Halifax ; how
much more will he realize by having a draft for this sum on Halifax

and selling it at £% discount, than by having a draft on To-

ronto remitted to him, purchased in Halifax for this sum at f% pre-

mium?

(9) A and B are partners. A'8 capital is to B's as 5 to 8 ; at the

end of four months A withdraws i of his capital, and B -J of his ; at

the end of the year their whole gain is $4000 ; how much belongs to

each?

(10) A commission merchant in Montreal sells for a Toronto

merchant 800 bbls. flour at $6.37i, on a commission of 3%, and buys
certain goods required by his Principal, on a commission of 2% on the

price paid for the goods, taking his commission out of the money in

hand. Find the whole amount of commission.

(11) A person sold two horses at $160 each, losing 20% on one and
gaining' 20% on the other. Did he gain or loose on the whole
transaction, and how much ?
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(12) The side, BC, of equilateral triangle ABG, is 30 feet; lines

are drawn from the angles, B, G, bisecting tfce opposite sides," and in-

tersecting in D. Find the area of the triangle BBC.

Note.—In order to pass for a 2nd Class Certificate, the candidate

must obtain at least fifty per cent, of the total value of this and the

Grammar paper, and at least fifty per cent, of the aggregate of the

values of all the papers.

XXIV. (II. CLASS. 1876.,

(1) Find the diference between

/ -26 + -2of3-7 4-3+5 • 6v

V . 48- '014 of 20 " 7 .4_.2ofll)
°f £1 10f

'
^

, /i off of 7£ ,
4-24 + 1A- \ ikiL .«

*na (rdri*i + a% i5oA-
T

74|)
oi £1 5a - u-

(2) Show that Bank discount exceeds true discount by the simple

interest on the true discount. Find the amount which a banker gains

by discounting a bill of $2451.50, drawn 12th of July at 4 months,

and discounted September 3rd, at 5 per cent, per annum, usual days of

grace : give answer to exact fraction of a cent.

(3) A retail merchant bought a quantity of Canadian tweed, and

marked it at an advance of 25 per cent, on cost, and in selling it used

a yard measurewhich was f of an inch too short, his entire gain being

#124.80 ; find the cost price of the cloth, and the amount the merchant

gained by using the false measure,

(4) A person invests a certain sum (U S. currency) in U. S. 5's

10-40 (i.e. certain bonds paying 5 per cent.), and 70^ per cent, more

than that sum in U. S. 6's 5-20, the former being at a discount of 5

per cent., and the latter at a premium of 8 per cent., and the interest

on both payable in gold. His income from the two investments was

$1400 in gold. Find the amount (currency) invested in each kind of

bonds.

(5) Three workmen, A, B, C, did a certain piece of work and

were paid daily wages according to their several degrees of skill. A*8

efficiency was to B's as 4 to 3, and B's to C's as 6 to 5 ; A worked 5

days, B 6 days, and C 8 days, and the whole amount paid lor the

work yvas $36£. Find each man's rate of wages per day.
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(6) A merchant in Montreal owes another in Lisbon 1623|

milrees, and he resolves to remit through London, Amsterdam, and

Paris ; exchange between Montreal and London is at 9£ per cent., be-

tween London and Amsterdam £1 sterling for i>lff Flemish, between

Amsterdam and Paris £1 Flemish per 13 francs, and between Paris

and Lisbon 3 francs per 450 rees ; if the expenses of this circuitous

course be 2£ per cent., what will it cost the Montreal merchant to

settle his Lisbon account ? (1000 rees = 1 milree).

(7) I bought a hind quarter and a fore quarter of beef weighing

together 252 lbs. ; I paid 7£ cents a pound for the hind quarter and

5£ cents a pound for the fore quarter, and found that I had paid 17£

cents on the whole more than if I had bought both quarters at 6§ cents

per pound : find the weight of each quarter.

(8) A person bought a piece of land for $1000, to be paid for in

five years with interest at 10 per cent. ; he was allowed a choice of

two modes of payment, (1) he could leave the principal unpaid till the

end of the five years, paying the interest due annually
; (2) he could

pay |200 of the principal each year together with the accrued interest

:

money being worth 10 per cent, compound interest ; determine whether

one of these modes was more profitable than the other, and how much
his land ultimately cost him.

(9) A merchant bought 400 lbs. of Tea and 1600 lbs of Sugar, the

cost of the latter per pound being 16| per cent, that of the former ; he
sold the tea at a profit of 33^ per cent., and the sugar at a loss of 20

per cent, gaining aowever, on the whole $60 ; find his buying prices

and his selling prices.

(10) (a) Two Towers 40 feet and 50 feet high respectively, are

standing in the same horizontal plane 120 feet apart ; how far from

each tower if that point in the line joining their bases, which is equally

distant from their summits.

(6) Tvo adjacent sides of parallelogram* are 25 feet and 35 feet

respectively, and one of the diagonals is 10 |/ 12 ; find the other diag-

onal.

XXV. (NORMAL SCHOOL. 1875.)

(J) A person sells $6000 Bank Stock, which pays half-yearly

divi&mds at 4% at 112, and invests in American Eailway stock
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at 98f . What yearly dividend should the latter stock pay in order
that his income may be unchanged, gold being quoted at 112f ?

(2) Incomes below ,£150 a year being subject to 5d. in the pound
income tax, and incomes above ^150 to Id. in the pound ; find what
income above ^150 a man must have that he may be just *l\d. a year
poorer than a man who has ^149. 10s. a year.

(8) The hour, minute, and second hands of a clock move on the

same centre and are together at 12 o'clock ; at what time will the

hour hand be midway between the other two ?

(4) A owes $15,000 bearing interest at 5 per cent, per annum ; he
pays at the end of each year for interest and part payment of principal

$2500 ; find the amount of his debt at the end of the third year.

(5) A man began business with a certain capital; he gained

20% the first year, which he added to his capital, and 37£ per cent,

the second year, which he added to his capital ; in the third year he
lost 40 per cent. ; had he received $600 more for the goods sold the last

year, he would have cleared in the three years two per cent, of his

original capital. Find the capital with which he commenced business.

(6) A man borrows ^£5000 and agrees to pay principal and inter-

est in four equal semi-annual payments; find the amount of each

payment, interest being 5 per cent, per half year.

(7) A merchant sold,gpods for which he received a 45 days' note,

which he immediately discounted at the bank of Commerce at 6 per

cent. The discount was $3*870|-f ; find the face oftihe note.

(8) Exchange between Paris and Amsterdam \being at the rate

of 2 franos 20 centimes to the guilder, that between London and Paris

at the rate of 25 francs 80 centimes to the £, and that^from New York
on London at 9^% premium, what will be the cdst of a remit-

tance for 1000 guilders from New York to Amsterdam ^>y bills of ex-

change through London and Paris.

(9) A coal company's net earnings are $5368, and it pkys $4000 in

dividends on 2500 shares, each $20 par value ; what per ceit. of divi-

dend does it pay, and how much surplus does it retain ? \

(10) A broker licenses $42100 to invest in U. S. 5
/2 o holds, after

reserving £ per cent, on the par value of the amount purchased What
was his commission, the bonds being at premium of 5 per cent

'

(11) What is the difference in the cost of fencing (1) a sqmre 10
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acre field and a circular field of the same area, the fence costing $5 a

rod ? (2) Find the side of the largest square stick of timber that can

be sawed from a log 30 inches in diameter.

XXVI. (INTEKMEDIATE EXAMINATION. 1876.)

(1) Simplify f(3i + li)£+|-if3f+^X '950f5s -+^
(2) A and B can do a piece of work in 3£ days, A and C 5£ days,

and B and C in5f- days. If$15 be paid for the work, what wages does

each man earn per day ?

(3) A person buys a lot of land at $120 an acre, and by selling a

portion in allotments he makes 90 per cent, on all he sells, so that

after reserving 20 acres, he finds that he has realized on the remainder

$840 more than the entire lot cost him. How many acres did he

buy?

(4) A Toronto merchant owes ,£900 in Liverpool, G. B. He de-

termines to remit to Pans at 5 francs 50 centimes per $1 ; thence to

Hamburg at 185 francsper SO marcs ; thence to Amsterdam at 18£

stivers per marc ; theice to Liverpool at 220 stivers per £1 sterling

•

how much must he remit to discharge his debt in Liverpool, and how

much does he gain c/er direct exchange at 9£% premium ?

(5) A man invsts $19,450 in Bank of Montreal Stock at 194, and

$19,850 in Bank o
J Toronto Stock at 198, paying his broker in each

case, i per cent, oj the amount of stock purchased. If the former pays

a half yearly dividend of 6£ per cent., and the latter a half-yearly divi-

dend of 6J per cot., find his total income for the half-year.

(6) Coffee,costing 35 cents per pound, is mixed with Chicory

worth 10 cents t pound, in the proportion of 5 pounds of coffee to 2

pounds of chScry, and the mixture is sold for 34 cents a pound : find

the gain percent.

(7) APerson invests the present worth (true discount) of $30,192

(due six ronths hence at 4 per cent, per annum) in Bank stock paying

6 per cer- yearly interest and selling at 92| ; his taxes amount to 6f

per cen*>f nis gross income from the above investment : find his net

annua111001116 *

{) A and B invest capital in the proportion of 4 to 5 in business;
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at the end of 6 months A withdraws § of his capital, and B § of his.

At the end of the year there is found to be a gain of $4,050 ; how is

this to be divided ?

(9) 1. In multiplication, why are the successive partial products

not placed directly over one another ?

2. Can the multiplier be a concrete number ? Explain

clearly the meaning of the factors in 5 ft. x 3 ft. — 15 sq. feet.

8. Is a fraction a number ? Explain fully why f has the

same value as £§.

(10) Find within an inch the length if a side of a square field

which contains two acres.

XXVII. (I. CLASS. 1873.)

(1) Among the candidates who presented themselves at an ex-

amination for first-class certificates, A obtained 65 per cent, of the

aggregate of marks, and failed to pass ; B ob\ained 80 per cent, of the

aggregate, and thus obtained 120 marks morethan the required mini-

mum for pass. If A had made 240 marks m>re he would have just

reached the minimum for pass. Find the aggregate of marks and the

per centage required to pass. \

(2) A person in London owes another in St.Petersburg a debt of

460 roubles, which must be remitted through liris ; he pays the

requisite sum to his broker at a time when the Exchange between

London and Paris is 23 francs per <£1, and between Paris and St.

Petersburg 2 francs per rouble : the remittance is \elayed until the

rates of exchange are 24 francs per ^61 between Londtft and Paris, and

1£ francs per rouble between Paris and St. Petersburg, what did the

broker gain or lose by the transaction ?

(3) Prove the rule for finding a residue of figures in tie extraction

of the square root. Extract the square root of 7 to 10 de&aal places,

, a a j/7+1
and deduce ZTfZTi , i/8 + 2 ^7,

(4) A person starts with a capital which produces him 4 £r cent.

per annum compound interest ; he spends yearly a sum equal •, twice

the original interest on his capital. Find in how many years x> wm
be ruined, having given log. 2- -3010300. log. 13 = 1-1139434.
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(5) A man holds three notes, the first for $1000, due April 1st

;

the second $1600, due July 1st ; the third, $1200, due September 1st

;

he has them exchanged for two others, one of which is for $2000, pay-

able May 1st : find when the other note matures.

(6) If the cost of digging a trench varies as the product of the

depth to which it is sunk and the quantity of earth thrown out, find the

cost of digging a trench 270 feet long, 6 feet broad, and 12 feet deep,

having given that a trench 4 feet broad and 9 feet deep costs 45 cents

for each yard in length.

(7) An insurance company issued a policy of insurance covering

80 per cent, of the estimated value of a ship and cargo, at 4| per cent.,

and immediately re-insured 50 per cent, of the risk in another com-

pany at 3£ per cent. During the voyage the ship was wrecked, and

the second company lost $900 more than the original insurers ; what

did the owners lose ?

(8) The expense of constructing a railway is $10,000,000, of which

40 per cent, is borrowed on mortgage at 6 percent., and the remainder

is held in shares ; what must be the average weekly receipts so as to

pay the shareholders 5 per cent., the working expenses being 65 per

cent, of the gross receipts ?

(9) Three persons, A, B and (7, form a partnership, contributing

to the common capital, $3500, $2200, and $2500 respectively ; at settle-

ment, A's gain is $1120, B's $880, and O'a $1200 : given that B's

stock was in the business two months longer than A's, find the time

the money of each continued in trade ?

(10) If gold can be beaten out so thin that a grain will form a

leaf of 56 square inches, how many square inches of such gold-leaf

will be required to make a cubic inch, the weight of a cubic foot of

gold being supposed to be 1200 lbs. Avoirdupois ?

(11) The sides of a triangle, ABC, are 25, 30 and 35 feet respec-

tively ; on these sides external squares are described, A G D E, A B
K H, B C G F : find the aggregate area of the squares described on

the lines GH,KD,EF.
(12) The sides of a rectangle have to each other tka ratio of 1

:

l/3 ; and a perpendicular is let fall from one of the angles upon the

diagonal : find in what ratio the diagonal is divided.
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XXVIII. (I. CLASS. 1876.)

(1) Prove the rules for pointing in Multiplication and Division

of Decimals.

Seduce to its simplest form
(
.

075)« 4S(*025)' + (-05)«

(2) The owner of some city property allows his agent 5% for

collecting his rents ; the amount which he annually pays for insur-

ance and repairs (and on which he pays no income tax) is 8f% of

his net income ; his income tax at 2 cents 7£ mijls on the dollar, is

$198-25 : Find the gross rents from his city property.

(3) Beckoning commercial discount at 8% how many years

would a bill have to run so that the holder would be willing to

pay something to get it off his hands ? Show that the error in com-

puting commercial discount, instead of true discount, varies nearly as

the square of the time, when the time is small, and where the discount

is small compared with the debt.

The interest on a sum of money for 2 years is $71Hir> and the

discount for the same time is $63^ ; Find the rate % and the sum

of money.

(4) A Building Society wishes to realize 10 per cent, on its loans ;

the instalments paid to it can be reinvested at 3 per cent, per half

year ; extending the formulae.A =PBn to include the case of n being

fractional, shew that the quarterly instalment on a loan of $1000, pay-

able in 6 years, is V^O^-1
V

' (1-03) 12 -1

(5) A retail dealer bought a quantity of broadcloth and marked

it for sale at an advance of 20% on cost ; in measuring it off to

his customers he used a false yard-measure, by which he gained on the

entire sale an additional sum of $39, making on the whole a profit of

$379.20 : Find the cost price of the cloth and the length of his yard-

stick.

(6) By the construction of the Canada Pacific Kailway, 80%
is added to the debt of the Dominion ; for the next fourteen years

after the completion of the road $5,000,000 of tie principal, in addition

to the interest, is annually paid off, and at the end of that time the

rate of interest on the national debt is reduced 10% ; if, in spite
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of these reductions, it be found that the interest on the public debt is

still 20% more than before the increased debt, find the cost of the

Pacific Railway.

(7) Examine the merits of the following definition :
" Four quan-

tities are said to be proportional when a part of the first is contained

in the second as often as a like part of the third is contained in the

fourth." Give examples of its failure.

Where do you consider that the notion of ratio is first introduced

in works on arithmetic ?

Given that the distance through which a body draws another in

one second varies as the force of attraction ; that the force of at-

traction is directly proportional to the mass of the first body, and in-

versely to the square of the distance from the centre ; that the mass is

proportional to the product of the density and volume ; and that when
the earth's volume and density are each nnity, those of Jupiter are

1387'431 and *22 respectively : Find how far a body will fall from rest

in one second at the surface of Jupiter, if at the surface of the earth it

fall through 16*08 feet in the same time.

(8) A person has an estate which yields a net income of £1620,

after paying expenses to the extent of 10 per cent. He sells it and in-

vests the proceeds in the 4£ per cents at 96, the income now being

subject to charges of 5 per cent., and his net income is £16. 17$. 5d. less

than before : Find for how many years' purchase on the gross income

he sold his property.

(9) English standard gold is T̂ alloy, and 44£ guineas weigh one

pound troy ; the weight of a shilling is 87^ grains troy, and pure silver

is 14£ff§ heavier than an equal value of pure gold. If silver were to

fall one per cent, in value, find what change would have to be made
in the alloy in a shilling in order that 20 shillings might still be equal

to £1, the alloy being supposed of the same specific gravity as silver,

and the weight of the shilling unchanged.

( 10) a. The three sides of a triangle are 20, 30, and 25 respectively.

Find the position of the point which is equally distant from the three

angles.

6. Two sides of a triangle are 8 and 12£ respectively, and the line

bisecting the angle they contain is 6 : Find the third side.



ANSWERS TO THE EXAMPLES.

EX. I. (p. 12.)

Notation.

1. 63 ; 81 ; 99 ; 40 ; 13. 2. 200 ; 303 ; 764 ; 888.

3. 4000; 1471; 6930; 9009. 4. 27504; 33000; 9016.

5. 100000; 676050; 202593.

6. 7003000; 11108106; 54054088; 613020303.

7. 2000000000 ; 9000300021 ; 94090094904.

Numeration.

1. Forty-three; sixty; eighty-eight; ninety-seven; fifty-nine; twelve;

twenty-one ; nineteen.

2. Two hundred and fifty-six ; four hundred and one ; five hundred ; nine

hundred and ninety-nine ; three hundred and sixty-five ; five hundred and

seventy-eight ; eight hundred and thirty-seven.

3. Two thousand ; one thousand seven hundred and twenty-four ; three

thousand and three ; seven thousand, five hundred and eighty-four ; one thou-

sand and seventy.five ; one thousand, five hundred and forty-one.

4. Thirty-seven thousand and three ; forty-seven thousand and forty-nine

;

sixty-three thousand and ninety ; eighty thousand and eight ; three hundred

and forty-one thousand, three hundred and twenty-three.

5. Six millions, eight hundred and fifty thousand, four hundred and six

;

eight millions, eighty thousand, eight hundred and eight ; seven millions, eight

hundred and forty nine thousand, six hundred and thirty ; four hundred and

eighteen thousand, two hundred and fifty-four.

6. Ten millions and one ; twenty millions, two hundred and twenty thou-

sand and twenty-two ; ninety-two millions, five hundred and sixty-eight thou-

sand, nine hundred and eighty-seven ; thirty millions one hundred and eighty

thousand and seventy.

7. Two billions, five hundred and sixty millions, five hundred and thirty

thousand, two hundred ; eight hundred millions, three hundred and nine thou-

sand five hundred and sixty ; nine billions, seven hundred and thirty-eight

millions, four hundred and thirteen thousand, two hundred and eight.

8. Seven billions and seventy millions, four hundred and twenty-three

;

nine hundred and eighty-seven millions, six hundred and fifty-four thousand,

three hundred and twenty-one; five billions, seven hundred and seven millions,

sixty-eight thousand and eighty.
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9. One hundred trillions, one hundred and ninety-eight billions, seven

hundred millions, ten thousand and ninety; forty-eight quadrillions, seven hun-

dred and twenty-six trillions, eight hundred and seventy billions, six hundred

and thirty-four millions, one hundred and three thousand, two hundred and

sixty-four.

Ex. II. (p. 15.)

1. 423578. 2. 3611911. 3. 1148390.

5. 1881390. 6. 8794787869.

8. 8565743090. 9. 16237839200306.

11. 51463796. 12. 14547 ; 48829 ; 82391.

14. 149036957938; 16696683926; 142228910945.

16. 4304268. 17. 1000002733636293.

19. $340086. 20. $80081668.

4. 2923038.

7. 713878539140.

10. 9691400353.

13. 779264; 2925615.

15. 98929.

18. $22540000.

21. $126246091.

Ex. III. (p. 19.)

1. 899899. 2. 300368384. 3. 73646889.

4. 6130908; 7036970; 111232112.

5. 115849491 ; 2922930923 ; 568990634342.

6. 8087 ; 4936. 7. 3999996 ; 99700000. 8. 14515927.

9. $53524.82. 10. $1814609. 11. $567,

Ex. IV. (p. 21.)

1. XXX ; XLVIH; LIX; CCXX; DC ; M.DCCC.XLIII.

2. Twenty-three, 23 ; sixty-nine, 69; two hundred and eighteen, 21$; five

thousand and one, 5001 ; one hundred and fifty thousand, six hundred and

three, 150603 ; two millions, one hundred, 2000100.

Ex. V. (p. 28.)

1. 4015708. 2. 949723. 3. 24642451.

5. 67248560. 6. 33075. 7. 4843162.

9. 128137428. 10. 694090141. 11. 514795033260.

12. 4222404, 6802762, 12432634;

61964682, 87860370, 897683780

;

586289802, 2868835536, 2581382769

;

182$81498641, 58943103679, 70935237485, 67108855380.

4. 6235560.

8. 3270069.
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13. 16322724; 213777000; 2361710300; 21810149152;

16340824080 ; 121932631112635269

;

40,155,302,248,305,278,754,132.

14. 44886996200592; 2605651657240; 128572831324016;

15232906283422580 ; 1,630,188,053,103,649,203,285.

15. 1955470720; 684763647963885.

16. 3876 ; 54095923986 ; 440956790820. 17. 21084100 ; 1408008.

1. 543817.

4. 71340987.

7. 234915.

Ex. VI. (p. 36.)

2. 18574687.

5. 814545, rem. 17.

8. 704745.

3. 930622, rem. 36.

6. 11805559.

12. 22151337, rem. 47191.

15. 65299477.

18. 14830201.

10. 40930, rem 270. 11. 591863.

13. 5719070. 14. 7575.
'

16. 243096259. 17. 3396, rem. 5094687

19. 9000900090009, rem. 1 ; and 900009000090, rem. 10.

20. 3854, rem. 26167. 21. 746115, rem. 83337.

23. 874359. 24. 764095.

26. 5771, rem. 542962567.

28. 35. 29. 2826863, rem. 55

31. 9864. 32. llif.

33. (1) $34761.901?, $137254.90*f . (2) $102493 nearly.

34. (1) $68559,12^, $70390.42f££. (2) $1831.30 nearly.

22. 6084.

25. 11717201, rem. 645.

27. 39486, rem. 2211.

30. 68911741.

Ex. VII. (p. 38.)

1. 28944. 2. Nine millions, ninety thousand, nine hundred and nine;

ninety thousand, nine hnndred and nine ; 9181818 ; 9000000.

3. 36 years.

2. 5 years.

4. 548501

3. 700409000000000000.

in.

5. 3431522.

4. 533242.

3. 13008;2. 300 days, and 75 lines remaining,

5. A, By and C score respectively 18, 57, and 33 runs.

5. 19052.

4. 9376*
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IV.

1. 24570. 2. 29; 71.

3. 100100101 ; one thousand and ten millions, one hundred and one

thousand and ten ; 1840. 5. 4549205.

1. 69788 ; 48, with remainder 91. 2.815. 3. 20000 English only

30000 French only ; and 70000 both English and French. 4. §63412.

5. 524.

VI.

1. M.D.LXin, Ef. 3, 567342.

4. Two hundred and seventy thousand, one hundred and thirty; twenty-

six thousand seven hundred and eighty-four ; 10234 ; 6.

5. 31, 13, 16 years are the ages of the children.

Ex. VIII. (p. 57.)

1. 87828 cts. ; 102787 cts. 2. 13680*/. ; SWd.
3. 201 halfpence ; 975?. 4. 80425?.; 188663 halfpence.

5. 88560?. ; 8550 fourpenny-pieces. 6. £5909. 18j. %d.

7. 200 half-crowns, 1000 sixpences, 1500 fourpences.

8. 343555 grs. ; 6493 lbs., 19 dwts., 21 grs.

9. 195597 lbs., 2 oz., 17 dwts., 12 grs. ; 51456 drs. ; 154368 sc.

10. 249056 oz. ; 14 tons, 15 cwt., 1 qr., 18 lbs., 14 oz., 9 drs.

11. 162 tons, 17 cwt., 3 qrs., 25 lbs., 9 oz. ; 19439375 drs:

12. 98920 grs. ; 72 oz., 4 dwts., 22 grs. 13. 6864 yds. ; 36305280 in.

14. 7 lea., 4 fur., 10 po!, 5 yds., 2 ft., 4 in. ; 4712544 in.

15. 2661126 barleycorns ; 88016£ yds. 16. 79 chains, 2 yds. ; 9 ft., 9 in.

17. 1348 nails ; 1124 nails. 18. 2004 nails ; 880 nails.

19. 5680 po. ; 273460 sq. yds. 20. 6188724 sq. in.; 138847£ sq. ft.

21. 1575000 sq. links ; 312 ac, 2 ro. '

22. 783 cub. ft. ; 3 cub. yds., 10 cub. ft., 1031 cub. in.

23. 794153 cub. in. ; 1245888 cub. in.

24. 4504 pts. ; 11432 gals., 2 qts., 3 giUs.

25. 24344 qts. ; 89863 bus., 3 pks., 1 gal., 2 qts.

26. 9000 bush. ; 1291 chald., 34 bush., 3 pks.

27. 27336 sheets ; 108 ream's, 9 quires, 17 sheets.

28. 22266000 sec. ; 2674859 sec.
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29. 668190£pts.; 334095£ qts. ; 83523}f gals. ; 2320S
«
7V bar.

30. 873223200 sec. 31. 5025 hrs. ; 18090000 sec.

32. 77976320 sq. ac. ; 2169180800 sq. ac. ; 2115840000 sq. ac.

Ex. IX. (p. 60.)

1. £153. 16*. 3f</.
- 2. £271. 10*. 3. £3329. 8*. ltf.

4. 143 tons, 15 cwt., 4 qrs., 21 lbs. 5. 14 lbs.. 9 oz., 2 drs., 19 grs.

6. 223 ac, 3 ro., 15 po.

7. £66851. 0*. ±\d. ; £79251. 16*. 0±d. ; £769861. 15*. 2%d.

8. 491bs.,10oz.,13grs.; 1931bs.,9oz.,19dwts. ; 1757 lbs., loz.,18dwts.,

14 grs.

9. 232 lbs., 4 oz., 4 drs., 1 sc. ; 246 lbs., 4 oz., 2 drs., 17 grs.

10. 2 tons, 13 cwt., 3 qrs., 24 lbs., 8 oz.; 2214 tons, 9 cwt., 2 qrs., 26 lbs.

;

153 tons, 9 cwt., 2 qrs., 2 lbs., 2 oz.

11. 199 m. , 2 fur. ; 166 m., 7 fur. , 13 po., 1 yd. , 2 ft., 1 in. ; 125 lea., 2 m.,

4 fur., 198 yds. 12. 185 yds., 1 qr., 3 na. ; 182 Eng. ells.

13. 181 ac, 16 po. ; 87 ac, 2 ro., 26 po., 14| sq. yd., 2 sq. ft., 93 sq. in.

14. 85 c. yds., 9 c. ft., 575 c in.

15. 304 gal., 1 qt. ; 47 pipes, 55 gals., 1 qt. ; 403 hhds., 86 gals., 7 pts.

16. 3701.47; 3178937.93.

17. 28mo.,lwk.,19hrs.,40m.; 216yrs.,39wks.,6d.,17hrs.,51m.,51sec.

18. 35 yrs., 7 mo., 2 wks., 3 d., 13 hrs.

Ex. X. (p. 64.)

1. £331. 19*. UK 2. £313. 6*. lfa.

3. 4 cwt., 3 qrs., 5 lbs., 7 OZ. 4. 12 fur., 36 po., 1 yd.

5. 5 ac, 2 ro., 31 po. 6. 55 qrs., 5 bush., 1 pk., 1 gal.

7. £77. 17*. lOfaT. 8. 859 lbs., 4 oz., 6 dwts., 5 grs.

9. 6 tons, 16 cwt., 3 qrs., 5 lbs. 10. 15 lbs., 8 oz., 4 drs., 1 sc

11. 30 yds., 1 qr., 2 na. 12. 1 yd., 1 ft., 10 in.

13. 1 m., 5 fur., 36 po., 5 yds., 14. 1 ro., 28 po., 28 sq. yds., 8 sq. ft.

35. 1 cub. yd., 20 cub. ft., 1305 cub. in, 16. 15tuns,2hhd.,53gals.,lqt., lpt.

17. 5 bar., 3 fir., 3 qts. 18. 2 mo., 1 wk., 3 d. 19. 7°, 51', 25".

20. £52. 0*.4£<£ 21. $5978.50.
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Ex. XI. (p. 67.)

1. $1738.80 ; #3042.90. 2. £79. 16*. 3d. ; £95. 15*. 9d.

3. £58402. 15*. $\d. ; £69218. 2s.

4. £379113. 9*. 2\d. ; £399745. 9s. 8±d. ; £1222447. 9s. 1\d. ;

£6011656. fir. 8%d.

5. 693 lbs., 2 oz., 11 dwts., 16 grs. ; 3119 lbs., 5 oz., 12dwts.,12 grs.

6. 33 tons, 2 cwt., 2 qrs. , 22 lbs., 15 oz. ; 228 tons, 15 cwt., 3 qrs., 10 lbs. 12 oz.

7. 547 lbs., 5 oz., 4 drs. ; 3102 lbs., 3 oz., 1 dr., 1 so.

8. 606 yds., 1 qr., 2 na. ; 3570 yds., 3 qrs., 2 na.

9. 2 fur., 10 po., 1 yd,, 1 ft., 10 in. j lm.,1 fur., 14 po., 1 ft., 2 in.

10. 186 ac, 3 ro., 27 po., 26| yds., 4 ft.

11. 4571 ac, 1 ro., 24 po. ; 40380 ac, 2 ro., 32 po.

2 577gal.,2qts.; 14841 gal., 3 qts, 13. 199 Ids., lqr., 7 bus., 2 pks., 3681 Ids.

14. 1 yr., 13 wks., 4 d., 8 h., 34 m. ; 38 yrs., 46 wks., 2 d., 13 h., 6 m.

15. 572 tuns, 1 pipe, 35 gals., 3 pts. ; 7706 tuns, 1 hhd., 10 gals., 2 qts.

,16. 1691 bar., 17 gal., 2 qts., 1 pt. ; 33135 bar., 30 gal., 2 qts.

17. £1053. is. 10|^. 18, §25452.

Ex. XII. (p. 69.)

1. £35. 3*. 3\d. 2. £39. 9s. 6%d. 3. 15 lbs., 10 oz., 1 dwt , 14 grs.

4. 228 lbs., 1 oz., 2 drs., 1 so. 5. £1. 14*. 2d.

6. 2 po., 3 yds., 6 in. and 28 in. rem. 7. £1. 3s. 10%d,

8. £3. 13*. 4d. 9. 2 o. yds., 4 c ft., 1391f|f c in.

10. 10*. 0££ 11. 2 tuns, 1 pipe, 27 gals., 2 qts.

12. £77. 1U ±\d. 13. .$283. 14. 12*. 9-gfad.

15. £13. 16*. %\d. 16. 17 cwt., 10 lbs., 11 oz., 8*4 drs.

17. 3 cwt., 1 qr., 12 lbs., 8 oz , 7£f drs. 18. 7 m. 26 d.

19. 14 d., 13 h., 27 m. 20. 3 lbs., 11 oz., 14f£drs.

21. 7lba.,14oz,4f£°drs.

22. 2 ac, 3 ro., 27 po., 19 sq. yds., 7 sq. ft., 1^ sq. in.

23. 14 po., 12 sq. yds., 6 sq. ft., 119^ sq. in.

24. lf#f nails. 25. 7 bus., l&e7 pk. 26. $715.

20,
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Ex. Xm. (p. 71.)

1. 38 times. 2. 23 times. 3. 105 times. 4. 156 times.

5. 26^| times. 6. 36 times, 7. 66 times. 8. 288 times.

9« 186fHii times. 10. 73 times.

Ex. XIV. (p. 74.)

1. 156 fl., 1560c, 15600m.; 632c., 632m
2. 309-5 fl., 3095 c., 30950 m.; 961*29 fl., 9612-9 c., 96129 m.

3. 180-65 fl., 1806-5 c., 18065 m. ; 9-25 fl., 92-5 c., 925 m.

4. 100-01 fl., 1000-1 c., 10001 m.; 460-25 fl., 4602-5 c., 46025m.

Ex. XV. (p. 76.)

1. £264. lfl.8o.Stt. 2. £552. 7 fl. 7 c. 7 m.

3. £3. 1 fl. 1 c. 4. 1 m. 5. £1. 5 fl. 5 m.

6. £384. 1 c. 5 m. ; £4838. 2. fl. 8 c. 9 m. 7. £16. 6 fl. 5 c. ; £932. 4 fl.

8. £300760. 2 c. 5 m. ; £2786492. 8 fl. 8 c.

9. £38. 9 fl. 1 c. 5 m. 10. £678. 5 fl. 6 c. 4 m. 11. £46. 3 fl. 6 c.

Ex. XVI. (p. 77.)

I.

1. 344. 3. $125400. 4. $687.57. 5. £1712. 6. 54 gai.

1. £37. 12.?. 8fc/. 2. $28732.96. 3. 90090 ; 17920000.

4. £2.4r. Zd.\ £1.9s.6d. 5. 56 dozens. 6. £1. 8s.

in.

1. 68 lbs., 13 dwts., 8 grs. 2. 116 yds. 3. £1. 5s. 5d.

5. $4258-56. 6. 6 dollars, 12 doUars, 36 dollars, 144 dollars.

2. Gain in 2d case X 12 = gain in 1st case x 11. 3. 19,?,

5. 19 gal. 6. 1000 perches. 7.16225866.

2. 4752000000. 3. 4£§ dozens. 4. 216000. 6. 58 cents.

6. £384. 5 fl. 5 c. 8 m.
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VI.

1. £46. 14*. to. 2. 4 yds., 1 ft. 3. $20.

4. 15*. 6d. 5. $7.92 ; $3.96 ; $1.32. 6. 425 quarters.

VII.

1. 5260320 min. 2. 15 tons, 15 cwt., 1 qr., 14|lbs. ; 48 m., 5 fur., lpo.

3. 26§yds. 4. 1205 days, 15 hrs., 11'6£§§". 5. $17.80.

6. $92040; $220560.

m.
2. 7 lbs., 6oz., l^drs. 3. $844200. 4. $3724.58.

5. £1311. 1 fl. 8 o. 1 m. ; £505. 9 m. ; £5727. 8 fl. 8m . 6. £108.

rx.

1. Mayl, 1769. 2. 19800. 3. 20|f£sec.

4. 144540. 5. 5 hrs., 7 m., 12 sec 6. £5791. 10*.

x.

1. 36. 2. 11*. 10^. |7o^. 3. 235T
2
T
9
F mo.

4. $547.50. 5. $1.60. 6. 6 men, 12 women, 18 boys.

Ex. XVII. (p. 84.)

1. 8. 2. 15. 3. 9. 4. 11. 5. 4. 6. 40.

7. 17. 8. 2. 9. 20. 10. 15. 11. 25. 12. 8.

13. 8. 14. 12. 15. 493. 16. 13. 17. 13. 18. 2.

19. 7. 20. 6. 21. 36. 22. 84. 23. 504. 24. 83.
v

25. 11. 26. 123. 27. 23. 28. 36. 29. 2223. 30. 14.2587.

31. 87. 32. 37. 33. 2. 34. 2. 35. 13. 36. 3.

37. 23. 38. 7. 39. 4. 40. 2.

Ex. XVIH. (p. 88.)

1. 48. 2. 900. 3. 105. 4. 140.

«

5. 11803. 6. 18648. 7. 50337. 8. 408672.

9. 344988. 10. 2663667. 11. 10867905. 12. 11754483.

13. 72. 14. 48. 15. 30. 16. 120. 17. 1080.

18. 204. 19. 1102. 20. 192. 21. 252. 22. 3465.

23. 600. 24. 720. 25. 2520. 26. 1260. 27. 1134.

28. 7200. 29. 2520. 30. 1008. 31. 22680. 32. 2017790775.
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Ex. XIX. (p. 91.)

15 45 _60^ 180 287 615
>
861 1845

#M
12 ' 12 ' l^ 12

'

2
* 63

'

63 ' W' ~63
'

Ex. XX. (p. 91.)

i— *
t * -j'-'^V g - 15

?
15 15 15

*' 16 ' 24 ' 32 ' 40 ' 80
* 2# 6457' 11740* 14675* 26415*

Ex. XXI. (p. 92.)

21 49 154 27 63 198 33 77 242.
1. -a-* ~^-> ^r

3 7 22 3 7 22 3 7. 22

^2 130 338^598 910 218 545 1417 2507 3815 .

2
* 2

"
5 ' 13

' 23 '
35

' 2
*

5 ' 13
'

23 "

35
'

234 585 1521 2691, 4095 250, 625, 1625, 2875, 4375
,

~2~"
5 ' 13 23

"

35
" X* 6

.'
13

' "23
' 35

Ex. XXU. (p. 93.)

1. 3|. 2. 12f 3. 6| 4. 12| 5. 9.

6. 86ft.
7. 45^. 8. 8J§. 9. 81&. 10. 92&.

11. 6. 12. 37T«/7. 13. 60T
i
T
o
T. 14. ISHflft 15. 59|f|.

16. 96&V 17. 22T«¥. 18. 863flft. 19. 26§iff*. 20. 12*f§7.

Ex. XXIII. (p. 94.)

7 38
rt

41 37 311

l.-f. 2.-y. 8,-y. VX,
5.—.

480 326 223
rt

14022 „ 11152

6. if.
7'13- 8'T5- 9'-7-- 10'^3--

2482 10
HOO 767 5453 72442

11. "IT-
12

* "ST* 13
' 224'

14
< "20Y-

15
' 14T-

90325 21631 51208 45689 72413

I6 ' ~85T~*
17,

137 * 2859 * 19,
107

* 20#
720 •

. Ex. XXIV. (p. 95.)

8 27 ^ 55 245

!' 15- 2
' 86"' 3

* 10- 4
* W 5

' 48*

1 375 175 14 6399

6. If'
7

' IT- 8
' "F- 9

'
"15"- 10

*
"22"

'
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Ex. XXV. (p. 96.)1,2 2 2 8
L ?. 8.-. 3. F 4. T ff. ?.

m 2 7 6 41 13
6-3' 7-

is"- *TF 9--67-- 10-.Tr

16 5 275 35 , 9
11.

2
-
5

. 12. -jp 13.^. U.j
2

. 15. Tr

117 3* 123 523 103
16. 295. 17. j. 18. ^7. 19.

64g2
. 20.

13g.

5 27 17 5 253
21
-T2-'

22
'162l-.

23'3T
24-r 25

'564T

547 2031 901 2 13
26
'74T 27-3058« 28

-l900' ™' T 30 '

"20

15 7
31. rr> 32.

13

Ex. XXVI. (p. 98.)

15 20 24 16 35 8 9 10 6 5
L 30' 30' 30' 9

' 40' 40'
3

" 12' 12' 12
4

* 27' 27'

12 10 11 18 27 20 63 66 68
5

- 28' 28' 28
6

* 36' 36' 36
7

* 72' 7~2' 72

20 21 26 25 27 28 36 60 50 63
8

* 4~8' 48' 48* 9
* 30' 30' 30*

10,
90' 90' 90' 90*

16 18 20 21 429 1092 1617 2002
n

* 24' 24' 24' 24' 12>
3003' 3003' 3003' 3003*

240 175 28 147 216 80 39
13

' 400' 400' 400*
14,

252' 252' 252' 252'

308 180 286 j>4_ _U 224 588 560 432 72 357
15,

396' 396' 396' 396' 396* 16
* 672' 672' 672' 672' 672' 672*

486 324 189 72 48 jil^ 9000 900 90 9

729' 729' 729' 729' 729' 729* 18,
lOOOO' 10000' lOOOO' 10000*

3255 1190 3276 60 3500 434 297 636 189
' 6300' 6300' 6300* 6366' 6366'

20
* 756' 756' 756' 756*

Ex. XXVII. (p. 98.)

In order of value the fractions will stand thus

:

,873 7531 4 671 8

i'TTo'T 2
- VFTT 3

* 3*
0f
"7T2'5 of 8"
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31 10 5 3 21 8 7 3 9 27 7 27 9 3
4

- 60' 2l' f2' 1Q
5

' 26' 11* 13* 1 * 22* 6
' 32' lo' 40' 16' 8

3 5 2 3 14 1 1 ,

7.iof_of4
ri

of|of5,2-
8
^of^of4|.

15 2 6 5 29 13

8. 1 ,3J,-of9f. 9. If y -g'ge' 28'

8 9 7 3 5 700 401 113 51

?Wm
:

11 - 1^' 748' 44

15 2 „ 2 5 4

10
" I'M' 18' 11' 86-

U
* ^'748' U

12 • r 3i, 7 of9f, -of-ofg,

3 1
13. -r and -=

4 6*
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Ex. XXXIH. (p. 109.)

9
. _5?_

g 1 27 147. 559 _47_ ,
495

L
16' 100"

2
' 12' 160* 3

' 16 ' 651* 4
' 1000' 2

79
>

2560 59
# _3_ 761^ .

2617
5

' 200 ' 1 •
6

* 64 ' 1100
7

* 10560 ' 11664
*

8 161 _9 1681 H59 U
8

* 15 J 480* y
* 38 ^ 3840*

1U#
10368' 576*

9269 , 3 293_
t

79_ 3025
#
36 3 1

U
* "480' 8* 12

* 2880' 480* 13,
6596' 1* U

' 16' 60*

, JL, 16 J^. _1_ 8 * 1 192
. j>

15.
3

'

171
- 16.

400 ; 3000
- 17.

800 ; 2U2
- is.

175 ; u -

I •

#
81 27.420 1225 5 _J_ . 4

19# 2240' 184*
20, 80" 79 '

21,
2304' 6* 22# 1863' 25*

1 108 28 7 213
23. jg5» 24.

125
- 25.

81
. 26.

5400000
- 27. u0

2822400 n* 39 _ 11 - 233
28--6T- 29'64* 80

'2l-
8L "20--

Ex. XXXIV. (p. 113.)

i.

2. 4T̂ and3T|¥ ;8J.

8.<l)37f. (2)8if. (Qjg. (4)4ff. (5)3f&. 5. 5*f.

II.

764 121
2. 21| and 3$f. 3. jg and ^-g.

4.(1)^.- (2)14* (S)^ (4>fr
-5' 16 '

2.(1)5000. (2)^. (3)2. (4)1^.

1
,

1 UU e , 841
8. -Q- of 4 is greater by ^ 4. ^j-. 5. Ijiprs-
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6. Four-tenths ; twenty-five hundredths ; seventy-five hundredths ; seven

hundred and forty-five thousandths ; one-tenth ; one thousandth ; one hundred

thousandth ; twenty-three and seventy-five hundredths ; two and three hundred

and seventy-five thousandths ; two thousand three hundred and seventy-five

ten thousandths ; two thousand three hundred and seventy-five hundred

millionths ; one and one millionth ; one million and one ten millionths ; one

hundred millionth.

Ex. XXXVI. (p. 121.)

1. 47-09595.

4. 2935-5073.

7. 953-77386.

10. 9181-6074975. 11.

2. 290-381404.

5. 418-94514.

8. 370-430375.

5082-3192995. 12.

3. 6153-70427.

6. 406-529522.

9. 62-5358119.

1011022959-091000001.

8.

Ex. XXXVII. (p. 122.)

1. 1-0918 ; 5-8345 ; 141-03
; -0001 ; -304317.

2. 211-6875. 3. -0421813. 4. 602-3415997.

5. 4-4954. 6. -48553. 7. 9-1794.

•09; 655-30283; 21-068124; 9788-852. 9. 6-3; -699993; 99*706.

XXXVIII. (p. 123.)

1. 159-6; 1596; 15-96; -0001596.

5. -0063612 ; 3-72812 ; -12376. 4.

6. •00329875. 7. -03611. 8.

10. -00007614. 11. -055757592. 12.

14. 32-86164. 15.

2. 173-889 ; -173889 ; 1-7989.

3-07930896. 5. 210-6144185.

•0000274104. 9. 0006594.

•27492. 13. -001; -20736.

1549795-52.

Ex. XXXIX. (p. 126.)

1. 2-1 ; 91-78. 2. -025 ;
24-3.

4. 10, 100, 10000. 5. 250 ;
16-25.

7. -057 ; 813-4. 8. -0072 ; 59640.

10. 5020; 543. 11. 326000; 32-6; -0097.

13. -002; -000002; 2.

15. 948-7096 ; 9487096.

3. -00003; -374.

6. 51472; -0000051472

9. 10500; 137-56.

12. 1-3
; 13 ;

-13
; 130.

14. 2-01; 20100; -001675.

16. 26153-4: 21-4.

17. 2040000; -00082175.

19. '00002 ; -000002 ; 20.

18. 7934-7; 79347; 79847000.

20. -57; 57000.
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21. 3-7356; -0117;. 76-9230.

23. 320911-4782; 1-9005; 1-3157.

25. 12-8413; -0026.

27. -00256256 ; -256256 ; 256-256.

22. 1-4895; 50830-1313.

24. 14036019-0930; -0011.

26. -0000186; -00186.

28. 4360; 103-36; '04545.

Ex. XL. (p. 129.)

1. -25; -75; '625; -36; -3125; -95.

2. -515625; -432; 2-85; 1*36; -00625.

3. 6-171875; -2375; -05078125; -005859375; 15*0075264.

4. -007080078125. 5. -84375. 6. -0001. 7. -661. 8. -575.

9. -79375. 10. -5. 11. 11-7578125. 12. 86497. 13. 562-926.

Ex. XLI. (p. 13f
.)

1. -5; -18; -027; 42857i.

2. -56 ; -743 ;

:197530864 ; 15-156.

3. -91789772; 7-285714; -00017.

4. 24-009 ; * 17-01857142 ; 2-167834. .

;

5. -052631578947368421 ; -0434782608695652173913 ;

•034482758620689655172413793i ; -032258064516129.

7 7.5 _289
# _5_ # ^9 1 . 1007 . 17

495 ' 37 ' 300 ' 8
* 540 ' 333 ' 1375

4 . 10619 . 39

6
' 9 ' 90 ' 22

7.

1. 191. 51467
9#

7 ' 480 » 134680*
10.

114137
. 1043 . 385

11,
333000' 33300' 48 " 12,

13 ' 16835 ' 14

1284121 51 4023367

15000 > 14' ,31680

1. 31-371538. 2. 700-612301.

4. 2-2384615; 13-72619047.

7. 363-5740 ; 245-3.

Ex. XLH. (p. 134.)

3. 6-116666; 1-681818; 308-052752.

5. 13-2 ; -27. 6. 25-213 ; 300.

8. 1-35169...; 17-45.

9. 48-75; 6-76. 10. 303-75; 2-3. 11. 7; 48-734; '0134.
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Ex. XLIII. (p. 136.)

1. 45 cts, ; 67i cts. ; $4-3854. 2. 5s. l\d. ; 15*. 11-088^. ; 14*. 4&d.

3. 43 cts. ; $5-783 ; $1.20.

4. 2 m., 1100 yds. ; 2 d., 12 hrs., 55'. 21"; 7 oz., 4 dwt.

5. 3 qrs., 10 lbs., 1-216 oz.; 7 lbs., 5-2 oz. ; 14 po., 2 yds., 7-2 in.

6. 4tons, 3cwt., lqr.,51bs., 8oz.; 3cwt.,2qrs., 121bs., 8oz. ; 8sq.po.

7. 31bs.,l0oz.,5-568grs.; 2 qrs., 3 bush., 3 pks.; 14cwt., 20 lbs., 10-8 16 oz.

8. 3 ac, 3 ro., 14 po. ; 63 gals. 9. 37 po. ; 9 d., 15 hrs.

10. $506-325; 19 qrs. 11. 7 ac, 3 ro., 20 po.; 2m., 1150 yds., 2-052 ft.

12. 13 sq. yds., 1 sq. ft., 111-6 sq. in. ; 4 m., 6 po., 1 yd., 2 ft., 11-97696 in.

13. 38J cts. ; $1.88J ; 5 oz., 12 dwts., 16 grs.

14. 15*. 6d. ; 1*. h\d. ; 13*. id.

15. 6 sq. yds., 108 sq. in. ; 3 fur. , 10 po., 3 yds. , 2 ft. ; 20 d., 6 hrs.

16. 8 iVfeao.; 20 hrs., 30 m. 17. 7*.; $2.52.

18. lcwt., 24 lbs., 13 oz., 13£fdrs. 19. £1.2*.9f</.

20. 152 wks., 5 dM 10 hrs., 54^ sec,

21. 1 ro., 39 po., 28J sq- yds.,^ sq. in.

EX. XLIV. (p. 139.)

1. -625; -9375. 2. -23125; -796875. 3. -503125; -0572916.

4. -22083 ; 48-083- 5. "0355 ; -3001875. . . 6. -27329545; -072916-

7. -2785493827160; -875. 8. -67857142; -00002546296.

9. -82285714; -000015. ... 10. -0334821 . . . .; 82-5.

11. 1-916; 14-24. 12. 114-54 ; -00061 ...

.

13. 75-789. ...; 5212-307692. 14. -01875 ; -805 ; -7317.

15. -13125; -3. 16. -30612 ; -013671875. 17. -225; -511.

18. -00243 . . . ; -000080. .

.

19. -000304. . . ; -065625.

20. -288 ; -546875. 21. -11825396. 22. 1-59 23. -3140625.

24. (1) 2 c. 5 m. (2) 4 c. 1§ m. (3) 1 c. 8| m. (4) 2 fl. 5 c.

(5) 5 fl. 2 c. 5 m. (6) 8 fl. (7) £5. 6 fl. 2 c. 5 m.

(8) £54. 3| fl. (9) £20. 9 fl.'8 c. 1J m. (10) 7 fl. 6 c. 9-7916 m.

(11) 7 fl. 3 c. 4 m. (12) £2. 7 fl. 9 c. 6£ m. (13) £3. 4 c. 9 m.
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EX. XLV. (p. 141.)

I.

1 314159.
1Tc ;

ioooob
,3 -2738()9523

-
2

'
13 '0125'

3. 573-005754; 573-004246; -43204577; 759953-5../; 1-02515;

1-00485; -01030225; 100.

4. Yes. 5. (1) 394. (2) -009072. (3) 1. (4) 11'8125.

6. 1-05 nearly.

24269

.

1. -000700409; -^ > -0032546.

2. Three hundred and ninety-seven thousand and eight, and four hundred

and five thousand and nine millionths; 397008405-009; 397*008405009.

Three hundred and ninety-seven millions, eight thousand four hundred and five,

and nine thousandths. Three hundred and ninety-seven, and eight millions

four hundred and five thousand and nine thousand-millionths.

441 .

3. -03493. 4. 11-025; -^-» -00053874; -0002; -0642.

5. (1) -000091304 (2) 2-518. (3) -625. (4) 10-0045.

6. 2-4976096088.

in.

9
1. -57 and 57000; 12644-042 2. (1) ^ and -9.

1384 968 7

(2)^ and -7007 (3)^ and 1-5488 (4) ^ and -2916.

37
3. 26; 8585; no. 5. 15-35 miles. 6. ^q.

IV.

1. 124-36653. SlfJJ ; lffJJ.

2. 3006005 ; three hundred thousand, six hundred and five-tenths.

3. In order of magnitude they stand thus 1-5 * -75; 2-625 -5-5; 5 x -05.

4. -0049; -12693. Am. -006545; 542000; -0046

20020; -02002.

5. 3-14159. 6.=--
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v.

1. 3-083; 2*87296; 8-0267857142.

2. (1) 851. (2) 1-60546875. (3) 35-4875. (4) l-68350i,

333 97061
3. W6 is the nearer. 4- 2-7182818; -00097061; J^^O.
5. 7925-7 miles nearly. 6. 13-74696.

VI.

451
1. 12-24362412; -0089147....; 0730091; 7*30091. 2. ^.

49 6401
3

- Ho 6HI * 4-9500: * '72- 6
-

'4375 '

vn.

1. A ought to receive 60 cents ; B, 36 cents ; C, 12 cents.
f

2. $655.67^; $786.80*£; $H01.52§«; each person ought topay 26ffcts.

3. 45 boys. 4. 1J miles per hour ; 1 hr.

5. A should have $3.60 ; B, 2.88 ; and the boy, 72 cents. 6. $1.25*.

Ex. XLVI. (p. 148.)

1. $68.75 ; $37.50. 2. $41.40; $40. 3. $90; $182.75.

4. $247.50; $437.50. 5. $67.84; $82.50. 6. $228.96; $30.24.

7. $71.42*. 8. $701.10. 9. $88.20; $81.20.

10. $191006.73 ; $184.08. 11. $27082.20. 12. $350.

13. £12. 15*. ll%d. ' 14. £215. 16*. 8f^. 15. £89. 6*. l\d.

16. £467. 1*. 6|oT. *q. 17. £12. 5*. 10*</. %q. 18. £2. 15*. \\\d.

19. £147. 16*. \\\d. Ifa 20. £230. 16*. 8**/. \q. 21. £4. 9*. $\d. £*?.

22. $237.06*. 23. $1350. 24. $16.12*.

Ex. XLVH. (p. 157.)

1. 10-51384615.
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3. A's share=$54.85f , B'a share=$61.71f , Cs share=$75.42«.

4. -0025. 5. 4*cts. 6. 3361-3 ... rev.

7. £4. 17*. 1|&/. 8. 5£- hrs. 9. 74^ hrs.

ni.

1. 15 cwt., 2 qrs., 21 lbs. ; $567.26.

2. 8-495 ; 8 chains, 4 chainlets, 9 links, 5 linklets.

4. 8d. ; £3. 17*. Id. 5. 5 mo. 6. 365-2425 days.

7. £50. 10*. 9. $666.66§; $1133.33£.

- rv.

1. 26973. 2. -0219238095. 3. £36. 10*. 8{d. f^.

4. 9 days. • 5. £4. 4*. 2f</. ; 6*. O^d.

6. £395. 19*. 2d. ; £116145. 16*. 8d. 7. 195 sq. yds.

8. A 1

a share-_$600, B's share=$480, Cb share=$320. 9. 96 cts,

v.

42 225 81
1. 374 quotient, and 446 remainder; 2. gjg> gjg» 3^5' 1^.

3. 3|f-7|sov, 4. £15468750. 5. 3| hrs.

6. 10 hrs., 12 m. 7. 7fff
days.

8- 75^^ cts.; $1856.72^^; $1465.57*W&; $1055.l5ff£§f.

9. 1512.

VI.

1. £95335. 17*. 9d. 2. $4732.72^. 3. 10 yds.
vll

in.

4. 12 cents. 5. 4 cents. 6. 6 cents.

7. 635|fhrs. 8. £1000 9. 600 trees.

vn.

1. $1 ; Tfa ;
-0042 2. 16

;

£4. 19*. ; £9. 18*. ; £19. 16*.

3. 129257^8. 4. 5 i39 dayg# 5. 1200 men. 6. ^; $1000

7. $309. 8. 98. 9. 10234 fr., 66§ cent.

VIII.

1. $2576.34. 2. 15£f. 3. ^. 4. $978.28.

5 ' tAu 5
-00234375. 6. 8 cwt., 37|lbs. (cwt. = 112 lbs.)

7. 57fhrs. 8. 6*. 8d. 9. $383784.80.

IX.

1. 2143. 2. -4 ; -04. 3. Yes ; 70 cents. 4. 80 days.

5. £19. 8 fl. 7 c. 7 m. ; T\ m. 6. 4*. 7. The English hen.

8. 45 men. 9. 160 boys.
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x.

1. «661; -017; 11-2. 2. ^fa 4. $235.
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122 ANSWERS (pp. 202-216.)

1. $300.

5. $450.

8. $1240.

11. £262.4^.5^/.^.

14. £1953. 2s. 6d.

17. $2.61£f 18. $2.46.

21. £140. 22. £48. 9s

25. 2s. lid. nearly.

Ex. LIV. (p. 202.)

2. $237.32 fo 3. $657.

6. £375. 15s. 0%d. nearly.

9. $1228.50 nearly.

12. £765.

15. $1.25|f.

19. $13.80^.
23. $25.52T̂ .
26. $1-06 +

4. $912.96128.

7. $824.

10. £2000.

13. $462.47+.

16. $78.11i|.

20. $8.29^-.

24. $2.

28. 16§ per cent.

29. £2.6s.8d.

1.

5.

9.

12.

10.

20.

23.

27.

30.

33.

35.

38.

41.

44.

46.

49.

Ex. LV. (p. 207.)

$3800. 2. $800. 3. $525.

6. $1059.60 £fr .

4. $4300.

7. £5050. 8. $2600.

10. $2418. 11. $1488.

14. £972. 10s. 15. £4048. lis. l\d.

18. $122.50. 19. $135.59^.

21. £159. 12s. 22. £111.. 8*. lfftd.

25. $2185.71f 26. £2164. 2s. Qd.

28. $6.59f i. 29. $7.44|f.

32. $594.94.

34. 87J ; $1371*.

36. $320. 37. $331.28*§f.
40. $i£9, half-yearly.

42. $280 half-yearly ; $7350.

£5. 10*. 3^7^.
The Canadian Bank of Commerce Stock. 45. $10612.24||.

£6. 5s. 47. £1666. IBs. id. 48. £7900 ; £6310. 2s. <Sd.

£86. .
50. £25; £22. lls.l^d 51. £20000; £225000.

$597^.

£3091. 10s. 2™d.
$2775. 13. $1834.

$72. 17. $480.

£112. 0s. Si>*d.

$1700 24. $3216.

£875. 7s. 9%d.

$8.27£ff. 31 - ^6.79-^.

$7.77| ; $8.75 ; 97-| cents.

$5297.54^.

£104. 8*. id. 39. $15,211?.*

$200 ; $141.50|f, half-yearly.

43. £2729 i

Ex. LVI. (p. 216)

1. 187-98; 352-4625; 2255-76; 4285-944; 5639-4; 84872-97.

2. 15-625 ; 23-456 . . .
; 8-984375 ;

2-530 . . . ; -048

3. -005 ; -0275 ; -043 ;
-05625 ;

-263
; 2 3005 ; 5.000138.

4. $350; 5. 8s. Sd. 6. $763.60 ; $268.08 gain.

'

7. 1463-65 gals. 8. 8437-5 bus. 9. l|j. 10. 15f gain

11. 9 cents. 12. $9.13* +, (cwt. = 112 lbs.) 13. 66^ gain.
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.14. 10-72...; 8-71...; 10-44.... 15. 524...; 2029... ; 1611 .. ..

16. 1045678-375 persons.

17. 3 of the age of 18 years ; 19 between 15 yrs. and 18 yrs. ; 38 between

12 yrs. and 15 yrs, ; 133 between 10 yrs. and 15 yrs., and 190 under

that age.

18. lOf 19. 33£. 20. $168.75.

21. Weight of oxygen = 997' 12 lbs. ; weight of carbon = 865-3 lbs. ; weight

of hydrogen - 137 '58 lbs.

22. 204f ; 153|^ ; for the whole time, 672f per cent, or 42
f̂f

per cent.

per annum.

23. He loses 191.80.

24. No. of male criminals : No. of female criminals : : 5 : 4.

25. 6*. 3T3^.; 5s. 6d. 26. $2.10. 27. £37. Is. 11£. &q.
28. $1375; $37f£. 29. £27. 30. $3-456.

31. £3. 18s. 32. 47-15 cents. 33. £96. Is. 3^.
34. Is. 10id. ; 2s. lfd. \q. ; 3*. 9d. 35. 30 quarters. 36. $40.

Ex. LVII. (p. 220.)

1. (1) $895, (2) $173.50, (3) $534.25. 2. $2851507^- qrs. 3. $1.08£.

4. Average age of boys = 9| yrs. Average age of girls = 10^j yrs. Aver-

age age of whole class = 10^§ yrs.

6. 4-447 days. 6. 3-9428571. 7. $1979. 8. £372. 18*. \\d. ftq.

Ex. LVIII. (p. 226.)

1. 6, 28, 38. 2. $20.10 ; $64.32.

3. 516, 860, 1204, 1892 ; $717|| ; $861^, $820|§.

4. £179. 8s. 8d. ; £142. 9s. ; £99. Bs. Ad.

5. 12 cwt., 80^ lbs. ; 3 cwt., 30^ lbs ; 2 cwt., 50* o lbs.

6. $1900.80; $1555.20; 7. 2 cwt., lqr., 121bs., 13*foz.

8. £3250 ; £2166. 13j. id. ; £1083. 6s. 8d. 9. $1680, $2160.

10. $60, $60, $120, $240.

11. A's share - £5000, B'a share = £3750, C's share = £3125.

12. $1350. 13. 5^i months. 14. 4f months.

15. 12. months. 16. £3. 10*. 17. $1265.62£.

18. A ought to have £80, B £90, and C £84.
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Ex. LIX. (p. 235.)

1. $447*148. . .

.

2. £1271. ISs. 9T%%d. ; $6104.11.

3. 1246 pias., 6|f reals. 4. $4.87. 5. $4.67. 6. $5.02.

7. The direct way. 8. £19. 10j. 74</. ; 25 francs. 9. £11. 5s. gain

10. $480-08ff gain ; the income in England is taken at par.

Ex. LX. (p. 241,)

1. 17; 24; 38; 64. 2. 81

;

145 ; 416. 3. 314; 193 ; 108.

5. 999 ; 989 ; 908. 5. 5432 ; 3789 ; 2312.

6. 15367 ; 531441 ; 16807. 7. 543200 ; 2039750.

8. 12-96 ; 5-37 ;
240-1. 9. -59049 ;

6-2573.

10. -207; -0374; -0451. 11. 2403; 2-403.

12. 347-6905; 490-304. 13. 4; 1-2649...; -4; -1264

14. 15-3492...; -3162...; -1; 2-2360...; -7071

15. -02; -0284...; 19*4901 16. 4£; 12-4007...;, -5773...; ^.

Ex. LXL (p. 248.)

1. 12 ; 15 ; 31. 2. 38 ; 48 ; 67. 3. 88 ; 93 ; 98.

4. 134; 411; 203. 5. 631; 305; 364. 6. 258; 638; 975.

7. 3002 ; 6031. 8. *73
; 3-19 ; 45*7 ; '097 ; -124 ; -029.

2 5
9. 1-442...; -669...; -310 10. g-; -; 3-546......

11. 7f ; 1-930...; 1-442 12. -046...; -425.

13. 6-16; 1-232. 14. Each edge = 27-2 in. 15. 1369 sq.ft.

16. 3 ft., 10 in.

Ex. LXII. (251.)

1. 103544, 82321 ; 114111 ; 609, 5*8. 2. 5/594, 5*6/4 ; 10334.

3. 2615; 650410; 51117344; 2/3568; 574097; 2704054; 475/968;

29/96580; 14332216; 23033210.

4. 1456; *7/8; /4/**; 10232; 3402. 5. 2504; 62/*; 6543.

6. 5221; 1110111001111; 35,61; 82/; 33233344; 3/4*2.

7. 10787; 418; 2/43; 16430335. 8. 9294; 344; 1465; 27/.

9. 475/968.
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Ex. LXIH. (p. 255.)

1. 11-41, 7-84; 101-332, 31-714; 4204-3514..., 664-792L.. -023843..., -0/5;

132-14.

2. 102-501/..., 146-408373..., 173-35136...; 21'ii, 25-1; 271; 1259-57/13,

2218-4610642782, 3145-412172...; 312-5/381, 457-4765841230,

570-424365...

3. 22111-210111..., 3211-302323; 12012000-12211002..., 323010-22112;

102-120211... ; 23-2112.

4. 572640; 26^^. 5. 12 ft. 9 in. • 6. £ll. 16j.

Ex. LXIV. (p. 264.)

1. 4 yds. 2 ft. 8 in. ; 3690 revolutions.
'

2. 19 sq. yds. 5 sq. ft. 113} sq. in.

. 3. (1) 2 yds. ft.2^ in. (2) 124 096 .. . yds.

4. (1) 733 yds. 1 ft. (2) 27 sq. yds, 8 sq. ft. 61$ sq. in.

5. (1) $92.40 (2) 462 sq. yds.

6. (1) 36 ft. 6 in. (2) 3 chs. 40 Iks.

7. (1) 16-229 yds. (2) 36 min.

8. (1) 52 ft. 7 in. (2) 60-13... ft. 9. 156-52... mi.

10. 42 sq. yds. 4 sq. ft. 72 sq. in. 11. 322 yds. 2 ft.

12. (1) 52 sq. yds. (2) 12 sq. yds. 4 sq. ft. 18 sq. in.

(3) 3 sq. yds. 6 sq. ft. 108 sq. in. (4) 2 sq. yds. 114 sq. in.

(5) 3 sq. yds. 5 sq. ft. 12 sq. in. (6) 15 sq. yds. 6 sq. ft. 112 sq. in.

13. (1) 85 sq. ft. 10". (2) 76 sq. ft. T. 5\

(3) 20 sq. ft. 9'. 10". 1"'. 10"". (4) 58 sq, ft. 8'. 8"'.

(5) 70 sq. ft. 3'. 8". 10"'. 4"". (6) 37 sq. ft. 5". 4'".

14. (1) 383£ c. ft. (2) 35 c. ft. (3) 285 c. ft. 559 eu. in.

15. (1) 6 yds. • (2) 6 yds. 9 in. (3) 2 yds. 2ft. (4) 18 yds. 1 ft.

16. (1) 122 sq. yds. 2 sq. ft. (2) 107 sq. yds. 3 sq. ft. 16 sq. in.

(3) 131 sq. yds. 2 sq. ft 36 sq. in. (4) 145 sq. yds. 18 sq. in.

(5) 121 sq. yds.

17. (1) $650. (2) $279.44^.

18. (1) 26 yds. 4. in. (2) 4 ft. 9f in.

19. (2) 2 ac. 4 po. (3) 3 chs. 50 Iks. off the length.

20. (1) 17 yds. 1 ft. 9| in. (2) 69} sq. yds.

21. (1) £21. (2) £13. 22. 250 yds. 23. $13.07}.
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24. £5 IOj. 25. (1) 1968 lbs., 12 oz. (2) lift. 6^ in.

26. (1) 365^f times. (2) 251-049. i . bus. (3) 7*987.

27. (1)300. (2) 3155002 nearly.

28. (1) 2ac, lro., 39po., 13yds., 5ft., 36 in. (2) 1000yds.

29. (1) £1046. 8s. (2)20.
%

30. (1) 18 sq. ft., 54sq.in.

(2) 3601 sq. ft. 72 sq. in. 31. (1) 512. (2) 3 ft., 1J in.

32. 301Jc.yds.; 165^1bs. (cwt.*= 112 lbs.,

33. (1) 21^\r- (2) 487* nearly. (3) 139.28. . .

In compliance with the request of several masters, the answers to the

EXAMINATION QUESTIONS are not given. They appear in the Key.







NEW PUBLICATIONS.

The Complete Composition Exercise
Book, in two numbers, for Senior and Junior

Classes. By James Hughes, Inspector of Public

Schools, Toronto.

" The plan is a very excellent one, and the book
is very neatly and cheaply got up.*'

—

Samuel Clare,
Book-keeping and Writing Master, Normal School.

Elementary Statics, by J. Hamblin Smith,

M.A., with Appendix, by Thos. Kirexatd,

M.A., Science Master, Normal SchooL

"The elementary works of Mr. Smith on Statics

and Hydrostatics are amongst the most serviceable

for use in our High and Public Schools.*'

—

Globe.

"Mr. Kirkland's additions are valuable, and are
worthy of his reputation."

—

Geo. H. Kobinson, M.A.
Head Master, Whitby High School.

" By far the best work on the subject that has
yet been offered."—J. E. Bukgess, B.A., Head
Master High School, Kincardine.

Analysis of the English Language. For

use in Public and High Schools. By I. Plant
Fleming, M.A., B.C.L. ; with Examination

Papers added, by W. Houston, M.A., Examiner

in English, Toronto University.

" It fills a place too long unoccupied, by giving in
small space, more genuine information on our mother
tongue than any other primary text book with which
I am acquainted."—S. Woods, M.A., Hector Kingston
Collegiate Institute.

11 Wellington Street,
Toronto.
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